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INTRODUCTION 
 

For the latest decades the idea of sharing information in the 

process of social and political development as an integral part of the 

political process has become more topical. All civilizations needed 

communication, its slightest changes led to the destruction of some 

political systems and the establishment of new ones. Information has 

become the fundamental basis of democracy as informing the majority 

laid the ground for the mechanism of minority‟s public control over 

the state. By means of information constant feed-back was carried out 

between the authority and the society. At the same time information 

may threaten national interests of a state; we can observe it recently 

when Ukraine has been at hybrid (military and information) war. So, 

Ukraine should pay big attention to balanced solution of issues of 

national information space protection. The study of information security 

issues, in our opinion, will not be holistic if it does not stand out in 

conjunction with other areas of society‟s life (economy, politics, 

ecology, etc.).  

The collective monograph “International and National Security: 

Politics, Information, Ecology, Economy” aims to define a coherent 

understanding of the current state of international information, envi-

ronmental and economic security. It is the result of work on the 

relevant topic of the Ukrainian-Polish project “Information Warfare as 

a New Dimension of Geopolitical Rivalization” conducted by the 

Ministries of Education and Science of Ukraine and the Republic of 

Poland in 2018−2019. 

The Project leaders are Antonina Mytko, the Head of International 

Communications and Political Analysis Department, International 

Relations Faculty, Associate Professor, Doctor of Political Sciences, 

Lesya Ukrainka Eastern European National University; and Olga 

Wasiuta, the Head of National Security Chair, Institute of Security 

Education and Civic Education, Faculty of Pedagogy, Professor, Doctor 

of Political Sciences, Krakow, Poland.  

This collective monograph is the result of the scientific activity of 

the staff of the International Relations Faculty, Lesya Ukrainka Eastern 

European National University and Pedagogical University im. National 
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Education Commission in Cracow, Poland. Individual materials of the 

topic have been tested in scientific publications on international 

relations, international economiy, political science, at national and 

international scientific and scientific and practical conferences, in 

teaching the subjects for the specialty “International relations, public 

communications and regional studies”. The work is a comprehensive 

study of the problem of national and international security. It is intended 

for a wide range of specialists in international relations, public 

communications, professionals working in structural subdivisions of 

state authorities, in information and analytical departments of local 

authorities and administration, in public relations departments of state 

and private structures, etc.   
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Сhapter 1 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

 

1.1. European Security Policy: 

Theoretical and Practical Aspects 
 

Pikulyk Oksana
1
 

 

The dynamics of international processes indicate that the impor-

tance of regional security systems in ensuring global stability will 

continue to grow. The interdependence of regional and global 

organizations of collective security and defence is intensifying.The 

European Union is moving today through deepening integration in all 

spheres, including the area of security. 

Europe faces new threats such as the threat of terrorism, the 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, regional conflicts and 

illegal migration, organized crime. 

Challenges faced by Europe and the world in the early twenty-

first century are global.Their solution is possible by developing a 

common strategy and implementing effective security policies, since 

none of the states can protect themselves without interacting with 

other countries. Therefore, the implementation of an effective common 

security policy is an important priority for European countries. 

Following the unsuccessful attempt in 1954 to establish the Euro-

pean Defence Community, a new impetus for the development of the 

European integration process in the field of security and defence was 

provided by further agreements and treaties signed by the European 

countries. During the existence of the bipolar system of international 

relations the issues of security and political cooperation among the 

countries of Western Europe were resolved and implemented within 

the framework of the foreign policy of national states, some of which 

                                                 
1
© Pikulyk Oksana – PhD in Economics, Senior Lecturer of the 

Department of International Relations and Regional Studies, Lesya Ukrainka 

Eastern European National University. 
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were coordinated through the participation of countries in the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Western European Union. 

A new stage of European integration began in the second half of 

the 1980s.and was carried out in favorable foreign policy conditions of 

the end of the cold war, dynamic development and steady growth rates 

of the EU economy.The Single European Act of 1986 finally formed 

the basis for intergovernmental cooperation in the field of foreign 

policy.In the Maastricht Treaty (1992), for the first time, the Union‟s 

responsibility in the field of security policy and the possibility of 

pursuing a common security policy were identified. The Treaty 

formalized the creation of the European Union based on three “pillars”: 

1) European Communities; 2) a common foreign and security policy 

(CFSP); 3) cooperation in the field of internal affairs and justice. The 

cooperation of Member States of the EU in the field of common foreign 

and security policy was based on intergovernmental cooperation.The 

objectives of the EU policy in this area were: protection of common 

values, basic interests, independence and integrity of the Union; 

strengthening the security of the European Union; preservation of 

peace and international security; promotion of international cooperation; 

development and consolidation of democracy and the rule of law and 

respect for human rights.The main role in decision-making in the field 

of CFSP was assigned to the EU Council. The permanent political and 

military bodies were established in 2001 to implement the common 

foreign and security policy (Political and Security Committee, the 

Military Staff of the European Union, the Military Committee of the 

European Union). 

The Political and Security Committee is a Committee of the 

Council of the European Union dealing with the common foreign and 

security policy. The Committee provides strategic guidance and 

political control over crisis management operations, monitors the 

development of international events in the field of CFSP, helps to de-

termine the direction of this policy and oversees its implementation
1
. 

                                                 
1
 CSDP structure, instruments, andagencies. URL: https://eeas.europa.eu/ 

topics/crisis-response/5392/csdp-structure-instruments-and-agencies_en 

(access.: 12.06.2018). 
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The EU Military Committee, which is the highest military body 

of the European Union, fulfills its functions under the overall guidance 

of the Secretary General of the Council of the EU – the EU High 

Representative for Foreign and Security Policy. The main tasks of the 

Military Committee are: assessment of the military-political situation 

in various regions of the world; participation in the development of 

directions for the military construction of the EU and approaches to 

crisis management; preparation of proposals to the highest political 

bodies of the European Union on the practical application of its 

military potential. 

The European Union Military Staff serves the purposes of the 

Common Security and Defence Policy of the European Union and is a 

separate department within the European External Action Service. The 

European Union Military Staff submits to the EU Military Committee 

and ensures its work, in particular, in matters of strategic planning and 

early warning of possible threats. 

One of the milestones in the development of European security 

was adoption of the European Security Strategy in 2003. For the first 

time Europe has analysed the European Union‟s security environment 

and identified key security challenges and subsequent political impli-

cations for the European Union. European Security Strategy provided 

the conceptual framework for the Common Foreign and Security 

Policy that later became the Common Security and Defence Policy
1
. 

The document, based on an assessment of the state and trends of 

the military-political situation in the world, specifies threats and risks 

to the security of the European Union, clarifies the goals and objectives 

of the organization, and identifies the priorities and principles of the 

EU‟s activities in this area.The document identifies the main threats to 

European security, namely, international terrorism, the proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction, regional conflicts, the crisis of the 

system of public administration in countries with undeveloped 

democracy, organized crime. Counteraction to these threats must be 

                                                 
1
 Keinis V. The Theoretical and Practical Challenges of European Security 

Community in the Context of Globalisation. European Integration Studies. 

2017. No. 11. Р. 65–74.  
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carried out both on the territory of the European Union and outside the 

geographical boundaries of the organization. Such activities should 

include a set of political, economic and military measures. 

With the entry into force on December 1, 2009 the Treaty of 

Lisbon, a new stage in the development of the Common Security and 

Defence Policy of the EU began. This document reveals the content 

and direction of the security and defence policy of the participating 

countries, the tasks of the governing bodies of the European Union 

responsible for the functioning of crisis management structures, the 

principles of joint activities of European states in this area, as well as 

common approaches to the formation and application of the EU‟s 

military potential. 

The Lisbon Treaty re-formulated the EU‟s objectives on the 

international arena, specifically, protection of values, basic interests, 

security, independence, human rights and freedoms; consolidation and 

support of democracy, the rule of law and the principles of international 

law; preservation of peace, prevention of conflicts and the strengthening 

of international security; promotion of integration of all countries into 

the world economy. The Lisbon Treaty specifies the tasks to be 

performed by the EU Response Force in the course of peacekeeping 

operations, for the first time the provision is made about the possibility of 

using military contingents of these forces in the interests of countering 

terrorist danger, illegal migration and organized crime, and for eliminating 

the consequences of emergency situations. The powers of the EU High 

Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy have been 

expanded, and the legal basis for the functioning of the European 

Defence Agency (EDA) has been formalized. 

An important aspect of the Lisbon Treaty is a provision on 

mutual assistance. This provision requires joint EU coordinated action 

by Member States to provide the necessary assistance in the event of a 

Member State experiencing armed aggression on its territory. In 

accordance with the Lisbon Treaty, the security policy of the Member 

States was transformed into “community” affair. In general, the Lisbon 

Treaty created the prerequisites for more coherence in the CFSP, 

which significantly strengthened the position of the European Union 

in the world. 
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The European Defence Agency has been presenting a Capability 

Development Plan since 2008 for the solution of security and defence 

issues in the short- and longer-term. It develops future security scenarios 

and makes recommendations about the capabilities European militaries 

will need to react to a variety of potential threats
1
. Capability Deve-

lopment Plan provides a view of future capability needs, taking into 

account the impact of future security challenges, technological deve-

lopment and other trends. It assists the Member States in their national 

defence planning and programmes. The CDP is an important element 

in a comprehensive capability development process, and it provides 

the basis of the Agency‟s capability-driven approach
2
. 

On June 28, 2016, the EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs 

and Security Policy Federica Mogherini presented the European 

Union’s Global Strategy for Foreign and Security Policy. The European 

Union‟s security and defence policy includes: gradual synchronization 

and mutual adaptation of national defence planning cycles (this 

planning should be in full compliance with NATO defence planning); 

use of EU funds to support technology, multinational cooperation and 

defence research; development of defence industry in the EU countries; 

involvement of the full potential of the European Defence Agency
3
. 

According to the Foreign Affairs Council Conclusions in November 

2016, the main priorities of the EU policy in the sphere of security and 

defence are the following: responding to external conflicts and crises, 

building capacities of partner countries, and protecting the EU and its 

citizens. The main tools to achieve these goals involve launching a 

coordinated annual review on defence (CARD) to enhance defence 

cooperation between member states; setting up a military planning and 

conduct capability (MPCC) to improve crisis management structures; 

                                                 
1
 European Defence Agency. Capability Development Plan. URL: 

https://www.eda.europa.eu/european-defence-energy-network/our-current-

priorities/capability-development-plan (access.: 12.06.2018). 
2
 Capability Development Plan. URL: https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-

we-do/our-current-priorities/strategies/Capabilities (access.: 12.06.2018). 
3
 Poshedin O. I. Nove zhyttia spilnoi polityky bezpeky ta oborony 

Yevropeiskoho Soiuzu: oriientyry dlia Ukrainy. Visnyk NADU pry Prezy-

dentovi Ukrainy. Seriia “Derzhavne upravlinnia”. 2017. № 2. S. 48–54.  

https://www.eda.europa.eu/european-defence-energy-network/our-current-priorities/capability-development-plan
https://www.eda.europa.eu/european-defence-energy-network/our-current-priorities/capability-development-plan
https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/our-current-priorities/strategies/Capabilities
https://www.eda.europa.eu/what-we-do/our-current-priorities/strategies/Capabilities
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strengthening the EU‟s rapid response toolbox, including the EU 

battlegroups and civilian capabilities; and establishing a permanent 

structured cooperation (PESCO) to strengthen defence cooperation 

among member states
1
. 

On November 30, 2016, the European Commission approved a 

European Defense Action Plan whose mission is to increase the cost-

effectiveness of defense spending; strengthening of defense coopera-

tion; building a stronger industry. European Defence Action Plan 

aimed at encouraging defence and security cooperation between 

Member States through the establishment of a capability window, and 

the implementation of the Warsaw Joint Declaration of the EU and 

NATO leaders.  

On March 6, 2017, the European Council adopted the conclu-

sions, which include the main achievements in the implementation of 

the EU strategy in the area of security and defence. The document 

defines what has been done to achieve the objectives of security policy 

in various areas. The Council also endorsed the concept of operational 

planning and implementation of missions and operations, which would 

allow the EU to respond much faster and more efficiently to threats
2
. 

Practical aspects of European security and foreign policy include 

16 Common Security and Defence Policy Missions and Operations. 

Nearly 2000 civilians and 3300 military staff are deployed in Europe, 

in the Middle East, and in African continent. In particular, ten civilian 

Missions (in Kosovo, Ukraine, Georgia, Niger, Mali, the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories, Iraq, Libya, and Somalia) and six military 

Missions and Operations (in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Central 

Mediterranean, Somalia (on land and off the coast), Mali, and the 

Central African Republic). 

The activities of the EU Police Mission in Bosnia and Herzego-

vina are the first EU operation within the framework of the European 

                                                 
1
 Council of the European Union. EU cooperation on security and defence. 

URL: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/defence-security (access.: 

12.06.2018). 
2
 Council of the European Union. Security and defence: Council reviews 

progress and agrees to improve support for military missions. URL: 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/03/06/defence -

security (access.: 12.06.2018). 
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Security and Defence Policy. On January 1, 2003, the EU Police 

Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina continued to fulfil its tasks pre-

viously assigned to the UN International Police Task Force. Mission 

objectives include monitoring, training, inspection and technical 

support for Bosnia and Herzegovina Police. 

Since June 15, 2007 in order to assist the government of the 

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (IRA) in the formation of the system 

of law enforcement agencies of the country, the EU Police Mission in 

Afghanistan (EUPOL AFGHANISTAN) has been deployed. Its tasks 

include: teaching and training of personnel for the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs (Afghan National Police) and the power structures of the IRA; 

assistance to its government in reforming and improving the law-

enforcement system of the state; organization of interaction between 

international structures and law enforcement agencies of the country 

on combating organized crime and illiciting drug trafficking; assistance to 

local authorities and security agencies in ensuring internal security in 

the republic. 

Since February 16, 2008, the EU’s Rule of Law Mission (EULEX 

KOSOVO) has been operating in Kosovo. Its purpose is to assist the 

authorities of the region in observing the rule of law and establishing 

law and order on its territory. The mandate was valid up to June 14, 

2014. The main objectives of the mission were: to assist the Kosovo 

authorities in the formation of government bodies and law enforcement 

structures, as well as to ensure stability and security in the territory of 

the self-proclaimed state
1
. 

Since 2014, an EU Consultative Mission for Civil Security Sector 

Reform (CMEU) has been operating in Ukraine. However, it only 

provides assistance to non-military state authorities of Ukraine, i. e. 

the Police, the Border Guard Service, the National Guard, the Security 

Service, the Genaral Prosecutor‟s office, the courts and anti-corruption 

bodies. 

In 2001 in order to effectively counter terrorist threats the European 

Union adopted a plan to combat terrorism. Further development of 

                                                 
1
 Ivanov V. Voennyie i grazhdanskie operatsii i missii Evrosoyuza v sfere 

krizisnogo uregulirovaniya. Zarubezhnoe voennoe obozrenie. 2014. № 6. 

С. 3–9.  
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cooperation between the EU Member States in this field continued in 

2004. The Declaration on Combating International Terrorism was 

adopted and a special program was approved, according to which the 

post of the European Union Coordinator for Combating Terrorist Threats 

was approved. The situation centre of the European Union (opened in 

January 2005), reinforced by special services of Great Britain, Spain, 

Italy, France and Germany, was transferred to its subordination. The 

main task of the center is to organize the exchange of information 

between the national antiterrorist agencies of the EU countries.  

On December 2005, the European Union adopted a new strategy 

to combat terrorism, which reflects the changing approaches of the 

leadership of the organization to meet the challenges of countering 

such threats. To combat terrorism and radicalism, the EU offers 

neighbouring countries to intensify their cooperation in countering the 

financing of terrorism, the involvement of young people in terrorist 

and radical movements, illegal migration and arms trafficking. The 

active involvement of civil society organizations and the use of the 

existing Radicalisation Awareness Network, Europol, Eurojust, and 

financial intelligence units are expected. 

Concerning the sphere of counter terrorism the EU Member 

States have strengthened cooperation with the main partners in the 

Middle East, the North Africa and Western Balkans. The EU is 

supporting efforts to overcome gaps in legislative frameworks and 

capabilities through upgraded and targeted counter terrorism Political 

Dialogues and the development of counter terrorism partnerships
1
. 

The greatest fears in the European Union are the threat of the 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). In order to 

develop common approaches in this area, the European Council 

adopted the Declaration on Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass 

Destruction and the EU Strategy Against Proliferation of Weapons of 

Mass Destruction, which defined the main objectives of the EU in the 

sphere of non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction within the 

framework of the common security and defence policy and cooperation 

                                                 
1
 From Shared Vision to Common Action: Implementing the EU Global 

Strategy Year. URL: https://europa.eu/globalstrategy/sites/globalstrategy/ 

files/full_brochure_year_1.pdf (access.: 12.06.2018). 
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with third countries in this field. The EU‟s goal is to prevent, deter, 

halt and, where possible, eliminate the problems associated with the 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in Europe and throughout 

the world. 

As stated in the Strategy, proliferation is driven by a small number 

of countries and non-state actors, but presents a real threat through the 

spread of technologies and information and because the proliferating 

countries may help one another. These developments take place 

outside the current control regime. Therefore the EU is committed to 

the multilateral treaty system, which provides the legal and normative 

basis for all non-proliferation efforts. The EU policy is aimed at the 

implementation and universalisation of the existing disarmament and 

non-proliferation norms. The EU policy is to pursue an international 

agreement on the prohibition of the production of fissile material for 

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. In November 

2003 the Council of the European Union adopted the Fight against the 

Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction: Mainstreaming Non-

Proliferation Policies into the EU’s Wider Relations with Third 

Countries, which detailed a new EU policy on non-proliferation under 

the EU Common Foreign and Security Policy
1
. 

The EU assists third countries in the fulfilment of their obligations 

under multilateral conventions and regimes and work towards improving 

the existing export control mechanisms. It advocate adherence to 

effective export control criteria by countries outside the existing regimes 

and arrangements
2
. In December 2009, the European Council adopted 

a statement on closer international security cooperation and called for 

a negotiated solution to the Iranian nuclear issue. The statement on 

tighter international security further asked for “resolute operational 

cooperation to obstruct illicit transfers, control exports even more 

effectively, counter illegal networks, take punitive action against 

proliferation financing and reduce the risk of a link-up between terrorism 

                                                 
1
 Lina Grip. The European Union‟s Weapons of Mass Destruction Non-

Proliferation Clause: a 10-Year Assessment. EU Non-Proliferation Consortium. 

2014. No. 40. April. Р. 1–16.  
2
 EU Strategy Against Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction. 

URL: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2004/august/tradoc_118532.en03.pdf 

(access.: 12.06.2018). 
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and weapons of mass destruction”
1
. In July 2010, the European 

Council also endorsed the establishment of a European network of 

independent non-proliferation think tanks. 

The EU financially supports various WMD agencies and regimes 

and helps them strengthen their capabilities to monitor and verify 

suspected WMD activities. It contributes to the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) Nuclear Security Fund. It has established 

CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) Centres of 

Excellence in various regions: in the Middle East, Africa, Central 

Asia, South Asia, the Caucasus, Ukraine and Moldova in order to 

counter the CBRN threat
2
. 

The European security policy is also being implemented through 

the deepening of the EU and NATO partnership in the field of security 

and defence. Both organisations consult and work together to prevent 

and resolve crises and armed conflicts in different regions of the 

world. On December 16, 2002, Declaration on European Security and 

Defence Policy was signed between NATO and the EU. The decla-

ration sets out the political principles for cooperation and states that 

the EU will have access to planning mechanisms, NATO forces and 

capabilities to complement a range of existing EU instruments for 

crisis management and conflict prevention, including military operations 

the NATO is not involved. 

On March 17, 2003, the EU and NATO signed a package of 

Berlin Plus agreements, which provided basis for the NATO-EU 

cooperation in crisis management by allowing the EU access to 

NATO‟s collective assets and capabilities for the EU-led operations
3
. 

Berlin Plus Agreement provides: further adaptation of NATO‟s 

defence planning system to better integrate resource availability for 

the EU-led operations; an agreement between the NATO and the EU 

                                                 
1
 Council of the European Union. Statementon Tighter International 

Security. Document 16751/08 (3 December 2008). URL: http://register. 

consilium.europa.eu/pdf/en/08/st16/st16751.en08.pdf (access.: 12.06.2018). 
2
 Dr. Münevver CEBECI. The European Unionand Weapons of Mass 

Destruction Terrorism. Defence Against Terrorism Review DATR. Vol. 5. 

No. 1. Р. 53–74. 2013. 
3
 The NATO-EU strategic partnership. URL: https://www.nato.int/ 

docu/comm/2004/06-istanbul/press-kit/006.pdf (access.: 12.06.2018). 

https://www.nato.int/docu/comm/2004/06-istanbul/press-kit/006.pdf
https://www.nato.int/docu/comm/2004/06-istanbul/press-kit/006.pdf
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on the exchange of classified information; the NATO-EU consultations in 

the context of the EU crisis management operations that use the 

NATO assets and capabilities; procedures of the monitoring, return 

and recall of the NATO resources and assets. On March 31, 2003 

Operation Concordia began under the auspices of the EU. The EU has 

guaranteed access to the NATO‟s rapid response mechanisms. The 

operation was completed in December 2003 and was the first 

implementation of the Berlin Plus agreement. 

NATO and the EU took part in establishing stability and bringing 

peace to Afghanistan. The NATO-led International Security Assistance 

Force helps create a stable and secure environment in which the 

Afghan government as well as other international actors can build 

democratic institutions, extend the rule of law and reconstruct the 

country. NATO welcomed the EU‟s launch of an ESDP (European 

Security and Defence Policy) Rule of Law mission (EUPOL) in June 

2007. The European Union has also initiated a programme for justice 

reform and is helping to fund civilian projects in NATO- run Provincial 

Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) that are led by an EU Member Country
1
. 

Since September 2008, NATO and the EU have jointly pursued anti-

piracy operations. NATO and EU ships, as well as UN peacekeepers, 

are constantly patrolling the coast of Somalia. 

On July 8, 2016 NATO and the European Union signed a 

declaration of cooperation in which they pledged to confront together 

the “hybrid threats” from east and south. The document was signed by 

Secretary General of NATO Jens Stoltenberg and the EU representatives 

Donald Tusk, the President of European Council, and Jean-Claude 

Juncker, the President of European Commission. They plan to exchange 

information, to coordinate actions in the field of cybersecurity and 

operations in the Mediterranean Sea in the fight against illegal immi-

gration. In addition, NATO and the EU have committed themselves to 

supporting the military industry and joint training. The EU-NATO 

Joint Declaration, signed in June 2016, identified the directions for 

this cooperation, which were detailed in the package of the EU 

proposals in December 2016. 

                                                 
1
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On June 7, 2017, the European Commission decided to establish 

a European Defence Fund to increase the efficiency of the EU Member 

States‟ expenditure on common security and defence.The Fund will 

coordinate, complement and expand national investment in defence 

research, procurement of equipment and technology in the field of 

defence.  

The European Parliament and the EU Council have completed 

talks on the European Defence Industrial Development Program 

(EDIDP) proposed by the European Commission. EDIDP is a key 

element of the European Defence Fund, launched in June 2017. The 

purpose of this project is to encourage cooperation in developing the 

technologies and equipment needed to meet common defence and 

security challenges. The EU, in the framework of the EDIDP program, 

co-finances projects (500 million euros planned in 2019 and 2020), 

which are implemented by at least three enterprises in at least three 

Member States
1
. 

In light of a changing security environment, the EU Global Stra-

tegy for Foreign and Security Policy (EUGS) started a process of 

closer cooperation in security and defence. Member States agreed to 

step up the European Union‟s work in this area and acknowledged that 

enhanced coordination, increased investment in defence and cooperation 

in developing defence capabilities are key requirements to achieve it. 

PESCO (Permanent Structured Cooperation) is a Treaty-based frame-

work and process to deepen security and defence cooperation amongst 

EU Member States. The PESCO participating Member States are Austria, 

Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Fin-

land, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Latvia, Lithua-

nia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, 

Slovakia, Spain and Sweden. The aim is to jointly develop defence 

capabilities and make them available for the EU military operations
2
. 
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Permanent Structured Cooperation envisages the possibility of the EU 

member states working more closely together to solve security 

problems in the region and in the world. This permanent cooperation 

will allow Member States to develop jointly defence capabilities to 

prevent threats, invest in shared projects, and enhance the operational 

readiness and contribution of their armed forces into a common 

European security architecture. 

PESCO is set up to strengthen the security and defence system of 

the EU member states. It provides for the possibility of uniting small 

groups of the EU Member States to initiate projects that are generally 

designed to serve the objectives of the EU security and defence. 

PESCO has developed 17 military training and combat capabilities 

development projects, crisis response, maritime security, and cyber-

threat response (Table 1). 
Table 1 

Projects developed under PESCO
1
 

 

No Project Project members 

1 2 3 

1 
European Medical 

Command 

Germany, the Czech Republic, Spain, 

France, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania, 

Slovakia, Sweden 

2 
European Secure Software 

defined Radio (ESSOR) 

France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, the 

Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Finland 

3 

Network of logistic Hubs 

in Europe and support 

to Operations 

Germany, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Spain, 

France, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus, Hungary, 

the Netherlands, Slovenia, Slovakia 

4 Military Mobility 

The Netherlands, Belgium, Bulgaria, the 

Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia, Greece, 

Spain, France, Croatia, Italy, Cyprus, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, 

Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, 

Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden 

                                                 
1
 COUNCIL DECISION establishing the list of projects to be develope-

dunder PESCO. URL: http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6393-

2018-INIT/en/pdfn (access: 12.06.2018). 
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End of table 1 

1 2 3 

5 

European Union Training 

Mission Competence Centre 

(EU TMCC) 

Germany, Belgium, the Czech Republic, 

Ireland, Spain, France, Italy, Cyprus, 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, 

Romania, Sweden 

6 

European Training 

Certification Centre 

for European Armies 

Italy, Greece 

7 
Energy Operational Function 

(EOF) 
France, Belgium, Spain, Italy 

8 
Deployable Military Disaster 

Relief Capability Package 
Italy, Greece, Spain, Croatia, Austria 

9 

Maritime (semi-) Autono-

mous Systems for Mine 

Countermeasures (MAS 

MCM) 

Belgium, Greece, Latvia, the 

Netherlands, Portugal, Romania 

10 

Harbour & Maritime 

Surveillance and Protection 

(HARMSPRO) 

Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal 

11 
Upgrade of Maritime 

Surveillance 

Greece, Bulgaria, Ireland, Spain, 

Croatia, Italy, Cyprus 

12 

Cyber Threats and Incident 

Response Information 

Sharing Platform 

Greece, Spain, Italy, Cyprus, Hungary, 

Austria, Portugal 

13 

Cyber Rapid Response 

Teams and Mutual Assis-

tance in Cyber Security 

Lithuania, Spain, France, Croatia, 

the Netherlands, Romania, Finland 

14 

Strategic Command and Con-

trol (C2) System for CSDP 

Missions and Operations 

Spain, Germany, Italy, Portugal 

15 

Armoured Infantry Fighting 

Vehicle / Amphibious 

Assault Vehicle / Light 

Armoured Vehicle 

Italy, Greece, Slovakia 

16 
Indirect Fire Support 

(EuroArtillery) 
Slovakia, Italy 

17 

EUFOR Crisis Response 

Operation Core (EUFOR 

CROC) 

Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Cyprus 
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A promising area of European cooperation in the field of security 

is to increase the efficiency of the EU defence and military financing 

system. EU ministers of defence, meeting informally in Sofia on 

4−5 May 2018, reviewed advances in the framework of Permanent 

Structured Cooperation (PESCO) in the field of defence and discussed 

new projects to build further on the rapid progress made over the last 

two years. Following the budget proposal on 2 May, 2018 which 

envisages a 22-fold increase in EU defence spending for 2021−2027, 

the EU High Representative F. Mogherini also announced her 

intention to present a detailed proposal by mid-June on the new 

European Peace Facility, an additional instrument to finance the EU‟s 

work on defence and military operations
1
. By May/June 2018 the 

Council should adopt the common set of governance rules for the 

projects, as well as a recommendation to sequence the fulfilment of 

the more binding commitments and to specify more precise objectives. 

Cooperation between the EU Member States in the field of 

security continues to evolve. Its proof is the implementation by the 

European Union of the main provisions of the Global Strategy on 

Foreign and Security Policy. Nowadays we can speak about new 

achievements of the EU countries in the field of security cooperation, 

specifically the Permanent Structured Cooperation, the establishment 

of European Defence Fund and Coordinated Annual Review on 

Defence. The main activities of the EU in the field of security policy 

include as well the policy of cooperation and association (mainly in 

relation to neighbouring states); cooperation for development, 

strategic partnership with the largest countries; transatlantic relations; 

European Security Strategy; the settlement of international conflicts; 

activity in international organizations. The European security policy 

provides the Union with the possibility of expanding its civilian and 

military capabilities in the areas of crisis management and conflict 

prevention at the international level, thereby contributing to the 

preservation of peace and international security. 

                                                 
1
 European Defence: 17 cooperation projects underway; more to follow 

laterin 2018. European Union External Service URL: https://eeas.europa.eu/ 

headquarters/headquarters-Homepage/44123/european-defence-17-cooperation-

projects-underway-more-follow-later-2018_lv (access: 12.06.2018) 
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1.2. European Union Common Security 

and Defense Policy: Threats and Challenges 

of its Functioning 

Kopachinska Galina
1
 

In todays globalized world one the most necessary goals (except 

development and prosperity) is to defend interests and protect actors 

of the system of foreign relations from threats and challenges. This 

situation happens with members of the EU as well. Currently Euro-

pean regional environment becomes more and more unpredictable, 

creating instability and ambiguity, especially after BREXIT. There are 

various challenges which create an arc of instability for the EU which 

will surely have implications for the Union and the wider world as well. 

In order to protect the EU Member States and predict possible 

instable situations within them the Common Security and Defense 

Policy, formerly known as the European Security and Defense Policy 

was initiated. Hence studying threats and challenges of the European 

Union Common Security and Defense Policy is a necessary and actual 

task which implementation will help understand their preconditions, 

main features and ways to solve. 

The Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP), formerly 

known as the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP), is a 

major element of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) of 

the European Union (EU) and is the domain of the EU policy covering 

defense and military aspects, as well as civilian crisis management. 

The ESDP was the successor of the European Security and Defense 

Identity under NATO, but differs as it falls under the jurisdiction of 

the European Union itself, including countries with no ties to NATO
2
. 

Formally, the Common Security and Defense Policy is the 

domain of the European Council, which is an EU institution, where 
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the heads of Member States meet. A very important role in this 

institution is played by the High Representative of the Union for 

Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, currently Federica Mogherini, 

who prepares and examines decisions to be made before they are 

brought to the Council. 

European security policy has followed by several different paths 

during the 1990s, developing simultaneously within the Western 

European Union, NATO and the European Union itself. The history of 

its formations influenced greatly main challenges and threats which 

happened to it. 

First efforts to form European security and defense policy were 

made in early 1947, when Treaty of Dunkirk between UK and France 

was signed. In 1948 this agreement was transferred into the military 

Article 4 of the Treaty of Brussels which included the BeNeLux 

countries. In 1948 Western Union Defense Organization was set up in 

order to implement all the tasks of this Treaty. In 1949 the United 

States and Canada joined the alliance and its mutual defense 

agreements through the North Atlantic Treaty with its Article 5, which 

specified that military response was not absolutuly necessary. In 1950 

the European Defense Community was proposed but its ratification 

was failed in the French parliament. In 1954 it resulted in the 

establishment of the political Western European Union (WEU) out of 

the earlier established Western Union Defense Organization. The 

WEU itself had no standing army but depended on cooperation 

between its members. That is why in 1992, with the possible desta-

bilization of Eastern Europe the EU adopted the Petersberg tasks, 

which included humanitarian and rescue tasks; peacekeeping tasks; 

tasks for combat forces in crisis management, peacemaking
1
. 

In 1996 it was agreed that the WEU would oversee the creation 

of a European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI) within NATO 

structures. The ESDI was to create a European “pillar” within NATO, 

partly to allow European countries to act militarily where NATO did 

                                                 
1
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not want to participate, and partly to alleviate the United States‟ 

financial burden of maintaining military bases in Europe, which it had 

done since the Cold War, so that allowed European countries to use 

NATO assets. 

In 1999, in order to act autonomously the European Council 

decided to incorporate the role of the WEU within the EU, eventually 

shutting it down. This year Javier Solana was appointed as the High 

Representative for CFSP in order to make it function
1
.  

Main objectives of the CFSP were decided to be the following:  

− to safeguard the common values, fundamental interests, 

independence and integrity of the Union in conformity with the 

principles of the United Nations Charter;  

− to strengthen the security of the Union in all ways; to preserve 

peace and strengthen international security, in accordance with the 

principles of the United Nations Charter, as well as the principles of 

the Helsinki Final Act and the objectives of the Paris Charter, 

including those on external borders;  

− to promote international co-operation;  

− to develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law, and 

respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

The European Council was decided to become the institution 

which main task was to define and implement the principles and 

general guidelines for the CFSP as well as common strategies, which 

had to be called “joint actions” or “common positions”. In general, 

Joint actions address specific situations where operation action by the 

EU is considered necessary and lay down the objectives, scope and 

means to be made available to the EU. Common positions, on the 

contrary, define the approach that the EU takes on a certain matter of 

geographical or thematic nature, and define in the abstract the general 

guidelines to which the national policies of Member States must 

conform. 
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For sufficient functioning of the CFSP a number of bodies were 

organized. Within the Council, there is the Foreign Affairs Council 

configuration, essentially a meeting of foreign ministers; the Political 

and Security Committee, which monitors the international situation in 

the areas covered by the CFSP and contributes by delivering opinions 

to the Council of Ministers, it also monitors the implementation of 

agreed policies. 

The European Defense Agency encourages increase in defense 

capabilities, military research and the establishment of a European 

internal market for military technology. The European Union Institute 

for Security Studies is the European Union‟s analytical institution, 

which mission is to find a common security culture for the EU, to 

develop and project the CFSP, and to enrich Europe‟s strategic debate. 

The European Union Satellite Centre is providing analysis of satellite 

imagery and collateral data
1
. 

In 1999 member states of EU signed the Helsinki Headline Goal, 

which included the creation of a catalogue of forces (the “Helsinki 

Force Catalogue”) to be able to carry out the so-called “Petersberg 

Tasks”. As the objectives outlined in the Helsinki Headline Goal were 

not achievable quickly, in May 2004, the EU defense ministers approved 

Headline Goal 2010, extending the timelines for the EU‟s projects
2
. 

In 2002 Joint EU-NATO Declaration was signed, as independent 

European security pillar could result in a declining importance of 

NATO as a transatlantic forum. This partnership included such 

founding principles as: 

− effective mutual consultation and cooperation;  

− equality and due regard for the decision-making autonomy; 

− interests of both the EU and NATO; 

− coherent and mutually reinforcing development of the military 

capability requirements common to the two organizations. 
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The partnership was reflected in the Berlin Plus Agreement 

agreed in March 2003, which allowed the EU to use NATO structures, 

mechanisms and assets to carry out military operations if NATO 

declined to act. The main idea of this agreement was that EU could 

only act if NATO first decided not to. Furthermore, an agreement on 

information sharing between the EU and NATO also has been signed
1
. 

In 2003 the European Defense Initiative was formed. It is 

sometimes referred to as the Initiative of the Four. It was a proposal 

for enhanced European Union defense cooperation presented by 

France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg in Brussels. It was based 

on the reinforced cooperation principle and aimed for better reactivity 

under the European Security and Defense Policy
2
. 

The year of 2003 is specific for CSDP because of adoption of 

European Security Strategy. The European Security Strategy was 

drawn up in 2003 under the authority of the EU‟s High Representative 

for the CFSP, Javier Solana, and adopted by the Brussels European 

Council of 12 and 13 December 2003. The European Security Strategy 

is the document in which the European Union clarifies its security 

strategy which is aimed at achieving a secure Europe in a better world, 

identifying the threats facing the Union, defining its strategic 

objectives and setting out the political implications for Europe. It 

highlighted main directions of the EU security such as energy security, 

migration, climate change, terrorism and hybrid warfare, economic 

and financial crime, terrorism and trafficking, demographic change 

and others
3
. 

In 2008 this document was followed by the Report of the 

Implementation of the European Security Strategy: Providing Security 

in a Changing World.  

On 28 June 2016 the Global Strategy for the European Union’s 

Foreign and Security Policy was presented to the European Council. 

The strategy identified five priorities for the EU foreign policy:  
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− the security of the Union;  

− state and societal resilience to the East and South of the EU;  

− the development of an integrated approach to conflicts;  

− cooperative regional orders;  

− global governance for the 21
st
 century. 

Cooperation between EU and NATO became a very essential 

priority as well, since 22 out of current 28 EU Member States are also 

NATO Allies. On 8 July 2016, the President of the European Council 

and the President of the European Commission together with the 

Secretary General of NATO signed a Joint Declaration in Warsaw 

with a view to giving a new impetus and new substance to the NATO-

EU strategic partnership. Information sharing, coordinated planning, 

concrete cooperation in the areas of hybrid threats, operational 

cooperation, cyber security, capacity building, defense capabilities, 

industry and research, trainings were decided as main priorities of this 

strategic partnership. This has led to a significant intensification of 

cooperation in all relevant areas
1
. 

On 14 November, 2016 in order to provide implementation of the 

main priorities of Global Strategy, the Council was presented with an 

Implementation Plan on Security and Defense. It set out 13 proposals 

which encompassed a coordinated annual review of defense spending, 

a better EU rapid response, the use of EU Battlegroups, and a new 

single Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO).  

PESCO became an instrument to enable willing Member States to 

pursue greater cooperation in defense and security. Out of the 28 EU 

Member States, 25 have joined PESCO and thereby agreed to more 

binding commitments in the area of defense. Furthermore, participa-

ting member states developed projects working together in groups to 

enhance military training and exercises, strengthen jointly their capa-

bilities on land, air and sea as well as in the ever more important cyber 

space
2
. 
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In 2017, the EU moved fast on the implementation of the Global 

Strategy, in the area of security and defense. New tools and instru-

ments were developed, such as the Coordinated Annual Review on 

Defense, through which member states had to share their defense 

spending plans to better identify shortfalls, be more coherent and 

benefit from retrenchment. Another big achievement for the EU 

security implementation was the creation of a European Defense 

Fund, which had to finance joint research and development. The 

Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats or the EU 

Security and Defense College became very important for the EU 

concrete measures to step up resilience as it launched a cyber platform 

to boost cyber security capabilities across Europe. 

For sufficient implementation of all security tasks the military 

force of the European Union was also formed during these years. It 

comprised the various cooperative structures that have been establi-

shed between the armed forces of the Member States, both intergo-

vernmentally and within the institutional framework of theUnion; in 

general, it formed the Common Security and Defense Policy branch of 

the Common Foreign and Security Policy. 

Nowadays, the military of the European Union includes such 

organizations as European Union, European Defense Agency, EU 

Institute for Security Studies, EU Military Staff, EU Military Committee, 

EU 18 Battlegroups, Finabel, Eurocorps, European Gendarmerie 

Force, European Air Group, European Air Transport Command, 

European Maritime Force, Organization for Joint Armament Coopera-

tion, German/Dutch Corps, Combined Joint Expeditionary Force, and 

Multinational Corps Northeast. Moreover on 20 February, 2009 in 

order to make a first step towards a true European military force the 

European Parliament voted in favor of the creation of Synchronized 

Armed Forces Europe (SAFE), which had to have its own training 

standards and operational doctrine. 

On the current stage, the functioning of the EU military is 

provided by 546 ships, 2,448 aircraft & 7,490 battle tanks, which are 

operated by 1,825,000 active personnel. Budget for expenditures 

comprises 226,73 billion $, that is 1,42 % of EU GDP
1
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In general the policy area of defense is principally the domain of 

nation states. The intergovernmental North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion remains the main military alliance in Europe. The development of 

the CSDP with regard to the existing role of NATO is a contentious 

issue. Article 42 of the Treaty on European Union provides for 

substantial military integration within the institutional framework of 

the union. Complete integration is an option that requires unanimity in 

the European Council of heads of state or government. For now it 

remains politically gridlocked considering the critical stance of the 

United Kingdom in particular. Article 42 does also provide for a 

permanent structured cooperation between the armed forces of a 

subset of Member States
1
.  

The result of military functioning and cooperation between the 

EU and NATO was the first deployment of European troops in March 

2003 in the Republic of Macedonia. EUFOR Concordia used NATO 

assets, was considered a success and was replaced by a smaller police 

mission, EUPOL Proxima, later the same year. In general, from 2002 

until now, the European Union has undertaken more than 30 overseas 

operations, using civilian and military instruments in several countries 

in three continents (Europe, Africa and Asia), as part of its Common 

Security and Defense Policy. 15 of these operations are currently 

ongoing, and 15 are completed
2
. 

With the participation of the EU completed operations in Europe 

include: Police Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1 January 2003 − 

30 June 2012); Military Operation in the former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia (31 March 2003 − 15 December 2003); Police Mission in 

the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (15 December 2003 – 

14 December 2005); Rule of Law Mission in Georgia (16 July 2004 − 

14 July 2005); Police Advisory Team in the former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia (15 December 2005 − 14 June 2006). 
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Completed operations in Africa are the following: operation in 

Central African Republic (2015−2016); Military Operation in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (12 June 2003 – 1 September 2003); 

Police Mission in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo 

(12 April 2005 – 30 June 2007); Support to African Union Mission in 

Sudan (18 July 2005 – 31 December 2007); Military Operation in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (12 June 2006 – 30 November 2006); 

Military Bridging Operation in Chad and the Central African Republic 

(17 March 2008 – 15 March 2009); Mission in Support of Security 

Sector Reform in Guinea-Bissau (12 February 2008 – 30 September 

2010); Aviation Security Mission in South Sudan (February 2013 – 

January 2014); Military Operation in Libya (April 2011). 

Completed operations in Asia include Monitoring Mission in 

Aceh, Indonesia (15 September 2005 – 15 December 2006); Integra-

ted Rule of Law Mission for Iraq (1 July 2005 – 31 December 2013). 

Ongoing operations in Europe are as follows: Border Assistance 

Mission to Moldova and Ukraine (1 December 2005 – Present); Rule 

of Law Mission in Kosovo (9 December 2008 – Present); Monitoring 

Mission in Georgia (1 October 2008 – Present). 

Ongoing operations in Africa include Security Sector Reform 

Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (8 June 2005 – 

Present); Congo Police Mission (1 July 2007 – Present); Naval Force 

Somalia in international waters (5 November 2008 – Present); Training 

Mission Somalia (May 2010 – Present); Regional Maritime Capacity 

Building for the Horn of Africa and the Western Indian Ocean 

(16 July 2012 – Present); Capacity Building in Niger (July 2012 – 

Present); Mali Training Mission (18 February 2013 – Present); Military 

Operation in Libya (22 May 2013 – Present). 

Ongoing operations in Asia involve: Border Assistance Mission 

for the Rafah Crossing Point (25 November 2005 – Present); Coor-

dinating Office for Palestinian Police Support (1 January 2006 – 

Present); Police Mission to Afghanistan (15 June 2007 – Present)
1
. 

Analyzing threats and challenges which endanger the EU security 

the following should be mentioned. The big territorial resource of the 

                                                 
1
 Common security and defence policy. URL: http://europedia.moussis.eu/ 

books/Book_2/3/8/2/3/index.tkl (аccess.: June 1, 2018). 
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EU, which comprises 28 countries, such as: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 

Hungary, Germany, Greece, Denmark, the United Kingdom, Ireland, 

Spain, Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the 

Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Finland, 

France, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Estonia, Croatia. Some of the 

Member States of the EU have conflicts inside the country (like the 

problem of Bask people in Spain or Ulster in North Ireland), also there 

are conflicts outside the EU territory, influence of which is rather 

negative, like question of Transnistria or a present conflict in Ukraine.  

Another big threat to the EU stability is Brexit. On 23 June 2016 

citizens of the United Kingdom voted in favour of leaving the 

European Union. On 29 March 2017 the state formally notified the 

European Council of its intention to leave the EU by triggering Article 

50 of the Lisbon Treaty. For the time being, the United Kingdom 

remains a full member of the EU and rights and obligations continue 

to fully apply in and to the UK.  

Brexit will have a big influence on the following development of 

the EU as according to the statistics total EU spending in the UK is 

7,458 billion €, total EU spending as % of the UK‟s gross national 

income (GNI) is 0,30 %. Total UK contribution to the EU budget 

counts18,209 billion €, the UK‟s Contribution to the EU budget as % 

of its GNI is 0,72 %. The money paid into the EU budget by the UK 

helps fund programmes and projects in all EU countries − like buil-

ding roads, subsidising researchers and protecting the environment, 

hence Brexit will negatively result to the EU development in the 

whole
1
. 

The economic potential of the EU can also form some threats to 

its security. Regardless, that the EU is 20% larger total world exporter, 

it has a small trade surplus, it is not in such dependence on inflows of 

foreign capital, and is a net exporter of capital. Just a few its Member 

States form its main economic potential and implement the most to its 

budget. They are France (7
th
 place by nominal GDP in 2017 according 

to the IMF statistics), Italy (9
th
), Germany (4

th
) and Great Britain (5

th
). 
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Other members occupy lower position in the rank of GDP and take 

more from the EU budget than investigate in it
1
. 

A big challenge for the EU stability is provoked by the problem 

of Eurozone. Just 19 of the 28 EU current members participate in this 

monetary union. Countries of the European Union that do not use euro 

are the following: Bulgaria, the United Kingdom, Hungary, Denmark, 

Poland, Romania, Croatia, the Czech Republic and Sweden. They 

(except Denmark and the United Kingdom) are obliged to join once 

they meet the criteria to do so. Andorra, Monaco, San Marino, and 

Vatican City have formal agreements with the EU to use the euro as 

their official currency and issue their own coins. Kosovo and 

Montenegro have adopted the euro unilaterally, but these countries do 

not officially form part of the eurozone and do not have representation 

in the European Central Bank or in the Eurogroup.  

In order to prevent illegal migration, flows of goods and services 

(one more threat to the EU stability of the Schengen Area), sufficient 

border control began to function. Since 1985, it has gradually grown 

and encompasses today almost 26 European states that have officially 

abolished passport and all other types of border control at their mutual 

borders. 22 of the 28 current EU Member States participate in the 

Schengen Area. Out of the 6 EU members that are not part of the 

Schengen Area, four – Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, and Romania – are 

legally obliged to join the area, while the other two – the Republic of 

Ireland and the United Kingdom – maintain opt-outs. The four Euro-

pean Free Trade Association Member States, Iceland, Liechtenstein, 

Norway, and Switzerland, are not members of the EU, but have signed 

agreements in association with the Schengen Agreement. Three 

European microstates – Monaco, San Marino, and the Vatican City – 

can be considered de facto participants
2
. 

Another big threat to the EU security and stability is its demo-

graphic potential. As a result of the enlargement of the EU, population 
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2
 Common Security and Defense Policy. URL: http://politics.oxfordre.com/ 
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increased to 450 million people. The number of the EU population 

increases due to new members, what partly contributes to solving the 

acute demographic problems in Europe. Stable fertility decline is 

characteristic for European countries, which increases the vulnera-

bility of the continent on the following aspects:  

− budgetary problems (aging of population increases social 

payments from the budget, and reduces the competitiveness of the 

country in geopolitics); 

− dependence on immigration;  

− loss of competitiveness (as a result of long-term decline in 

fertility workforce becomes rare, its price increases); 

− reducing of the capacity for cultural expansion (due to popu-

lation decline, culture loses its ability to spread)
1
.  

Functioning of the EU military sphere is a real great challenge to 

the Union, as it is difficult for the European Union to compete with 

the USA. Europe is on the verge of “real disarmament process” 

because the total cost of European countries accounted for only 20 % 

of US spending. The United States give NATO 30% more funds than 

European countries. But the total military spending of the EU, which 

is 175 billion $, is higher than military spending of Japan or China. In 

terms of the size of the armed forces, the EU is ahead of the USA 

(1,8 million people in the EU against 1,5 million in the USA). It is 

also expected that after ten years, the EU will be able to expand 

operations abroad up to 200 thousands soldiers; it is four times more 

than its current capacity
2
. 

The status of a nuclear power country of its neighbors such as 

Russia Federation and the USA poses one more challenge to the EU 

security. Nevertheless France and Great Britain have the same status 

as well; the problem of confrontation and prediction of possible 

conflicts is also a threat to the EU stability. Moreover when EU is 

                                                 
1
 Zakonnirnosti funczionyvanja globaljnoji ekonomiku. URL: http://www. 

helpiks.org/4-19769.html (аccess.: May 29, 2018). 
2
 Common Security and Defense Policy. URL: http://www.europarl.europa. 
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dependent on energy resources and has no deposits which could 

provide its independence. 

The EU strives to full political union of democracies with strong 

institutions, but was unable to acquire it till now, and it forms another 

challenge to its stability. In this case a big threat to the EU functioning 

was the question of the EU Constitution, which is not adopted till now 

because of the negative referendum on ratification in France (May 

2005) and the Netherlands (June 2005)
1
. 

The Lisbon Treaty was the alternative of the European Constitu-

tion. The official signing of the Lisbon Treaty was made on 13 De-

cember 2007, after which the document was subject to ratification by 

the national parliaments of 27 Member States of the EU. On 13 No-

vember, 2009 agreement was approved by all 27 EU countries. The 

agreement entered into force on 1 December 2009. This document 

stipulates the provisions of the EU functioning and includes articles 

about foreign relations and security, High Representative, mutual 

solidarity and defense prospects
2
. 

In order to prevent destabilization of today‟s world which may 

influence vulnerability of the EU security, it participates in the 

protection of human rights. In those countries where violence targets 

people the EU uses military and economic interventions, among which 

involve non-EU European states, countries of sub-Saharan Africa, 

Asia and the Americas. 

The EU also fights against terrorism which is the great threat to 

Europe and the whole world as well. Under the EU provisions the 

groups or the entities that are controlled directly or indirectly by 

persons who commit or attempt to commit terrorist acts, participating 

in these groups, or facilitating the execution of terrorist plans are con-

sidered to be terrorist organizations. According to the EU definition 

terrorism is an intentional act which, given their nature or context as 

                                                 
1
 Tichonravov J. V. Chrestomatija ot geopolitiki k chronopolitiki Geo-

politiziskije faktoru. URL: http://vasilievaa.narod.ru/gu/stat_rab/book/ 

Geopolitika/Hrestomatia3.aspx.htm (аccess.: June 1, 2018). 
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defined crimes under domestic law, may seriously harm a state or an 

international organization when committed for the purpose of:  

− seriously intimidating a population;  

− unduly compelling a government or international organization 

to perform or abstain from performing any act seriously destabilizing 

or destroying the fundamental political, constitutional, economic or 

social constructs. 

In order to conduct its foreign policy and use all the tools of 

defense in a proper way the EU is represented in different organi-

zations and has various rights in them. In the UN the EU has gained 

influence in areas such as aid due to its large contributions in that 

field. In the G7 (previous G8), the EU has the rights of membership 

besides that of chairing/hosting summit meetings. Moreover the EU is 

represented at the G7 by the presidents of the Commission and the 

Council. In the World Trade Organization, where all 28 member states 

are represented, the EU as a body is represented by the Trade 

Commissioner.  

The influence of the EU is also felt due to the enlargement. The 

potential benefits of becoming a member of the EU act as an incentive 

for both political and economic reform in states wishing to fulfil the 

EU‟s accession criteria, and are considered a major factor contributing 

to the reform and stabilization of former Communist countries in 

Eastern Europe. This influence on the internal affairs of other countries 

is generally referred to as “soft power”, as opposed to military “hard 

power”. An example of the support the EU offers to the reform 

processes of its neighbors is the EU Border Assistance Mission to 

Moldova and Ukraine, which assists the governments of Moldova and 

Ukraine in approximating their border and customs procedures to the 

EU standards. 

The European Community Humanitarian Aid Office, provides 

humanitarian aid from the EU to developing countries. The EU is the 

largest aid donor in the world.  

Hence, specificity of the EU security implementation does not 

involve just prediction and struggle against current challenges and 

threats inside the EU territory but realization of help to other states 

outside it. 
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Common security and defense of the EU policy implemented by 

the EU members is an instrument of preventing threats and challenges, 

resolving them. A long historical period has passed until the EU 

Common Security and Defense Policy was formed. Key elements of 

its implementation are defined in the EU Security Strategy and main 

objectives of its functioning are described in the Lisbon treaty. The 

main threats and challenges to nowadays‟ EU are growing influence 

of NATO in the region, Brexit, demographical problems, mass migra-

tion and territorial conflicts inside and outside the EU, different 

economic development of the EU members, dependence upon ener-

getic resources, sufficient functioning of euro and Schengen zones, 

development of military strength of the EU and its Member States, 

sufficient participation in vulnerable situations  and conflict zones all 

over the world, fight with terrorism and autocratic regions all over the 

world, spread of democratic values, etc.  

The study of possible ways to reduce these challenges and threats 

and to stop their spread is considered to be prospects of further 

scientific research, which is a topical and necessary task on the current 

stage. 

 

 

 

1.3. The Tasks of Self-governments 

in the Mission of Providing Security 

to Local Communities  
 

Czop Andrzej 

 

The process of creating a civic society is inextricably linked to 

the decentralization of power and the transfer of part of the compe-

tences, hence also the responsibility, to local governments. A very 

important competence obtained by the self-government authorities is 
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to ensure public safety. In Poland, this took place in a situation where 

system changes, of an economic and political nature, that began in the 

early 1990s caused not only acceleration of economic and civilization 

processes that ensured dynamic progress and development in various 

areas of life, but also rapid increase in crime and accompanying social 

pathologies. It was at that time, that previously unknown new types of 

crimes appeared, including organized and international crime. 

Simultaneously, the control of the state over citizens‟ activity was 

weakened; also, the first private fortunes were created, giving birth to 

the emergence of domestic capital. An international transfer of 

financial assets progressed and the borders have become more open, 

including the criminal world. The society started, mainly due to 

media‟s free transmission, to feel an increased risk of crime, which 

was recognized by a society, as a serious obstacle to achieving a 

satisfactory standard of life. The state was no longer able to provide 

broadly understood security − this in turn triggered a lasting change − 

which is the de-monopolization of security
1
.  

Paradoxically, the next determinant of the threat was Poland‟s 

entry into the anti-terrorist coalition and the participation of the Polish 

Armed Forces in both stabilization missions and military operations 

abroad. This move created a real threat for our country – the threat of 

extremists. State authorities faced a real problem at that time to 

effectively resist these new challenges, which resulted in an increased 

dynamics of the security threat. In this new situation, the state quickly 

realized that the existing, centralized security management is 

ineffective, because it does not provide a proper response to the threat 

determinants unknown in Poland before. Thus, sharing the responsi-

bility of the public safety with other than governmental entities was a 

result of, on the one hand, processes of democratization of the state, 

and on the other, the inability to self-combat the existing threats. In 

this way, a gradual de-monopolization of security took place. Accor-

ding to the Dictionary of the Polish language PWN, the word 

“monopoly” is defined as “someone‟s exclusive right to something”
2
. 
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In this context de-monopolization means “the decommissioning of the 

existing monopoly, in a specific field. For many years, the area that 

was completely monopolized by the state was security. It is widely 

recognized as one of the basic human needs, whose satisfaction 

enables him to use other values, giving the opportunity to survive and 

develop”. 

In this publication, the author formulated a research problem in a 

question: “Do the self-governments play an important role in ensuring 

public safety in Poland?” 

To find the answer to this question, he also identified detailed 

problems: 

1) Is the public safety system homogeneous? 

2) What tasks are carried out by self-governments in the area of 

ensuring public safety? 

3) What is the role of municipal/city guards? 

 

Public security system 

Jan Widacki and Paweł Sarnecki assume that the term “public 

security” includes the notions of “internal security of the state” and 

“national security” and means, namely, correct, not threatened 

operation of public structures, in which citizens operate, or which act 

for citizens, as well as enforce civic duties towards country. Therefore, 

all members of the society are interested in the efficient and safe 

operation of these structures, because they ensure the fulfillment of 

their basic needs
1.
 The issue of public safety was also addressed by the 

Supreme Court
2
, which, by a verdict issued on 22 December 1993, 

described it as: “the whole order and social appliances, protecting 

citizens from phenomena dangerous to life, health or threatening with 

serious losses in the national economy”
3
.  

                                                 
1
 Widacki J., Sarnecki P. Ustrój i organizacja Policji w Polsce oraz jej za-

dania w ochronie bezpieczeństwa i porządku. Warszawa; Kraków, 1997. S. 7–15. 
2
 Art. 175, 183. Konstytucji Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej z dnia 2 kwietnia 

1997 r.  
3
 Wyrok Sądu Najwyższego z 22 grudnia 1993 r. I KZP 30/93. OSNKW. 

1994. Nr. 1–2. Poz. 6. 
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Taking into account the above-mentioned definitions
1
, it can be 

assumed that the de-mopolization of security means permission given 

by the state and the creation of appropriate conditions to ensure 

security by other than state owned entities. This is the state’s sharing 

of competences, tasks and responsibilities in providing security, with 

entities that the legislator provided for this purpose with certain 

powers and tools, allowing them to conduct effective actions. A system to 

ensure public safety is provided by an organized set of subsystems 

cooperating with each other and forming a coherent whole, aimed at 

achieving a common goal that is obtaining and maintaining a desired 

conditions in the state, understood as a lack of danger in the life of 

society and its individual members enabling them to constantly and 

sustainably develop. These subsystems function on the basis of the 

competences assigned to them, carrying various tasks aimed at 

effectively counteracting all determinants of threats and preventing 

acts harmful to the welfare of the state, its public order, life, health 

and property of its citizens. 

Leszek Korzeniowski defines the basic attributes characterizing 

such a defined security system, being a certain type of social system, 

by the following elements
2
: 

− a common goal and a sense of connection between the struc-

ture as a whole and its individual elements; 

                                                 
1
 Zob.: Maslow A. Motywacja i osobowość. Warszawa, 2009. S. 53; 

Kawka W. Policja w ujęciu historycznym i współczesnym. Wilno, 1939. S. 46, 
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Wydawnicza. Rzeszów, 1988; Zaborowski J. Administracyjno-prawne ujęcie 

pojęć bezpieczeństwo publiczne i porządek publiczny. Zeszyty Naukowe 

ASW. Nr 41. Warszawa, 1985. S. 85; Litwin J. Prawo administracyjne. Cz. 4. 

Warszawa, 1953; Pieprzny S. Administracja bezpieczeństwa i porządku 

publicznego. Rzeszów, 2008. S. 13–14; Pływaczewski E. Przestępstwo czynnej 

napaści na funkcjonariusza publicznego. Toruń, 1985. S. 16; Bolesta S. 

Pojęcie porządku publicznego w prawie administracyjnym. Studia Prawnicze. 

Nr 1. 1983. S. 243; Pieprzny S. Administracja bezpieczeństwa… Op. cit. 

S. 14; Ochendowski E. Podmioty administracji publicznej i prawne formy ich 

działania. Toruń, 2005. S. 21. 
2
 Por. L. Korzeniowski. Podstawy nauk o bezpieczeństwie. Warszawa, 

2012. S. 84. 
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− the limit defining the scope of individuality from the environ-

ment; 

− organizational culture understood as values, norms and prin-

ciples regulating the actions of individuals and parts in the processes, 

taking place in the system; 

− the structure of the system, that is, the internal layout and 

relations between the links of the system; 

− cooperation of the structure components aimed at achieving 

the goal; 

− management, i. e., managing the activities of the cells consti-

tuting the structure. 

All participants of this system, despite the fact that they act on the 

basis of various legal acts and have a different institutional subordi-

nation, function in the same public space, carrying out various tasks 

for public safety. The creation and functioning of the public security 

system is the responsibility of the state, for which, ensuring security is 

one of the basic and most important tasks
1
. 

The system of public safety understood in this way consists of 

following subsystems: 

− Governmental; 

− Self-governmental; 

− Private. 

Governmental subsystem
2
 

It consists of state uniformed services, including: Police, Internal 

Security Agency, Intelligence Agency, Military Counterintelligence 

Agency, Military Intelligence Agency, Central Anticorruption Bureau, 

Border Guard, Government Protection Bureau, State Fire Department 

and Prison Service
3
. The Internal Affairs section of the Act includes 

                                                 
1
 Por. A. Czop. System bezpieczeństwa publicznego w Polsce [w:] Kul-

tura Bezpieczeństwa. Nauka – Praktyka – Refleksje. Nr 12/red. W. Hrynicki, 
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2
 Zob. System bezpieczeństwa publicznego Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej ze 

szczególnym uwzględnieniem prywatnego sektora ochrony. Kraków, 2016. 

S. 23–89. 
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such tasks fulfilled by these formations as: protection of public safety 

and order, protection of the state border, crisis management, civil 

defense, fire protection, counteracting the effects of natural disasters, 

supervision of mountain and water rescue
1
. 

 

Private subsystem
2
 

It is created by personal and property protection companies. A 

joint initiative undertaken by state authorities and the private security 

sector led to the adoption of the long-awaited Act on the Protection of 

Persons and Property by the Sejm on August 22, 1997
3
. Thus, the 

state administration, responsible for the state security system, 

recognized that its partner at the local level will be entrepreneurs 

running licensed economic activity that meets high, strictly defined 

requirements and employs employees with appropriate professional 

qualifications. The process of security commercialization has begun. 

 

Self-governmental subsystem
4
 − municipal level 

Its creation was the result of the already described de-monopo-

lization of security. In order to implement this, it was necessary to 

introduce new legal regulations. An important legal act from this point 

of view was the Act of 8 March 1990 on Local Self-Government
5
, 

which in art. 7 considered that satisfying the collective needs of the 

community of residents belongs to the municipality‟s own tasks. It 

pointed out particularly important tasks: to keep public order and 

security of citizens as well as fire and flood protection, including 

equipment and maintenance of the municipal flood protection 

warehouse
6
. 

                                                 
1
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On December 22, 1999, pursuant to the Resolution of the Krakow 

City Council No. XL / 299/99, the Security Improvement Program for 

the City of Krakow was launched under the title “Safe Krakow”. The 

program was a response of the city authorities to an increase in crime 

and a low sense of security for the residents of Krakow. To improve 

the evaluated situation, with a help of many social environments, a 

comprehensive and coherent program of planning and coordination of 

various institutions in the area of safety and public order was created
1
. 

The City Guard was the most important partner for the Police in the 

implementation of tasks related to improving the safety and public 

order in the city. Such solutions were also accepted in other 

municipalities, both those of the metropolitan agglomerations and in 

small towns, which inhabitants and representatives of local govern-

ments recognized that the Police alone would not provide them with 

needed security level. 

The municipal council obtained the right to select permanent and 

ad hoc committees to carry out specific tasks with the possibility of 

determining the subject of their operation as well as their personal 

composition. In many communes, Committees for public order and 

safety started to function, often including participation of the counci-

lors who were not their members. These committees are subject to the 

Commune Council, they submit their work plan and periodic reports 

of their activities
2
. 

In the scope of matters not regulated in separate acts or other 

generally applicable regulations, the Municipal Council has also 

obtained legislative powers. The power of issuing law regulations is 

applicable when it is necessary to protect the life or health of citizens 

and to ensure order, peace and security of the public
3
. Order regula-

tions, as acts of local law, may include a fine, imposed in accordance 

with the procedure and rules specified in the law on misdemeanors. 

                                                 
1
 Miasto Kraków; Biuletyn Informacji Publicznej. URL: https://www. 

bip.krakow.pl/?sub_dok_id=700 (data odczytu: 20.07.2018). 
2
 Art. 21. Ustawy z dnia 8 marca 1990 r. o samorządzie terytorialnym. 

Dz. U. 1990. Nr 16. Poz. 95. 
3
 Ibid., Art. 40 ust. 3.  
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Local self-governmental subsystem − poviat level 

On June 5, 1998, the Sejm of the Republic of Poland adopted 

another law extending local government prerogatives to the poviat 

level. Thus, the poviat was entrusted with the execution of public tasks 

defined by statutes, also in the area of public order and security of 

citizens
1
.  

In this legal act, it was indicated that other acts specify cases in 

which the competent government administration authorities may 

impose the obligation to perform specific activities on the poviat, 

within the scope of tasks of the poviat, related to the elimination of 

direct threats to public safety and order or defense. In a situation when 

these activities are carried out as part of an organized action, the 

imposition of the indicated obligation may concern the performance of 

certain activities also outside the poviat‟s territory. The legislator 

anticipated that for the implementation of those tasks, the poviat 

should be reimbursed with the necessary expenses and expenditures
2
. 

An important prerogative of the poviat‟s council is the adoption of a 

poviat crime prevention program and protection of citizens‟ security 

and public order. The Act introduced a previously unknown legal 

institution, called Poviat Unitary Administration, which included: 

poviat Starost‟s office, poviat labor office, which is an organizational 

unit of the poviat, along with other organizational units, which are an 

auxiliary apparatus for chiefs of poviat‟s services, inspections and 

guards (commands and inspectorates). Starosta, being the head of the 

poviat‟s office, became the superior of the district administration and 

heads of the district organizational units and the superior of the poviat 

services, inspections and guards
3
. 

As in the case of the municipal, the poviat council has gained the 

right to appoint permanent or ad hoc committees for specific tasks, 

among which, as the practice indicates, the committees on order and 

security are of particular importance. They enable the Starost to carry 

                                                 
1
 Art. 4 ust. 1 pkt 15. Ustawy z dnia 5 czerwca 1998 r. o samorządzie 

powiatowym, Dz. U. 1998. Nr 91. Poz. 578. 
2
 Ibid., Art. 7.  

3
 Ibid., Art. 35 ust. 2. 
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out tasks in the field of sovereignty over poviat services, inspections 

and guards as well as tasks defined in acts in the field of public order 

and security of citizens. The committees are responsible for: 

− assessment of threats of public order and security for citizens 

in the poviat; 

− providing opinions on the work of the Police and other poviat 

services, inspections and guards, as well as organizational units 

performing tasks in the area of public order and security for citizens of 

the poviat; 

− preparing a draft of poviat crime prevention, public order and 

security program; 

− providing opinions on draft programs for cooperation of the 

Police and other poviat services, inspections and guards as well as 

organizational units performing tasks in the area of public order and 

security for citizens in the poviat. 

The Commission, which term is three years, consists of two 

representatives delegated by the poviat‟s (city) police. In case of the 

capital city of Warsaw they are delegated by the Warsaw Police 

Commander
1
.  

The chairman of the commission, in order to perform its tasks, 

may demand from the Police and other poviat‟s services, inspections 

and guards, as well as poviat‟s and municipal organizational units 

performing public order and security tasks, documents and informa-

tion about their work, except personal files of employees and officers, 

operational-reconnaissance or investigative materials and files in 

individual administrative cases
2
. 

The Starost is obliged to create an operational plan to fight the 

flood, as well as to announce and cancel the flood alarm.  

The statutory procedure for presenting the report by the poviat‟s 

chief of the police on the activities of the unit subordinate to him gives 

the poviat‟s council the opportunity to draw up a relevant resolution. It 

defines the directions of work on safety that are important for the local 

                                                 
1
 Czop A. Udział firm ochrony osób i mienia… Op. cit. S. 107. 

2
 Art. 38b ust. 1. Ustawy z dnia 5 czerwca 1998 r. o samorządzie powia-

towym. Dz. U. 1998. Nr 91. Poz. 578. 
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community. However, it cannot contain conclusions and indications 

regarding specific methods of police work. It is an important factor 

allowing the local authorities to determine the directions of Police 

activity in the area of ensuring public safety. 

According to Art. 11, Item 1 of the Act, the Starost has the right 

to: require from the poviat‟s commander of the police - in an event of 

a real threat to security − to bring the situation to the initial state 

(provided for by legal framework) or action to prevent breaking the law. 

In matters not regulated in separate acts or other generally 

applicable regulations, in particularly justified cases, the poviat‟s 

council may issue poviat‟s order regulations providing that: 

− it is necessary to protect the life, health or property of citizens; 

− it is needed to provide environmental protection; 

− to ensure order, peace and public safety, if these causes occur 

in the area of more than one municipality. These acts of local law may 

provide, in the event of violation, fines, administered in accordance 

with the procedure and under the rules set out in the law on offenses
1
. 

 

Self-governmental subsystem − voivodeship level 

Along with the Poviat Self-Government Act, the Sejm of the 

Republic of Poland has passed the Act on the Self-Government of the 

Voivodship
2
. It provides that on the basis of statutory authorizations 

and within its boundaries, the Voivodship Assembly sets the acts of 

local law applicable in the area of the voivodeship or its part. 

The voivodship self-government performs voivodship tasks 

defined by acts, in particular in the field of public safety
3
. The 

voivodship assembly, like the municipal and poviat‟s legislative 

authorities, may appoint permanent and ad hoc committees to carry 

out specific tasks, which enable to take care of public order and safety 

matters
4
. According to Art. 15, Items 4 and 4a of the Act on 

                                                 
1
 Ibid., Art. 41 ust. 1 i 2. 

2
 Ustawa z dnia 5 czerwca 1998 r. o samorządzie województwa. Dz. U. 

1998. Nr 91. Poz. 576. 
3
 Ibid., Art. 14 ust. 1 pkt 14.  

4
 Ibid., Art. 28 ust. 1. 
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Government Administration in the Voivodship, the Voivode acts as a 

representative of the government and his plans are to be implemented 

in the voivodship. He is to ensure cooperation of all organizational 

units of government and self-government administration operating in 

the voivodship. He also manages their work in the area of: 

− protecting life, health and property; 

− caring for the natural environment; 

− protecting and upholding the civil rights; 

− securing the voivodship in the event of natural disaster and 

repairing its consequences according to the rules included in the Acts, 

is obliged to assess flood protection, creates an operational plan for 

fighting floods and also has the option of announcing and canceling 

flood alarms
1
. 

The Voivode plays a significant role in activities related to 

maintaining security and public order, directing all activities perfor-

med by state administration institutions in a given province. He has 

coordination and supervisory competences in this area. 

The Voivode has additional competences in the event of a natural 

disaster. According to Art. 11 of the Act on the State of Disaster
2
 the 

coordination of works remains in the hands of the Voivode in order to 

fight the natural disaster and to remove its effects on the territory of 

the voivodship. It is tantamount to taking over sovereignty over 

organs and organizational units of the government administration as 

well as the voivodship self-government, functioning in the province, 

as well as other tools entrusted in the possession of the Voivode 

(including units and subunits of the Armed Forces of the Republic of 

Poland
3
), intended to operate in the Provence territory. 

                                                 
1
 Ibid. Art. 28 ust. 1. 

2
 Ustawa z dnia 18 kwietnia 2002 r. o stanie klęski żywiołowej. Dz. U. Z. 

2002. Nr 62. P. 558. 
3
 Siły Zbrojne Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej służą ochronie niepodległości 

państwa i niepodzielności jego terytorium. Zapewniają bezpieczeństwo i 

nienaruszalność jego granic. Jako podstawowy element systemu obronnego 

państwa uczestniczą w realizacji polityk: bezpieczeństwa i obronnej. URL: 

http://www.mon.gov.pl/sily-zbrojne (data dostępu 16 sierpień 2018 r.). 
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From the analysis of legal acts, the state has given the right to 

administer public order and safety also to self-government bodies, 

which does not mean that government authorities are deprived of 

competence in the implementation of these tasks. It still remains 

primarily in the hands of the services and formations belonging to the 

government administration, which perform basic tasks in this area. 

The activities of local government entities are only of a supplementary 

and auxiliary nature
1
. This is due to the fact that territorial self-

governments do not have such authoritative powers as governmental 

bodies and so they do not have adequate tools to effectively combat 

threats generated by the environment in which they operate. Hence, 

they focus their attention mainly on protective activities. The widest 

range of security tasks has been delegated to the municipal level, 

which implements these tasks mainly through the creation of 

Municipal / Municipal Guards
2
. Initially, they were established and 

operated on the basis of the Police Act, currently these issues are 

regulated by the Act of 29 August 1997 on Municipal Guards. U. of 

1997 No. 123, item 779
3
. 

 

Municipal / City Guard − organization, tasks and power 

At its current state, the Municipal Guard is a self-governmental, 

uniformed formation for the protection of public order, functioning in 

the commune and fulfilling a servant role towards the local commu-

nity. The formation of this unit is optional
4
. The Commune Council 

may establish a municipal guard after having first consulted the 

territorially competent provincial commander of the Police (Capital 

Chief of the Police in case of Warsaw). Voivode is also being notified 

about this. In municipalities where the mayor (city president) is the 

                                                 
1
 Por. M. Karpiuk. Miejsce samorządu terytorialnego w przestrzeni 

bezpieczeństwa narodowego. AON. Warszawa, 2014. 
2
 Por. A. Czop. System bezpieczeństwa publicznego… Op. cit. S. 81. 

3
 Por. S. Pieprzny. Administracja bezpieczeństwai porządku publicznego. 

Rzeszów, 2008. S. 136. 
4
 Por. J. Gierszewski. Bezpieczeństwo wewnętrznezarys systemu. War-

szawa, 2013. S. 181. 
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executive body, this guard is called the “city guard”
1
. Costs related to 

the operation of the guard are covered by the commune budget. 

According to the Act, a person can become a guardian if he/she: 

− has Polish citizenship; 

− is 21 years old; 

− enjoys full public rights; 

− has at least secondary education; 

− enjoys an impeccable opinion; 

− is physically and mentally fit; 

− was not convicted by a final court judgment for commitment 

of a public prosecution crime or a deliberately committed crime or 

fiscal offense
2
. 

The guards and persons applying for admission as a guard are 

subject to obligatory medical and psychological tests. While perfor-

ming their duties, they are required to wear uniforms, a service card, 

an identification mark and a commune emblem. When performing 

official duties, the guard uses the legal protection provided for public 

officials. 

The guards are commanded by the chief, employed on the basis 

of a contract of employment by the commune head, mayor or presi-

dent of the city, after consulting the territorially competent provincial 

(Capital) commander of the Police
3
. The supervisor of the chief is the 

commune head, mayor (city president), who supervises the ongoing 

substantive activity of the guard. The Voivode, acting through the 

provincial (Capital) Police commander, oversees the activities of the 

guards in the exercise of powers of quasi-police, the use of firearms, 

means of direct coercion and records, job positions and equipment, 

including direct coercion means, firearms, devices that automatically 

disclose and record traffic violations, technical measures to observe 

and record the image of events in public places, vehicles and results of 

activities. 

                                                 
1
 Art. 1 i 2 Ustawy z dnia 29 sierpnia 1997 r. o strażach gminnych. 

Dz. U. z 1997 r. Nr 123. Poz. 779 z późn. zm. 
2
 Ibid., Art. 24.  

3
 Ibid., Art. 7.  
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For the efficient performance of the entrusted tasks, the muni-

cipal guard cooperates with the police
1
. For this purpose, the commu-

ne head, mayor (city president) may enter into an appropriate agree-

ment with the territorially competent police commander, defining the 

framework and principles of such co-operation
2
. In particular, it may 

consist of constant, ongoing exchange of information on local threats 

in the area of personal and property security as well as public safety 

and order. It can determine the organization of a common communi-

cation system, which ensures constant communication between police 

and guards units
3
. The agreement can coordinate the dislocation of 

police forces and guards, taking into consideration the geography and 

dynamics of threats. It can also determine the conduct of joint 

activities undertaken to ensure safety and order in places of gathe-

rings, artistic, entertainment and sports events, as well as in other 

public places. The agreement may provide a ground to organize joint 

training and exercises of police officers and municipal guards and 

facilitate the exchange of information in the field of observing and 

recording, by technical means, events taking place in a public space. 

The guards carry out tasks in the field of public order protection 

following the Acts and acts of local law after the successful comple-

tion of the basic training. They may, for the purpose of carrying out 

statutory tasks, process personal data, without the knowledge and 

consent of the data subject, if those have been obtained as a result of 

actions taken in proceedings for misdemeanors or from registers, 

                                                 
1
 Ibid., Art. 9 ust. 4.  

2
 Porozumienie administracyjne stanowi czynność dwustronną lub wielo-

stronną z zakresu prawa administracyjnego. Dokonywane jest przez podmioty 

wykonujące administracje publiczną, dążące do zgodnych oświadczeń woli. 

Najważniejsza cechą porozumienia jest to aby jedna ze stron była jednostka 

realizującą funkcję administracji publicznej. Istotą jest tutaj wspólne wyko-

nanie zadań lub przekazanie zadań z jednego podmiotu na drugi. Zgodnie z 

ustawą o samorządzie gminnym z 8 marca 1990 r. zostały wprowadzone 

porozumienia jako forma współdziałania administracji publicznej, dodatkową 

regulacją jest również ustawa z 22 marca 1990 r. o terenowych organach 

administracji rządowej. URL: https://lexplay.pl/artykul/prawo_administracyjne/ 

porozumienie_administracyjne (data dostępu 18 sierpień 2018 r.). 
3
 Por. J. Gierszewski. Bezpieczeństwo wewnętrzne… Op. cit. S. 182. 
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records and collections to which, the guard, has access based on 

separate regulations
1
.  

The basic tasks of the guard include
2
:  

− protection of peace and order in public places; 

− vigilance over the order and control of traffic − within the 

scope specified in the traffic regulations; 

− control of public transport − to the extent specified in art. 45 

par. 1 of the Act of 16 December 2010 on public collective transport 

(Journal of Laws No. 5, Item 13); 

− cooperation with relevant entities in the field of saving the life 

and health of citizens, assistance in removing technical failures and 

the consequences of natural disasters and other local threats; 

− securing a crime scene, a disaster site or other similar incident, 

along with places which are at risk of such an event from an 

unauthorized access or destruction of traces and evidences until the 

appropriate services have arrived and determining, if possible, the 

witnesses of the event; 

− protection of municipal facilities and public utility facilities; 

− cooperation with organizers and other services in providing 

order and protection during public gatherings and events; 

− bringing drunk people to the sobering-up center or their place 

of residence, if these persons give their reason to scandalize in a 

public place, are in circumstances that threaten their life or health or 

threaten the life and health of others; 

− informing the local community about the state and types of 

threats, as well as initiating and participating in activities aimed at 

preventing crimes and misdemeanors as well as criminogenic pheno-

mena and cooperating in this respect with state, self-government and 

social organizations
3
; 

                                                 
1
 Art. 10a Ustawy z dnia 29 sierpnia 1997 r. o strażach gminnych. 

Dz. U. z 1997 r. Nr 123. Poz. 779 z późn. zm. 
2
 Por. T. Fijałkowski. Straż Gminna, miejska podstawy prawne działania, 

prawa, obowiązki. Warszawa, 2011. 
3
 Misiuk A. Administracja porządku i bezpieczeństwa publicznego. 

Zagadnienia prawno-ustrojowe. Wydawnictwo Akademickie i Profesjonalne. 

Warszawa, 2008. S. 208. 
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− escorting documents, valuable items or monetary values for 

the commune‟s needs
1
. 

Simultaneously, the municipal guards are, due to their powers, an 

important element in the public security system of the state
2
. The 

presented solutions show that at the municipality level, the guard has a 

subsidiary role in relation to the Police, who is obliged by law to 

ensure order and security throughout the whole country
3
. 

The data
4
 clearly show that municipal guards are very much 

involved in maintaining order and security in their areas. It is worth 

noticing that their actions allow the Police to deal with other issues of 

greater importance, such as the counteracting of more serious criminal 

activity. The conducted research indicates a constant tendency to route 

the guard on the systematic support of the Police in combating 

common crime, in counteracting hooliganism, disturbances of public 

order and social pathologies
5
. Many guards implement their own 

prevention programs in the area of counteracting of risky behavior and 

even as part of criminal prevention. Municipal and City guards have 

been successfully incorporated into the public security system.  

Conclusions 

In the course of the analysis of legal acts and literature on the 

subject, the author answered the detailed research problems formu-

lated at the beginning of the publication. The collected material shows 

that the public security system in Poland is not homogeneous, but 

consists of three levels: governmental (so-called uniformed services), 

private-commercial (personal and property security companies) and 

self-governmental (Municipal/City Guards). 

                                                 
1
 Art. 11 ust. 1. Ustawy z dnia 29 sierpnia 1997 r. o strażach gminnych, 

Dz. U. z 1997 r. Nr 123. Poz. 779 z późn. zm. 
2
 Pieprzny S. Ochrona bezpieczeństwa i porządku publicznego w prawie 

administracyjnym. Rzeszów, 2007. S. 151. 
3
 Zob. Lisiecki M., Kwiatkowska-Basałaj B. Pojęcie bezpieczeństwa 

oraz prognostyczny model jego zapewnienia/[w] red. P. Tyrała. Zarzadzanie 

bezpieczeństwem. Kraków, 2000. S. 59. 
4
Zob. Raport Komendy Głównej Policji. Warszawa, 2017. 

5
 Zob. Rojtek R., Bezpieczeństwo publiczne w Polsce-wnioski z badań. 

Warszawa, 2010. S. 16. 
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The author showed that local self-governments carry out impor-

tant tasks related to public safety, including matters of public order, 

security of citizens, fire and flood protection, including equipment and 

maintenance of the communal flood protection warehouse. Self-

governments have obtained the right to issue order regulations when it 

is necessary to protect the life or health of citizens and to ensure order, 

peace and public safety. Commissions for order and safety, which 

function at the county (poviat) level, enable the Starost to carry out 

tasks in the field of sovereignty over poviat services, inspections and 

guards as well as tasks specified in statutes, in the area of public order 

and security of citizens. A special task of those commissions is to 

develop a project of a poviat crime prevention and public order and 

security program, which is a framework action program for services 

operating under the so-called complex administration. 

The author considered municipal/city guards to be an important 

tool for ensuring order and security in the commune, which fulfill a 

complementary function in relation to the activities undertaken by the 

Police, taking over a large part of the preventive activities
1
. 

The research process finally allowed the author to give a positive 

answer to the main research problem and to say that currently local 

governments play an important role in ensuring public safety in 

Poland
2
. 

 

 

 

1.4. Separatism as a Threat to European Security 
 

Romaniuk Natalia
3
 
 

At the beginning of the XXI century the activation of the globali-

zation processes as well as transformation of political and economic 
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 Zob. Hołyst B. Kryminologia. Warszawa, 2007. S. 1472−1473. 

2
 Pieprzny S. Ochrona bezpieczeństwa… Op. cit. S. 151. 
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regimes in the world led to an intensification of separatist movements. 

Being a controversial socio-political phenomenon nowadays separa-

tism represents one of the most complex and topical problems in the 

world community, therefore its study is worth considering as a threat 

to international security. 

In the scientific literature there is no single approach to the 

interpretation of the “separatism” concept. It is determined both as a 

way of solving the problem and as a movement for territorial separa-

tion and as a policy and practice of the activities of social and political 

movements. Separatism (from the Latin “separatus” – a separate one) 

is usually the theory, policy and practice of separation, separation of a 

part of the state‟s territory in order to create a new independent state 

or to obtain the status of a broad autonomy
1
. 

The researcher A. Baranov claims that separatism always arises 

on the basis of the deeply experienced and clearly perceived 

impairment of its position felt by the ethnic group, and therefore 

separatist sentiment is the result of a long process of self-awareness 

within the ethnic community. According to the author, separatism has 

been and remains a radical, egocentric way of solving problems that 

somehow arise in multinational societies in order to separate from a 

single system and the formation of their own statehood, which in turn 

leads to the loss of a part of the territory by the state and its receipt 

hostile neighbors
2
. 

The emergence of a separatist movement is possible in the 

presence of two conditions: the discrimination of the ethnic commu-

nity by the state and the formation of an active political elite capable 

of leading this movement
3
. Moreover, the ethnic unit is deprived of 

political rights, unlike the dominant majority. Economic discrimina-

                                                 
1
 Divak V. V. Separatyzm yak sotsialno-politychne yavyshche: sutnist i 

prychyny vynyknennia. Derzhava i pravo: z. nauk. prats. 2008. Vyp. 39. 

S. 690–695. 
2
 Baranov A. V. Separatizm v sovremennom mire: politiko-territorial-

nyiy aspekt. Chelovek. Soobschestvo. Upravlenie. 2005. № 3. S. 108–123. 
3
 Kliuchnyk R. Separatyzm yak svitova mehatendentsiia suchasnosti. 

Politychnyi menedzhment. 2011. № 6. S. 120–128. 
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tion leads to a situation of “internal colony”, when a certain part of the 

territory turns into a kind of economic donor
1
. 

According to the American researcher P. Spencer national iden-

tity is the main driving factor leading to the emergence of separatism
2
. 

The ideology of separatism should be based on the historical expe-

rience of the independence of the nation, which took place in this 

region. If it is not, then you should look for resistance to the indepen-

dence of identical territories or relatives of ethnic origin. Nationalists 

can come to an agreement with the central government, making the 

level of autonomy a bargaining object for their people or region
3
. 

Separatists always consider self-determination as a rejection of 

the state as a politically integral territorial unit, a political and cultural 

division
4
.The motives of the separatists can be political, economic, 

ethnic, confessional, and territorial by their very nature in connection 

with which several types of separatism are distinguished. Ethnic 

separatism is the most widespread in the modern world, since almost 

every ethno-social community tries to use the right to self-determi-

nation and realize it until the creation of its own state
5
. 

There are many reasons for the emergence of separatism. The 

most typical of these are ethnic, religious, linguistic. economic, 

political, etc. The main forms of the manifestation of separatism, 

depending on the goals set by the leaders of the separatist movements, 

are secession, andredentism, enolysis, and evolution (Fig. 1). 

                                                 
1
 Politolohichnyi entsyklopedychnyi slovnyk. Kyiv: Heneza, 1997. 400 s. 

2
 Molina F. The historical dynamics of ethnic conflicts: confrontational 

nationalisms, democracy and the Basques in contemporary Spain. ASEN/ 

Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Nations and Nationalism. 2010. P. 240–260. 
3
 Tsebenko O. O. Ideolohichni zasady separatyzmu. Aktualni problemy 

mizhnarodnykh vidnosyn/Kyivskyi nats. un-t im. T. Shevchenka, In-t mizhnar. 

vidnosyn. Kyiv: In-t mizhnar. vidnosyn. 2011. Vyp. 99, ch. 2. S. 90–94. 
4
 Tishkov V. A. Moralnost separatizma. Institut etnologii i antropologii. 

URL: http://www.valerytishkov.ru/cntnt/publikacii3/lekcii2/lekcii/n61_ 

moralno.html (аccess.: 15.08.2018). 
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 Divak V. V. Separatyzm yak sotsialno-politychne yavyshche: sutnist i 

prychyny vynyknennia. Derzhava i pravo: zb. nauk. prats. 2008. Vyp. 39. 
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Fig. 1. Forms of the separatism manifestation depending on the goals set 

by the leaders of separatist movements 

The most widespread ethnic separatism, which in essence is an 

ethno-territorial conflict, is based on the desire of the ethnic group to 

stand out from the general state, perceived by its representatives as the 

state formation of another ethnic group
1
. The emergence in the position 

of one of the conflicting parties of the elements of separatism internatio-

nalizes the conflict and obeys the needs and norms of international law. 

Ethnic separatism can be deployed in the following forms
1
: 

                                                 
1
 Bolotnikova O. R. Etnoseparatizm i ego perspektivyi. Mirovaya eko-

nomika i mezhdunarodnyie otnosheniya. 2011. № 5. S. 32–42. 
1
 Basarab M. M. Etnichnyi separatyzm: imanentna konfliktnist chy 

vidpovid na zahrozy tsinnostiam. Naukovi zapysky Instytutu politychnykh i 
etnonatsionalnykh doslidzhen im. I. F. Kurasa NAN Ukrainy. 2011. Vyp. 4. 
S. 295–306. 
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the unification of the 

ethnos scattered 

around the people 

Devolution 

(autonomization) is 

the process in which 

the regions within 

the state demand and 

receive political 

power and 

increasing autonomy 

at the expense of the 

central government 
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1) open, where means and methods of separatist realization of 

their intentions include such public actions as statements, mass protests, 

open military confrontation;  

2) hidden, where means and methods of separatist realization of 

their intentions are non-public acts such as underground and anony-

mous terrorist activities, the use of pressure on their opponents through 

third parties.   

A characteristic feature of modern times is that ethnic conflicts 

are less often manifested as wars between states, more often they 

originate in the territory of one country. This is due to the fact that the 

sources of crises in some cases are instability, underdevelopment and 

poverty, which contribute to the rise of religious integrity (eg, Islamic 

fundamentalism) in the territory of a single state. The causes of conflict 

can be the fight against poverty, or, on the contrary, attempts to 

overcome it, which causes social change. 

Non-state actors, extremist religious movements, criminal gangs 

and transnational terrorist groups, are increasingly appearing to be 

parties to the ethnopolitical separatist conflict. Ethnic clashes become 

dangerous because they are used by terrorists and armed illegal groups. 

Terrorists create their bases in uncontrolled territories of countries 

which authorities cannot manage them, for example, the organization 

of the ETA in Spain. 

Today, the new grounds for artificially infiltrating separatist sen-

timent in certain regions of the world generate the expansion of com-

municative opportunities in the post-industrial world
1
. One can come 

to the conclusion that in a society with a higher level of political 

culture and economic welfare, ethnic separatism has considerably less 

chance of developing in rapid and sharp manifestations.  

External factors have a significant influence as well on the emer-

gence of separatism, which can either accelerate or reduce the intensity 

of separatism. In the political sphere separatism can lead to negative 

consequences, for example, the weakening of state sovereignty, the 

destabilization of the situation in the country, etc. 

                                                 
1
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V. Tishkov notes the morality of separatism. By the moral approach, 

often there is sympathy for those who want to separate and for this 

purpose a program of national self-determination is created with an 

argument in favor of the program of secession (branch to create its 

own state) and the desire to get rid of the humiliated status of a 

minority – a status that can be characterized as discrimination, over-

exploitation, ethnocide, colonial oppression. 

The desire to get rid of this status is also explained by the desire 

to preserve and develop the integrity and features of small cultures 

that are destroyed by a dominant culture. The key to achieving this 

goal is the exit from the existing system and the acquisition of its “own” 

state or the reunification of the territory with “historic homeland”
1
.  

Consideration of separatism in terms of the moral approach encoun-

ters a number of significant problems: firstly, secession is always a 

serious redistribution of resources and power, which can not but be 

accompanied by causing damage to a large number of people, and if 

the majority loses and the minority wins, so why should it be considered 

moral? Secondly, supporters of secession and internal separatists use 

as an argument the necessity to eliminate discrimination, when in fact 

the latter does not exist at all, or, on the contrary, permeates the entire 

society, and does not concern only certain groups that seek separatism. 

An interesting point of view concerning the practical implemen-

tation of separatism was proposed by the ethnopolitical scientist 

T. Gurre, who, according to the demands of the ethnic region, 

developed the Theory of “three groups”: “Voice” (the requirements of 

cultural autonomy); “Loyalty” (refusal of conflict in exchange for 

attention and recognition); “Exit” (the requirements of self-determi-

nation, which may also be related to federalization). In his view, 

separatism is an inevitable feature of state development, and it does 

not always mean the achievement of secession. Almost all researchers 

denote the federalization of states (decentralization of governance) as 

                                                 
1
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a way of solving problems with the rights of a separate ethnic 

community and democratization
1
. 

According to point of view of some scholars, autonomization 

should not be considered as a form of separatism, since it does not 

violate the territorial integrity of the state. In Scotland, for example, 

the term “devolution” is used when it comes to increasing power in 

Edinburgh‟s hands and the transition to the widest possible autonomy 

and possible independence. 

The openness of territorial and communication frontiers leads to 

the transparency of state borders, bridges the gap between internal and 

external policies, which threatens ethnic identities. This causes defen-

sive reflexes from many ethnic minorities who have a conscious 

collective desire to maintain their own separation. Such processes give 

rise to additional inter-ethnic conflict. Ethnic minorities objectively 

feel the need to protect their identity
2
.   

Separatism can have negative consequences for the country, 

specifically, it manifests itself in the general destabilization of the 

situation, the weakening of state sovereignty and the exit of certain 

territories from the control of the central government, the emergence 

of organizations and parties that appear under the slogans of separa-

tism and have significant political influence; it undermines the autho-

rity of the central government among the countrie‟s population, it 

provokes the emergence of refugee problems, which can have serious 

political and socio-economic implications. 

Seraphism as a socio-political phenomenon also has positive func-

tions that articulate the interests of the region population in the politi-

cal, socio-economic, and cultural spheres. The extension of market re-

lations, the expansion of free trade zones, on the one hand, lead to the 

rapprochement and deepening of the integration of the countries, and, 

on the other hand, encourage the isolationist and separatist forces that 

promote the revival of nationalism and the escalation of local conflicts. 
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According to a Ukrainian researcher S. Blavatsky the objective 

reality of a globalized world order will require the redeployment of 

modern countries into new territorial entities: according to its fore-

casts, it is possible that by the middle of the XXI century. such states 

as Germany, Italy, the USA, Japan will no longer be integral political 

entities. Instead, on the economic and political scene there will be 

separate regions (Orange County in California, Osaka in Japan, the 

district of Lyon in France, Ruhr in Germany), the integrity of which 

will be based on economic ties and economic feasibility
1
.  

The reasons for the strengthening of nationalism at the present 

stage of world development prove that separatism is one of the 

consequences of an unresolved national issue in multiethnic countries. 

This situation is a reaction of small ethnic and linguistic communities 

to intensify the processes of Westernization of all forms of life in a 

globalized world. In this context, nationalism can be used as an ideo-

logical basis for the struggle of these communities for its own state, and 

therefore may have a perspective, especially in third world countries.  

The European Union‟s highly integrated separatist movements in 

the EU countries (Spain, Belgium, Germany, Italy, France, Great 

Britain) can destabilize this international organization. Based on the 

identities and claims of certain ethnic, linguistic or religious groups, 

separatists today actively use communication technologies and trans-

national networks for organizing political actions both in the middle of 

the country and abroad (diaspora or sympathizers of these movements). 

For example, in Spain, the Basque terrorist group ETA (Euskadi Ta 

Askatasuna) repeatedly attacked the Spanish government, which did 

not support Catalan separatism. 

The European economic crisis also contributes to the intensifica-

tion of separatist movements. In the times of the economic downturn, 

richer regions do not want to assume an economic national burden. 

For example, Catalonia (Spain) and Flanders (Belgium) are rich 

regions of their countries. They pay significant taxes, which are 

redistributed by the governments of these countries, and receive much 
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less money back in the regions. Catalonia annually remains in the 

minus of such transfers in the amount of 16 billion euros
1
. Experts 

believe that smaller and richer regions, such as Catalonia and Flan-

ders, can have a cost-effective effect from self-staying in the EU. 

Strengthening the economic gap between the regions of European 

countries that seek to separate is an important feature of separatist 

movements in the twenty-first century.  

Although the EU is not ready to take them immediately to the 

organization, stressing that they must go all the way to the EU mem-

bership. According to the European Commission, the new states will 

have to apply for membership for re-entry into the European Union in 

accordance with Articles 48 or 49 of the Treaty on European Union. 

Since joining the EU requires the consent of all its Member States, it 

is highly likely that their membership in the EU may be blocked by 

the mother-states. For example, Spain will not agree to the introduc-

tion of Catalonia to maintain its sovereignty and prevent disintegration 

of Europe. Therefore, the accession of separatist states could poten-

tially create a political and economic crisis in the European Union. 

Today in the EU countries, which are characterized by separatist 

movements, there is a situation where the separatists‟ actions are 

supported by populist parties which leads to a political crisis in the 

countries. For example, in Spain, the left-wing political party Podemos 

supports the right of Catalonia to self-determination. However, the 

main political parties in the country are afraid that if Catalan inde-

pendence ever happens, the controversy about national borders, self-

determination and the rights of national minorities, which once caused 

many European conflicts, will again be chasing this continent. 

The migration crisis in Europe also intensifies the separatist 

movements in Europe. The rise of Muslim immigration is perceived as 

a threat to national identity, employment and security. Restrictions on 

such immigration have become a key political issue that contributes to 

the growth of the right political movements and the coming to power 

of populist parties that often support separatism. 
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Each European country facing these problems is trying to solve 

them on the basis of its own political and socio-cultural traditions, 

according to the level of development of democracy, using such basic 

methods of neutralizing separatist manifestations as federalization, 

autonomy, regionalization. However, an analysis of the results of the 

use of these models by European countries suggests that none of them 

can finally solve these issues. 

Separatism is a serious problem for the integrity and stability of 

not only individual European countries, but the entire European secu-

rity system. The peculiarity of this process lies in the fact that the 

dynamics of European integration processes do not significantly affect 

the resolution of manifestations of separatism. Despite the existence of 

various ways and means to combat the manifestations of separatism in 

Europe, the truth remains that while separatists will be interested in 

any activity, no methods will be able to “neutralize” or suspend this 

process, which leads to the transformation of the European Union into 

“Europe of Regions”. 

There are two scenarios for the development of events concerning 

separatist movements in Europe. The first scenario is seen like this: 

dissatisfaction and separatists protests will continue to gain momentum, 

separatists will seek more success in the elections, confrontation at the 

local and national levels, internal conflicts, the EU crisis, destabiliza-

tion of the situation in the region. The second scenario is the peaceful 

pathway that can be achieved through agreements between the govern-

ments of the countries and representatives of the separatist movements 

by providing greater autonomy to certain regions, while preserving the 

territorial integrity of the states. No state will use force to preserve 

territorial integrity. According to this scenario, governments are reali-

zing that such sentiment is a reaction to the challenges posed by 

globalization and multiculturalism.  

A further perspective of world development is the simultaneous exi-

stence, unity and struggle of two contradictions − the growing inter-

dependence of states in all spheres of social life and the strengthening 

of disintegration processes, nationalism, separatism, religious extremism 

as consequences of the self-identification of ethnic groups and nations. 
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Consequently, separatism is an objective socio-political pheno-

menon, which has both a negative and a positive impact on the deve-

lopment of society. On the one hand, separatism as secession leads to 

the disintegration of European states and violates the balance of geopo-

litical security in the region, and on the other hand, it is one of the 

means of realizing the economic, political, social, spiritual, linguistic 

interests of the ethnic group, which is fully justified in the case of po-

litical, economic and cultural discrimination of the latter. Separatism 

in Europe is not only a threat to the territorial integrity and national 

security of the states, but also a destabilizing factor in the region‟s deve-

lopment. Only joint actions by governments of the states and the whole 

EU will be able to prevent this threat or minimize its consequences. 
 

 

 

1.5 Peacekeeping as a Guarantee 

of International Stability 
 

Patlashynska Iryna1 

 

Fundamental and dynamic changes become the ample evidence 

of the modern world. At the turn of XX−XXI centuries the system of 

international relations has significantly changed; a new geopolitical 

situation has developed. The world bipolar system collapse meant the 

ideological, political and military confrontation end between the East 

and the West. Debates relative to the alternative ways developing 

societies like capitalist and socialist, have lost their global significan-

ce. Thus, prerequisites for building a more stable and crisis-resistant 

world order emerged under the influence of these significant changes, 

and the importance of integration associations has increased in respec-

ting peace and security. At the global and regional levels peace and 

stability have become an indispensable condition for the equal coexis-
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tence and harmonious development of all Member States of the world 

community. 

However, traps for humankind and serious challenges to the 

world have appeared in the modern international sphere along with the 

positive dynamics, and global security as well as at the national level. 

Having overcome the direct threat of global war, the world community 

faced the danger of the emergence and intensification of unpredictable 

by results and difficult to control armed territorial, inter-ethnic and 

interfaith conflicts. 

Despite the colossal efforts of the international community to 

maintain peace, the formation of a collective security system and the 

rapid evolution of strategic concepts and doctrines of peacekeeping 

operations, the modern world is further dipped into some instability, 

international conflicts, the number of which remains steadily high. 

Information provided by the so-called “Conflict Barometer 2017” 

developed by the Institute for the Study of International Conflicts (ISIC) 

in Heidelberg (Germany), indicates that there are 20 wars in the world 

today, as well as conflicts with the highest escalation rates, in addition 

to 200 conflicts of lesser intensity. Wars and armed conflicts occur 

mainly in sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East. The fighting in the 

east of Ukraine is recognized as the only war on the European conti-

nent. The Barometer has recorded 120 conflicts in Asia and Oceania 

that most often occur without the use of violence. As to the continent 

of both Americas, the only war was therein that is “war of drugs” 

between the government and the cartels of Mexico
1
. However, these 

data should be observed in dynamics, as the Barometer of Conflicts 

for 2008 counted 345 disputes
1
. Based on the above figures, we can 

safely say that reducing the number of conflicts by 40 % is the 

evidence of the effectiveness and efficiency of measures implemented 

to overcome crisis phenomena and prevent their escalation at the 

international level. 

Speaking about international stability and security, it is impos-

sible to ignore the main actor − the United Nations, which is endowed 
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with full legal personality on a set of measures to prevent and over-

come conflicts in the world. It is the UN that is the legitimate peace-

maker in the current system of international relations. It gives the 

unique opportunity to act appropriately on behalf of the world com-

munity to prevent and resolve ethno-political crises and conflicts. It 

has been already determined in the preamble of the UN Charter that 

the purpose of its activity is “to unite our forces for the maintenance of 

international peace and security”. After the Organization establish-

ment, the concepts like “making peace”, “peacekeeping” or “peace 

enforcement” have not been clearly defined. The conceptual founda-

tions of peacekeeping have been formed by means of the “efforts and 

mistakes” method. It should be noted that the UN Charter does not 

reflect the term “peacemaking”, but mechanisms for the implementa-

tion of peacekeeping operations have been established
1
. 

It is worth noting that “peacemaking activity”, under the influen-

ce of modern concepts, began to cover the entire spectrum of United 

Nations activities aimed at resolving situations that threaten internatio-

nal peace and security, including preventive diplomacy, peacekeeping, 

post-conflict peacebuilding, peace promotion, or peacemaking, as well 

as peace enforcement. Each of these categories denotes a set of mea-

sures of a specific nature (military/non-military, economic, political, 

diplomatic, etc.) assisting to resolve a conflict situation at different 

stages of its development. Actually, most of these activities were the 

result of the development of mechanisms for maintaining peace and 

security, as specified in the UN Charter, in Chapters VI and VII
2
. 

The UN Charter allocates the main responsibility on the UN Se-

curity Council for maintaining international peace and security. It 

gives broad powers to investigate disputes between parties to a con-

flict in order to determine whether they affect international peace and 

security; appeal to the parties to the dispute with a request to resolve 

the conflict through peace negotiations, impose economic, diplomatic 

and travel sanctions; and, with the others, to give the permission to use 

military forces. 
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Since the founding of the UN, 71 peacekeeping operations have 

been conducted under the auspices of the Organization, and now, 16 

missions are active. The geography of peacekeeping under the auspi-

ces of the UN mainly covers the African continent and the Middle East. 

However, the “blue helmets” remain in Kosovo, in Haiti and in the 

zone of the Kashmir conflict between India and Pakistan. In total, accor-

ding to the UN, more than 95,000 military and police officers participate 

in these missions. They are mostly the representatives of South Asia
1
. 

Seventy-year history involves the first UN peacekeeping mission 

initiated in 1948 during the Arab-Israeli conflict and called the United 

Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO). The experience 

gained in the peacekeeping performance process makes possible to 

highlight the following UN mechanisms in peacekeeping: peace-

keeping, peace enforcement operations and peace building operations. 

Peacekeeping operations (PKO) ensure the ceasefire observance 

after the signing of an armistice agreement using methods for the 

peaceful settlement of disputes and are carried out in accordance with 

Chapter VI of the UN Charter. It is worth noting that this type of 

operation is divided into two subtypes, namely, peacekeeping opera-

tions that do not involve military forces (Articles 11, 24 and 29 of the 

UN Charter) and peacekeeping operations using military force (Artic-

les 39 and 42 of the UN Charter). The principle of the non-use of forces 

and the use of weapons in self-defense were the main PKO features. 

Under the conditions of a real threat to peace and security, peace 

enforcement operations are carried out involving international armed 

forces. These troops are given permission to use military equipment 

not only for self-defense, but also for the destruction of military 

facilities or armed formations. 

Peacekeeping operations and peace enforcement operations have 

fundamental differences both in their nature and in scope. The deploy-

ment of peacekeeping operations initially required the consent of the 

warring parties, because of previous formal armistice agreements. 

Therefore, the troops had only light weapons for self-defense, and 

their functions were limited to monitoring the cease-fire. They were 
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not authorized to exercise coercion to end some violence between the 

parties or surrender territory. It was believed that peacekeeping opera-

tions were a transitional stage from a temporary truce to the 

establishment of a lasting peace. 

Peace enforcement operations carried out under Chapter VII of 

the UN Charter provide for more stringent and radical measures. In this 

case, political, economic or military sanctions are used to force the 

aggressor to stop actions that threaten international peace and security. 

The military coercion is considered an extreme method of influence 

and is always combined with political or economic pressure. The use 

of force against the aggressor provides for the use of armed forces, 

superior to the forces of the aggressor both with material equipment 

and numerically. In this case, the consent of the warring parties is no 

longer mandatory. Over the past decades, the bloody armed conflicts 

within countries have challenged one of the fundamental principles of 

the UN on the inviolability of state borders and brought the principle 

of protecting fundamental human rights and freedoms to the first place. 

All this is dictated by the fact that today‟s conflicts, which are 

often called “new generation conflicts”, can lead to very serious nega-

tive consequences in contrast to past ones even when they are intras-

tate. A vivid example of this is the situation prevailing in the former 

Yugoslavia
1
. 

The ultimate goal of peace enforcement action should be the 

peace restoration. Therefore, the last mechanism of peacekeeping, 

namely, peace restoration operations, is very important. The value of 

restoring peace in a post-conflict environment should be assessed 

realistically. If the issue is left without proper attention, the conflict 

may explode again. Therefore, 90 % of conflicts of the XXI century 

took place in countries that have already experienced a civil war, and 

every civil war, since 2003, has been the restoration of the past war
1
. 
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This testifies in favor of the fact that post-conflict settlement is a 

too weighty element of the world formation, a kind of bridge, a transi-

tion from conflict to stability. 

Electoral operations can also be considered as a new form of 

peacekeeping activity, which can be both independent and as part of 

larger-scale post-conflict settlement operations. The UN has experien-

ce in conducting such operations in Mozambique, Angola, El Salva-

dor, Nicaragua and Cambodia, where they had the largest scale
1
. 

The preventive function of the UN deserves some special atten-

tion. Almost all the peacekeeping operations can perform a preventive 

function, since their goal is to prevent an outbreak of violence and 

conflicts. However, a truly preventive deployment will occur before 

the outbreak of an armed conflict. In the entire history of peacekee-

ping operations with a preventive deployment mandate, only three 

operations have taken place: in Central African Republic, Macedonia 

and Haiti. The essential feature of these operations was that the con-

flict developed without the use of violence. However, the international 

community is not always willing to contribute to their implementation, 

since the problem is not always obvious, and preventive deployment 

requires cost and quick response. 

It is precisely preventive diplomacy, involving all interested 

parties, that can help prevent and reduce the conflict escalation before 

it gets out of control. It is the preventive approach to international 

politics that is extremely important today. It is much easier to prevent 

conflicts than to manage conflicts that have already begun. Preventive 

diplomacy requires the parties to implement confidence-building mea-

sures; early warning; preventive deployment; the formation of demi-

litarized zones. UN Secretary-General D. Hammarskj firstly spoke 

about preventive diplomacy in the late 1950s. Then, the report of the 

UN Secretary-General Boitros Ghali, An Agenda for Peace (1992), 

was devoted to the idea of preventive diplomacy in new historical 

conditions conceptual for peacemaking and expanding the UN‟s 

ability to maintain international peace and security. B. Ghali noted the 
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links between preventive diplomacy and diplomatic methods that are 

used in the early stages of the conflict to avoid discrepancies between 

the parties, preventing escalation of conflicts that can grow into larger 

conflicts and limiting the scope of conflicts after they occurred. The 

action opens up the possibilities of an approach, theoretically justifies 

direct outside intervention, which is done to limit the escalation of the 

conflict by using peaceful means, or, if necessary, means of coercion
1
. 

B. Ghali has noted in his well-known report that the task of pre-

ventive diplomacy is to use peacekeeping efforts to solve the causes of 

the conflict, to promote the implementation of armistice agreements, 

and to establish peace between warring nations. In addition, preven-

tive diplomacy provides for the elimination of the root causes of the 

conflict: economic, social injustice, political pressure. The Secretary-

General stresses that peacekeeping is an action aimed at encouraging 

the parties to a truce through the means indicated in Chapter VI 

“Peaceful Dispute Resolution” of the UN Charter. 

The concept of preventive diplomacy was continued in the affairs 

of the next UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan (1997−2006), who 

emphasized the need to apply the following areas of preventive diplo-

macy, namely measures to strengthen mutual trust, gathering and 

establishing facts for early warning of conflicts, preventive deploy-

ment, and creating demilitarized zones
1
. 

He put forward the idea of creating a High Level Group on Threats, 

Challenges and Changes and the Peacemaking Commission. His ideas 

were realized thanks to the creation of the bodies proposed by him. 

Thus, in the UN, conceptual approaches to preventive diplomacy 

were formed, the basis of which consisted of three elements. The first 

element, “the preventive deployment of the UN forces”, provides for 
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the possibility of deploying military contingents under the UN auspices, 

as well as creating demilitarized zones to end the conflict, preventing 

its escalation, and escalating into a regional one. The second element, 

“establishing trust”, provides for diplomatic methods of negotiation, 

mediation to constrain a conflict, and the settlement of disputes. The 

third element of early warning involves searching for information to 

identify a conflict in the latent phase for the application of other 

elements of preventive diplomacy. 

It is also worth noting that, in the practice of the United Nations, 

besides the methods for the peaceful settlement of disputes defined by 

Chapter VI of the Charter, good offices are widely used. Their goal is 

primarily to bring the conflicting parties to the negotiating table. Good 

offices can be provided by the UN Secretary General as well as by the 

individual states or groups of states and can be considered preventive 

measures subject to use in time. 

It is clear that preventive measures to resolve conflict situations 

cost a lot of money for the international community, but these costs 

are meager compared to the real budget of international peacekeeping 

activities. For example, in 1963 such operations cost $ 400,000,000, 

Then in 1992, $ 1,5 billion, and in 1994, already $ 4,3 billion. In par-

ticular, only the maintenance of a UN peacekeeping force in Cyprus 

for 20 years − from 1964 to 1984 − cost about $ 14,2 billion. 

Simultaneously, it can be recalled that the annual budget of the 

international forces of the African Union Member Countries in Somalia 

(AMISOM), which is also partially funded from the UN budget, has 

increased from $ 350 to 900 000 000 along with various accompanying 

assistance programs from 2009 to 2016. In addition, over time, there 

was a need to finance payments to the families of the dead and injured 

military and mission headquarters / missions in Kenya and Ethiopia. 

Today, the most costly peacekeeping missions of all the current 

16 operations are the UN operations in the Congo ($ 1,51 billion), 

Mali ($ 895,000,000) and Lebanon ($ 54,900,000). And the UN budget 

for peacekeeping activities for the current fiscal year (from July 1, 

2017 to June 30, 2018) has already been agreed at $ 6,8 billion
1
. 
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Of course, in modern conditions peacemaking is becoming incre-

asingly important in the development of global and regional security 

and peace. That is why one of the important methods for the peaceful 

resolution of conflicts is to appeal to regional organizations. Chapter 

VIII of the UN Charter “Regional Agreements” points out the desira-

bility of applying at the regional level means that it can help resolve 

conflicts in the region. At the same time, the inviolability of the UN 

priority in this issue was noted. Therefore, the unconditional consent 

of the UN Security Council to the coercive actions of regional organi-

zations or coalitions of individual states, its direct control over these 

actions, excluding any independence is required. In other words, when 

direct intervention of the UN is deemed inappropriate, the Security 

Council authorizes regional or other international organizations, such 

as the European Union (EU), the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO), the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(OSCE), the African Union (AU), the Economic Community of West 

African States (ECOWAS), or “coalitions of willing countries”, to 

perform certain functions of maintaining peace or peace enforcement. 

Regional organizations and independent states have different fi-

nancial and military capabilities for conducting peacekeeping opera-

tions, however, given the importance of such activities, they are trying 

to participate and conduct both independent peacekeeping activities as 

well as under the UN auspices. For example, the European Union 

deployed 23 civilian and military missions in response to various 

crisis situations, from peacekeeping in the Aceh tsunami-affected 

province to protecting refugees in the Republic of Chad and fighting 

piracy off the coast of Somalia and the Horn of Africa
1
. 

The OSCE‟s experience in dealing with crisis events is also large, 

but the Organization is limited to observation missions or fact-finding 

missions. Its powers include the monitoring and the implementation of 

armistice agreements and cease-fires; collecting facts about the con-

flict and the human rights situation in the conflict zone; facilitating the 
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negotiation of conflicting parties, mediation; provision of humanitarian 

aid and assistance to refugees. Since 1992, the OSCE, alone or under 

the auspices of the UN, has joined to 12 operations in conflict regions. 

Despite the fact that most of the conflicts occurring on the Afri-

can continent, as many as three regional organizations are involved in 

peacekeeping. The Organization of African Unity (OAU) implemen-

ted six operations: the Republic of Chad (1981−1982), Congo (1993), 

Togo (1993), the Central African Republic (1997), Somalia (1997), 

Rwanda (1996−1997)). Having significantly less experience, the Eco-

nomic Community of West African States (operations in Liberia and 

Sierra Leone) also joined the peacekeeping activities. In 1997 in 

Zimbabwe, under the leadership of the South African Development 

Community, military exercises were conducted in nine African coun-

tries as to the cooperation in peacekeeping operations. 

The Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) acted 

directly on its territory of influence and took part in 2 operations 

related, rather, to post-conflict peace restoration (since 1992 in Cam-

bodia assisted in drafting and implementing the Paris Peace Agree-

ments and elections; in 1993, Vietnam, implementation of the peace 

agreement). 

The peacekeeping activities of the North Atlantic Alliance are 

often very controversial. The decision to join a solution to a conflict is 

usually taken at the request of the UN or OSCE (delegation of autho-

rity) with an additional decision of the NATO Council on each appeal. 

In 1999, NATO independently initiated a decision (mandate) to inter-

vene in the situation in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, but based 

on the provisions of the new “Strategic Concept” in the 1999 version, 

this could become a new rule for the Alliance. Now we can say that 

the Alliance does not conduct operations in a changed world after the 

events of September 11, 2001 in the United States, but in a certain sense 

it serves as a necessary set of “military instruments” used by the UN. 

The Alliance was even more in demand for peacekeeping and stabili-

zation operations. This was due to NATO‟s reorientation of collective 

defense towards collective security. The list of operations with which 

the Alliance has joined is quite long both in terms of the geography of 

distribution and in terms of the goals that have been set for it. The 
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Organization‟s assets include the well-known operation “Desert Storm” 

(Iraq, 1991), and then NATO made the Sea blockade of the Adriatic 

coast of Bosnia and Herzegovina (1994), and also had experience of 

air support of the UN forces in the operations of the UN peacekeeping 

mission in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the Yugo-

slav war (UNPROFOR). Thirteen operations were carried out. 

The peacekeeping activity of the Organization of American 

States (OAS) does not seem so active. The organization conducted an 

operation in Grenada in 1983 with the help of the US armed forces, 

and in cooperation with the UN forces – in Haiti in 1991−1993. 

In the Commonwealth of Independent States, together with the 

creation of the organization, the practice of making concrete decisions 

of political settlement of conflicts on its territory was carried out. One 

of the priority activities of the CIS is the prevention, localization and 

resolution of conflicts on the territories of the participating countries. 

The CIS peacekeeping efforts demonstrate the potential for sponsor-

ship and are in line with the practice of the UN and the OSCE in 

resolving local and interstate conflicts. CIS peacebuilding is ineffec-

tive, because the organization has not received a single UN mandate to 

conduct an international peacekeeping operation on its territory. The 

first attempt at peacekeeping was carried out in 1992 in Tajikistan 

(contingents of four states under the CIS mandate with the leading 

positions of the Russian Armed Forces), and the second operation was 

in 1994 in Abkhazia (Georgia) using only the armed forces of Russia
1
. 

History of peacekeeping has cases of operations with elements of 

coercive measures implemented under the mandate of the UN, but by 

the forces of individual states or coalitions. In such cases, the UN 

determines the political orientation of the operation, but does not 

command the operation militarily, does not finance it, and the entire 

control is the responsibility of the coalition Member States. With the 

leading role of the United States and the political resistance of the 

USSR in 1950, an operation was carried out in Korea because of 
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which a demilitarized zone was created between the Democratic 

People‟s Republic of Korea and South Korea
1
. 

An interesting and quite progressive in the method of warfare was 

the war in the Persian Gulf, the so-called “Desert Storm” (August 2, 

1990 − February 28, 1991) between Iraq and a coalition of 28 countries 

led by the United States. The invasion and annexation of Kuwait by 

Iraq on August 2, 1990, provoked a transfer of US forces deploying 

more than 500,000 men to Saudi Arabia. Britain sent 42 thousand 

people, France − 15 thousand, Egypt − 20 thousand, other countries − 

fewer contingents. After the air attacks lasting 6 weeks, as a result of 

which one-third of all the weapons of Iraq were destroyed, the ground 

war lasted hundred hours, and the remnants of 500 thousand of the 

Iraqi Army were defeated in and adjacent to Kuwait. 

The conflict is known for the unprecedented scope of the use of 

air strikes in history. In the opinion of many experts, it was marked as 

a new era in military affairs: the mass total battle, a large mechanized 

connection, fire suppression on the squares was replaced by informa-

tion and precise weapons that leveled the total numerical advantage of 

the enemy, and also demonstrated the superiority of the concept of 

“limited goals,” which prevails in the US foreign policy strategy. 

Findings 

Many more examples can be cited when the international com-

munity resisted, through well-coordinated collective efforts, various 

conflicts and aggression and achieved its goal. History shows that 

peacekeeping is the most effective way of reconciling the conflicting 

parties, stopping cases of massive violations of human rights; preven-

ting humanitarian disasters; promoting democratic change; organizing 

elections, helping to restore government and social structures, reorga-

nizing law enforcement agencies and the armed forces, managing the 

local administration, supporting demining activities, restoring infra-

structure, and many other tasks that contribute to international peace 

and security. 

According to the findings contained in the Global Peace Index 

2018, the Institute of Economics and Peace experts point out the 
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unconditional link between the global peace indexes (GPI) and the 

foundations of well-being and development prospects of each country. 

It should be clarified that the Institute applies to its calculations the 

following categories for each of the countries: the perception of crime; 

the assessment of security personnel and police; killings; prisons; 

access to weapons; intensity of internal conflicts; violent crime; poli-

tical instability; political terror; import of weapons; terrorist influence; 

mortality due to internal conflict; current internal conflicts; military 

experience. In particular, specialists from the Institute of Economics 

and the World point out the unconditional link between the GPI index 

and the foundations of well-being and development prospects of each 

country. That is, the GPI index accordingly has positive or negative 

effects on the country‟s economy. The negative trend of gradual re-

duction of peace has a quite material reflection in the life of countries 

and regions, in particular, according to experts of the Institute. The 

cost of violence for the global economy in 2017 amounted to almost 

$ 148 billion, and thenhere are about 2 thousand dollars for each 

inhabitant of the planet. Therefore, the expediency of all collective 

efforts to overcome conflict situations in the international arena is 

obvious and indisputable both from a humanitarian point of view and 

from the standpoint of the economy and development
1
. 

 

 

 

1.6. Synergy of “Soft” and “Hard” Power: 

Global Dimension 
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The chronology of the events taking place in the international 

arena, in particular the intensification of competition between actors, 

the shift in the power balance in the Asia Pacific direction, and the 
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increase of regional conflicts number, are indications that the state of 

turbulence is now characteristic of the International Relations system. 

It is due to the destruction of the traditional security system, which is 

replaced by a system of global competition between the leading actors 

for material resources and spheres of influence. 

In terms of global rivalry, the issue of national security and the 

realization of national interests become key issues in the foreign 

policy agenda of each state. The stability of the international system is 

ensured by a constant correlation of the strength potentials of the leading 

countries of the world, which can be described as a hierarchically 

structured, integral set of participants in International Relations, which 

are interrelated by interconnected relationships
1
. It is obvious that in 

the international system the participants‟ hierarchy is formed only by 

one criterion – the balance of powers.  

After the Second World War, the balance of power and the inter-

national system stability were determined by two states – the USA and 

the USSR, which were constantly competing for satellites, rivalring in 

the arms race, educational, scientific, sports and other spheres. With 

the collapse of the USSR, the situation changed radically, with the 

formation of a single center of power headed by the United States.  

It is clear that the international system is constantly evolving, and 

new leaders – the European Union, which united the most developed 

countries of the European continent, the Russian Federation, the 

People‟s Republic of China, began to form. Thus, recovering after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, the Russian Federation once again began 

to “collect” their lost republics and announced its ambitions in the 

geopolitical level. Similarly, China began to increase its status and 

role in the world. To compete with the US, these countries with much 

lower power potential than the US began using asymmetric foreign 

policy strategy.  

Asymmetry is present at different types of the International Rela-

tions system, but mostly it is typical for a unipolar system. According 

to the American researcher R. Kaigan, in today‟s conditions, asym-
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metry manifests itself on the principle of “weak power” and “weak-

ness of the strong” of global politics actors, so force is a complex 

concept and is not determined by the combination of power, economic 

and human resources
1
. In practice, in a conflict situation, the advan-

tage in economic or military power can be offset by other constituent 

forces of the state or by their more successful combination, depending 

on the situation. 

Classically, each state interacts, and therefore conflicts with other 

actors in the context of three strategies of geopolitics, geoeconomics 

and geoculture using a combination of military, economic, diplomatic, 

cultural, educational and other fields of activity.  

In the theory of International Relations, three basic approaches to 

the understanding of force have been formed – attributive, behavioral, 

and structuralist. In the first half of the twentieth century the military 

potential and its tools of influence were the dominant factor, which is 

characteristic of the attributive approach of realists. With the develop-

ment of technologies and means of communication the emphasis 

shifted to the widespread attraction of “soft” instruments of influence, 

especially information.  

The category of “power” is one of the most researched, but at the 

same time, the most controversial. The category of “power” was stu-

died by R. Armitage, Z. Brzezinski, R. Kagan, R. Keohane, H. Kissin-

ger, A. Cohen, M. Cox, M. Libitzky, S. Sweet, H. Morgenthau, 

J. B. Mattern, P. Owens, I. Parmar, J. Z. Rubin, D. M. Snow, K. Waltz, 

M. Fraser, F. Fukuyama, P. van Ham, S. Hill and others
1
.  

H. Morgenthau, an American political scientist, considers inter-

national politics as a force policy and allocates such elements of the 

power of the actor – military resources, natural resources, industrial 
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potential, demographic indicators, national character and morals, the 

quality of diplomacy and state leadership
1
.  

Behavioralists view their force potential solely through the prism 

of behavior and the effectiveness of the actor‟s interaction on the 

international scene. The approach that united these two directions 

became structuralist. R. Aron, a French sociologist, understood the 

category of “power” as the influence of the state on other actors 

through a wide range of ties and interactions between states. Ideolo-

gists of neo-Marxism (I. Wallerstein, A. G. Frank, F. H. Cardoso) 

argued that power is a complex concept that consists of an economic, 

political and social factor. However, they give the main role to the 

economy.
1
 One of the first who drew attention to the shifting of com-

petition between states from the military, economy, culture, education, 

and religion became theoreticians of interdependence – the neo-

liberalists R. Keohane and J. Nye junior, H. Alker, J. N. Rosenau, 

M. Nicholson, Ch. Lipson, S. Strange, A. Hirschman
2
. 

In the theory of International Relations, there are many defini-

tions of the category “power”, but all the different-vector definitions 

outline that “power” means the ability to influence the behavior of 

another state in the desired direction and the ability to establish diffe-

rent forms of dependence of one state on the other. The strategy for 

the realization and use of power in the international arena requires 

operational parameters, clear goals and the formation of long-term 

relations or more precisely certain dependence. 
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The founder of the school, J. Nye Jr. divided the force into “hard” 

and “soft”. According to his belief, “soft power” is based on three 

components – culture, political values and foreign policy. This is one 

of the forms of the country‟s foreign policy, as well as a compre-

hensive mechanism of influence through the system of “attractive 

preferences”
1
. The resourceful arsenal of “power” makes up military 

and economic potential. “Soft power” has much more resource sup-

port – cultural, image and public diplomacy. The effectiveness of 

using this resource arsenal of each country depends on the efficient 

combination of tools from these two blocks and their synergy. This 

requires a clear-cut strategy at the state level, and in the case of a 

conflict or threat, it is necessary to differentiate the threat of power 

and its application. It is a complex multilevel system that allows the 

state to solve its tactical and strategic tasks in the international arena at 

the official and informal level and is based on the management of 

interdependence. 

The general confrontation in the international system and globali-

zation in all spheres of human activity have made it necessary to use a 

synergistic approach in formulating a foreign policy strategy to ensure 

national interests, to analyze and predict the evolution of the interna-

tional system at moments of bifurcation and fluctuations. It is logical 

that in each system that is self-organized there are both invariant 

(symmetric) and variant (asymmetric) components. The cascade of 

bifurcations causes the cascade of symmetry disturbances, which lead 

to irreversible changes in the system. Currently, the system of Interna-

tional Relations is also actively evolving and asymmetry is its main 

feature, that is, the violation of the former order and the emergence of 

a completely new one, which cannot be foreseen
1
. These very proces-

ses are observed in the international arena, as the US and the EU are 

not able to withstand the asymmetric approaches in foreign policy of 
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such new centers of power as the Russian Federation and the People‟s 

Republic of China. So, each state faces the task of developing an 

effective strategy to counteract the asymmetric actions of “weaker” 

players which seek to strengthen their influence on the international 

arena and the symmetric strategy of “strong players” which seek to 

preserve their influence. The situation is also complicated by the fact 

that in the struggle for domination in a globalized world the United 

States, Russia, North Korea and China are becoming the main 

initiators of conflicts in the international system. 

Thus, we can state that globalization, the strengthening of inter-

dependence of states in the field of economy, asymmetric strategies of 

leading actors, the rapid development of science and innovation and 

their implementation in the people`s daily lives, the membership of the 

initiators of fluctuations in international security organizations have 

led to the need to use a synergistic approach and to modify the arsenal 

and mechanisms of power potential implementation to achieve their 

own national interests in external relations with new and “old” power 

centers. The only concept that makes it possible to combine different 

power tools in an external asymmetric approach and the synergy is the 

concept of “smart power”. The author of this concept is J. Nye, who in 

2003 understood that the effectiveness of a state‟s policy cannot be 

determined only by “soft” means of influence in order to withstand 

asymmetric challenges and threats at the global level. So he introdu-

ced a new term – “smart power”, which means “the ability to combine 

“hard” and “soft power” into an effective strategy
1
. Only the complex 

combination of “soft power” and “hard power” in domestic and foreign 

policy can contribute to the state‟s long-term goals. “Smart power” 

includes strategic use of diplomacy, persuasion, capacity development 

and projection of force and influence in a manner that is most cost-

effective in terms of domestic and foreign political circumstances and 

has political and social legitimacy. The concept emphasizes the need 

for a strong army and, at the same time, for investing heavily in 

alliances, partnerships and institutions. Consequently, “smart power” 

is a combination of diplomatic, economic, military, political, legal and 
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cultural instruments of foreign policy. The “smart power” policy does 

not exclude military operations or humanitarian military missions in 

response to violence and aggression. 

Aware of the high level of interdependence and the limited 

resources available on the planet, the strategy of “smart power” rejects 

the logic of the arms race and goes to the logic of formation and sup-

port of constant combat readiness of the compact ultra-modern forces 

in the state; in quantitative correlation they meet the objectives of 

defense sufficiency. 

Each year, the Elcano Royal Institute publishes the results of a 

study on the global presence of countries in the world. It is formed 

from an economic (40 %), military (20 %) presence and soft power 

(40 %) of the state
1
. According to 2018 results, the three leaders are as 

follows: the United States, China and the United Kingdom. If you 

look at the figures in a section, it is clearly observed that the main 

competitor of the United States for the economic and “soft” power is 

the People‟s Republic of China. At the same time, for a military pre-

sence, this is the Russian Federation, which ranks second in this 

indicator, while the rest of the countries are far behind the two leaders. 

The high level of militarization should be noted in countries such as 

China, India, Japan – in the East, and in Europe – Britain and France. 

The top 20 military presence also include Turkey, Egypt, South Africa, 

Ethiopia, Uganda, and Bangladesh. Only two countries – Turkey and 

South Africa increase their “soft” presence in the world – 13 and 

18 positions respectively. In view of these indicators, the trade war 

between the United States and China, which began in January 2018, is 

quite logical
2
. The various sides of the Russian Federation and the 

United States are in armed conflicts that continue in Ukraine and 

Syria, indicating a choice of strategy with the domination of influence 
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instruments at the global level. China prefers economic levers of 

influence and arsenal of “soft power”, the Russian Federation, on the 

contrary, pays the least attention to the “soft” presence in the world 

arena, and actively uses military and economic levers of influence 

over its competitors. 

So, the significant reduction in the role of the military factor in 

ensuring national security of the state does not have to be argued, 

although there is a significant increase in the role of economic and 

information aspects of security. With the onset of the armed conflict in 

Ukraine, the annexation of the Crimea and the Syrian war, the world 

returned to the realpolitik strategy. Classic representations about the 

war between states or blocs have remained in the past. First of all, the 

reasons for the beginning of hostilities have changed; officially no one 

declares the war, because potential destabilizing factors may involve:  

− crisis phenomena of social and political life in the capital of 

the state; 

− ethnic territorial delineations in the geopolitical structure of 

the world regions; 

− massive human rights violations; 

− providing support to “terrorist states”; 

− violation of international regimes governing military-political 

issues of international security, etc.
1
 

Thus, for example, analyzing the armed incursion of the Russian 

Federation into the territory of Ukraine it becomes clear that the RF 

follows the new methods of warfare, using a fairly wide force of tools, 

which is typical of the “smart power” strategy and asymmetric con-

frontation. The signs of the asymmetric approach in the conflict (the 

war between opponents, whose military potential is significantly 

imbalanced or which use radically different strategies and tactics) 

include the use of non-traditional means of warfare – guerrilla warfare, 

passive resistance, terrorist acts, psychological warfare, support for 
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anti-government groups and anti-government movements (parties), etc. 

The peculiarities of such a war are represented by its multidimensionality 

(the involvement of the regular army, irregular military formations, 

terrorist financing, the fight against the enemy in the information, 

economic, social, energy and cyber spheres), and the unique coordination 

and interconnection of action, the dynamism and flexibility of their 

use, as well as increase in the significance of the information factor
1
.  

The use of the asymmetric approach has several key benefits: 

actors emphasize military security and non-contact combat through 

the use of high-precision weapon capabilities, which is the logistical 

basis for the wars of the sixth generation; the use of irregular military 

groups and their mobility also has a number of advantages, this is the 

lack of accountability to the world community, security organizations 

and the effectiveness of the tasks. One of the theorists of “hybrid 

wars”, M. van Creveld and other military experts believe that regular 

armed forces are often simply “powerless” in modern armed conflicts1. 

They are not capable of effective and successful struggle with irregular 

formations. 

It is clear that the equipment, the level of advanced technologies 

modernization, investments in the military sector directly depend on 

the state economic strength. Therefore, the next factor of “hard po-

wer” and its role in the modern system is the economic power of the 

state. The economic power is considered as the ability of the residents 

to influence other subjects of international economic relations by eco-

nomic agents (as well as their own subnational entities of economic 

activity) and to withstand external influence. D. Nehtlerlein, T. Can-

nes, B. Bruce-Brings and other representatives of neo-Marxism have 

emphasized on the effectiveness of its use. At the same time, econo-
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mic power can be considered both as an action or a process of such 

influence. To economic levers, researchers include: taxes, subsidies, 

direct restrictions on import and export (duty), lending, sanctions, 

investments, retrocessions, creation of international economical asso-

ciations and membership in them, etc. Economic sanctions are restric-

tive measures of an economic nature, applied by a country or group of 

countries to another country or group of countries in order to force the 

governments of these countries to change their policies
1
. Sanctions 

can be expressed in the total or partial prohibition of imports of goods 

from these countries, export of goods to these countries, and also in 

the limitation of financial transactions – including cross-border settle-

ments and investments – with these countries.  

Important agents in the field of economy and finance should 

include the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group, 

which, in particular, have instruments of direct financial impact on the 

basis of loans denial, or vice versa providing macrofinancial assis-

tance in exchange for certain decisions, actions. 

Significant influence on the military strategy and tactics was 

carried out by information and communication technologies: clear 

boundaries between different levels of hostilities disappear, the geo-

graphically determined traditional theater of military operations 

disappears as well, operational and tactical actions in the information 

space are ahead of purely physical actions of the military. In addition, 

“information aggression” may in some cases prevent the beginning of 

hostilities. 

The following statistics shows the significant impact of Internet 

communications: according to the Global Digital Statshot, in 2017, 

the number of social networking users in the world has exceeded 

3 billion, with the total population of the planet being 7,524 billion 

people. А Facebook has reported about an audience of 2 billion users – 

it is obvious that this social network dominates its competitors by 

popularity
1
. 
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An important aspect of using social networks is the presence of 

artificial communication, carried out by fake structures, Internet bots, 

and clones of reputable leaders and organizations, which greatly 

complicate the search for the necessary information, ideas exchange 

and manipulate the public attitudes within the communities. 

The effectiveness of digital technologies and social networks 

used during the “Arab Spring” proves their expediency not only to 

build democracy in the Middle East, but also to establish authoritarian 

regimes. Both US presidents – Barack Obama and Donald Trump 

have focused on digital technology in their election campaigns. The 

analysis of the US election campaign in 2016 proves the main tools 

for working with voters included Big data, micro-targeting and CRM-

systems. Therefore, the latest Internet technologies have become quite 

convenient for different types of citizens manipulations
1
. 

That is exactly how the Russians managed to make a significant 

impact on the results of the US presidential election. The level of 

Russian intervention in the US election process in 2016 is constantly 

being discussed by the international community and a hearing is being 

held at the Senate of the United States, where the high-ranking estab-

lishment of the country serves as witnesses. The indictment on 

Russia‟s interference with the US presidential election was issued on 

February 16, 2018. The third paragraph of the indictment summarizes 

the essence of the crimes charged to 13 Russian citizens and 3 orga-

nizations: “The defendants deliberately and intentionally entered into 

a conspiracy to interfere in the US political and electoral process, 

including the 2016 presidential election”
2
. 

According to the report of the International human rights organi-

zation Freedom House in 2017 manipulation and disinformation 
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tactics played a significant role in elections of at least 17 countries. 

The authority in about 30 countries of the world used social networks 

to spread pro-government ideas or to suppress critics inside their 

country. Due to manipulation the RF spread its influence on other 

states, and this is only the beginning
1
. 

One of the instruments of geopolitical confrontation and conflict 

is the war in cyberspace. The term “cyberwarfare” has firmly entered 

the vocabulary of the military, experts in information security and 

politicians, security structures, the media and is interpreted as the use 

of the Internet and its related technological and information means by 

one state with the purpose of causing damage to the military, techno-

logical, economic, political, information security and sovereignty of 

another state
1
. An example of a “cyberattack”, which is now in history, is 

the failure of the Iraqi air defense control system during Desert Storm 

Operation. US intelligence agencies managed to infect a special 

computer virus with the memory of printers purchased for this system 

in one commercial firm
2
. The actors also do not refuse to use cyber-

attacks to solve other tasks. In particular, this is a material leakage 

scandal “Paradise Papers”
3
, “Petya virus” hacker attacks on banks, state 

and business enterprises around the world
4
, Russian attack against the 
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Organization for Prohibition of Chemical Weapons in The Hague
1
, etc. 

In general, the space used for “cyber weapons” is wide enough and at 

the moment it is one of the most promising tools of “soft power”.  

If we consider the global level, then Russia itself acts as an actor 

who makes the most effort to reformat the geopolitical map of the 

world. Therefore, this country is the leader in using the asymmetric 

approach. The United States and the People‟s Republic of China are 

more committed to use the “smart power” strategy in foreign policy to 

preserve geopolitical dominance and the realization of national inte-

rests. Instead, Russia prefers a tough “realpolitik” and opened its 

asymmetric approach to change the balance of power and the world 

order for the first time in 2008 when it came into conflict with Georgia. 

The preconditions for the transition of the conflict to the active phase, 

the so-called “five-day war”, were caused by the following factors: the 

Georgian-Abkhaz conflict, the interception of gas-oil corridors on the 

territory of Georgia, which deduced energy flows beyond the limits of 

the influence of Moscow and the liquidation of the Saakashvili regime. In 

the conflict with Georgia, the ideology and technology of the new 

Russian irredentism was used. Russia, when it introduced its troops, 

declared its moral and legal legitimacy to help its compatriots who 

suffered from the conflict between Georgia and South Ossetia. The 

Georgian-Russian war was preceded by a preparatory stage, namely, 

several years before the hostilities, thousands of residents of Georgian 

territories legally received passports and, respectively, Russian 

citizenship. So, this made it possible to use them as a powerful pro-

Russian “fifth column” to justify and implement any interference in 

the affairs of sovereign states-neighbors
1
. 

Few days before the Georgian-Russian war, the Russian armed 

forces demonstrated their full readiness for rapid relocation and 
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effective military operations, while recognizing the independence of 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia showed readiness to confront the West, 

increase its capabilities and resolve to assert its own interests, as well 

as asymmetric mechanisms that it is ready to use to prevent the 

integration of the post-Soviet states into the EU and NATO. By such 

actions Russia showed the limitations of the US influence in Eastern 

Europe and began openly resist the policy of the EU. But, in our 

opinion, the main consequences of the Russian-Georgian conflict were 

ineffective activities and the response of international security struc-

tures to the actions of the conflict parties, the international community 

unpreparedness to asymmetric challenges at the global level and the 

crisis of international law. 

The strategy and tactics of the Russian Federation are really 

effective, although there are many scholars and skeptics, but at the 

moment, due to an asymmetric approach in foreign policy, they have 

managed to move the US from Eastern Europe to concentrate them on 

own internal problems, eliminate their influence on the political situa-

tion in the Caucasus and in the Middle East, to initiate processes of 

destabilization in the EU – the Brexit, the referendum on the Catalonia 

independence, the migration crisis, etc. In opposition to the EU, 

including those related to the war in Ukraine, the Russians used the 

economic and information influence levers to a greater extent. First of 

all, this is a one-way economic interdependence in the energy sector; 

the arguments of the Russian Federation regarding the construction of 

the North Stream have been more effective than the sanctions imposed 

by the EU and the US. With the completion of the construction of this 

facility and in the future of the Turkish flow, Ukraine may lose the 

function of a gas and oil transit to the EU, as a consequence of support 

from Europeans in conflict with the Russian Federation will be mini-

mal. But greater danger is the deployment of more active hostilities in 

Ukraine. Although the “soft” power toolkit is not among the top prio-

rities in Russian strategy, but pretty effective. Having powerful foreign 

information agencies in the arsenal, which broadcast information 

around the world in different languages, Russian centers in the EU, 

active cooperation with the Diaspora – Russians skillfully affect the 

civic consciousness of Europeans. This should include the financing 
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of certain political projects, and not without success – Moldova, 

Hungary, Italy, which contribute to disintegration processes in the EU, 

increase the number of “Eurosceptics”, decrease of sanctions against 

Russia, recognition of the annexation of the Crimea, etc. 

Summing up, it should be noted that the military factor remains 

the most important in ensuring global security. The UN and OSCE 

require adjustment to be effective in asymmetric approaches to their 

own members. Detection and localization of the threat at the prepara-

tory stage is the most important, because only at this stage aggression 

can be stopped. In the conditions of globalization, asymmetry and the 

use of innovative instruments of influence the equilibrium of forces in 

the international arena is very shaky. Therefore, the security of each 

state is a conditional characteristic – it is a constant competition for 

the consciousness of its citizens, education, innovation, culture, lin-

guistic identity, economic power etc. Arrangements and international 

agreements no longer guarantee their signatories any obligations, as 

there is nobody who will follow their compliance. In fact, in the field 

of national security, each country in the world has to adhere to the 

“smart power” strategy, i. e. use the synergistic combination of diffe-

rent power tools and rely only on its own resources. 
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Chapter 2 

INFORMATION SECURITY  

 

2.1. Human Security − the Main Concern 

of the 21st Century  

Kaźmierczak Danuta
1
 

Security environment is usually diagnosed with the following in-

dicators: opportunities, threats, risks, uncertainties and vulnerabilities. 

Sometimes in the literature these terms are used interchangeably. 

The NATO handbook presents the following explanation of these 

concepts and differences among them. 

Risks encompass threat and opportunity. Risk is a source of va-

riability of positive and negative consequences. An opportunity is also 

an uncertain event since it is a possible future event. So, both threats 

and opportunities are covered by this same description of risk as 

“uncertainty that matters”. Yet, the opportunities are favorable events 

(good risks) whereas threats unfavorable ones (bad risks). 

Frank H. Knight in his book “Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit” 

distinguishes risks from uncertainties. Risk is present when future 

events occur with measurable probability. Uncertainty is present when 

the likelihood of future events is indefinite or incalculable
1
. 

The impact of events (threats): 

Threat – An unfavorable condition or situation, a negative set of 

circumstances, a negative set of events, a risk that will have a negative 

impact on a project objective if it occurs, or a possibility for negative 

changes.  

Vulnerability – T. O‟Riordan defined vulnerability at the societal 

level as: “the incapacity to avoid danger, or to be uninformed of im-

pending threat, or to be so politically powerless and poor as to be 

forced to live in conditions of danger. 
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G. Wilches-Chaux identified 11 types of vulnerability: natural, 

physical, economic, social, political, technical, ideological, cultural, 

educational, ecological and institutional vulnerability. 

D. Nathan distinguishes two types of vulnerability:  

− a tendency to undergo damages, i.e. a state of fragility, or a set 

of conditions, that raise the susceptibility of a community to the 

impact of a damaging phenomenon; 

− an incapacity to anticipate, cope with, resist to, adapt to and 

recover from hazards. Vulnerable units are either not resistant, i.e. not 

capable to withstand the shock (without adapting); and/or not resilient, 

i.e. not capable to absorb the shock and adapt to come back to an 

acceptable state
1
. 

The global security environment is full of natural risks and man-

made ones called by N. Bostrom anthropogenic existential risks 

(threats) – that is, those arising from human activity and mostly linked 

to future technological advances that may dramatically expand our 

ability to manipulate the external world or our own biology
2
.  

Yet, N. Bostrom emphasizes that existential catastrophes are not 

especially bad because they would occur causing a precipitous drop in 

world population or average quality of life but because they would 

destroy the future
3
. 

Consequently, human vulnerability should be measured in terms 

of the damage to future livelihoods, and not just as damage to life and 

property at the time of emergency
4
. 

Moreover, there is the connection between the risks people face 

and the reasons for their vulnerability, which is mainly their well-being. 

Disasters (risks) should be dealt with within the socio-economic context. 

Yet, there is a danger in concentrating too much on the disasters them-

selves, and not nearly enough on the surrounding social environment
1
.  
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The argument of anthropogenic nature of contemporary risks 
(threats), which are a resultant of disaster and human vulnerability 
determined by social frameworks and their crushing impact on future 
life in general, create the huge area of research and activity for human 
security. As H. G. Brunch indicates individuals and mankind are the 
reference object of human security; survival and quality of life are 
values at risks and sources of threats, namely, state, globalization, 
nature, terrorism

1
. The recent security reports list also cybercrime and 

nuclear weapon. 
According to the recent Globalization report by Credit Suisse 

Research Institute (CSRI) globalization is changing and gradually re-
placed by a multipolar world, which involves the shift of power in 
terms of trade, GDP, foreign direct investment (FDI), budget size and 
population. These powers will be less concentrated in a specific region 
and will be shared across different regions. Three main poles are: the 
US, Europe and China centric Asia, regions distinct in terms of their 
economies, laws, cultures and security networks. 

The report identifies 10 trends that pose a threat to globalization. 
These are: 

1. The health of trade. 
The Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) between the US, Japan and a 

group of Asian countries as well as the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and the EU may not be 
approved. Trade obstructions across the world are growing. 

2. Debt. 
Zero and negative interest rates mean that more debt can be taken on. 
3. Immigration. 
Immigration is a big problem in Europe and is one of the 

contributing factors that led to the UK voting to leave the EU. 
4. The next recession. 
Given high debt levels in China and low corporate margins the 

recession is lurking. 
5. Military confrontation by accident or design. 
The South China Sea is frequently mentioned as a theatre for 

large power confrontation. Other areas that may also spark conflict are 
Japan and Syria, where the conflict is becoming even more complex. 
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6. Stealth attacks or cyber war. 
Cyber-attacks on companies are becoming more common and 

they may start having more far-reaching effects. 
7. Central banking accidents. 
A policy move causes a central bank to lose credibility, e. g.: a 

central bank push for inflation may cause the currency exchange 
increase. 

8. People tire of consumerism. 
The decline in consumer demands and changing preferences are 

observed. Difficult labor market conditions in developing countries 
where consumers were less optimistic about their income outlook, and 
growing wealth inequalities may reduce consumer demand for mate-
rial acquisitions. 

9. Multipolar jurisdictions harden. 
In order to maintain geopolitical and economic power, more 

countries may ignore international law. Different regions may start 
adopting “their own way of doing things” to the detriment of trade and 
potentially human rights. 

10. Climate events. 
The year 2016 was the hottest year since 1880, the repeat of this 

may strain farms, food supply chains and could provoke a humani-
tarian crisis

1
. 

In the multipolar world Credit Suisse Research Institute predicts 
considerable changes in the area of human security: increased restric-
tions on immigrants, selective skill-based movement of labor, rural-
urban migration to dominate cross country movement, more unequal 
living standards, local economies wealthier in aggregate, in emerging 
market economies rising consumer (income, consumption and wealth)

2
. 

The expanding system of global security governance in its current 
stage of development remains inchoate, disputatious, inefficient, and 
prone to tragic mistakes

1
. In the multipolar world it will be charac-
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terized by more competitiveness, regional hegemons, covert conflicts, 
and new institutions with exclusive membership. Yet, some Human 
Security Reports have argued, the evidence suggests that it has also 
been effective in driving down the number and deadliness of armed 
conflicts

1
. 

Yet, the pattern of conflicts has changed. According to the 

Human Security Report 2012, the number of high-intensity conflicts – 

those causing 1,000 or more battle deaths a year – has declined, but 

the number of low-intensity conflicts has increased. Also, organized 

and transnational criminal violence has increased. Death rates in some 

countries exceed those in the deadliest wars currently being waged 

around the world
2
. Civilian fatalities in wartime have climbed from 5 

per cent at the turn of the century to more than 90 per cent in the wars 

of the 1990s. “Any and all tactics are employed, from systematic rape, 

to scorched earth tactics that destroy crops and poison wells, to ethnic 

cleansing and genocide”
3
. Even humanitarian activities, relief convoys, 

health clinics and feeding centers that were once safe from attack are 

now treated as legitimate military targets.  

Cybercrimes
4
. 

“There are two main kinds of cyberattack currently present – those 

targeting individuals, and those targeting the state”, claims T. Uren, a 

cybersecurity expert at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute. 

Criminals, usually based in Eastern Europe or Indonesia employ 

all sorts of ransomware, straight-up fraud, blackmail and sometimes 

credential threats to steal people‟s money, yet banks and other 

corporations would also come under victims.  

Cyberespionage is another kind of cybercrime, which poses a 

specific threat not to individuals themselves but to global security. 
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The big states, China, Russia and Iran are mostly concerned with 
getting information on advancing the national interest

1
. 

Nuclear weapon. 
CIA Director M. Pompeo estimates there was “no indication 

there‟s any strategic change” in North Korean leader Kim Jong-un‟s 
desire to remain a nuclear threat. Yet, T. Uren states that the proba-
bility of a nuclear strike isn‟t likely at this stage as the impact on the 
world economy would be devastating. 

Terrorism. 
Islamic State militants have lost significant power in Iraq and 

Syria, but they most likely attempt to regroup. 
The threat to the UK from terrorism is currently ranked as “severe”. 
T. Uren convinces that the IS is a “non-existential” threat as it is 

not capable of destroying the world economy
2
. 

Natural disasters. 
Kh. Zarin lists top 10 natural disasters of 21st century in the order 

with the greatest number of casualties on the top.  
2010 Haiti earthquake – the worst natural disasters with approxi-

mately 220,000 casualties and more than 300,000 injured. More than 
3 million people become homeless. 

2004 the Indian Ocean – Tsunami epicenter was under the ocean 
in the earth and it violently shoke the ocean that resulted into destruc-
tive waves that were up to meters high. On the first day more than 
150,000 people were killed and millions were missing. 

2005 Kashmir Earthquake – according to the government of 
Pakistan statistics 100,000 people died, more than 70,000 injured and 
more than 4 million people became homeless. This is considered to be 
the deadliest natural disasters ever happened in the region. 

2003 European heat wave – the deadliest in last 500 years‟ time. 
Death toll was more than 70,000 in Europe including France, Portu-
gal, Germany, Netherland, Spain and Italy. Usually these countries do 
not have a hot summer but during the heat wave average temperature 
was over 45 °C. 
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2001 Gujarat Earthquake – the epicenter was near a village in the 
district of Gujarat. Earthquake also affected some areas of Bangladesh 
and approximately 20,000 people were killed in the natural disaster. 
Nearly 167,000 were injured and more than 400,000 homes and 
buildings were collapsed. 

2011 Tohoku Earthquake, Japan – earthquake was followed by 
the Tsunami that caused waves of height up to 40 meters. According 
to Japan‟s National Police Agency 15,889 deaths were confirmed. 
Nearly 6,152 people were injured and more than 2,600 were missing. 
Millions of buildings were completely collapsed. 

2005 Hurricane Katrina  – on average it was a category 4 storm. 
It hit the state Florida and some of the most damaged cities were 
Mississippi, New Orleans, Biloxi and Gulfport. Approximately 1833 
people were died. This natural disaster caused more than 100 billion 
USD property damage.  

2008 Afghanistan Blizzard – it reduced the temperature up to 
-30 °C. Death toll was about 1000 according to government figures 
but it mainly disturbed the animals. More than 315,000 cattle, 100,000 
sheep and goat died in this deadliest disaster. Lack of transportation 
and poor health conditions in the affected areas forced the people to 
walk barefoot in the freezing temperature. 

2011 East Africa drought – Somalia, Kenya, Djibouti and Ethiopia 
were the main victims. Lives of more than 9 million people were 
threatened. A large number of people migrated from Somalia to Kenya 
and Ethiopia which became overcrowded. That caused a lot of issues 
like unsanitary conditions and malnutrition problems as well and 
further followed to thousands of deaths. Food crisis spread even up to 
Sudan and Uganda. 

2000 Mozambique Flood – a flood in Mozambique made thou-
sands of people homeless. More than 800 people died in the disaster 
and about 20,000 herds of cattle were lost. It was the deadliest natural 
disaster in the country in last 50 years. It started in South Africa but 
major damage was in Mozambique. Government spent more than 
15 million USD for citizens but even in 2015 many of them were still 
living in recovery shelters

1
. 
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Currently in 2018 the following most serious disaster including 
man-made ones were reported: 

05-07 Kilauea: Hawaii volcano destroys dozens of homes; 
04-23 Toronto: van attack: 10 pedestrians killed; 
04-19 Puerto Rico hit by first island-wide blackout since Hurri-

cane Maria Puerto Rico; 
04-17 Southwest Airlines engine explosion linked to prior acci-

dent in Philadelphia; 
04-11 Algeria military plane crash: 257 dead near Algiers 

Boufarik, Algeria;  
04-07 Canada hockey team crash: entire country in shock, 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Western Canada;  
04-07 Trump Tower fire: a man dies in blaze, Trump Tower, 

Manhattan; 
04-02 Elephants loose on motorway in Murcia, Spain, Albacete, 

Murcia, Spain
1
. 

People suffer from different natural disasters floods, droughts, 
earthquakes as well as man-made ones in all region of the world. They 
lose their lives and property. Some of them have not recovered yet, 
even though a quite long time has passed since the disaster happened. 

R. Glasser, a United Nations disaster risk official, said: “If we do 
not succeed in understanding what it takes to make our societies more 
resilient to disasters, then we will pay an increasingly high price in 
terms of lost lives and livelihoods”

2
. 

J. J. Bogardi and H. G. Brauch, building on a UN Secretary 
General Kofi Annan‟s human-centered perspective

1
 and perspective of 
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the UNDP (United Nations Development Program, 1994), argue that 
societal vulnerability should be reduced through poverty eradication 
programmes (UNDP 1994; CHS 2003); vulnerability to hazards – by 
enhancing coping capabilities of societies (UNU-EHS 2004); and 
vulnerability to extreme weather events – by reducing the probability 
that hazards may pose a survival dilemma (UNESCO, HSN)

1
. 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2016−2030) defined 
in the United Nation Development Program are a universal call to 
action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people 
enjoy peace and prosperity. They include such new areas as climate 
change, economic inequality, innovation, sustainable consumption, 
peace and justice, among other priorities. The goals are interconnected – 
tackling one problem often needs dealing with another. Achieving these 
goals requires also the engagement and cooperation of governments, 
private sector, civil society and citizens

2
.  

B. Wisner (et all) answers that resilience to disasters of different 
groups of people is determined by the context of global and national 
political and economic systems

3
. This applies not only to natural but 

all kinds of risks also military and nonmilitary conflicts. 
Pinker calls the gentle commerce to have the pacifying effect of 

economic interdependence – the rule known long ago in the Middle 
Ages and still working in the 21

st
 century, which means the growth of 

the positive-sum economics of trade and the division of labor that 
create new behavior pattern of avoiding violence when pursuing 
economic gain: When it ss cheaper to buy something than to steal it, 
that changes the incentives, and you get each side valuing the other 
more alive than dead. Other factors like democratization, the growth 
of international institutions and increasing levels of education bring 
about centuries-long socio-cultural, violence-constraining changes

1
.
.
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Social and economic factors also determine vulnerability to natu-

ral disasters. B. Wisner (et all) present the example of the earthquake 

of 1976 in Guatemala: “Slum dwellers in Guatemala City and many 

Mayan Indians living in impoverished towns and hamlets suffered the 

highest mortality. The homes of the middle class were better protected 

and more safely sited, and recovery was easier for them. The Guate-

malan poor were caught up in a vicious circle in which lack of access 

to means of social and self-protection made them more vulnerable to 

the disaster. The social component was so apparent that a journalist 

called the event a „class-quake‟”
1
. 

Yet, U. Beck claims that for ecological risks and terrorism that 

are global problems, no political or economic systems on the national 

level work: “Trying to solve these transnational problems on a natio-

nal level by locking the national territory is like raising a garden fence 

to avoid the smog in town – you simply cannot escape it by doing 

so”
2
. We need global governance to resolve them. 

All types of risks, ecological, natural disasters or the ones provo-

ked by human activity, no matter whether they have local, regional or 

global range, all of them affect a human being. The combination of 

economic, political, social factors and the particular characteristics of 

a person or group and their situation determine their capacity to 

predict, prepare, respond, resist and recover from the impact of threats 

they experience.  

On the one hand, the technological, economic and social develop-

ment brings about the changes and risks (opportunities and threats), 

make the security environment less and less predictable and people 

more vulnerable to all hazard. On the other hand, the same techno-

logical economic and social development is indispensable to resolve, 

as U. Beck claims, the side-product of man-made actions
1
.  
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These intricate dependencies between security, development and 

human rights and well-being are the realm of human security which is 

reflected in its strategic goals, research, practical programs and 

projects on global scale. The human-centric approach in security 

seems the most effective as all these risks we should respond to are 

detrimental to human population and to a future in general. 

 

 

 

2.2. European Union Information Security 

Practice  

Karpchuk Nataliia
1
 

The notion of “information security” arose with the emergence of 

the first means of information communications between people when 

they understood that some of their interests could be damaged by 

influencing information communications, the latter ensured the deve-

lopment among all the elements of the society. On the international 

level the issue of “information security” has been on the agenda since 

the Russian Federation in 1998 first introduced a draft resolution in 

the First Committee of the UN General Assembly. It was recognized 

that few technologies had been as powerful as information and com-

munications technologies in reshaping economies, societies and inter-

national relations; cyberspace touched every aspect of people‟s lives; 

the benefits were huge, but the challenges and threats were enormous 

as well. Making cyberspace stable and secure can only be achieved 

through international cooperation
1
.  

In numerous scientific investigations the concept is understood as 

a state, a process, activity, property, function, system of safeguards; so 

various definitions of information security were elaborated, namely: 
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− preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of 

information
1
;  

− protection of information and information systems from 

unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or des-

truction in order to provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability
2
;  

− information security ensures that only authorized users (confi-

dentiality) have access to accurate and complete information (integrity) 

when required (availability)
3
; 

− the process of protecting the intellectual property of an orga-

nisation
4
;  

− the protection of information and minimization of the risk of 

exposing information to unauthorized parties
1
;  

− a multidisciplinary area of study and professional activity which 

is concerned with the development and implementation of security 

mechanisms of all available types (technical, organizational, human-

oriented and legal) in order to keep information in all its locations 

(within and outside the organization‟s perimeter) and, consequently, 

information systems, where information is created, processed, stored, 

transmitted and destroyed, free from threats
2
; 

− the condition of the information environment security that 

meets the interests of the state; it ensures the formation, use and 
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development opportunities regardless of the impact of internal and 

external information threats
1
 etc.  

Since moderm information security is associated with threats and 
dangers of ICTs, the term “cybersecurity” has been synonimously 
used (though Ukrainian academic circles have vigorous disputes as to 
the differences / similiarities if these terms. In any case, this problem 
is not topical for the offered article).  

However, in the paper we will use the definition offered by the 
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) 
as one of possible treatment of information / cybersecurity: “<…> the 
collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, 
guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practi-
ces, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber 
environment and organization and user‟s assets. Organization and user‟s 
assets include connected computing devices, personnel, infrastructure, 
applications, services, telecommunications systems, and the totality of 
transmitted and/or stored information in the cyber environment”

2
.  

The whole world is interconnected and interdependent by means 
of ICTs; they facilitate the work of different institutions (including the 
EU) and pose grave threats. In order to prevent / overcome such 
threats the EU developed appropriate legislation and strategies, esta-
blished the relevant structures. The practice of the EU could be bene-
ficial for Ukraine in its attempt to regulate the sphere of information / 
cybersecurity. 

 

EU Legislation on Information Security 
Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the Protection of Individuals 

with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data by the Community 

Institutions and Bodies and on the Free Movement of Such Data
1
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imposes a set of obligations on data controllers within EU institutions 

and agencies with regard to handling personal data of employees and 

other affected data subjects in order to protect the privacy of these data 

subjects. The Regulation stipulates that EU institutions and bodies are 

only allowed to collect personal data that serves specified, explicit and 

legitimate purposes. The data collected have to be adequate, relevant 

and not excessive when evaluated against the collection purpose, as 

well as accurate and up to date. EU institutions and agencies may only 

process personal data when the data subject has given his or her 

consent. Addressing both physical and electronic data processing 

operations, the Council and the European Parliament have identified 

four operations they consider to pose particular challenges with regard 

to protecting the privacy of data subjects: 1) the processing of data 

related to health, suspected offences, offences, criminal convictions or 

security measures; 2) the processing of data pertaining to professional 

or personal qualities of the data subject, including his / her ability, 

efficiency and conduct; 3) processing operations allowing data set 

linkages not in accordance with national or EU legislation; 4) pro-

cessing operations for the purpose of excluding individuals from 

rights, benefits or contracts. 

Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 of the European Parliament and 

of the Council of 30 May 2001 regarding public access to European 

Parliament, Council and Commission documents
1
 defines principles, 

conditions and limits governing the right of access to European Com-

mission, Council and European Parliament documents. The Regula-

tion stipulates that EU documents are to be made accessible to the 

public in electronic form or through a register. This provision applies, 

in particular, to legislative documents, which are drawn up or received 

in the course of procedures for the adoption of legally binding acts. 

However, the Regulation restricts access to the documents, which dis-

closure would negatively affect: the public interest as regards public 

security, defence or international relations, and the financial, monetary 

or economic policy of the EU or a Member State; an individual‟s 
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privacy; a person‟s commercial interests; court proceedings and legal 

advice; the purpose of inspections, investigations and audits. 

Framework Decision on combating fraud and counterfeiting of 

non-cash means of payment (2001)
1
, which defines the fraudulent 

behaviours that EU States need to consider as punishable criminal 

offences. The Commission is assessing the need to revise this 

Framework Decision to cover new forms of money transmissions like 

virtual currencies and other aspects. 

Commission Decision of 16 August 2006 C (2006) 3602 concer-

ning the security of information systems used by the European 

Commission
2
 constitutes the main framework document on security 

measures and organisational guidelines for the protection of the Com-

mission‟s information systems and the information processed therein. 

However, the security measures and organisational guidelines defined 

in the Decision are applicable to a broad range of EU institutions and 

agencies, specifically: all European Commission DGs and Depart-

ments; the Joint Research Centre; EU delegations in third countries; 

offices with administrative links to the Commission; all Executive 

Agencies using the Commission‟s information systems; persons under 

contract to the Commission and subcontractors who have access to 

and use the Commission‟s information systems. The Decision prima-

rily covers the use of encryption technologies, responses in the case of 

security incidents, and the general security capabilities of information 

systems. 

European Commission Security Standard on Logging and Moni-

toring
1
 (2010) supplements Commission Decision C (2006) 3602 

(mentioned above). Rooted in three international norms, namely 
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ISO/IEC 27001 (second edition of 15/06/2005), ISO/IEC 17799 

(second edition of 15/06/2005), and the NIST SP 800-92 Guide to 

Computer Security Log Management, SSLM provides mandatory 

instructions for the procedures to be used for logging and monitoring 

on all ICT systems that are capable of generating information security-

related log events, including but not limited to: servers, workstations, 

portable PCs, other portable computing devices, such as mobile pho-

nes and PDAs, storage devices, network equipment. The Commission 

SSLM provides a comprehensive list of required logging practices 

with regard to individual device types. 

Directive on combating the sexual exploitation of children online 

and child pornography (2011) better addresses new developments in 

the online environment, such as grooming (offenders posing as chil-

dren to lure minors for the purpose of sexual abuse)
1
. 

Council Decision 2013/488/EU on the Security Rules for Protec-

ting EU Classified Information
1
 sets out basic principles and minimum 

standards for protecting EU Classified Information (EUCI), including 

provisions on processing EUCI through ICTs. The Decision applies to 

the handling of EUCI by a wide range of EU institutional actors, 

specifically: the Council, Council preparatory bodies, and the Council 

Secretariat, the Commission, the European External Action Service 

(EEAS), Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) agencies and 

bodies, EU Special Representatives, and EU crisis management opera-

tions personnel, Europol and Eurojust, the European Parliament.  

The Council‟s understanding of “information assuarance” encom-

passes five concepts: 1) authenticity, i. e. the guarantee that informa-

tion is genuine and from bona fide sources; 2) availability, i.e. the 

property of being accessible and usable upon request by an authorised 

entity; 3) confidentiality, i. e. the property that information is not dis-

closed to unauthorised individuals, entities or processes; 4) integrity, 
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i. e. the property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of 

information and assets; 5) non-repudiation, i. e. the ability to prove an 

action or event has taken place, so that this event or action cannot 

subsequently be denied. The Council aims at the cultivation of a range 

of technical and non-technical security measures: deterrence, i. e. the 

dissuasion of any adversary planning to attack ICTs; prevention, i. e. 

the blocking of an attack on ICTs; detection, i. e. the discovery of an 

attack on ICTs; resilience, i. e. the limitation of negative effects of an 

attack on information or ICT assets and the prevention of further da-

mage; recovery, i. e. the reestablishment of a secure situation for ICTs. 

Cryptographic products, which protect EUCI classified as SECRET 

and TOP SECRET, require final approval by the Council before they 

can be used within EU institutions and agencies and/or Member States. 

Cryptographic products that protect EUCI classified as CONFIDENTIAL 

and RESTRICTED require approval by the Secretary-General of the 

Council or by Member States on the national level
1
. 

A Directive on attacks against information systems
2
 (2013), 

which aims to approximate the criminal law of the Member States in 

the area of attacks against information systems by establishing mini-

mum rules concerning the definition of criminal offences and the 

relevant sanctions and to improve cooperation between competent 

authorities, including the police and other specialised law enforcement 

services of the Member States, as well as the competent specialised 

Union agencies and bodies, such as Eurojust, Europol and its Euro-

pean Cyber Crime Centre, and the European Network and Information 

Security Agency
3
. 
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In December 2015, two new pieces of EU legislation were 

agreed, namely General Data Protection Regulation and Network and 

Information Security Directive (came into force in 2016). 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) represents a pro-

found reform of data protection law in Europe, shifting the balance of 

power towards the citizen to whom the personal data belongs, away 

from organisations that collect, analyse and use such data. The chan-

ges to be introduced include: 

− data breaches must be reported as soon as possible and, where 

feasible, no later than 72 hours after discovery of a breach; 

− personal data now extending to location, IP address, RFID 

identifiers, as well as whole new swathes of medical data, including 

genetic information; 

− the “right to be forgotten” being enshrined in law, allowing 

people to request of search engines to delete links to the data in 

question; 

− regulation will apply to companies headquartered outside of 

Europe as long as they have operations in Europe; 

− greater rigour around consent to use personal data 

− new requirements to carry out Privacy Impact Assessments 

(PIAs) to ensure that personal data is sufficiently protected and 

privacy of the individual maintained
1
. 

Network and Information Security Directive (NISD) can be regar-

ded as a complementary law to GDPR, designed to create a focus on 

the protection of IT systems in European critical national infrastruc-

ture (CNI). The Directive builds on three main pillars: 

− ensuring Member States preparedness by requiring them to be 

appropriately equipped, e. g. via a Computer Security Incident Res-

ponse Team (CSIRT) and a competent national NIS authority; 

− ensuring cooperation among all the Member States, by setting 

up a Cooperation Group, in order to support and facilitate strategic 

cooperation and the exchange of information among Member States, 

and a CSIRT Network, in order to promote swift and effective opera-
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tional cooperation on specific cybersecurity incidents and sharing 

information about risks; 

− ensuring a culture of security across sectors which are vital for 
the EU economy and society and moreover rely heavily on ICTs. 
Businesses with an important role for society and economy that are 
identified by the Member States as operators of essential services 
under the NIS Directive will have to take appropriate security measu-
res and to notify serious incidents to the relevant national authority. 
These sectors include energy, transport, water, banking, financial 
market infrastructures, healthcare and digital infrastructure. Also key 
digital service providers (search engines, cloud computing services 
and online marketplaces) will have to comply with the security and 
notification requirements under the new Directive. Similar require-
ments already apply to telecom operators and internet service provi-
ders through the EU telecoms regulatory framework

1
.  

EU Starategies in the Sphere of Information Security 
The e-Commission Initiative 2012–2015 follows on from the e-

Commission Initiative 2006–2010 (which set out how the European 
Commission aimed to implement objectives identified in the e-Go-
vernment Action Plan) and the 2009 Digital Agenda. This Initiative 
sets out a number of actions according to principles under a common 
vision of delivering efficiently, effectively and transparently user-
centric digital services and IT solutions to support both EU policies 
and the Commission‟s own internal administration. Specific actions 
outlined in the Communication relating to security included: protec-
tion of the corporate infrastructure (extension of access and identity 
management system); implementation of an IT security policy frame-
work; reinforcing business continuity management of the Commis-
sion‟s critical services and systems; a corporate user authentication 
system as the mandatory building block for all Commission informa-
tion systems

2
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EU Cybersecurity Strategy (2013), launched by the Commission 

and the European External Action Service, sets five priorities: 

1) increasing cyber resilience; 2) drastically reducing cybercrime; 

3) developing EU cyber defence policy and capabilities related to the 

Common Security and Defence Policy; 4) developing the industrial 

and technological resources for cybersecurity; 5) establishing a cohe-

rent international cyberspace policy for the EU and promote core EU 

values
1
. 

Fighting cybercrime more effectively is one of the three priorities 

under the new European Agenda on Security 2015–2020
1
. Underlining 

that cybercrime requires a coordinated response at European level, the 

Agenda sets out the following actions: 

− giving renewed emphasis to implementation of existing poli-

cies on cybersecurity, attacks against information systems, and com-

bating child sexual exploitation; 

− reviewing and possibly extending legislation on combatting 

fraud and counterfeiting of non-cash means of payments to take ac-

count of newer forms of crime and counterfeiting in financial instru-

ments; 

− reviewing obstacles to criminal investigations on cybercrime, 

notably on issues of competent jurisdiction and rules on access to 

evidence and information; 

− enhancing cyber capacity building action under external assis-

tance instruments. 

Trust and security are essential to reap the benefits of the digital 

economy. This is why the Digital Single Market Strategy presented in 

May 2015 includes a public-private partnership (PPP) on cybersecu-

rity. The partnership was signed on 5 July 2016 by the Commission 

and the European Cyber Security Organization (ECSO) – an industry-

led association, which includes a wide variety of stakeholders such as 

large companies, SMEs and start-ups, research centers, universities, 
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end-users, operators, clusters and association as well as public autho-

rities. The goal of this partnership is to stimulate European competiti-

veness and help overcome cybersecurity market fragmentation through 

innovation, building trust between Member States and industrial actors 

as well as helping align the demand and supply sectors for cyber-

security products and solutions. The partnership helps to: 1) gather 

industrial and public resources to deliver innovation against a jointly-

agreed strategic research and innovation roadmap; 2) focus on targeted 

technical priorities defined jointly with industry; 3) maximize the 

impact of available funds; 4) provide visibility to European research 

and innovation excellence in cybersecurity
1
. 

On July 2016 the Commission adopted Communication: Streng-

thening Europe’s Cyber Resilience System and Fostering a Compe-

titive and Innovative Cybersecurity Industry
2
. It is aimed at: 

− stepping up cooperation across Europe: the Commission en-

courages Member States to make the most of the cooperation mecha-

nisms under the NIS Directive and to improve the way in which they 

work together to prepare for a large-scale cyber incident. This includes 

more work on education, training and cybersecurity exercises; 

− supporting the emerging single market for cybersecurity 

products and services in the EU: for example, the Commission will 

explore the possibility of creating a framework for certification of 

relevant ICT products and services, complemented by a voluntary and 

light weight labelling scheme for the security of ICT products; the 

Commission suggests also possible measures to scale up cybersecurity 

investment in Europe and to support SMEs active in the market; 

− establishing a contractual public-private partnership (PPP) 

with industry, to nurture cybersecurity industrial capabilities and inno-

vation in the EU. 
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EU Security and Privacy Organisations 

Directorate-General for Informatics (DIGIT) has the mission to 

enable the European Commission to effectively and efficiently use 

ICTs in the course of achieving its organisational and political objec-

tives. Towards this end, DIGIT is responsible for the: definition of the 

European Commission‟s IT Strategy; provision of IT infrastructure 

solutions and e-services, support services and telecommunications 

facilities to the Commission and other EU institutions and agencies; 

delivery of information systems for EC corporate business processes; 

promotion and facilitation of pan-European e-government services for 

citizens and enterprises. Firstly, DIGIT provides the Commission as 

well as other European institutions and agencies with a secure and 

reliable high-performance ICT infrastructure. Secondly, DIGIT is 

responsible for the acquisition of ICT tools used within the Commis-

sion, the lifecycle management of ICT components, and the provision 

of support and training services related to the use of ICT equipment
1
. 

Since 2011, DIGIT has been host to a permanent Computer 

Emergency Response Team (CERT-EU), which is supervised by the 

Director-General of DIGIT and steered by a group chaired by the 

Council. CERT-EU‟s task is to support EU institutions and agencies 

in their fight against cyber threats. Towards this end, CERT-EU enga-

ges in information sharing, threat assessment and awareness-raising 

activities
2
. 

The DIGIT Security Operations Centre (SOC) is managed by a 

Local Information Security Officer (LISO) who also acts as an advisor 

to the Information Security Steering Committee. The LISO analyses 

the security requirements of DIGIT‟s ICT systems and proposes poli-

cies that govern the ICT systems in line with the latter‟s needs
3
. 
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In 2010, the General Secretariat of the Council of the EU launched 

the Network Defence Centre (NDC)
1
. Its objective is to strengthen the 

protection of EU sensitive and classified Communication and Infor-

mation Systems against all forms of technical attacks, including 

Advanced Persistent Threats, through the development of the capa-

bility to detect and respond to security incidents. 

The European Agency for the operational management of large-

scale IT systems became fully functional on 1 December 2012 and has 

since been responsible for the operational management of IT systems 

in the area of home affairs.  The Agency‟s core task is to ensure the 

uninterrupted exchange of data between national authorities. However, 

the Agency is also responsible for adopting and implementing security 

plans to prevent the unauthorised reading, copying, modification or 

deletion of personal data during transfers of personal data or transport 

of data media. The Agency is to ensure that no system-related 

operational information circulates in the communication infrastructure 

without encryption
1
. 

A European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) as well as an 

Assistant Supervisor and an institutionally independent supporting 

structure were established in January 2004. The EDPS‟s mission is to 

ensure that EU institutions and agencies respect individuals‟ 

fundamental rights and freedoms, specifically their right to privacy, 

when processing personal data or developing new policies. In order to 

fulfill this mission the EDPS enjoys several competences and powers, 

including the right to: give advice to data subjects in the exercise of 

their rights; make proposals for improving the protection of data 

subjects; order that requests to exercise certain rights in relation to 

data be complied with; order the rectification, blocking, erasure or 

destruction of all personal data that have been processed in breach of 
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the provisions governing the processing of personal data; impose a 

temporary or definitive ban on the processing of personal data; 

intervene in actions brought before the Court of Justice; obtain access 

to all personal data and to all information necessary for his/her 

enquiries
1
. 

The European Union Agency for Network and Information 

Security (ENISA) was set up in 2004 to contribute to the overall goal 

of ensuring a high level of network and information security within 

the EU. ENISA helps the Commission, the Member States and the 

business community to address, respond and especially to prevent NIS 

problems. The main activities run by ENISA include: 

− collecting and analysing data on security incidents in Europe 

and emerging risks; 

− promoting risk assessment and risk management methods to 

enhance capability to deal with information security threats; 

− running of pan-European cyber exercises; 

− supporting Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) 

cooperation in the Member States; 

− awareness-raising and cooperation between different actors in 

the information security field
1
. 

In order to boost the overall level of online security in Europe, 

each October the agency organises the Cybersecurity Month awa-

reness campaign, with the support of NIS contact points in all Member 

States. 

The Europol’s Cybercrime Centre (ECC) was set up in 2013 as 

integral part of Europol and has become a focal point in combatting 

and preventing cross-border cybercrime by: 

− serving as the central hub for criminal information and 

intelligence; 
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− supporting Member States‟ operations and investigations by 

means of operational analysis, coordination and expertise; 

− providing strategic analysis products; 

− reaching out to cybercrime related law enforcement services, 

private sector, academia and other non-law enforcement partners (such 

as internet security companies, the financial sector, computer 

emergency response teams) to enhance cooperation amongst them; 

− supporting training and capacity building in the Member 

States; 

− providing highly specialised technical and digital forensic 

support capabilities to investigations and operations; 

− representing the EU law enforcement community in areas of 

common interest (R&D requirements, internet governance, policy 

development. 

Ukraine’ Information Security Experience in the Context of 

its European Integration  

Since the days of EuroMaidan and the annexation of the Crimea 

Russia has used cyber attacks as part of its hybrid war against our 

state. Various special units of the security structures attacked the state 

information resources and the personal data of individual politicians 

and public figures. The most known cases of such actions are DDoS 

attacks on government resources (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 

site of the President of Ukraine, sites of the security and defense 

sector), targeted attacks on state agencies through fraudulent e-mails, 

attempts to disrupt the work of the Central Election Commission 

during the presidential elections and parliamentary elections of 2014, 

as well as the functioning of the Uroboros virus, which, with high 

probability, is identified as Russian. It had all the signs of using the 

cyber-skirmish campaign against Ukraine, and the web-resources of 

public authorities (including law enforcement agencies), the media, 

financial institutions, and large industrial enterprises fell under the 

influence of the virus. 

In the opinion of ESET researchers, the BlackEnergy virus was 

deliberately targeted against Ukraine aimed at collecting data from 

hard disks of affected computers, taking screen shots of users, inter-

cepting data entry and much more. Approximately, state organiza-

tions, business structures and the industrial sector were affected. In 
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addition, the KosmicDuke virus (modification of the Miniduke virus, 

the purpose of which is theft of information) was used against 

Ukrainian institutions. There are the data proving the use of FireEye 

virus for espionage after Ukrainian officials. Besides there are a 

number of indirect cyber attacks using social networks with their 

thousands of “fake” accounts for spreading false information about 

events in the state and provoking unrest, as well as more traditional 

attacks with the help of social engineering
1
. 

Russian intelligence services used the power of some of 

Ukraine‟s largest mobile operators to listen to Ukrainian subscribers‟ 

phones, identify their location, and receive all the necessary data 

concerning the users. This information is used in a variety of ways: 

from the implementation of psychological pressure and the use of the 

data obtained to guide the artillery of the aggressor in positions of 

Ukrainian military in the ATO zone. 

June 27, 2017 is known as the “black Tuesday” for the cyber 

security of our country. Within a day, the computer virus “Ransom: 

Win32 / Petya” attacked the private and public sectors of the Ukrai-

nian economy, in particular banks, airports, state railway companies, 

television and telecommunication companies, large supermarkets, 

energy companies, state fiscal services, state authorities and local 

government, etc. The virus also infected private and state actors of 

other countries, but experts in this area agree that Ukraine has suffered 

the most
2
. 

Since Ukraine has officially declared its course to European 

integration, it is to bring its legal frameworks in accordance with the 

EU standards. The EU experience in the sphere of cybersecurity is 

quite positive. In Ukraine some steps have already been made and 

some are expected to be implemented. 

Until recently, the development of the cyber security sector in 

Ukraine was rather specific, and sometimes fragmented. The respec-
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tive norms have been dispersed in a number of different laws and 

regulations; even the legal (not academic) definition of the term has 

not been properly elaborated. However, there is the law on state secret 

(1994), and the law on processing personal data (it coincides with the 

provisions of the EU Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the Protection of 

Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data by the 

Community Institutions and Bodies and on the Free Movement of Such 

Data) and the law on access to public information (it contains similar 

provisions as Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 of the European Parlia-

ment and of the Council of 30 May 2001 regarding public access to 

European Parliament, Council and Commission documents) were 

adopted in 2013. However, the law on processing personal data seems 

to have a lot of gaps as there are cases of unauthorized usage of 

private information. 

In order to solve this problem to author‟s opinion, in Ukraine it is 

necessary to establish the position like the EU European Data 

Protection Supervisor with the same powers and rights, namely: the 

right to: give advice to data subjects in the exercise of their rights; 

make proposals for improving the protection of data subjects; order 

that requests to exercise certain rights in relation to data be complied 

with; order the rectification, blocking, erasure or destruction of all 

personal data that have been processed in breach of the provisions 

governing the processing of personal data; impose a temporary or 

definitive ban on the processing of personal data; intervene in actions 

brought before the Court of Justice. 

Since 2011, many attempts have been made to solve the regula-

tion issue at the legislative level, mainly within the framework of the 

relevant law of Ukraine. The necessity of such a law was regularly 

discussed at the National Security and Defense Council meetings, but 

there were still no particular developments in this issue. One of the 

reasons was the interagency controversies and the difficulty in finding 

a compromise between government structures. Each institution does 

not want to give way to its interests and powers, believing that it 

should become a “key” structure. Often, this discussion was reduced 

to the need to create a completely new state structure that would deal 

with the issues of cybersecurity. 
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On March 16, 2016 the President P. Poroshenko approved the 

Cyber security Strategy of Ukraine
1
. In the draft discussions the 

experts and authors claimed to have taken into account the EU 

strategies on cyber security issues. The Strategy includes a set of 

measures, priorities and directions for the provision of cybersecurity 

in Ukraine, in particular, the creation and operational adaptation of the 

state policy aimed at developing cyberspace and achieving compa-

tibility with relevant EU and NATO standards, forming a competitive 

environment in the field of electronic communications, providing 

information security and cybernetic services protection. In addition, 

the Strategy provides for 1) the involvement of expert potential of 

scientific institutions, professional and public associations in the 

preparation of draft conceptual documents in this area; 2) increase of 

digital literacy of citizens and culture of behavior safety in cyber-

space; 3) development of international cooperation and support of 

international initiatives in the field of cyber security, including 

deepening Ukraine‟s cooperation with the EU and NATO. 

In June 2016 the National Coordination Center for Cyber Secu-

rity was created (its functions remind the respective functions of the 

EU DIGIT). The main tasks of the Center include the analysis of the 

condition of cybersecurity; monitoring of the national cybersecurity 

system; control of the readiness of the subjects concerning providing 

cybersecurity and counteracting cyber threats; analysis of national 

legislation fulfillment in the sphere of cyber defense of state electronic 

information resources and information; collection of data on cyber 

incidents in relation to state information, etc.
2
 

It is necessary to mention that a Cyberpolice as a structural unit 

of the National Police was created a year before, on October 5, 2015 

with the purpose to reform and develop the units of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of Ukraine, to ensure the training and functioning of 

highly qualified specialists in the expert, operational and investigative 
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units of the police engaged in the fight against cybercrime and capable 

of applying the latest technology in operational and service activities 

at the highest professional level. The main tasks of Cyber police are to 

implement state policy in the field of combating cybercrime; to early 

inform the population about the emergence of the latest cybercrime; to 

use software tools for the systematization and analysis of information 

on cyber incidents, cyber threats and cybercrime; to respond to 

inquiries of foreign partners received by channels of the National 

round-the-clock network of contact points; to participate in the 

training of police officers concerning the use of computer technologies 

in counteracting crime; to take part in international operations and co-

operation in real time; to counteract cybercrime, specifically in the 

area of using payment systems etc. The Devepopment Strategy claims 

the application of methodology elaborated by Europol
1
. 

On October 5, 2017 the law on Basic principles of providing 

cybersecurity of Ukraine was adopted being based on national legi-

slation and Convention on cybersecurity. Coordination of activities in 

the sphere of cybersecurity as a component of national security of 

Ukraine is carried out by the President of Ukraine through the Council 

of National Security and Defense of Ukraine headed by him. The 

National Cybersecurity Coordination Center, as the working body of 

the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine, coordinates 

and monitors the activity of the security and defense sector, which 

provides cybersecurity, makes proposals to the President of Ukraine 

on the formation and refinement of the Cybersecurity Strategy of 

Ukraine. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine shall ensure the forma-

tion and implementation of state policy in the field of cybersecurity, 

protection of human and civil rights and freedoms, national interests 

of Ukraine in cyberspace, fight against cybercrime; organizes and 

provides the necessary forces, instruments and resources for the 

functioning of the national cybersecurity system; establishes require-

ments and ensures the functioning of the information security audit 

system at the objects of critical infrastructure
2
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The Law underlines that the functioning of the national cyber-

security system is provided by development and operational 
adaptation of the state policy on cybersecurity aimed at developing 

cyberspace, achieving compatibility with the relevant standards of the 

European Union and NATO; deepening Ukraine‟s cooperation with 
the European Union and NATO in order to strengthen Ukraine‟s cyber 

security capacity, participating in confidence-building measures in the 
use of cyberspace, held under the auspices of the Organization for 

Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
Governmental Response Team for Computer Emergencies of 

Ukraine CERT-UA, established under the support of the ENISA, is 
responsible for the accumulation and analysis of data on cyber 

incidents, keeping the state register of cyber incidents; providing 
owners of cyber defense objects with practical help in preventing, 

detecting and eliminating the effects of cyber incidents on these objects; 
organizing and conducting practical seminars on cyber defense issues 

for subjects of the national system of cybersecurity and owners of 
objects of cyber defense; preparing and publishing on its official 

website recommendations on the counteraction to modern types of 
cyber attacks and cyber threats; interaction with law enforcement 

agencies, ensuring their timely information on cyber attacks etc.
1
 

In spite of general positive perception of the law, it contains a 
number of provisions that may create conditions for abuse in the 

future and will provide the government with the tools the officials 
might use to put pressure on businessmen and at the same time it 

could hinder raising the level of cybersecurity of Ukraine to the 
corresponding world level. The law does not define a single body, 

which carries out operational command of the subjects of cyber-
security in peacetime. The National Security and Defense Council of 

Ukraine, and the President carry out only coordination and strategic 
management. Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and General Staff of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine perform operational management in the 
relevant period. In practice, cyber attack and cyber warfare are never 

declared or stopped. Some experts are concerned about the power of 
the Security Service of Ukraine (granted by the Law) which has the 
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right to carry out secret inspections of cybersecurity of all objects of 

critical infrastructure. This, in essence, gives the Service the right to 
attack a private business

1
. 

The EU supports its IT professionals. Ukraine as well is not 
lagging behind in the sphere of IT specialists‟ education as in this state 
annually several thousands of IT professionals graduate from Univer-
sities, the level of training of many is consistent with the world 
standards. Ukrainian IT specialists have the ability to work quickly 
and efficiently and posses a high motivation to confront external 
aggression. Ukrainian engineers and programmers create fully compe-
titive software and hardware products that can be used to enhance the 
cybersecurity of the state. However, the biggest problem is financing. 
Unfortunately, the state does not offer salaries of the world standard to 
the highly qualitative specialists. As the result, we face the outflow of 
brains. 

In the condition of a hybrid warfare, the state must rely not only 
on defensive, but also on offensive technologies, including – cyber-
security. The rival should know that, trying to use cyberspace to the 
detriment of Ukraine‟s national interests, he may face a large-scale 
cyber response. This proposal obviously contradicts all peacekeeping 
measures being taken at the global level with the demilitarization of 
cyberspace, but we can no longer pretend that we do not notice reality 
in this area, replacing it with ineffective talks. We are asking our 
Western partners for conventional weapon assistance being able to 
create cyber weapon on our own. 

One of the latest coordination steps between Ukraine and the EU 
was done on March 12, 2018 when President of Ukraine P. Poroshenko 
agreed with the High Representative of the EU on Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy − Vice President of the European Commission F. Mo-
gherini to strengthen cooperation in combating fake news and cyber 
attacks

2
.   
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The European Union has developed a powerful base for 

counteracting the threats and challenges that have been provoked by 

the widespread use of ICTs in all areas of society‟s life. Information 

technologies are improving, the negative influences also become more 

“sophisticated”, but the EU is constantly improving its regulatory 

framework as well, creating new structures for counteracting informa-

tion threats, trying not only to eliminate dangers, but to prevent them. 

It should be noted that the EU pays great attention to the protection of 

personal data of ordinary citizens, to combating fraud and to security 

standards development.  

Having been suffered from cyber attacks, being under the 

influence of hybrid warfare, Ukraine developed some cybersecurity 

and related legislation, established some cybersecurity structures 

following the EU experience. However, we are at the beginning of the 

process, so Ukraine is sure to need the EU assistance in this activity, 

specifically in the field of cyber defence skills and capabilities 

development; cyber security policy, legislation and strategy 

development; and material and technical assistance. 

 

 

 

2.3. Mass Collaboration as a Factor 
of Information Security of Society and States 

Fedoniuk Sergii 
1
 

The idea of a network intelligence community was advanced in 

the last century, and Donald Tapscott was the main contributor
2
. The 

network character of the emerging social structures was noted by 

Manuel Castells et al
3
. The dominant idea of these concepts is a stable 

network of information communications and interactions at all levels 
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of social organization. Moreover, such a society acquires a global 

character through the absolute universalization and standardization of 

communication systems and information technologies. 

At the end of 2008, Donald Tapscott and Anthony Williams 

released a book called Wikinomix: How Massive Cooperation Changes 

Everything
1
. The important point is that this work, which was devoted 

to the comprehension of the phenomenon of “open” network eco-

nomy, itself became a spectacular example of an open project. The 

authors substantiated and demonstrated the transition of modern 

business and society in general from a traditional and closed one to an 

open, harmonious, transparent model, or Wikinomics. 

At the beginning of the XXI century, companies started to use the 

principles of mass collaboration, peer collaboration, and open source 

to achieve commercial success. Wikinomics includes expanding or 

even “blurring” the boundaries of a traditional enterprise that is 

increasingly using external knowledge and resources for profit, instead 

of relying on internal, closed, and hierarchical models. Additionally, 

network corporations that interact with experts and customers globally 

are emerging due to global communications channels. This system of 

information interaction gradually involves almost all users of the 

Internet, which, in turn, is changing from being the mere means of 

representation of information into the information space of a new 

generation with unlimited intelligence, able to meet the needs of both 

consumers and product providers. 

The concept of mass cooperation is closely linked to the principle 

of crowdsourcing and is well-known in the field of innovation for a 

long time (for example, the evidence can be found in works by Eric 

von Hippel)
2
. Crowdsourcing is a way to use the potential of the 

general public. Manufacturers can rely on consumers not only in the 

formulation of needs but also in creating products and modifications 

that meet these needs. The prediction that consumers would be willing 

to share their ideas with the company for free or for a small price, with 

the sole interest in seeing these ideas embedded in the production, 
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turned out to be correct. This approach is very effective today, 

especially in the area of product development (Susumu Ogawa, Frank 

Piller)
1
. Also, crowdsourcing turns into a dominant form of content 

generation in the context of mass communication − primarily in social 

networks. Today, the sources of content for news and entertainment 

are also nonprofessional actors, including individuals who are infor-

mation end users. 

The system of mass communication on the basis of open 

cooperation has the following characteristics: 

− network organization; 

− principle of an open model; 

− elimination of closed models (companies); 

− formation of a significant number of nodes-consumers (small 

enterprises, corporations, political parties, states) and nodes that are 

resource providers (research laboratories, specialized companies, and 

individuals); 

− unlimited participation in the supply of resources on the basis 

of universal access to information. 

Results of research and their substantiation 

Open collaboration involves a number of the following commu-

nication and processing features that may affect information security 

in all its aspects. These aspects include confidentiality as protection 

against unauthorized access, integrity of protection against unautho-

rized information distortion, damaging or elimination, accessibility 

(protection against unauthorized blocking), as well as observability 

(the property of information that allows capturing the activities of 

users and processes, set their identifiers) and authenticity (the property 

of information that allows identification of the source of its origin (to 

establish/assign authorship). 

These are the features of communication and information proces-

sing in an open co-operation: 

Firstly, these are the technical and technological features of open 

communication. 
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A significant number of subjects of communication. Unlike the 

traditional scheme, mass communication of open co-operation is 

characterized by much higher involvement of communicants, whose 

potential is also limited only by network parameters. This means a 

much higher probability of violating information security by commu-

nication subjects, as the number of active hardware and software, 

network equipment and communications equipment is also increasing. 

Significant expansion of the data environment (cable and wireless 

data transmission channels), which increases the number of probable 

data access points and their points of leakage. Particularly critical 

aspect is rapid increase of vulnerability of data communication 

participants who use mobile devices and are practicing simultaneous 

access to their resources from different devices and through public 

(unprotected) wireless networks, not caring enough about protection 

from unauthorized access. In the aspect of open cooperation in social 

networks, along with the increasing number of contacts, the infor-

mation security threat is elevating too and it is associated with social 

engineering methods, targeting not the information/technical compo-

nent of the information system, but the person as the weakest compo-

nent/participant in this interaction. 

Problems, connected with technical and technological parameters 

of communication on the basis of open cooperation, can be solved due 

to the use of adequate means and methods of technical information 

protection and improving standards of information security manage-

ment. 

Secondly, another potential information security threat can be the 

specifics of the organization of open communication. 

Leveling the “classical” structure of media communication with 

professional communicators and nonprofessional consumers of an 

information product. Open co-operation creates conditions for the 

development of professional consumption (prosumption) and mass 

communication is implemented through the efforts of all participants 

who are technically capable of generating content. Thus, anyone who 

can publish in a social network can potentially reach an audience that 

is limited only by the physical size of the network. The threat to 

information security may come from the “unprofessionalism” of those 

who distribute messages on the networks. Indeed, unlike professional 
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journalists, these people are not trained or instructed and they do not 

have any formal constraints on the level of contracts, but they only 

depend on the internal policy of the social network. A special issue is 

the ethics of the network, which, unlike a journalistic one, has not yet 

established itself as a social norm. 

“Extraterritoriality” of communication, the complexity of identi-

fication and localization of the source of content. Today, network 

communication is, in essence, globalized, i. e., news feeds from a 

social network user get messages from contributors from different 

countries and in different languages. Moreover, identifying a real 

author is quite difficult. It is also difficult to establish the reliability of 

the information provided since it remains to rely on the personal 

responsibility of the non-identified source or the administrators of the 

social network. Despite the existence of such levers of control as self-

control of communication participants or the blocking of provocative 

posts, the likelihood of a special formation of networks of opinion 

leaders in order to promote ideas, including other countries, is high. 

The dissemination of unconfirmed or deliberately fabricated or disto-

rted information is worsened by lack of levers of formal or ethical 

control. 

Thirdly, the expansion of communication in social networks 

actualizes socio-psychological factors of information security. 

The quasi-statistical ability of people to identify the “climate” of 

public opinion. The social networks user is able to determine the 

direction of the public opinion movement before the relevant studies 

are conducted and their results are announced. Expansion of commu-

nication in social networks confirmed the well-known theory of 

“spiral of silence”, according to which people, seeing that the domi-

nant social settings distributed by the media or their immediate social 

environment, contradict their own position, tend to “silence” and try to 

avoid expressing their point of view, fearing to be in the minority. 

And the more widespread the dominant point of view seems to be for 

them, the more they “silence”
1
. Under conditions of mass cooperation, 

such a “herd instinct” is manifested in the fact that a person, seeing a 
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large number of responses under a message in the network (comments 

and likes), gives such a statement greater importance and joins the 

majority. In the case of a small number of responses, the person does 

not pay much attention to that information or post in most of the cases. 

Similarly, a person most likely will join a group which audience is 

several tens of thousands, rather than a small one with dozens of 

participants. 

Today, the effects of the “spiral of silence” effect in commu-

nication in the social media environment have already been proved
1
. 

The above phenomenon of “an antenna” that can capture changes 

in the “social wind” is associated with the phenomenon of trust in the 

information that is published on the network
2
. The user generally does 

not double-check the information received and accepts as true and 

correct, only on the basis that it is published by a well-established 

group with a significant audience. On the other hand, the opposite is 

often the case when users with suspicion relate to overly “promoted” 

messages and ideas, perceiving them as a product of propaganda or 

advertising. In this case, people have more trust in the opinions of 

immediate witnesses, volunteers, and “casual witnesses”, although 

their messages, again, quickly gain a leading position. 

The user trusts “opinion leaders” who can be independent indi-

viduals or a group or page in a social network, sometimes considering 

them to be the most reliable source on certain issues, notwithstanding 

that they may submit non-verified, unskilled, or specially fabricated 

information for manipulation purposes. Using such “opinion leaders”, 

interested individuals can provide a commitment of the audience or 

persuade the public in personal ideas, imposing individual vision of 

important events and phenomena in various spheres of the state and 

society. 

A striking example of the manifestation of the above-mentioned 

effects of mass cooperation is the expansion of space for the 

realization of post-truth policy (or post-truth culture), which is gene-
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rally based on the “blurring” of true information in untrusted content 

streams generated in a social media environment under conditions of 

free exchange of information. Another example is the ability to 

manipulate public opinion through the uncontrolled distribution of 

content in an open communication environment. 

The main feature of post-truth politics, as a type of political 

culture, is that discourse is mainly shaped by appealing to the 

audience‟s emotions and personal beliefs, and the details of political 

reality remain ignored. Post-truth politics is characterized by the 

repetition of the same arguments and consistent ignoring of objective 

facts that contradict the given concept. In the context of post-truth 

politics, debates are formulated primarily by appeals to emotions 

detached from political details, as well as repetitive statements 

focused on point or micro-segments of the target audience, and actual 

refutations are ignored. Post-truth differs from traditional propaganda 

and falsifications by rejecting and ignoring facts, and expert opinions 

have a secondary significance in relation to appealing to emotions. 

In recent years, political commentators have identified post-truth 

politics as emerging in many countries, in particular, the United 

States, the United Kingdom and Russia, where public discourse is 

formed on a combination of a 24-hour news cycle, biased media and 

pervasive social networks
1
. 

Ralph Keyes (2004) aptly revealed the specificity of the post-

truth: “Even though there have always been liars, lies have usually 

been told with hesitation, a dash of anxiety, a bit of guilt, a little 

shame, at least some sheepishness. Now, clever people that we are, we 

have come up with rationales for tampering with truth so we can 

dissemble guilt-free ... Post-truth exists in an ethical twilight zone. It 

allows us to dissemble without considering ourselves dishonest. When 

our behavior conflicts with our values, what we‟re most likely to do is 

reconceive our values”
1
. That is, we are adjusting to the general trend 

of “incomplete” honesty in mass communication, justifying ourselves 
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that everything is doing so, especially when communication goes into 

the plane of social networks. And this is a way to untwist half-truths 

and lies by those who are interested in it.  

The phenomenon of post-truth also arises through the audience‟s 

adherence to the likelihood of advertising, which is perceived as a 

norm. In conditions of free communication and content generation in 

social networks, leaders‟ of opinion publications are gaining 

popularity due to effective measures and technical methods. 

The tendency of network users to take the position of “ordinary” 

communicators is widely used in the propaganda war, on the part of 

Russian interested groups. In particular, the organization of “Kremlin” 

or “Olginsky” trolls became known, which actively acted in favor of 

Russia‟s political interests in a number of propaganda campaigns. 

These include, in particular, Russian interference during the hybrid 

war in Ukraine and the US presidential election campaign
1
. There is 

an organization, disguised as “Internet Research Agency” in St. Pe-

tersburg where hired commentators (provocateurs, trolls) work in 

special offices and get money for comments in social networks, or 

other resources on the Internet. Provocatively picked and distorted text 

and graphical messages became one of the components of the Russian 

information war against Ukraine, in which events in Ukraine are 

highlighted in terms of a favorable propaganda for Russia. 

Today, the issue of protection against threats connected with 

open cooperation has been hardly implemented in the regulatory field, 

especially in terms of threats of socio-psychological nature. Thus, the 

European Union legislation only contains conceptual directions for 

ensuring information security within the framework of the CAPS 

concept, or the Platform for Collective Awareness on Sustainable 

Development and Social Innovation. This concept is based on the 

research by Collective Awareness Platform for Sustainability and 

Social Innovation: An Introduction (2014)
1
, a paper called Collective 
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Awareness Platform for Sustainability and Social Innovation (CAPS), 

Understanding Them and Analyzing Their Impacts (Antonella Passani 

et al., 2015)
1
. Influence of CAPS platforms is analyzed in the study of 

F. Bellini, A. Passani, M. Klitsi, V. Vanobberghen (2016)
2
. Today, two 

directions of CAPS are presented: innovative actions and coordination 

actions and support. The first one is based on Collective Awareness 

Platforms (CAPs) that enable the organization of upward innovation 

and social collaboration models based on common tools and digital 

hyperlinking, open source data and knowledge, open source software 

and equipment, and use of crowdsourcing. One of CAPS‟ innovative 

areas of focus is Innovative ethics of digital innovation, such as social 

entrepreneurship, direct democracy, confidentiality and digital rights
3
 

However, we emphasize that these documents only address the 

technological and organizational issues of open communication, 

mainly in the context of the new concept of the Digital Single Market 

of the EU. 

The situation is somewhat improved by the regime established by 

the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) document (EU 

(2016/679, effective May 25, 2018)
1
, which is designed primarily to 

provide EU citizens and residents with control over their personal data 

and to simplify the regulatory environment for international business 

by unifying regulations within the EU. It is important that this 

Regulation substantially strengthens the control over the use of 

personal data of Internet users, including social networks, which is 
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especially relevant in the aspect of today‟s investigations into the use 

of personal data in election campaigns (regarding Britain‟s withdrawal 

from the EU and the election of Donald Trump as the President of the 

United States)
1
. 

Cambridge Analytica is a private English company that uses in-

depth data analysis technologies (in particular, social networks data) 

to develop strategic communications during online election cam-

paigns. The success of the company is based on the implementation of 

a model of psychological behavioral analysis using Big Data on users 

of social networks and effective targeted advertising. Cambridge 

Analytica uses the development of Big Data, which is based on the 

analysis of the “trail” left by any user in social networks and the 

Internet
2
. Cambridge Analytica was accused of interfering in elections 

throughout the world, stealing personal data from potential voters in 

social networks and manipulating their minds with information 

technology. A significant portion of the data was received by Cam-

bridge Analytica from Facebook
3
. 

On the other hand, open collaboration has become a source of 

opportunities for solving various practical issues of information 

security. 

One of the open collaboration benefits is the use of content 

generated by its members to explore the interconnection between 

different objects and events. Today, thanks to the activity of social 

networks users, such data sets are formed that they are sufficient to 

make reliable conclusions about the activities of both the participants 

in social interactions and their related entities, which can be 

successfully used to achieve the goals of intelligence. Today, there is a 
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well-known discipline called Open source intelligence (OSINT), 

which includes the search, collection, and analysis of information 

from public sources. Such sources are, for example, social networks 

that already provide enough material to conduct effective analytical 

research in various fields (an opportunity of using the potential of 

social media in political analysis is summarized, for example, in the 

work of S. Stieglitz and L. Dang-Xuan (2012))
1
. In practice, effective 

tools are used to analyze materials from social media, such as Crimson 

Hexagon, an American company specializing in social media 

analytics. It has more than 500 billion social media messages in its 

database (documents from social networks such as Twitter and Face-

book, as well as blogs, forums, and news)
2
. 

However, the OSINT concept only points to the universality of 

the source (as opposed to secret sources and sources of limited use) 

and is not linked directly to the concept of open source or public 

intelligence, such as OSINT, which is used in CIA practice, within 

which the DNI Open Source Center (OSC) operates since November 

2005. OSC provides the necessary information from the Internet, 

traditional media (e. g. television, radio, newspapers, and magazines), 

specialized journals, conference materials, photos, geospatial infor-

mation sources (for example, maps and commercial images). 

Despite the fact that intelligence has always received the bulk of 

information from open sources, the essence of OSINT radically 

changes with the spread of open cooperation on the basis of informa-

tion and communication technologies. It is no coincidence that the 

creation of the OSC unit in the CIA coincided in time with the 

emergence and rapid deployment of social networks. 

We are speaking about the emergence of a direction in OSINT, 

which is associated with the activities of independent content 

generators on the Internet (social networking members, bloggers, 

authors‟ photo and video materials on popular media platforms etc.). 
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There are also quite a few actors in the network who are interested in 

thematic collection and analysis of information, and they act 

independently or are united in interest communities, which often 

operate on the basis of personal interest and for free. An example is 

the activity of Elliott Higgins, a British journalist and blogger who 

uses open sources and social media for his research, and is best known 

for launching the popular Bellingcat project, which focuses on 

extremely relevant knowledge of the war in Syria, Russian military 

intervention in Ukraine and such separate events as the crash of the 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 17. 

On July 2014, Higgins launched a website called Bellingcat to 

unite the efforts of civilian journalists in investigating current events 

from open sources such as video- and photo materials, satellite images 

and more. Among other projects, Bellingcat has investigated the 

Boeing 777 disaster in Donetsk Oblast, having determined that the 

missile that targeted the aircraft was released from the military 

installation of the “Buk-M” missile from the 53rd group from Air 

Defense Forces of Russia based in Kursk. Bellingcat also provides 

details of the operation, including the names of the Russian military 

involved in the commission of the crime
1
. The Higgins method 

includes both the use of geolocation data and visual markers on 

images and the interpretation of free satellite images, videos, maps 

and other open source information. 
In essence, we can talk about a special open source-based 

exploration based on open co-operation – Collaborative OSINT or 
COSINT. Taking into account the trends of the development of open 
communication and referring to the quote from Douglas J. Naquin, the 
Director of the OSC CIA (“An organization that invests in open 
source today is akin to an individual who invested in Google in its 
first year. OSINT has always been an integral component in intelli-
gence, but in five years, I believe the value proposition can only 
increase. An organization with an appreciation for OSINT‟s value and 
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potential will be the most effective in the future”
1
), it can be argued 

that the OSINT value will continue to grow. 
Another important manifestation of open cooperation in the 

aspect of the information security of society is its systematic influence 
on the general system of organization of social relations. As open 
cooperation is associated with a radical reorganization of relations 
between the authorities, citizens and civil society institutions, contri-
buting to the establishment of models of openness, the elimination of 
control levers and elimination of the influence of power on the 
environment of communication and the dissemination of information, 
it naturally leads to the consequent destruction of traditional schemes 
of state control. During certain conditions, this process also leads to 
deterioration of the most powerful institutions; such consequences, for 
the example, were the revolutions of “Arab Spring” and “Revolution 
of Dignity” in Ukraine. 

Based on preliminary studies
2
, it can be argued that the basis of 

the revolutions in the regions of North Africa and the Middle East was 
the rapid informatization, the increased access of population to 
information technology, especially to mobile technology and to the 
Internet in the context of free information exchange and a significant 
restriction of civil and political freedoms. The situation in Ukraine 
was developing similarly, where the hideous policy of the authorities 
did not correspond to the ideas and needs of citizens who received 
such instruments of mass communication as social networks, video 
streaming, and independent Internet TV

1
. The combination of these 
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factors with the rapid deployment of mass cooperation in the social 
media environment, while experiencing the inability of the authorities 
to control the situation, became the main reason for the rapid 
development of revolutionary events. 

Conclusions and perspectives of further research 

Therefore, open cooperation is an essential factor in the 

information security of society and the state. The result may be an 

impact on socio-political processes through the personalization of 

communication and the massive involvement of human resources. 

Research in this area has prospects in connection with the develop-

ment of information and communication technologies, forms and 

methods of mass communication. 

 

 

 

2.4. Problems of Information Space Protection 
and National Information Security 

1
Mytko Antonina 

1Shuliak Nazarii  

The relevance of the research topic is due to the fact that the issue 

of information security in the context of national information security 

is increasingly subject of consideration in scientific, political, 

economic circles. In Ukraine, interest in this problem is due to the 

rapid pace of development of the elements of the information space 

and the growing role of information as such. Currently, ways to 

overcome the dangers, variants of conducting information wars, 

attracting «soft power» resources, etc. are actively looked for. Based 

on this, the task of the research is to determine the general features of 

the strategy and threats to the information security of our state within 

the framework of the formation of information democracy. Objective 

is the fact that the need for information security arose with the 
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emergence of the mass media as a means of communication between 

people, including the political sphere, and the awareness of the 

commonality of interests, the provision of which is possible through 

the media. Inflicting loss and harm to communications networks lead 

to the destruction of information exchange between the various ele-

ments of the political system. Instead, information security measures 

can become a new strategic impetus for the activities of state 

authorities, civil society institutions, and for the formation and 

implementation of a democratic information policy. 

Each state establishes its own network of foreign-policy com-

munication, which promotes its national interests. The task of foreign 

policy institutions, namely their PR units, is to develop a strategy for 

the management of information flows, using the technologies of 

public relations. Modern society is less and less exposed to the means 

of direct agitation. Therefore, in international relations, new techno-

logies of influence on the target audience are used. As a consequence, 

foreign policy institutions in their operations actively use such 

psychotechnologies as spin doctoring or gatekeeping. The ability to 

manage them is one of the conditions of information security. There-

fore, we aim to investigate the problems of the information space and 

national information security in the conditions of information demo-

cracy; to find out the regulatory and legal foundations of Ukraine‟s 

information security; internal aspects of information sovereignty and 

identify threats to Ukraine‟s information security; to analyze manipu-

lative technologies of interference in the information space; and 

provide some recommendations for protecting the information space. 

Information security as a legislative constant 

The concept of “information security” was firstly defined in the 

National Security Concept (the basis of state policy) of Ukraine, 

which was adopted by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine in 1997
1
. It is 

argued that protection of national security is one of the most important 

functions of the state. In the context of information democracy 

formation, information security is considered as minimizing harm due 
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to incompleteness, lack of timeliness or unreliability of information or 

negative information influence through the consequences of the 

functioning of information technologies, as well as the unauthorized 

dissemination of information
1
. 

Information security envisages the possibility of unhindered 

realization of society‟s and its individual members‟ constitutional 

rights related to the possibility of the free reception, creation and 

dissemination of information. The concept of state information 

security should also be considered in the context of ensuring the 

secure conditions for the existence of information technologies, which 

include issues of information security such as state information infra-

structure, the information market and the creation of safe conditions 

for the existence and development of information processes. The 

necessary level of information security is provided by a combination 

of political, economic and organizational measures aimed at preven-

ting, detecting and neutralizing those circumstances, factors and 

actions that may harm or impair the realization of information rights, 

needs and interests of the country and its citizens
1
.  

The state, performing the function of information security, should 

take into account the importance for further development of demo-

cratic values in Ukraine and implement an integral state program 

through the use of relevant doctrines, strategies, concepts and pro-

grams. According to the experts of the Ukrainian Center for Economic 

and Political Studies (UCEPS), the National Security Concept (the 

basis of state policy) of Ukraine, which had been approved by the 

parliament, did not fulfill the function of a basic document for the 

construction of the information security system of Ukraine. Therefore, 

in 2001, the specialists prepared their own draft of the Concept, taking 

into account the opinions and proposals of a wide range of specialists, 

scientists and representatives of state structures. The authors of the 

Concept believe that the negative trends in the development of the 
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information space of Ukraine, the ineffectiveness of state information 

policy, the crisis situation in the country‟s economy create the 

preconditions for escalating threats to Ukraine‟s information security 

and thereby endanger informational democracy. According to some 

indicators, the level of information security in Ukraine is approaching 

the critical threshold, leading to the loss democratic principles and 

principles of state activity, the return to authoritarianism, and 

Ukraine‟s isolation on the international arena
1
. 

After analyzing the legislation of Ukraine, and other documents 

dealing with information security issues, we can identify the following 

factors that threaten the formation of information democracy in 

Ukraine: 

1. Introduction of political censorship. Public authorities are 

trying to conduct political censorship in print, audiovisual, electronic 

mass media, and on the Internet at national and regional levels. This 

contradicts democratic transformations in society, restricts the rights 

of citizens to receive and disseminate information, and forms the 

image of Ukraine as an undemocratic state in the eyes of the world. 

2. Different kinds of pressure on the media. The media is influ-

enced through economic sanctions and selective financial support 

from the state. The heavy tax burden on the media, high paper prices, 

monopolization of certain types of information services, limited 

advertising market and investment, low solvency of the population are 

responsible for the non-profitability of the vast majority of the media, 

especially the socio-political direction
1
. We consider it appropriate to 

solve the first two problems by recognizing a fundamentally new 

status at the legislative level for the mass media – independent from 

the pressure of state structures; furthermore, the rejection of state 

regulation of the media sphere in those issues in which international 

practice proves the expediency and efficiency of the sector‟s self-

regulation
2
. 
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3. Manifestation of political extremism against journalists. The 

manifestation of political extremism against the media in the form of 

physical harassment with journalists are notoriously known, cases of 

violence and their death, which are not disclosed by law enforcement 

agencies. This creates fear in society and hinders the democratization 

of public life, and creates a negative Ukraine‟s image in the eyes of 

the world. 

4. Insufficient openness of public authorities for public accoun-

tability. The information society puts forward new requirements for 

public authorities, which is connected with the transition from 

administrative-command to democratic variant of functioning in the 

system of “power – mass media”. In our opinion, openness of power 

as an axiom is a key to protecting the population from the negative 

effects of manipulation through the MMC
1
. 

Information sovereignty and security of Ukraine: the internal 

aspect 

The need to create opportunities for reaching information 

adequacy for decision-making by public authorities, citizens and 

associations of citizens, other subjects of law in Ukraine; guarantee of 

freedom of information activity and right of access to information in 

the national information space of Ukraine; the comprehensive 

development of information infrastructure are also mentioned in the 

draft Law of Ukraine On Information Sovereignty and Information 

Security of Ukraine, which was submitted for consideration by the 

People‟s Deputy of Ukraine Levko Lukyanenko. Converting the media 

into mass media of propaganda and manipulation, the emergence of 

new information products in the country is almost always clearly 

oriented to the fulfillment of political tasks in the interests of founders 

of political parties or financial groups, which are focused on the 

incumbent power. In fact, all mass media are distributed between 

influential financial and political circles. The function of informing is 

minimized and turned into propaganda. The media, as an important 

element of political capital, proves the “usefulness” of financial and 

political groups for the authorities, generating the spread of non-
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objective information, self-censorship of journalists, reducing their 

social status, especially on a regional level, high rates of staff turnover 

in the media and other negative phenomena
1
. 

Regional studies confirm that the vast majority of mass media 

cannot be called independent, financially independent publications, as 

the authorities and local self-government are the founders of the most 

of Volyn mass media. There are still a large number of state and 

municipal MMCs. Despite the existence of isolated examples – both at 

the national and regional levels – of the development of the media as 

successful projects, media are broadly seen as a tool for political 

manipulation
2
. According to E. Makarenko, the task of legislative, 

executive and departmental structures, the mass media and commu-

nications is the formation of a politically mature Ukrainian society, the 

establishment of state authorized national cultural values. Practitioners 

and theorists, legislators, and politicians should think about the future: 

will the Ukrainian information space become an instrument, a means 

of establishing state priorities, or will the media space become a field 

for a large business without any political prospect for the state?
1
 

During the round table discussion Information Security of Ukraine: 

The Essence and Problems in 1998, O. Baranov also drew attention to 

the problem of overcoming the manipulation of the media space, and, 

based on the classical interpretation of the information space, believed 

that the state should ensure each subject of information relations the 

right to receive complete, reliable and timely information; no one has 

the right to violate the interests of the subject of information relations 

by some informational influence. Self-interests should be combined 

with the interests of others
2
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Only ten years after the adoption of the National Security 

Concept of Ukraine National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine 

(NSDC) completed the preparation of the draft of the Doctrine of 

Information Security of Ukraine. The document of 2008 emphasized 

the task of overcoming the same problems faced by the Ukrainian 

state in 1997. The NSDC proposes to provide information security of 

Ukraine, on the basis of the principles of information democracy: 

− freedom of creating, collecting, storing, using and dissemina-

ting information; 

− ensuring the reliability, completeness and impartiality of infor-

mation; 

− limiting access to information solely by law; 

− harmonization of personal, public and state interests; 

− prevention and neutralization of offenses in the information 

sphere of economic feasibility; 

− harmonization of Ukrainian and international legislation in the 

information sphere; 

− priority of the national information product. 

Threats to Ukraine’s information security 

The insufficient regulatory and legal framework pertaining to the 

development of the information society and ensuring the protection of 

the information space is exacerbated by other factors. In particular, 

such examples include: 

1. The lack of systemic and mutually beneficial communication 

in the triangle “society – media – power”, although this kind of com-

munication is the fundamental basis for the existence of any develo-

ped democracy. Despite the positive dynamics of freedom of speech in 

Ukraine in comparison with the backdrop of global indicators and the 

intensive development of the domestic information sphere, an 

increasing percentage of our citizens feel isolated from access to 

information guaranteed by the legislation “open, accessible, objective, 

complete and accurate” on public life and activity of state bodies. 

2. Monopolization of media markets. First of all, it concerns the 

broadcasting market, which has already been divided between large 

and some smaller media groups, and, to a lesser extent, the press 

market. These processes objectively narrow the “corridor of opportu-

nities” of new media actors to enter the market and, consequently, the 
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exercise of the constitutional right of citizens to freedom of speech 

and information. At the same time, relations of ownership of key 

domestic media remain opaque and insufficiently controlled by the 

state, and the legislative regulation of this sphere is not sufficiently 

effective. 
3. The absence of a public service broadcasting sector, that is, a 

public counterbalance to private media, aimed at ensuring a balanced, 
dual nature of the national media system. Global experience shows 
that developed structures of public broadcasting are an integral part of 
modern democracy, a condition and an indicator of its successful 
development. 

4. Insufficient professional level of Ukrainian journalism, with 
undeveloped corporate ethics. This situation ultimately negatively 
affects both the quality of the domestic media product and the 
adherence in the Ukrainian media to the principles of freedom of 
speech, objectivity, and commitment to the public interest. 

5. An overabundance of politically engaged and negative messa-
ges in the information space of Ukraine. One of the reasons for these 
phenomena is the inadequate level of the public responsibility within 
the media; an incomplete awareness of their own social function. An 
important role is played by the dependence of private media activity 
on market conditions, as well as by the interests of the owners, which 
give rise to their political engagement. 

6. Unevenness and unequal conditions of access to information of 
different regions, that is, the presence of zones of low information 
saturation and “white spots” on the information map of Ukraine due to 
the lack of capacity and the number of transmitters of domestic audio-
visual media. 

7. Postponement and difficulties in switching to digital broad-
casting due to: a) lack of a sufficiently effective and consolidated 
action plan; b) the inconsistency of activities and areas of competence 
of specialized agencies in this matter; c) the lack of coordination of 
mechanisms for providing all segments of the population with means 
of reception of digital broadcasting signals; d) insufficient awareness 
of citizens about its features and benefits. 

8. Weak development of infrastructure, which reflects the level of 
development of the information society and defines the prospects for 
the development of e-democracy. 
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9. Fragmentation and segmentation of the national information 

space, which leads to a colossal backlog of most states from the level 

of development of developed democracies and, as a result, limited 

access to information resources. 

Spin doctoring and gatekeeping as a threat to information 

security 

The development of information space and the implementation of 

information democracy involves such a phenomenon as the openness 

of power, which is the accessibillity of information that is of public 

interest to citizens, and concerns the personal interests of individuals, 

systematic informing citizens about decisions that are adopted or are 

expected to be adopted; and the control by citizens over the activities 

of state bodies, political organizations or officials. This given position 

of the state is defined by such a concept as information democracy. 

Nowadays, in our opinion, infodemocracy is limited by a large num-

ber of factors, which is manifested in the use of the help of such 

specialists as spin doctors, gatekeepers, and others
1
. 

As a rule, the spin doctor is often involved in the correction of 

various deformations of event image in the media after the informa-

tion event has undergone unfavorable development. A specific feature 

of the spin doctor‟s work is that it operates both verbally and in 

nonverbal spheres. There were numerous examples of how the circles 

of monarchs, kings and presidents “prepared” the audience for various 

ceremonies (the triumph of the crowd at the coronation, the “Potemkin 

villages”, “stormy, prolonged applause” at party congresses, etc.), 

which are known from the history. All of this is an illustration of the 

work of the spin doctors − people who model the information 

situation
2
. 

The specifics of the activities of the spin doctor in the political 

sphere (the so-called “political spin”) manifests itself in the fact that it: 

works with political structures and leaders, state bodies of executive 
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and legislative power; consults on the issue of political conversations, 

speeches and their consequences; uses information flows for specific 

political purposes; applies opposition to power structures; is based on 

its personal authority, personal acquaintance in the media, knowledge 

of the information structure; uses informal contacts; organizes 

speeches in response to statements by opponents – for these purposes, 

the press services of governments and parliaments systematically meet 

journalists. 

Ukrainian spin doctors primarily manage the media space in 

general, filling it with that informational product, which, in their view, 

is the most adequate to the goals set. Ukraine looks weaker in crisis 

situations. Practically all recent examples – from the “cassette 

scandal” to the Ukrainian missile striking the Russian plane – show 

inadequate information behavior. The information space in Ukraine 

was formed and is now further developing through private initiatives, 

and politicians ignore this sphere. As a result, the democratic oppor-

tunities themselves and undemocratic tendencies in the structure of 

political communications in Ukraine lay at the heart of determining 

the current problems and perspectives of the dynamics of the entire 

political system of our state, in particular the nature of its political 

regime
1
. 

An important and promising direction of media support of the 

state (from top management to separate departments) and the means of 

avoiding negative spin doctoring are establishing a stable, systematic 

feedback from the authorities on the basis of the positions of the 

leaders of the opinions of social media This should become a constant 

practice. There are some possible mechanisms and practices which are 

necessary to solve this problem. The meeting should be held between 

officials and main representatives of the Ukrainian blogosphere in an 

informal setting. Obviously, one will also have to invite extremely 

critical bloggers to such meetings, who, of course, will try to return to 

the negative-resonance hot topics. This will increase the risks of such 

a meeting and will require additional training by the press service of 
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the authorities and local self-government. At the same time, providing 

exclusive information to bloggers will demonstrate, firstly, the open-

ness of authorities to new forms of communication, and secondly – the 

willingness to provide “exclusive” stories to the leaders of public 

opinion on the Internet. 

In their speeches officials should mention more often the results 

of investigations and legal actions of similar self-organized associa-

tions (either press secretaries of senior officials or individual press 

officers may be responsible for monitoring the reports), which would 

demonstrate, on the one hand, that these individuals personally use the 

resources of the network, and on the other hand, that such messages 

do not remain unnoticed by the state leadership. 

It is necessary to provide a real opportunity for constant bilateral 

contacts with representatives of state bodies, officials, etc. to “leaders 

of opinion” and participants of social networks. Such communication 

is also desirable on the basis of official state online resources and thus 

it is possible to avoid distortion of information and to reduce the level 

of gatekeeping to a minimum. 

The crises such as revolutions, wars, armed attacks, military 

invasions require the greatest use of spin. Given the situation in the 

country as a result of aggressive actions by representatives of foreign 

states in early 2014, it is expedient to consider the experience of 

leading countries in the use of so-called “digital dispatches”, that is, 

participants of social networks (bloggers) that would react promptly to 

any destructive actions for interests of state and society in network 

activity, timely turning off the appropriate threats. However, as for a 

significant number of countries it is important to position the state 

policy on foreign (overseas) information platforms, then for Ukraine, 

work in the internal media space is paramount, in particular, given the 

acute need to increase public confidence in state politicians (at least – 

through their explanation) and ensuring their loyalty to the current 

authorities. Therefore, although in most countries such structures have 

been created under the Ministries of Defense or the Ministries of 

Foreign Affairs, in Ukraine such activity, at the initial stage, is appro-

priate to be attributed to the responsibilities of communicative units of 

state authorities. 
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To resolve conflicts and stabilize relations between different 

groups of civil society, organizations and institutions, the state should 

appoint a Commissioner for Information who will consider the 

information as the active force of changes and not simply as a factor in 

efficiency. Frankness and transparency do not simply mean easier 

access to information. It is not enough to convince an agency to place 

all the data online. It is necessary to work to facilitate comparison and 

data analysis. This includes everything: from data retrieval to the way 

in which these data are presented, how easy it is to compare the data 

of different organizations and at different periods of time. Data should 

also be easily processed so that third parties, whether commercial 

information services or journalists, can visualize them. 

Having analyzed the external and internal aspects of the infor-

mation security issue and the protection of the information space we 

can conclude that more and more in recent decades the democracy 

ideas are actualized as the result of the world community struggle with 

totalitarian and authoritarian forms of government. The successful 

socio-economic, political and cultural development of democracies 

with the construction of an information society leads to focusing 

researchers on norms and values that are based on ensuring citizens‟ 

right to information and legal regulation of the openness principle as 

well as accessibility of institutions and state authorities. Moreover, 

guaranteeing the right to information imposes constitutional obliga-

tions on administrative bodies to disclose information of public 

interest. In Ukraine, during the period of independence, certain legal 

principles of the establishment of information society have been 

formed, and the right to information as the basis of information 

democracy is a fundamental right of a person and it is guaranteed by 

the Constitution of Ukraine, as well as the Convention for the Protec-

tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

It is worth bearing in mind that the information and communi-

cation opportunities gained by the political system as a result of 

information security encourage it to control the information space, 

Internet traffic of citizens, adjust the information space with the help 

of spin doctoring. In the world there is a fairly widespread practice of 

applying measures to control information flows in the media environ-
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ment and in the Internet in particular. The use of manipulative techno-

logies leads to the solution of such an important problem as the need 

for information security and the protection of the information space 

from the interference of foreign powers in the information space and 

distortion of information. The use of spin doctoring indicates that the 

event in the symbolic world differs from the real world event. The 

spin doctor is the specialist in the world of news, precisely in its 

symbolic aspect. The conscious distortion of information is a real 

threat to the development of the theory of information democracy. 

 

 

 

2.5. Modern Hybrid Threats 
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Russian invasion in Ukraine proves shortcomings in understan-

ding the complexity of contemporary warfare. The armed conflicts of 

new type have evolved. Moreover, our culture and understanding of 

war do not help stabilize the situation between Russia and Ukraine and 

fight insurgents successfully
1
. 

At present, the debates are held on future threats which are often 

defined as a dichotomous choice between fighting terrorists or 

insurgents and traditional war. However, instead of enemies applying 

basically different approaches, we should expect all forms of warfare 

to be used, even simultaneously. These kinds of mixed threats are 

often called hybrid. Hybrid threats include a range of various means of 

warfare which refer to standard armory, conventional weaponry, 

irregular tactics and formations, terrorist attacks as well as criminal 
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behavior used in the combat zone to achieve the political goals
1
. Joint 

hybrid means are used to gain an asymmetric advantage over the 

enemy. These types of wars are concealed and waged mainly in 

political, economic and information spheres. 

The attention of strategists has been drawn to a new form of 

threat to security, an irregular, armed aggression below the open war 

threshold. It has become a serious challenge for state authorities, 

defense systems responsiveness and decision-making processes of 

international security institutions. It is impossible to analyze any 

warfare without considering political context and many areas of 

human interactions beyond a military area.  

Warfare was, is and will be in the nearest future a sad part of 

states activity. The Swiss, Jean-Jacques Babel counted that since 

3500 B. C. mankind had lived without wars only 292 years. Over this 

period there were 14,550 big and small wars during which 3,66 billion 

people died of hunger, plague and other causes
1
. Analyzing the history 

of warfare over this whole period of human existence it should be 

pointed out that the higher military art has always been about defeating 

the enemy, complete all military tasks without engaging the army
2
. 

The efforts of many philosophers, since the Ancient Times (Sun 

Tzu
3
, Heraclites, Appian

4
), the Renaissance (N. Machiavelli

5
), the 

New Times (C. von Clausewitz
6
, A. Jomini

7
) and the Modernity 
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(B. Alexander
1
, M. Gareev, M. Davey. M. Martin van Creveld

2
, 

W. Slipchenko
3
, A. Toffler

4
, W. H. Hofmeister), were undertaken to 

identify, describe and justify crucial features of war and its changing 

content and shapes. 

In geopolitics the nature of controlled chaos warfare is about 

geopolitical destruction of a state – prey, neutralization its geopolitical 

features, that is the size of its territory, number of population, a status 

on the international stage, economic capacity, military power, 

complete capacity. 

The result of the Russian Federation activities, during 2014 

demonstrates the global and regional security system as well as 

present international legal system were completely distorted
1
. The 

term antiterrorist operation (ATO) and “hybrid warfare” are not the 

answer to a question what is happening to Ukraine – considering the 

annexation of Crimea and acts of war in Donbas with all possible 

weapon used except nuclear one. Thus, there is no answer also to 

other important questions: What should Ukraine do in the light of the 

international law and the Ukrainian Constitution? What should 

Ukraine expect from the international community? 

From the international law perspective nobody can provide 

Ukraine with military support, because if there is no war on Ukrainian 

territory caused by aggression of another country but only the civil 

war or conflict, nobody is entitled to intervene from outside. That is 

the reason why V. Putin advocates the term “internal civil conflict in 

Ukraine”, which blocks possibility of any military support for 

Ukraine, including weapon. 
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Almost all international security warranties for Ukraine (inclu-

ding the Budapest Memorandum) have proved to be useless when the 

aggressor became one of the guarantors – the Russian Federation
1
. 

Neither the leaders of the Old Continent nor their citizens are fully 

aware of the fact that the aggression against Ukraine is an indirect 

aggression against the European Union and its values. Putin‟s regime 

is based on the rule of power, which is demonstrated with repressions, 

and outside the borders – with aggression. Yet, he manages to achieve – 

at least for a short run- a tactic advantage over the EU and the United 

States, which try to avoid military confrontation by any means. 

Violating treaty obligations Russia took over Crimea and set up sepa-

ratist enclaves in the eastern Donbas. Gaining control over strategic 

points on the peninsula and in the eastern Ukraine by the Russian 

Special Forces was followed by a propaganda campaign for a few 

years. 

The sense of insecurity evoked by open and long borders 

strengthened an attachment to the army and its almost mythologic 

role. The strong connection between prestige of the state and the 

prestige of the army retained and the military goals were more 

important than any other. The difficult geopolitical position and 

neighboring different civilizational circles gave the syndrome of the 

“Siege mentality”
1
. The traces of this policy are still present. 

The European Union and the Great Britain made “catastrophic 

mistakes” while interpreting mood of the Moscow Kremlin before the 

crisis in Ukraine and entered this crisis “like sleepwalkers” announced 

Christopher Tugendhat, the leader of the EU Commission of the 

House of Lords in the Report of the British parliamentary commission 

published in February 2015. 

The Report concludes that EU did not realize how deep Russia‟s 
hostility towards Brussels is, the latter plans on deepening relations 
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with Ukraine
1
. According to the Report the EU − Moscow relations 

have been long based on an “optimistic assumption” that Russia is 
heading towards democratic system. The Great Britain has had an 

exceptional commitment to Ukraine, as it was one out of four 

signatories of the Budapest Memorandum in 1994, which guaranteed 
integrity of the Ukrainian territory in exchange for renouncement of 

strategic nuclear weapon – the British parliamentary commission 
claims. In their opinion neither the Great Britain nor the European 

Union had any strategic plan how to deal with Russia in a long-run
1
. 

“New Ukraine” is explicitly pro-European and ready to fight for 

Europe, fighting for its own independence. The support for Ukraine is 
the most beneficial investment for the European Union. Ukraine could 

even help revive the spirit of unity and common welfare, which under-
lies the EU. To cut it short, saving Ukraine the Union could save itself

2
. 

Adam D. Rotfeld, a former minister of foreign affairs, deputy 
chairperson of the Polish – Russian Group for Difficult Matters 

emphasized that “Russia has been preparing itself and has been 
preparing the world for this conflict for at least seven years – since 

Putin‟s speech in 2007 at the Security Conference in Munich. In spite 
of this, the West is confounded by these developments to which it did 

not elaborate an effective response. We have a problem. It amounts to 

the fact, that the very foundation of the international political and legal 
order has been destroyed, that is the foundations on which the peace 

and security of Europe have stood over 70 years after the war”
3
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The head of the British counterintelligence MI5 Andrew Parker
1
 

for the first time in the history has given an interview
2
 for The 

Guardian, in which he has warned that Russia is a growing threat to 
the stability of the Great Britain, uses a range of means to attempt to 
influence the situation inside the United Kingdom. Russia has had 
spies and agents on the whole territory of Europe long since. “Russia 
uses all organs and capacity to realize its foreign policy outside the 
country in an increasingly aggressive way, i. e. using propaganda, 
spying, subversion and cyberattacks. They operate over whole Europe 
and also the Great Britain – and it is our task to stand in their way” – 
said A. Parker. Russians have had a lot of traditional spies and agents 
in Europe for a long time. Yet, the new phenomenon is an increasing 
importance of cyberwar which aims at military secrets, industrial 
projects and governmental information about a foreign policy. Russia 
stands more and more in opposition to the West. It is noticeable, for 
example in Russia‟s operation in Russia and Syria

1
. Russia has been 

concealing its desires for decades. The relations between Russia and 
the West have worsened since the Crimea annexation, the war in 
Ukraine and bombing insurgents‟ positions in Aleppo to support 
president of Syria Bashar Assad

2
. 
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The hybrid warfare changes basic rules, creating an alternative 

reality, not a new border but an alternative picture. Formally, there is 

no war and there is no aggression. There are internal conflicts, poli-

tical fight, crisis management and some cases of armed confrontation. 

There is no aggressor and aggression. Yet, the Russia‟s aim is not to 

change the rules of a hybrid warfare but to change the border (and not 

necessarily on the map). Simply, the formal border loses its signi-

ficance and the state is not controlled by its government but outside 

powers. 

At present, the “hybrid warfare” is considered as many-sided 

term. Hybridity can refer, first of all, to a military situation and 

conditions, strategy and tactics of the adversary; to the type of forces 

which the state should create and maintain
1
. Hybrid warfare differs 

from the typical war as it lets the adversary engage simultaneously 

into many stages and has different expectations of the armed forces
2
. 

The main pillars of the Russian hybrid warfare are: the aggres-

sor‟s presence, frozen or potential conflicts on the territory of a 

particular state, victims of the active recruitment of agents of influence 

and indifference of bureaucracy. At present, we can observe the shift 

of the borders of the democratic and civilized world from the eastern 

Ukrainian border to the west. Russia wages the war not against 

Ukraine but the whole democratic world. Actually, it is the conflict of 

worldviews, the conflict of scenarios for the social development
3
. 

Russian hybrid warfare has questioned a traditional idea of uni-

fied, free and peaceful Europe and important institutions supporting 

this idea – NATO and the European Union. 
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Hybrid warfare is often interpreted as something new, but most of 

its elements occurred and were used almost in all wars in the past
1
. 

Cohesion and consolidation of these elements, their dynamics and 

flexibility when applied are exceptional. And additionally, the infor-

mation component plays a special role; it has become an independent 

and as important as a military component. That is the reason why 

Russian annexation of Crimea and aggression in the east of Ukraine 

have become an impulse to analyze and estimate the phenomenon of 

the contemporary “hybrid warfare”. 

The western military theories of the 20
th
 century offered various 

concepts of future warfare. The so-called concept of proxy war was 

defined for the first time in 1964 by Karl Deutsch, who considered this 

war an international conflict, which is apparently an internal conflict, 

fought between two powers on the territory of the third party- state. In 

Deutsch opinion proxy war uses the social capacity, resources and 

territory of the state in a civil war as the tool to achieve the strategic 

goals of the external parties
1
. The above quoted definition reflects the 

context of the cold war, when two superpowers with the nuclear 

weapon at their disposal avoided a direct confrontation transferring it 

to the territories of “The Third World”
2
. 

Whereas, Andrew Mumford identifies four crucial changes in the 

nature of the contemporary warfare and claims that these changes 

indicate the potential increasing engagement of states in the proxy 

strategies. These kinds of wars are the logical activity on the 

international stage of states, which aim at achieving their strategic 
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goals and avoiding direct, costly and bloody wars at the same time
1
. 

The author defines the proxy wars as a conflict in which the third 

party intervenes indirectly to influence the strategic outcome for the 

benefit of the supported coalition
2
.  

In spite of the rich expert literature a lot of questions are still 

unanswered and a dynamic political reality brings new factual material 

every day modifying challenges, repealing old and creating new threats. 

Before the term “hybrid warfare‟ was coined, the terms “asymmetric 

threats”
1
, “asymmetric conflict”

2
, “asymmetric warfare”

3
 were used. 

So, in December 2000 the CIA Report “Global Trends 2015: A 

Dialogue About the Future with Nongovernment Experts” was 

released
4
. Among the threats of the 21

st
 century it listed “asymmetric 
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threats”, i. e., a hidden war in which state and nonstate adversaries 

avoid direct engagement, methods of cyberwarfare are used by 

economically weak countries, well military organized communities or 

unconventional delivery of weapon of mass destruction (WMD)
1
. 

The concept of “asymmetric warfare” was introduced by Ame-

rican strategist in the 1970s during the analysis of the USA war 

operations in Vietnam
1
. The British researcher of international 

relations Andrew J. R. Mack was the first who explained the term 

“asymmetric warfare” in 1975. Influenced by the results of the freshly 

ended Vietnam War he presented 7 types of asymmetry, which can be 

applied in the limited conflicts
2
. 

Gradually the stress in interpretation of terms is being shifted 

which is reflected by usage of stable words “asymmetric threats”. The 

Report of the American secretary of defense in the Bill Clinton 

William Cohen’s administration released in 1997 concludes that “the 

USA conventional military capacity can generate among adversaries 

the pursuit of asymmetric capabilities against USA forces <…>. They 

will try to gain the advantage over the USA with nonconventional 

measures to minimize US strengths and exploit perceived US 

weaknesses
3
. 

This Report was wildly quoted and in subsequent documents the 

definition of the asymmetric strategy of warfare which can be used by 
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the USA adversaries, almost literary included all the issues from the 

Report by W. Cohen. 

In 1998 W. Cohen noticed a paradox that in a new strategic 

environment the American military advantage really increases the risk 

of nuclear, biological, chemical attacks in the asymmetric threats
1
. In 

that context asymmetric conflict (asymmetric warfare) applies to 

blackmail when a weak actor threatens with using WMD against 

civilians of the adversary state
2
. 

In the Review of Common Strategies of 1999 asymmetry is 

defined as an attempt to weaken or destroy USA strength exploiting 

USA weaknesses with methods that significantly vary from those the 

USA expects”
3
.  

In the report by the USA secretary of defense Robert Gates
4
 

(February 2010) the term asymmetry is applied with the same 

meaning
5
. Asymmetric defines strategy and tactics chosen by the USA 

adversaries with poorer military and security capabilities. From this 

point of view asymmetric is an antonym of “conventional”, “normal” 

or “traditional” in the definitions of threats, attacks and military 

operations. 
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The issue of asymmetric threats, military strategies and opera-

tions is actively studies in research centers at war colleges and higher 

education institutions in the USA
1
 and in the professional magazines. 

One of the first works of this series Challenging the United States 

Symmetrically and Asymmetrically: Can America be defeated? was 

published in 1998
2
. 

The Report Asymmetry and U.S. Military Strategy: Definition, 

Background, and Strategic Concepts by the Institute of Strategic 

Studies identifies two kinds of asymmetry – positive and negative. 

Positive asymmetry gives the USA the military advantage whereas 

negative symmetry is when the adversaries direct their attacks against 

the USA defenseless and weak points
3
. 

A lot of analysts and “strategists” surprised by the Russian 

activity in Crimea and in the east of Ukraine try to explain their 

previous “peaceful” analysis with the Russia implementing completely 

new methods and classify them as “hybrid warfare”. Meanwhile, 

Russia explicitly tries to prove that their tactics of 2014 have been 

used in the world since long – by western countries among others. 

Myth of hybrid war by a head of the Centre of Strategic Analysis and 

Technology, Ruslan Pukhow
4
, published for the first time in the 

magazine Nezavisimoie Voiennoie Obozrenie (Independent Military 

Review) is an especially interesting article. R. Pukhow explains 

various aspects of “intermediate and asymmetric methods” and 

connects them to decisions of the updated Military Doctrine of the 
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Russian Federation. This work is interesting not only because of the 

presented views but also because it shows how small chances the West 

has, for the time being, to win Russian people‟s “souls” in the 

propaganda war with Kremlin.  

R. Pukhow noticed that this kind of hybrid warfare is a serious 

challenge for the NATO because it is in so called “grey area” of the 

NATO commitments (it is not embraced by the standard definitions of 

warfare). Russians realized that with adequately arranged operations it 

is theoretically possible to cause the political breakdown between 

NATO members when one of the member state asks for help. 

According to the author, “hybrid wars” have been waged over past 

decades or even centuries many times, but previously they were 

defined as “low intensity conflicts”. “It is difficult to imagine using 

the military force without any communication and information 

systems, economic sanctions, and methods of “hidden war”, an 

attempt to weaken the adversary or exploit conflicts (ethnic, social, 

economic, political) on the adversary‟s territory. This has been the 

alphabet of every war since the ancient times”
1
. 

At the beginning of March 2016, the new thesis about prepara-

tions of “colorful revolutions” in different parts of the former Soviet 

Union by the West, occurred in the Russian national security docu-

ments. The reasons for that was the closing conference of 27 February 

2016, where the commander of the Russian General Staff, General 

V. Gierasimov confirmed again that the Russian army started to 

develop methods of hybrid warfare
2
. 

The fact that for the Russian Federation “hybrid warfare” have 

become a dominating way to wage wars for long years, is confirmed 

in the latest article by general V. Gerasimov From Syria Experience. 

This article defines the main priorities perceived by the Russian 

Federation as the main goals of the “hybrid warfare” (and how this 
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war is treated – “blitzkrieg of the 21
st
 century”) – to achieve political 

goals with a minimal military influence on the adversary
1
. 

V. Gerasimov claims that the “hybrid warfare” should involve 

mainly destabilization of military and economic capacity of the 

adversary, information and psychological pressure, active support of 

internal opposition, subversion and guerilla. It is difficult to disagree 

with one of the most important conclusion: “right now a combination 

of traditional and hybrid warfare constitutes a distinctive feature of 

any military conflict. Moreover, the hybrid warfare can be applied 

without open support of military force whereas the traditional warfare 

cannot”
2
. 

It is difficult to define accurately who in Russia is an author of 

the theory on “hybrid warfare”. Yet, Russia has the precursors of 

theories on non-conventional warfare. In 1945 George Issaron
3
 in his 

book New forms of combat (an essay researching modern war)”
4
 

emphasized that “War is not declared, it simply starts… Mobilization 

and concentration do not refer to the beginning of war… but are 

imperceptibly and gradually organized long before. Certainly, it is not 

possible to conceal these operations completely.  

Russia has one more modern war theorist − E. Messner, who 

coined the concept of future wars that would be wars for the soul of 

the nation rather than territories or resources and psychological 

agitation and propaganda will be more important than weapon. These 

wars will be the insurgent wars, (miatezhnye voiny)
5
, wars of chaos, a 

dominating form of military conflict in the 21
st
 century, in his 
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opinion
1
. Conflicts, in which the explosives are national or social 

differences and disinformation, are actually the psychological wars by 

nature, waged by fueling tension and propaganda. In his opinion 

traditional warfare has been exhausted: “In the past the wars were 

waged in two-dimensions – in the sea and on the land, later evolved to 

the third dimension – the air. Now the most important is the fourth 

dimension – the psyche of the adversaries. We talk about the infor-

mation warfare, but this is actually a psychological warfare because 

the information flow should give effects in the people‟s minds
2
. This 

is just the aim of the information warfare
3
. 

This warfare would be completely different from those known so 

far – without huge armies, front lines, bombing and mobilization. 

Small insurgent groups, radical organizations, terrorists, criminal 

groups, corporations, agents, journalists, non-governmental organi-

zations, propaganda experts, diplomats, financiers and businessmen 

should play the main role. The aim is to imprison the adversary 

mentally rather than physically who, when defeated, will realize our 

goals by themselves
4
.  

At the turn of the 20
th
 and 21

st
 centuries there are a lot of studies 

on the nature of future military conflicts and wars
5
 − the fourth-

generation wars (sometimes the term the fifth-generation wars is 

used). Describing these wars, the authors drew attention to joining 
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military, information, terrorist and other aggressive operations coor-

dinated from one command and control center and designed to achieve 

the strategic goal. The new type of world wars use disinformation, i. e. – 

war against international terrorism, war against proliferation of WMD, 

chemical and bacteriological weapon <…> policy of destroying 

totalitarian regimes and democratization of the former Eastern Bloc 

and the Third World countries. Information propaganda causes that 

the vast majority of the world population does not understand what is 

really happening
1
. To understand the fourth world war, it is worth 

referring to E. Messner‟s methodological instruction
2
: “To understand 

that the insurgent wars are the modern way of warfare it is necessary 

to dismiss the concepts of warfare defined centuries ago. It is neces-

sary to stop thinking that there is a war when the adversaries are 

fighting and there is peace – when they are not fighting”
3
.  

Larisa Deriglazova has conducted the thorough analysis of the 

nature of the asymmetric conflict in her numerous studies starting 

from 2005
4
. She emphasizes that asymmetry defines paradoxical 
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conflict situations in which the strong adversary is not able to protect 

themselves and defeat the weak. The author draws attention to main 

characteristics of asymmetric conflicts: 

− unpredictability of the outcome in spite of the open differences 

in military capacity and status of adversaries; 

− a weak actor applying the strategy of identifying “weaknesses 

of a strong actor”; 

− a weak actor applying the forbidden warfare; 

− “indirect” tactics of a weak actor; 

− inability of a strong actor to defend their position and definitely 

crush a weak actor
1
. 

Military theoreticians S. Chekinov and S. Bogdanov considering 

L. Deriglazova‟s studies presented their own concept of the new 

generation war
2
. Their model of war consists of eight subsequent 

phases
3
: 

− the first phase: non-military asymmetric warfare including 

information, morality, psychology, ideology, diplomacy and economic 

measures used to create favorable political, economic and military 

configuration; 

− the second phase: special operations to mislead political and 

military leaders carried out by coordinated actions via diplomatic 
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channels, media and governments, military agencies, false date, orders 

and instructions; 
− the third phase: threatening, deceiving, bribing governments 

and officers to give up their duties; 
− the fourth phase: destabilizing the situation with propaganda, 

increasing social discontent strengthened by sabotage and subversive 
operations of various military organizations and paramilitaries; 

− the fifth phase: demarcating the no-fly zone over the invaded 
country, blockade of roads, bridges and transportation hubs, using 
private military organizations, opponents of social and political order 
of the attacked country; 

− the sixth phase: the start of the military operations followed by 
thorough reconnaissance and intelligence actions with various techno-
logies, means and forces including special forces, signal units, diplo-
macy and secret service and industrial espionage; 

− the seventh phase: combination of targeted information opera-
tions, military operations of signal units, operations in cyberspace of 
air forces, using various weapon systems and platforms (far-reaching 
artillery, new physical principles of weapon (beam, geophysical, 
wave, non-lethal biological weapon); 

− the eighth phase: gaining control over the remaining adversary 
resistance points and destroying hostile elements with special forces, 
operations carried out by reconnaissance units to identify hostile 
forces that survived and inform rocket and artillery units about their 
position (coordinates); destroy the adversary fire protection strips with 
advanced weapons, surround the adversary territory with land forces

1
. 

Martin van Creveld
2
 characterized the new type of war as a “non-

trinitarian war” which does not match the trinity paradigm of 
government – army – society

3
. Whereas an American expert A. Cohen 
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divided modern military conflicts into three categories: conflicts 
which use rockets, tanks and knives respectively

1
. According to 

experts‟ estimations, in the last years knives were used in 90 % out of 
130 military conflicts instead of missiles or tanks. However, as Martin 
van Creveld noticed “history shows that 90% of tanks does not know 
what to do with knives”

2
. 

The gradual dominance of the term “hybrid warfare” grew 

together with the concept of “three block war”
3
. The thrust of the 

concept is that modern militaries must be trained to conduct full scale 

military action in one city block, peacekeeping operations in the 

second one and humanitarian aid in the third block, simultaneously. 

Today, the “hybrid warfare”
4
 is in a center of attention, widely 

discussed in media; it has become a subject of expertise research. The 

public perception of warfare has also changed
5
. Moreover, the 
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research was conducted by world experts: W. J. Nemeth, F. Hoffman, 

D. Lasikom, G. Davis, N. P. Freier, D. Kilcullen (USA), F. van 

Kappenom (Holand). A lot of researchers and scientists indicate the 

“hybrid” nature of warfare, its conceptualization are clear and full. In 

the western theories of 2005−2009 the term “hybrid warfare” occurs, 

yet, in many cases it was not unified precisely enough to avoid 

controversies among experts worldwide and interpretations in other 

terms and concepts. Today the situation is different.  
Carl von Clausewitz

1
 predicted in his war book almost 180 years 

ago that war has its own forms and conditions in every period, so 
every period should have its own independent theory of war

2
. 

The state which wages the hybrid war enters into transactions 
with non-state contractors: military groups, local people‟s groups, the 
connections with which are formally denied. These contractors can 
conduct actions the state itself cannot as it is obliged to comply with 
the Geneva Convention, Hague Convention with respect to the laws 
and customs of war on land and agreements with other countries. The 
dirty work can be commissioned to non-state groups and organiza-
tions. This happens now in the east of Ukraine. Yet, the peculiarity of 
this conflict is information propaganda which can be treated as an 
information warfare. 

In March 2015 the NATO Deputy Secretary General Alexander 
Vershbow presented the following definition: “hybrid warfare” 
employs a broad mix of instruments – military force, technology, 
crime, terrorism, economic and financial pressures, humanitarian and 
religious means, intelligence, sabotage, disinformation

3
. 
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Hybrid warfare can be defined as a non-warfare because a lot of 

operations are conducted between the army and civilians. The 

example of this are “the little green men” on Crimea where the 

Russian propaganda denied accepting them as militaries for a long 

time because they did not have military insignias and at the same time 

acted as civilians disguised in uniforms, which according to V. Putin 

could be bought in a shop. Yet, they have weapon but “little green 

men” avoided using it. It was to serve as a deterrent
1
. 

 

 

 

2.6. Information Terrorism as a Modern Dynamic 

Part of International Terrorism 

Vozniuk Eugenia
2
  

In the history of mankind, information confrontation was present 

in every war in one form or another. However,t after the World War ІІ 

this direction acquired a special “sound” and reached a more systemic 

level, which was fixed in various official documents. Different sources 

use different terms and definitions – information confrontation, infor-

mation operation, psychological operation, – as well as the correspon-

ding abbreviations such as IO, PSYOPS. It should be clarified that 

what was previously widely used in Western countries cannot always 

be completely copied for today‟s realities of Ukraine. It can also be 

said that in the developed countries of the world (for example, the 

United States, other NATO countries) there is a reconsideration of the 

information component of the confrontation and there is a tendency to 

use more cautious language. 

Accordingly, in the world relatively new formulations have 

appeared and are being actively implemented on the agenda – “soft 

power strategies”, “strategic communications”, MISO and so on. 
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Іf we make a historical digression during the Cold War, in the 
West, in the context of armed confrontation, the term “psychological 
operations” (PSYOP) was more often used, while on this side of the 
“iron curtain”, in the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Treaty 
countries, the term “ideological activity and propaganda work” was 
more typical. Within the framework of the classical PSYOP, there 
were also several components, and very often propaganda was 
considered as a component technology of psychological operations. 

It should be noted that the problems of international terrorism, 
and in particular, its manifestation as information terrorism, are 
reflected in a significant revision of modern domestic and foreign 
scholars. It is an analysis of the criminal law and political science 
dimensions of contemporary international terrorism (V. Antypenko, 
V. Evdokymov, V. Komisarov, V. Lipkan, E. Lyakhov, K. Salimov, 
O. Bardin, V. Vozniuk, N. Lazarev, S. Teleshun, A. Yats‟ko and others); 
the concept of information terrorism, the signs and the main ten-
dencies of its evolution (A. Barinov, O. Boychenko, K. Gerasy-
menko); manifestations of the information component of political 
terrorism

1
. However, despite the large number of works on this issue, 

it needs further scientific development, as well as a more detailed 
consideration of the problem.  

A prerequisite for the formation of clearer representations about 
the essence of information terrorism is a deep understanding of the 
notion of “globalization” and “terrorism”. 

Today there are many definitions of globalization. One of them, 
most notably, belongs to the former UN Secretary-General Kofi A. 
Annan. According to him, globalization is a general term, which 
means an increasingly complicated complex of cross-border interac-
tions between individuals, enterprises, institutions and markets

2
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The research of Ukrainian scholars testifies their weighted 

interpretation of modern globalization processes, which allows us to 

determine the characteristic features of this phenomenon and to show 

the threats and challenges to humanity. 

In their view, the comprehensive process of globalization today 

testifies not only to the onset of a new stage of civilization develop-

ment but, at the same time, is accompanied by an ever-increasing anti-

globalist rebellion that triggers the emergence of a number of other 

unpredictable events and conflicts that have gained considerable 

international resonance. 

First of all, it concerns such a socio-political phenomenon as 

terrorism. 

Traditionally, terrorism was defined as an attempt on the life of a 

state or public figure, violence or a threat to violence, aimed at forcing 

the authorities to make decisions that are advantageous to terrorists or 

terrorist organizations. Therefore, it is not surprising that in 1848 

German radical K. Heinzen assured all supporters that the prohibition 

on murder does not apply to the political sphere and the physical 

elimination of hundreds of thousands of people is justified by “higher 

goals”. At that time (and not by modern terrorists, as some people 

think) the “philosophy of the bomb” was formed, which included the 

use of new technologies in carrying out terrorist attacks
1
. Here it is 

worth mentioning the statement of the famous Charlie Chaplin, a great 

actor and public figure: “One murder makes a person a criminal, 

millions of murders make him a hero. The whole thing is on a scale”. 

A well-known domestic researcher on the nature of terrorism 

V. Lipkan, interprets this definition from the following positions: 

− in the broad sense of the socio-legal phenomenon, it is 

“characterized by the union of aggressive layers of organized crime 

with the distribution on the hierarchical level and the allocation of 

leaders who personally do not participate in the commission of acts of 

terrorism, but carry out ideological, managerial, organizational and 

administrative functions”; 
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− in the general legal sense, it is a negative social phenomenon 

expressed in the commitment (or threats) of violent acts by a person or 

a group of persons who are trying to achieve the goal with the help of 

coercion; 

− in criminal law interpretation it is threats or dangerous actions 

aimed at endangering the life and health of children and property 

damage, and in general, undermining the stability of society
1
. 

Consequently, we can generalize: terrorism is qualified as an 

anti-human and antisocial criminal act, which leads to inhumane 

actions and is characterized by malicious tendencies and organiza-

tional security. Actually, a terrorist act is the act of any type of 

violence in order to intimidate the society and create conditions 

conducive to the realization of certain selfish goals of a separate group 

of people. 

Terrorism develops along with the society that generates it. 

Modern terrorism is characterized by the large-scale involvement of a 

large number of people and is well-structured and organized. The 

activities of terrorist organizations are often directed not only to 

exacerbate and destabilize the situation in a particular region, but to 

achieve far more serious goals, that is, the seizure or redistribution of 

power, the violent change in the state system, the imposition of their 

own orders, morals, and rules of cohabitation. 

The scope of terrorist operations requires, firstly, the attraction of 

significant human resources, including high-level specialists in 

various fields of knowledge, replenishment and expansion of its 

quantitative composition and the development of an intelligence 

network around the world. After all, the present terrorism is not only 

saboteurs - the singleton and stealers of planes. Secondly, the wide 

scale of the goals of modern terrorism requires the involvement of the 

material and financial resources needed to equip terrorist organi-

zations with technical means and weapons, the creation of specialized 

schools and training bases for the training of members of terrorist 

groups. And thirdly, it requires a well-developed infrastructure. It is 

about the establishment of complex relations between terrorist groups 
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from different countries, combining such spheres as operational 

combat training, logistical cooperation, including in the field of 

armaments, as well as joint action. 

Terrorism is becoming a kind of an export-oriented industry, 

turning into a business where you can make big money. In the theory 

of world practice, three main types of terror are known: 

− internal: the corresponding actions of citizens of one state 

against compatriots in their own territory;  

− transnational: the corresponding actions of citizens of one state 

against compatriots in the territory of other states;  

− international: the respective actions of groups of citizens, single 

or mixed in national composition, against any persons in the territory 

of third countries. 

Today, international terrorism has grown to such an extent and 

resonance that it actually became planetary in scale, creating a direct 

threat to the gradual world civilization. 

In scientific terms, the concept of “international terrorism” 

appeared in the early seventies of the last century and has a number of 

different interpretations, as well as some difficulties of objective and 

subjective nature. In particular, it is interpreted as an international 

crime that threatens peace and security, degrades human dignity; as 

violent acts aimed at undermining international relations, an establi-

shed international political system. They are contrary to existing 

norms of morality and law; as a terrorist activity directed against 

foreign citizens, organizations or governments with the aim of 

overthrowing a state system or undermining the international order 

and others. 

At the VII Congress of the United Nations in 1990, the report of 

the UN Security Council read: “International terrorism can be 

described as terrorist acts, in the creation of which the executors plan 

their actions, receiving certain instructions, come from different 

countries, fleeing, seeking refuge or receiving assistance in any form 

not in the country or countries where they create this act”
1
. 

In our view, the problem of international terrorism should be 

considered comprehensively and, above all, in the format “globaliza-
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tion – anti-globalization”, to a degree as a “call – response”. It is 

conceptually important to proceed from the fact that the actual 

phenomena of globalism, as well as terrorism, are not a hallmark of 

the present: they have the corresponding measurements of a 

predominantly local scale and a considerable history. Summarizing the 

above: international terrorism phenomenon performes a role in the 

system of international relations, individual countries, their leaders are 

also used as an effective mechanism for the implementation of a 

particular globalization strategy, in particular, the comprehensive 

spread of stabilizing hegemonic aspirations. 

In the field of political, philosophical, legal, aesthetic, religious 

and other views and ideas, that is, in the spiritual sphere, information 

terrorism is carried out where is the struggle of ideas. There is a large 

number of definitions and concepts of information terrorism. Some 

experts associate it with high-tech applications of conventional 

terrorism, while others argue that information terrorism is directed not 

towards society but on individuals in everyday life that has nothing to 

do with politics and international relations. 

Information terrorism is the use of information technologies, 

mass media, dissemination of information for the purpose of targeted 

influence on the selected object, its discredit
1
. There is another 

widespread name of it – “cyber terrorism” – the use of computer and 

telecommunication technologies (especially the Internet) for terrorist 

purposes. Legislation of Ukraine defines: “Cyber Terrorism is a 

terrorist activity carried out in cyberspace or with its use”. This is a 

killing attack aimed at intimidating in order to achieve political results 

or harming computer networks, especially personal computers connec-

ted to the Internet, using such means as computer viruses. 

However, all experts are united in one: information terrorism has 

a primarily negative impact on the person, society and the state of all 

existing types. 
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Tthe Law of Ukraine On the Fundamentals of National Security 

of Ukraine specifies the threats to the national security of Ukraine in 

the information sphere: 

− manifestations of restriction of freedom of speech and access to 

public information; 

− the dissemination by the media of a cult of violence, cruelty, 

pornography; 

− computer crime and computer terrorism; 

− disclosure of information constituting state secret, or other 

information with restricted access aimed at meeting the needs and 

ensuring the protection of the national interests of society and the 

state; 

− attempts to manipulate social consciousness, in particular by 

disseminating inaccurate, incomplete or biased information
1
.  

One of the most dangerous types of information terrorism is 

mental terrorism, namely human manipulation. Mass manipulation is a 

hidden verbal, pictorial, gesture-movement influence on society, 

which purpose is the spread of mass sentiment, the formation of public 

opinion, its correction. Mass manipulation is also related to the 

actualization or change of attutudes, value orientations or actions 

hidden from citizens. The effectiveness of manipulation is determined 

by the degree of unconscious imitation or the degree of reflection of 

the self-regulation of members of the mass on the basis of misleading 

notions about the causes and consequences of what is happening. 

Mass infections are of great importance for effective mass manipu-

lation; they precede manipulation or occur in parallel with it. 

Terrorist acts, as a rule, are one-off, one-time and have a destruc-

tive force. Information terrorists aspire to the only one objective, i. e., 

to make the greatest noise and to reach the desired goal as soon as 

possible: to influence the psyche of people, to spread panic, insecurity 

in the future, fear, distrust of power, etc. 

It is worth highlighting such a special kind of psychological 

terrorism as media information terrorism, namely, the abuse of 

information systems, networks and their components for the commis-
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sion of terrorist acts and other related actions. This type of terrorism is 

characterized as a set of information warfares and special operations 

involving national or transnational criminal structures and special 

services of foreign states. 

Significant economic damage, as well as the complete destruction 

of information infrastructure, can be inflicted by innocent, at first 

glance, computer viruses. As an example, it is possible to carry out a 

resonant infection with the virus Petya. 

Speaking about information terrorism as a factor of the negative 

influence of one state on the public opinion of another, one should 

also concentrate on internal information terrorism. A vivid example 

can be presented by individual facts cited in the article by the head of 

the Center for Research of Russia V. Ogryzko: according to a survey 

conducted by Levada Center in Moscow in March 2015, namely, 

Russia‟s citizens consider its main enemies to be the United States 

(73 %), the EU (64 %), Ukraine (55 %). On the contrary, Russia‟s 

friends are Belarus (85 %), China (76 %). 50 % of Russians consider 

the justification of V. Putin‟s statement about the possibility of using 

nuclear weapons during the annexation of the Crimea. 49 % consider 

the main achievement of foreign policy to be a return of Russia to the 

status of “great power” 
1
. 

In a poll conducted by the same Center in May 2015, one should 

pay attention to the following figures: 

− only 6 % of Russians believe that the war in eastern Ukraine is 

continuing in connection with the interference in the conflict with the 

leadership of Russia, which supports the DNR and LNR with their 

troops, weapons and military equipment; 

− 38 % chose the answer: “Even if there are Russian troops and 

military equipment in Ukraine, but in the current international 

situation, to deny these facts is the right policy for Russia”; 

− 56 %, that is every second Russian, considers what is happe-

ning in eastern Ukraine as an aggression of the West, which supports 

the war in eastern Ukraine in order to weaken Russia‟s influence in 

the world; 
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− 60 % of Russians in March 2015 believed that the best form of 

political system in Russia is the Soviet system or the current regime of 

V. Putin. Only 11 % of Russians would like to live in a democratic 

Western-style society
1
. 

Obviously, the results of public opinion polls are unlikely to be 

the basis for far-reaching conclusions. At the same time, they clearly 

indicate certain tendencies in the mood of society and its general 

condition. In other words, the Russian information propaganda 

warfare against its own people gave its results: the society managed to 

get isolated from the truthful information, and Putin‟s regime is 

provided with maximum support. 

After the events of September 11, 2001, the administration of the 

White House succeeded in such actions. In recent years, decisions 

have been taken by governments and parliaments of a number of 

European countries. The use of many sites, especially social networks – 

Facebook YouTube, has been banned for more than a year in the 

People‟s Republic of China. Ukraine in its turn banned Odnoklassniki, 

VKontakte and mail.ru. 

Despite some negative reaction in society, such actions have had 

an effect, as the organization of rallies of strikes, even terrorist acts 

through social networks have quickly lost popularity.  

International terrorism is one of the most dangerous and difficult 

phenomenon that threatens international security and is characterized 

by special dynamism and versatility, as well as the ability to adapt and 

modernize in the conditions of the main civilizational tendencies of 

the present globalization and informatization. Thus nowadays, one of 

the most dangerous manifestations of international terrorism is 

information terrorism. 

It is worth highlighting such a special kind of psychological 

terrorism as media information terrorism, namely, the abuse of infor-

mation systems, networks and their components for the commission of 

terrorist acts and other related actions. This type of terrorism is 

characterized as a set of information warfares and special operations 
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involving national or transnational criminal structures and special 

services of foreign states. 

In connection with the threat of information terrorism, individual 

countries of the world try, if not to restrict, at least to impose tough 

control of the information flows. That is why the fight against 

information terrorism at the stage of the formation of the information 

society in Ukraine requires a professional approach, first of all, the 

creation of an appropriate legal framework, international cooperation, 

the functioning of special units for combating computer crime, etc. 

 

 

 

2.7. Role of Cybersecurity as a New Element 

of National Informational Security 

Mykhaliuk Nazar
1
 

Over the past ten years, the role of technologies and the Internet 

has grown more and more: the creators of software and technological 

devices or the maintenance of existing networks and systems are the 

largest multinational companies (Market value of Apple is $ 752 

billion, Alphabet is $ 579,5 billion, Microsoft is $ 507,5 billion, 

Amazon.com is $ 427 billion, Alibaba is $ 264,9 billion)
1
; the number 

of Internet users is over 4 billion people, which is about 54 % of the 

total population
2
. Technologies are deeply integrated into the everyday 

lives of ordinary people (telephones, computers, televisions, smart 

gadgets such as watches, air conditioners, kettles, refrigerators, light 

bulbs, sockets, locks, house management systems). 
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The existing lifestyle and the comfort of people‟s existence 

depend entirely on access to the Internet and technologies. However, 

at the same time, new threats and dangers are faced by ordinary 

citizens, as well as entire organizations, countries and super-state 

entities, namely, threats to personal data, illegal data collection and 

analysis of users‟ activities at the Internet, threats to secrecy of 

correspondence, threat of loss of sensitive governmental information, 

hacker attacks on government sites, resources, portals, failures and 

discrediting national systems (such as the M.E.Doc tax reporting 

system in Ukraine, the attack on the German government information 

network), intervention in electoral campaigns and referendums of 

different states (the USA, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Hungary), 

distortion of information and manipulation of public opinion (Ukraine, 

Russia, France, Germany). All these threats pose a danger to the 

destabilization of the political order of states, the functioning of the 

existing world order. In this regard, the problems of cyber security and 

information security are actualized at all levels of society and states. 

Countries are forced to change their legislation in line with new 

realities and technologies, create additional security systems, and 

implement counter-measures to cyber-threats. 

It is safe to say that modern threats to states are moving into a 

new dimension, which can be called cyberspace. Today, there is no 

definite international recognition of the definition of cyberspace, and 

those interpretations that occur depend to a large extent on the point of 

view, from which the concept of cyberspace is considered. Thus, the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) regards cyber-

space as a complex environment that arises and functions as a result of 

human activities, software and Internet services using technological 

devices connected to different levels of networks that do not exist in 

any physical form
1
. M. Bezkorovonyi and A. Tatuzovdefine the 

cyberspace as a sphere of activity in the information environment, 

formed by a set of communication channels of the Internet and other 
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telecommunication networks, technological infrastructure that ensures 

their functioning, and any other forms of human activity (individuals, 

organizations, states)
1
. The reference resource like Technopedia 

interprets the notion of cyberspace as a sphere of activity that belongs 

to the virtual computer world, an e-mediator used to create a global 

computer network and promote online communications
2
. Encyclo-

pedia Britannica describes cyberspace as an amorphous, virtual world, 

created by connections between computers, devices with Internet 

access, servers, routers and other components that build the Internet
3
. 

However, modern information threats to countries, organizations 

and individuals are not limited to cyberspace. So, Deputy Defense 

Minister of the Russian FederationYuriyBorisov notes that the concept 

of a cyber warfare has already become real, and military battles are 

not happening in the real world, they originally occur in the informa-

tion space, cyberspace
4
. 

Modern powerful countries recognize the problems and prospects 

for the development of information technologies, and therefore the 

development of information security and allocated significant 

resources in this area, both human and financial. Constant threats, 

such as cyberattacks, hacker activity, misinformation, interference 

with elections raise the challenges of modern times. With the Britain‟s 

exit from the European Union, the problem of a permanent veto on 

attempts to create a common army and information security system in 

the EU disappears, so EU member-states are already discussing the 
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possibilities of joint coordination of actions in the field of cyber 

security
1
. 

Cyber-threats 

All cyber threats can be categorically divided into internal and 

external ones
2
 [9]. Internal threats occur directly within the system, 

the state and include employees with the right to access certain 

information or systems, decision-making processes, contractors and 

partners, as well as compromised internal accounts. External threats 

arise from any participant who is not involved in the management of 

the processes of the state or business. The latter include cybercri-

minals, criminals who are sponsored by other states, direct cyber-

attacks of other states and hackers. 

The motives of such attacks can be different. However, it is 

possible to distinguish for internal threats such as: obtaining financial 

benefits, personal advantage over competitors, professional revenge, 

external influence. External threats motives can involve economic 

gains, corporate or national espionage, political or military advantage, 

political or social changes. According to Verizon, 59 % of internal 

cybercrime cases were motivated by financial gain or espionage, while 

89 % of external cybercrime were motivated by economic benefits and 

political espionage
3
. According to these data, it can be concluded that 

the practically all external threats are aimed at achieving the economic 

superiority of one state over the other and the implementation of 

national espionage. 

As for the purpose of committing cybercrime, internal crimes 

may endanger intellectual property and corporate information, busi-

ness plans, various personal and financial information. Concerning 
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external cybercrimes it is financial and personal information, an 

important national infrastructure, state and large private companies, 

communication networks that are vulnerable. The most common 

methods for committing cybercrime are social engineering, physical 

abduction, the use of official position, the use of computer viruses, 

server overloads, and the blocking of access to information
1
. 

However, states, even knowing the existing threats, their types 

and sources, remain unprepared to reflect cyber-attacks in various 

levels. According to CompariTech, China, Taiwan and Turkey have 

the highest percentage of computers infected with a particular type of 

virus (malicious software, spyware, blackmail programs) – 49 %, 

47 %, and 41 %, respectively. In addition to these states, up to 

10 countries with the highest number of infected computers comprise 

Russia (4th place – 38,9 %), Guatemala (5
th
 place – 37,5 %), Mexico 

(6th place – 36,8 %), Peru (7 place – 36,2 %), Ecuador (8th place – 

36,2 %), Brazil (9
th
 place – 34,6 %) and Poland (10

th
 place – 33 %). At 

that time, the top ten least infected countries are Sweden (19,8 %), 

Finland (20,6 %), Norway (21,63 %), Japan (22,2 %), Belgium (22,7 %), 

Great Britain (23,3 %), Switzerland (23,9 %), Germany (24,1 %), 

Denmark (24,3 %) and the Netherlands (24,8 %).
2
 

Different countries are vulnerable to various types of cyber 

threats and malware. The largest number of users who have come into 

contact with software-demanders are in India (9,6 % of users), the 

Russian Federation (6,4 %) and Kazakhstan (5,75 %). In the United 

States, victims of hacking WEB-applications have become 66 % of 

users of all attacks in cyberspace, in the second place is Brazil with 

5 %. The United States also ranks first among the countries affected 

by cyber-espionage – 54 % of all cyber-attacks, and South Korea‟s – 

the 2
nd

 position with 6 %. The largest number of DDoS attacks (a kind 

of cybercrime that reloads traffic and servers of certain web resources, 
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after which they stop working) come from China (29,5 %), the United 

States (21,6 %), and the United Kingdom (16,1 %)
1
. 

Financial and politicalrisks 
The urgency and importance of the problem of cybercrime at all 

levels is also evidenced by financial losses. So in the USA, the 
average amount of damage caused by one cyberattack is over 
$ 17 million, in Japan – more than $ 8 million, in Germany – more 
than $ 7 million, in the UK it is about $ 7 million. In total, the average 
cost of cybercrime in the world has grown over the past 5 years from 
$ 7,2 million in 2013 to $ 11,7 million in 2017, an increase of over 
60 %

2
. Approximate cost of cybercrime for the global economy is 

estimated at $ 6 trillion by 2021 for each year
3
. 

Particular attention is also paid to cyber threats that have the 
purpose of influencing the political situation in the country, because 
they endanger the existence of a particular state, lead to its destabi-
lization, as well as pose the danger to the existing world order. For 
example, the dangers of misinforming the population may lead to 
distortions in the promotion of the situation in or outside the country, 
election interference will lead to significant changes in world politics, 
changes in trends and vectors of development, and interference with 
referenda will change the political map of entire regions. Therefore, 
the issue of the impact of cybercrime on the state, international 
organization as a guarantor of security and stability needs further 
research. 

Recommendations 

In 2014, the Cyber Security Coordination Group (CSCG) has 

developed and published recommendations on digital security
4
. The 
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recommendations are designed to ensure the further development of 

the European Cybersecurity Strategy. The goal of the EU cyber-

security strategy is to increase the sustainability and capacity building 

of the cyber security of the EU member states (strengthening the fight 

against cybercrime, developing an effective security infrastructure, 

developing the principles of international cybersecurity policy).  

According to the results of the study of the peculiarities of the 

organization of the cybersecurity system in the EU countries, it has 

been found out that it is virtually impossible to achieve a single 

decision on cybersecurity issues adopted at the pan-European level. 

Not all EU countries are ready today to formulate a national response 

to incidents in the field of computer security. There is no single body 

capable of making pan-European decisions in this area. An analysis of 

the culture and practice of European IT companies shows that even 

having a solid legal basis, they regularly work isolated and are 

experiencing serious problems not only during transboundary informa-

tion transfer, but also when trying to interagency information 

exchange. Therefore, the most important aspect of the strategy is the 

harmonization of the possibilities of providing information security of 

European states and the unification of the infrastructure for ensuring 

cybersecurity through changes in national legislation, the creation of 

national response teams for computer incidents, the formation of 

competent national authorities, equipped with professional and 

material resources, which will monitor the situation in their countries 

and manage cyber-risks, as well as to maintain their interaction with 

the European Commission. The strategy envisages strengthening 

cooperation between the public and private sectors as well as the 

development of conceptual documents that provide common concepts 

and approaches to form a single pan-European perspective on the 

organization and conduct of information operations within the 

framework of the developed strategic concept of joint defense and 

security policy
1
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Also, the EU is actively discussing the role of standards in 

strengthening the security of the Internet and protecting personal data 

in the framework of the implementation of the EU cybersecurity 

strategy. It is worth paying attention to the importance of harmonized 

cybersecurity standards for the formation of a single European market. 

It is also worth agreeing on the use of key terms such as cybersecurity, 

network and information security and cybercrime in the EU based on 

existing definitions. At present, all three terms are officially used 

without fixing the differences between them, which entails the risks of 

different interpretations in the EU Member States (or in different 

national languages). 

Consequently, we can conclude that the problem of cybercrime 

acquires and becomes more and more relevant in the modern world. 

The use of technology in all areas of activity of both the individual 

and the state will generally contribute to the emergence of new 

problems and weaknesses in networks and systems that will require 

the consolidation of significant human and financial resources. The 

use of modern technologies in world politics has already demonstrated 

its effectiveness (for example, the conflict in Ukraine, the referendum 

in the Netherlands and the UK, elections in the US, Germany, France, 

Hungary). Therefore, this problem requires further in-depth study and 

analysis. 

 

 

 

2.8. Information and Communication Factor 

of Climate Diplomacy as a Component 

of International Security Programs  

Tykhomyrova Yevheniia
1
 

The scale and complexity of the challenges and threats in the 

modern international security environment have been rising quite 

rapidly recently. The newest threats of the early XXI century, 
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sometimes called non-traditional ones, include global climate change. 

They are treated as a “threat multiplier”
1
, which complicates the 

existing dangers. 

Today the information and communication factor of climate 

change plays an important role in implementing climate diplomacy, 

promoting awareness of climate change, providing information needs 

of target audiences. The ability of people to adapt to climate change 

can be strengthened by disseminating information on climate change, 

as awareness of change plays an important role in decision making 

and is the basis for mobilizing targeted communities. The effects of 

climate change are tangible all over the world, and therefore have a 

strategic priority in international diplomatic relations. 

Scientists argue that there is a huge amount of scientific data on 

climate change, but much less attention is paid to how to communicate 

to the public about climate change research. Therefore, communica-

tors are often not sure how to interact better with non-academic 

audiences, that is, with representatives of the general public. The 

clarification of this is facilitated by a combination of knowledge of the 

science of communication and climate sciences that are exploring 

climate change. 

According to modern researchers, communication on climate 

change is a fairly new industry. In the 1990‟s, this problem appeared 

in scientific journals, which mostly focused on public understanding 

of climate change and the perception of the risk associated with them. 

The purpose of these studies was, on the one hand, to research the 

public opinion on climate change and, on the other hand, to inform the 

public through efficient communications on climate risks.  

That is why the communication on climate change has spread, 

covering a wide range of philosophical and research traditions, 

including humanistic rhetorical analysis, interpretative qualitative 

research, and socio-scientific quantitative surveys and experiments. 

Much of the research on climate-related communications focuses on 

public understanding of the security risks of climate change and 
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factors that affect their perceptions by the population of different 

countries, coverage of relevant topics in the media, and the study of 

the impact of mass media on risk perception. Less widespread, but 

growing areas of research include public participation, organizational 

communication and convincing strategies for influencing attitudes, 

beliefs and behavior associated with climate change. According to 

scientists, there is a need for expanding communication studies on 

climate change in different regions of the world. 

The importance of this problem is evidenced by the fact that in 

2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and former US 

Vice-President A. Gore received the Nobel Peace Prize for their work 

to provide policy makers and the wider public around the world with a 

scientific basis to understand the growing threat of climate change and 

the fight against it. It was emphasized that “large changes in the 

climate can threaten the living conditions of most of the whole 

humanity. They can cause large-scale migration and lead to more 

competition for Earth‟s resources. Such changes will be a particularly 

heavy burden for the most vulnerable countries in the world. Inside 

the states and between them, the danger of violent conflict and war 

may increase”
1
. 

The significance of this new threat is confirmed by a poll by the 

American Pew Research Center. The survey raised the issue of eight 

possible threats. So, people around the world regard the Islamic state 

and climate change as the main threats to national security. Although 

the focus of concern depends on the region and the country, these 

factors are most often referred to as security risks in the 38 surveyed 

countries. In 13 countries, mainly in Latin America and Africa, the 

population determines global climate change as the highest threat (in 

Latin America, on average, 74 % of respondents believe global 

climate change to be the main threat to their country)
2
. 
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Theoretical and practical aspects of climate communication are 

increasingly discussed in foreign publications, where climate change 

is treated as a problem of scientific communication
1
, as the application 

of knowledge about climate change in communications with non-

academic audiences and scientists of physical, natural and social 

sciences
2
. A unique overview of the theory, methodology, and best 

practices of climate change communications is provided in the three-

volume guidebook on Climate Change Communication Practices, 

where information, ideas and experiences are shared through success-

ful projects and initiatives that discuss new methodological appro-

aches aimed at improving understanding of the adaptation to climate 

change, and presenting documents and disseminating the experience 

currently available in this area
3
. Some research studies the role of the 

Internet and social networks in climatic communications
4
. 

The analysis of studies and publications revealed a clear lack of 

research in the Ukrainian scientific tradition aimed at studying the 

problem of the correlation of climate change and danger in political 

science discourse. As climate change and its consequences are cha-

racterized by complex interaction of natural, ecological, technological, 

economic, political and social processes, this problem is mainly the 

subject of scientific natural and economic discourse. 

Nowadays there is the lack of social and political works in which 

the effects of climate change on the security of world society would be 
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considered. In the Ukrainian political science studies devoted to the 

consideration of the problems of climate change are presented by the 

works of O. Shevchenko
1
, in the philosophical framework – by the 

articles of S. Borysiuk
2
 and T. Gardashuk

3
.  

In the context of increasing the importance of climate risks the 

analysis of the information and communication strategy on climate 

change requires particular attention. That is why the purpose of this 

study is to interpret the concepts of “climate diplomacy”, “climate 

change”, “climate risks”, “climate danger”; to find out the relations 

between climate change and security; to identify the role that the 

information and communication factor plays in climate security. 

Nowadays there is no generally accepted definition of climate 

diplomacy since this type of international activity is only designated 

as one of the areas of diplomatic activity. We offer to define climate 

diplomacy as the main component in the structure of international 

cooperation in the field of ecology, the theory and practice of creating 

an international climate regime, climate through multilevel, collective 

and public diplomacy, which is based on the soft power tools that are 

owned and actively used by official persons of states, international 

organizations, informal institutions, transnational structures and civil 

society, among which the special role belongs to the negotiation 
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process resulting in a clear legal and organizational design of climate 

change architecture
1
. 

Climate diplomacy can be characterized as a “soft” way of 

international interaction, which is increasingly used by both states and 

international organizations. It is realized in signing bilateral and 

multilateral climate agreements, organizing and conducting interna-

tional climate-related events, participating in international climate 

projects and programs. Climate diplomacy includes multifaceted 

information and communication activities on interaction with foreign 

countries and international organizations in the field of environmental 

change. One can agree with the scholars that if properly implemented, 

it can become an efficient tool for expanding international relations of 

a state and building its attractive external image, and in some cases it 

may become the brand of this state, its strong competitive advantage
2
. 

The researchers claim that “the environment and sustainable develop-

ment have become the most important diplomatic goals that include 

such aspects as climate change, greenhouse effect, biodiversity, deser-

tification, exploitation of seas and oceans, thus defining the prospects 

for international cooperation over the next decade”
3
. 

The term “climate change” usually refers to global climate 

change or long-term changes in the average temperature of the planet. 

However, it can also be used more broadly to indicate local and 

regional weather changes. The global average temperature is affected 

by many interacting systems, which together are called the climate 

system. But, of course, global climate change also affects the regional 

climate. Researchers believe that climate change is a large-scale long-

term change in the weather conditions of the planet or its average 

temperatures. They are directly or indirectly related to human activity, 

which changes the composition of the world atmosphere and 

complements the natural variability of the climate over certain periods 
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of time. Human activities include pollution caused by industrial 

activities and other sources of greenhouse gases. These gases, such as 

carbon dioxide, have the ability to absorb the spectrum of infrared 

radiation and contribute to the warming of our atmosphere. 

For 4,5 billion years, the earth has had a tropical climate, and the 

glacial period. In recent years, the average temperature has increased 

and in general our climate is changing: 

− the research shows that the average surface temperature of the 

planet from 1901 to 2012 has increased by 0,89 °C; 

− the amount of precipitation has changed between seasons in 

different regions; 

− changes in the nature cause changes in the behavior of species, 

such as butterflies and birds that alter their migration patterns; 

− since 1900, the sea level has increased by about 10 cm around 

the United Kingdom and about 19 cm around the world; 

− the world‟s glaciers retreat - in the Alps, Rocky Mountains, the 

Andes, the Himalayas, Africa and Alaska; 

− Arctic sea ice has been declining since the late 1970s, decre-

asing by about 4 %, or 0,6 million square kilometers (the size of 

Madagascar) for ten years. At the same time, Antarctic sea ice has 

increased, but slower − about 1,5 % over ten years; 

− Greenlandic and Antarctic ice fields that save most freshwater 

in the world are shrinking
1
. 

Researchers point out that in the political literature, the negative 

effects of climate change are often called a security threat. They even 

compare it with the threats of terrorism. However, scientists prefer to 

speak about security risks. They emphasize that climate change should 

not be viewed as mainly external in nature. Climate change is more 

likely to reveal the risks inherent in modern societies, which lead to 

danger. Although responding to threats is often based on the logic of 

zero-sum games, where the defeated and the winners are identified, 

the approach to risk recognizes the difficulty of dividing the network 

of risks in modern societies. Thus, the approach to risk can recognize 

the interdependence that is crucial for responding to the multifaceted 
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characteristics of the climatic risks associated with the safety of 

people and society
1
. 

Climate risks are multifaceted, varied short, medium or long-term 

effects of climate change, covering their multidimensional range from 

local to global. This is the effect of events related to weather condi-

tions (storms, floods, heat waves, etc.). They are factors of climate 

change, but do not cause violent conflicts (security threats), only 

affect the parameters that may be important for their occurrence
2
.  

Analyzing the development and maintenance of peace the 

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) proceeds 

from the fact that conflicts are rarely caused by one factor. According 

to researchers, one of the factors determining the impact of climate 

threats to people‟s livelihoods is governance. According to the 

analysts of this institute, “non-climate” factors, in particular unequal 

rights to land, poor infrastructure, trade barriers, also increase the 

danger to life. Countries lacking institutional capacity, economic 

stability and civil society institutions face greater risk of political 

instability in the face of more frequent and more severe climate 

impacts on livelihoods
3
. 

Recent SIPRI studies focus on issues of climate change for peace 

and security, in particular the project of the Institute for Climate 

Change for Peace and Security has three interdependent goals: 

1) deepening knowledge about how and under what circumstances 

climate change increases the security risks, including a violent 

conflict; 2) the analysis of how political organizations and practices 

respond to these risks; and 3) providing suggestions on how political 

organizations can strengthen effective and sustainable responses to 

these risks. 
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SIPRI
1
 examines seven complex risks that can be affected by 

climate change and which, in certain situations, may pose a higher risk 

to the stability of states and societies, as well as the emergence of a 

conflict. These risks include: competition for local resources; danger 

to life and migration; weather disasters and catastrophes; instability of 

food prices; instability of cross border water use; sea level rise and 

coastline destruction; unpredictable results of policies aimed at 

adapting to climate change and mitigating their effects. 

1. Competition for local resources. The effects of climate change 

directly affect the availability, quality and access to natural resources, 

especially water, arable land, forests and minerals, under the condi-

tions of increased demand for them due to population growth and 

consumption. If there are no adequate governing bodies or mecha-

nisms for resolving disputes, then increasing competition when the 

supply is not able to meet demand can lead to instability and even 

violent conflict. This is especially true of vulnerable states, where 

governance and security institutions, in particular the courts and the 

police, are weak or corrupt. The conflict risk increases when supply-

demand changes in resources coincide with other factors: dependence 

on a limited resource base, past conflicts, social marginalization, and 

ineffective use of resources. Although the intensification of compe-

tition usually manifests itself primarily at the local level, but under 

certain circumstances, tensions can quickly reach national, regional or 

international levels. In the worst case, competition for natural 

resources can lead to regional instability or civil conflict. Thus, land 

disputes were an important factor in 27 (out of 30) civil conflicts in 

Africa in 1990−2009
2
. 

2. Danger to life and migration. Climate change increases the 

danger to people whose existence depends on natural resources. 

Increasing the danger to people makes them migrate or seek 

alternative, illegal sources of income that can lead to conflict. Climate 

change already causes an increase in the frequency and magnitude of 
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droughts and floods. This directly and significantly affects activities 

depending on the structure of atmospheric precipitation (first of all, 

agriculture and cattle breeding), as well as water-dependent industries, 

in particular extractive industries. 

SIPRI analysts argue that the risks associated with climate change 

have a different impact on the gender and regional peculiarities of 

migration. In particular, when migration is chosen as a survival 

strategy, its consequences often depend on the regional context. In 

Central America and South Asia, men spend most of their earnings 

leaving the household for women. In other regions, for example, in 

Southeast Asia, cultural traditions force women to migrate. In many 

countries, women, compared with men, have fewer economic, politi-

cal and social opportunities, limiting their ability to adapt in the 

absence of a breadwinner. The reasons for the migration, the choice of 

the destination, the prospects for employment and the consequences, 

from the point of view of relations in the host society or upon 

returning home − all have gender differences. Therefore, when con-

sidering the potential impact of climate change on migration, it is 

important to take into account both gender and regional aspects
1
. 

3. Weather disasters and catastrophes. Such disasters as cyclones 

increase the risk of violent conflict and instability. For instance, in 

2011 in Thailand the population suffered from floods caused by 

unprecedented monsoon rains. Monsoons damaged dams and 

reservoirs, purposely filled to mitigate the effects of the insufficiently 

intensive rainy season of 2010. After an unsuccessful response to an 

emergency, an angry crowd destroyed a sandbag wall in Bangkok, 

which protected the rich district from rising water levels. It was a 

public manifestation of disappointment by the Government due to its 

discrimination and protectionism. During this crisis, hundreds of 

people went out on the streets in protest of discrimination against the 

Flood Response Operation Center and unfair distribution of water, 

electricity, housing and food. Public unrest and actions of 

dissatisfaction with the Government continued until the military coup 
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in 2014. The consequences of disasters and weak governance often 

exacerbate each other, since disasters cause additional pressure on 

already weak governance
1
. 

4. Instability of food prices and supply. Climate change in combi-

nation with other factors, including population growth, rising energy 

prices and the rapid development of bio-plant production, increased 

the instability of food supplies and prices in the world, which 

increased the risk of civil disturbances. Such effects of climate change 

as rising temperatures, changes in the structure of precipitation, 

droughts and floods affect the quality and quantity of food in the 

world. Changes in their proposals cause fluctuations and price goes 

up. Although high food prices do not always lead to violent conflicts, 

but sudden price jumps are an important factor in civil unrest and 

protests. As analysts say, in 2008 the global food crisis has provoked 

riots in response to rising food and fuel prices in 48 countries, 

particularly in Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Haiti and Pakistan
2
. 

5. Cross border water use. Common water resources are often 

thought to be a source of cross border tension. As the impacts of 

climate change affect supply and water quality and demand for water 

continues to grow, competition for water resources can be a factor in 

the pressure on existing joint water use agreements and management 

structures. According to analysts, shared water use can give both a 

chance for cooperation, and lead to a risk of increasing tension 

between users. Almost all countries with common borders are forced 

to share water with their neighbors. International pools of lakes and 

rivers cover 46 % of the land surface and provide about 60 % of the 

world‟s river flow. Many of the cross border river basins, including 

the Nile, the Ganges, the Indus, the Tigris and the Euphrates, the 

Mekong, the Amudarya and the Syrdarya, are located in historically 

vulnerable and conflict regions. When water sources are depleted and 

demand is rising, climate change can exacerbate the risk of 
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vulnerability in cross-border basins. In the future, the situation can 

change, as increasing droughts, warming, melting glaciers may change 

cross border water resources and access to them
1
.  

6. Increased sea level and coastline destruction. Increasing the 

sea level threatens the viability and life of the lowlands. Frequent 

flooding and the risk of flooding the area result in resettlement, 

migration and public unrest. Changing the level of the water surface 

can also lead to appeals to existing sea borders and legal access to 

ocean resources. Particularly sensitive to this are small island states 

threatened by the loss of the entire territory, as well as cities built in 

the river deltas and on the coast (such as Karachi in Pakistan and 

Lagos in Nigeria), where floods and storms can significantly affect 

economic development and damage a large, highly concentrated 

population
2
. 

7. Unpredictable results of policies aimed at adapting to climate 

change and mitigating their effects. Policy responses to adaptation to 

climate change may increase the risk of conflict if this policy does not 

take into account the context of vulnerable or affected countries and 

leads to an unpredictable negative impact on vulnerable populations. 

Since this policy is more often implemented in the world, the risks of 

unpredictable adverse effects, especially in the context of vulnera-

bility, will continue to increase. Any reaction to climate change affects 

natural resources and the dynamics of local determinants. The so-

called vulnerability to climate change, neglect of the impact of 

policies on the existing driving forces of the conflict can deepen the 

risks of conflict and further increase vulnerability to climate risks, 

hampering economic development, exacerbating political problems 

and increasing the danger to people
3
. 

The growth in the significance of climate-related problems 

contributed to their transformation into one of the priority themes of 
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international security. The effects of climate change are becoming 

increasingly destabilizing, have a devastating impact on the economy, 

the social and environmental systems. They become political, socio-

economic and environmental stressors of social development. It is a 

fertile ground for the formation or intensification of conflicts, extre-

mism and radicalism. Climate changes create an additional burden for 

existing civil protection, national and international security systems
1
. 

Climate danger can be treated as the risks that affect security, 

namely: 

1) increasing competition for access to natural resources can lead 

to violent conflict if efficient dispute resolution mechanisms are not 

created
2
; 

2) the growing frequency of climate extreme weather phenomena 

and disasters can worsen political instability and endanger the source 

of existence, which in turn can force people to migrate on a large scale 

or move on to obtaining illegal sources of income; 

3) breach of food production and rising food prices may lead to 

social instability, violent and civil protests; 

4) reducing energy efficiency caused by higher temperatures and 

lower precipitation, as well as threats for energy production and 

transmission infrastructure from extreme weather events, endanger the 

supply chain and energy security
3
; 

5) growing demand for water resources and the irregular supply 

of water increase the pressure on existing water management mecha-

nisms and may complicate political relations, especially in the area of 

cross border basins, where there is already a certain tension
1
. 
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The Concept of Realization of the State Policy of Ukraine in the 

Field of Climate Change for the period until 2030 claims that at the 

beginning of the XXI century the global community has recognized 

that climate change is one of the major challenges to global develop-

ment with potentially serious threats to the global economy and 

international security as a result of increasing direct and indirect risks 

associated with energy security, food security and drinking water, the 

sustainable existence of ecosystems, risks for health and life of people. 

The low ability of countries to adapt to such manifestations of climate 

change as floods, droughts, coastal destruction and long periods with 

abnormal heat, can lead to social and economic instability. Over the 

past two decades, the issue of climate change has become one of the 

most acute problems of the world economy and politics in the context 

of developing strategies for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and 

the gradual transition to low carbon development of all sectors of the 

economy and human life activity components
1
. 

According to the Ukrainian professor V. Shatokha, significant 

changes are now taking place in the overall political context in the 

field of climate. If in the 1990s the policy in this area was largely 

determined by the position of the leading powers, then in the 2000s 

the political context became more polycentric. He refers to the opinion 

of S. Oberthür, a political scientist with strong international law 

experience, a specialist on international and European environmental 

governance, who believes that new players now perform an important 

role at the local, regional, national, supranational and international 

levels as well as public and private organizations operating on the 

basis of their own understanding and preferences regarding the future 

climate regime. In most countries, national legislation on climate has 

been developed and the relevant authorities implementing it have 

appeared. Many international (bilateral and multilateral) agreements 

and initiatives have been concluded. Active players are represented by 

industrial companies from various sectors of the economy. The role of 
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social movements has increased, in particular regarding the cessation 

of the use of fossil fuels
1
. 

Analyzing the problem of leadership in relation to the context of 

international efforts to prevent climate change, V. Shatokha addresses 

the analysis of the approach of European researchers in environmental 

problems and climate change – J. Gupta and M. Grubb – who 

identified the following typology of this phenomenon: 

− Structural leadership that uses motivation based on a political 

and economic dimension (a kind of whip and stick method). At the 

same time, not only the overall political weight, but also importance in 

terms of preventing climate change is significant, in particular in 

relation to the current and projected future levels of emissions, as well 

as to the economic resource that a country can afford to attract. 

− Instrumental leadership that is based on diplomacy to create 

“victorious” coalitions that reach consensus on mutually beneficial 

decisions on some occasion. It should also prevent the emergence of 

blocking coalitions – that is, alliances are able to block decisions that 

are in line with the EU position. 

− Leading leadership that proceeds from an idea and its own 

achievements in order to influence the approaches of other countries 

in the sense of desirable and possible. 

The Ukrainian researcher uses this approach to characterize 

European leadership in international climate change prevention 

policies: it is partly structural because the EU has a significant 

political weight and international respect for the environment; 

partially instrumental, since the EU has repeatedly demonstrated its 

diplomatic skills and the ability to balance certain internal 

disagreements between Member States; and, finally, the EU often uses 

a steering type of leadership, especially at critical stages of the climate 

process, when, by setting a “high standard” of tasks, it provides an 

increase in the ambition of tasks undertaken by other countries
1
. 

In response to the risks of climate change, climate security has 

been integrated into the EU’s Global Strategy for 2016 and several 
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other initiatives. The EU has taken concrete measures on matters of 

relevance to addressing climate security issues such as food security, 

water security and disaster resilience. The problem of climate change 

has become a priority of the EU security activity. That is why it is 

integrated into the EU foreign policy and retains its leading role in the 

field of climate diplomacy at the global level and with its own 

example; with the help of diplomacy, persuasion and argumentation it 

contributes to reaching international agreements on combating global 

climate change. 

In early 2018 scientists of SIPRI stated that the EU intensifies its 

efforts to become a “global leader in tackling climate-related security 

risks”. Analyzing recent conclusions of the Council on Climate 

Diplomacy (February 2018), they have drawn attention to the fact that 

the Council‟s conclusions are more oriented towards new actions than 

those adopted earlier. They illustrate not only the fact that the EU is 

stepping up its efforts to become a world player when it comes to the 

implementation of the Paris Pact on Climate Change in 2016, but also 

the fact that the EU is now paying much more attention to the need to 

resolve problems and mitigate security risks associated with climate 

change. It also discusses the key steps that the EU needs to strengthen 

its climatic mitigation work
1
. 

Today many states and international organizations in the field of 

climate diplomacy actively use various information and commu-

nication methods to provide public understanding of security issues in 

the context of climate risks. They influence the perception of the 

population of different countries of the mentioned problem, coverage 

of the relevant topics in the media, and the study of the influence of 

the mass media on the perception of risks. These include: joint 

information campaigns at the EU level and embassies of the Member 

States aimed at key decision makers and agents of change, including 
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governments, parliamentarians, non-governmental organizations, 

green industries and civil society in the broad sense. One can talk 

about the strengthening of collective public diplomacy; the partici-

pation of the EU Delegations and Embassies of the Member States in 

the joint organization of the Days of Climate Diplomacy; joint work of 

the EU and the Member States with partners to formulate an 

understanding of the content of climate policy; support of partners in 

developing implementation plans and establishing liaison with 

relevant financial and technical support structures; the EU diplomatic 

services participate in encouraging timely ratification of the adopted 

climate agreements
1
. 

On the initiative of, for example, the French Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, at Embassies the so-called network of “correspondents on the 

environment” was set up to mobilize diplomatic efforts to address 

climate problems. They are responsible for discussing any “environ-

mental” issues in their country of residence and international 

organizations, informing, advocating and promoting French positions 

on issues related to ecology and sustainable development, participa-

tion in bilateral and multilateral environmental events. Climate 

diplomacy should be aimed at requiring from states to create condi-

tions for reducing the harmful effects of gas emissions into the 

atmosphere, the greenhouse effect and temperature rise, and to rely on 

concrete actions, mostly international, or at least pan European
1
.  

Various actions are implemented by the committees of the 

French Alliance, one of the most important external representations of 

France, which activities are aimed at creating a favorable image of the 

country in the world. The project Green Alliances (Alliances vertes), 

launched in 2011−2012 in Dubai, was a new interesting project of the 

French Alliance. It is aimed at creating ecological thinking among 
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schoolchildren through school education. Another ecological program 

of the French Alliance is called Indalo, which means “nature” in one 

of the languages of South Africa. This program has been implemented 

since 2008 in Port Elizabeth, with the support of the Association of 

Renewable Energy Center. The project was aimed to reduce carbon 

emissions in the process of energy campaigns. In 2009, Lesotho, 

Botswana and Swaziland joined the program
1
. 

Within the framework of the Green Embassy project and on the 

occasion of the European Sustainable Development Week, the French 

Embassy to Ukraine conducted a simulation of the international 

negotiations on the results of the UN Conference on Climate Change – 

COP21 at the Lyceum of Anna Kyivska in Kyiv
2
. Participants joined 

this event to discuss goals that would keep temperatures below 2 °C 

up to 2100
3
. 

Based on the partnership between Egypt and Germany in the 

fields of environment and energy, in 2011 the German Embassy 

initiated a dialogue platform for exchanging experiences, raising 

awareness and promoting cooperation between politicians, enterprises, 

academia and civil society. Cairo climate talks are organized jointly 

by the German embassy and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 

Environment of Egypt. Negotiations were held on a variety of topics, 

including the role of young people in discussing climate change 

issues, and the acquaintance of urban communities with environ-

mentally sound solutions for Egypt. In 2016, the dialogue, involving 

hundreds of civil society actors, circles of politicians, practitioners and 
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experts from academia, focused on climate change financing and the 

Paris Agreement
1
.  

On September 9, 2014, the first German-British-French Climate 

Diplomacy Day took place. The Climate Diplomacy Week is the time 

when the EU delegations around the world turn to communities and 

partner organizations, highlighting positive global actions and 

cooperation in climate change. The events that took place on that day 

in German, British and French missions in more than 30 countries 

highlighted the importance of partnerships with climate diplomacy, 

demonstrated successful climate projects and stressed the need for 

current climate action. Since then Climate Diplomacy Day has been 

held annually
2
. 

In 2015, the Minister of Nature Protection of the Republic of 

Armenia, within the framework of the European Climate Diplomacy 

Day, received a delegation from the diplomatic corps of the EU 

countries concerned about the dangers of climate change and global 

warming. He, underlining the importance of consolidating efforts to 

combat climate change, welcomed the EU‟s initiative to organize a 

meeting and, in particular, mentioned: “Climate change and its 

dangerous consequences do not recognize borders, therefore, all 

countries, regardless of the magnitude of the impact of these changes, 

must take decisive action in order to avoid irreversible consequences 

in the future. That is why, although the volumes of greenhouse gas 

emissions in Armenia are not significant, we are actively cooperating 

with various European and international institutions and ready to 

assume voluntary commitments to reduce emissions. We share the 

concern of the international community about preventing the effects of 

rising temperatures”
1
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An example of the events of 2016 is the exchange organized by 

the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Germany, the activities of 

the German Embassy in Seoul and in the EU Delegation to Moscow
1
.  

In June-July 2017 the Delegation of the European Union and the 

Embassies of the EU Member States conducted various events within 

the framework of the Week of Climate Diplomacy. The EU‟s 

international initiative was aimed at attracting new partners to the 

global community that fights climate challenges and supports the 

political impetus of climate change after the Paris Agreement. In 

particular, they were attended by the embassies of Belgium, the 

United Kingdom, Spain, Germany, the Netherlands, Finland, France 

and Sweden
2
.  

In 2018 the Weeks of Climate Diplomacy took place twice: on 

June 18–24 and on September 24−30. In the EU, the Talanoa 

Dialogue was the central topic of the Climate Diplomacy Week in 

2018. This is the Pacific tradition of explicit and inclusive exchange of 

ideas through the narrative of stories, a facilitation process that helps 

to see progress in reaching the global goals of the Paris Agreement 

before the start of CP24 (24
th
 Conference of the Parties)

1
. 

The same year one more diplomatic action is scheduled to take 

place in December in Katowice, Poland, which should promote the 

problem of climate change in the world. It will be the 24
th
 Conference 

of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change and the 14th session of the Meeting of the Parties to 

the Kyoto Protocol. The event will be attended by about 40,000 guests 

from all over the world. M. Krupa, President of Katowice, said that 

the organization of the summit would be, on the one hand, a global 

promotion of the city; on the other hand, it will contribute to raising 

the level of awareness of the inhabitants on climate protection and 

ecologically responsible development of the environment. The UN 
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Climate Summit is a great opportunity to show how our city has 

changed in recent years”
1
. 

As global climate change poses a danger to people living in many 

parts of the world, national and international programs to prevent such 

changes are also being actively developed today. We will analyze a 

number of programs proposed by the EU in the European region. 

Clima East (October 2012 − April 2017) is a package of projects 

funded by the European Union and assisting the countries of the 

Eastern Partnership (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova 

and Ukraine) and Russia in defining approaches to reducing the 

impact on climate change and mitigation of consequences. The packa-

ge of projects includes two components: the first one is implemented 

by the United Nations Development Program; it includes a number of 

pilot projects, which support the development of ecosystem appro-

aches to climate change; the second component is a policy project 

aimed at assisting partner countries in improving policies, strategies 

and market mechanisms in the field of climate change by supporting 

regional cooperation of partner countries and improving their access to 

information on policies, regulatory frameworks and the EU expertise 

in climate change
1
. 

The Climate Forum East (CFE I January 2013 – December 2014, 

CFE II January 2015 – June 2017) was held with the support of the 

European Union, the Austrian Development Agency, the Austrian Red 

Cross and the World Wildlife Fund. The project, implemented in six 

countries of the Eastern Partnership (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 

Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine), aims to strengthen the capacity of 

civil society in its interaction with decision makers on these issues and 

to mobilize young people and local communities to respond to the 

challenges that their countries face in terms of climate change. 

Accordingly, one of the key objectives of the project is the assessment 
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of the major climate risks and vulnerabilities in each country by 

national public organizations, as well as the development of recom-

mendations for public organizations and decision makers about 

possible approaches to adaptation to climate change
1
. 

The CFE II project in Ukraine provided the members of the 

Ukrainian Climate Network NGO with the opportunity to implement 

practical projects related to climate change and adaptation, as well as 

to improve the organizational capacity of their institutions. Thanks to 

it, for the first time in Ukraine, adaptation plans for climate change 

have been developed for several villages, large industrial cities and 

protected areas. One of the indirect consequences was the adoption of 

the first regional strategy for adaptation to climate change in the 

Rakhiv district. The opportunity to receive additional financial aid 

helped to implement six pilot projects for adaptation to climate 

change: a herd of buffaloes from Transcarpathia to Denmark was 

transported, drainage systems needed in Kamyanets were upgraded, 

webcams were installed in the churches for monitoring fires in 

wetlands, and reservoirs to collect rainwater in kindergarten were 

constructed
1
.  

The educational component of the program has become extre-

mely useful in terms of disseminating information on climate change 

and adaptation. More than 100 teachers and representatives of non-

formal education gathered at the first annual Culture Education Forum 

in 2016 to exchange experiences, interesting ideas and projects, as 

well as to take part in the Children’s Climate Games master class for 

“The Game Changes the World”. The project Ministry of Climatic 

Magic continued the work of the youth, it was attended by 150 

students from five cities who participated in trainings on climate 

change, environmental activity, implemented projects in their schools 

on environmental issues. Then the students participated in the final 

                                                 
1
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camp in the Carpathians. An interesting experiment titled “Energy 

independence is our common agreement” was held in the information 

tour on climate change and energy conservation, which enabled the 

activists of the Ukrainian Climate Network to visit 10 cities and 

publish information on climate change, adaptation to them and energy 

efficiency. They met with local authorities on energy efficiency in 

cities and adaptation to the effects of climate change
1
. 

The ENVSEC initiative launched the Climate Change and 

Security Change Program in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the 

South Caucasus (2013−2017, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Armenia, Georgia, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, 

and Uzbekistan). It is supported by the EU and the Agency for the 

Development of Austria, the Organization for Security and Co-ope-

ration as a lead organization with the participation of the United 

Nations Economic Commission for Europe, the United Nations 

Environment Program, the United Nations Development Program and 

the Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe. 

The project aims to improve understanding and awareness of climate 

change as a security issue, and the need for regional and cross-border 

cooperation in the field of adaptation; as well as to strengthen the 

capacity of national and local stakeholders to predict, prevent and 

mitigate, in a timely and effective manner, the potential security risks 

associated with climate change. These goals should be achieved on the 

basis of joint assessments of the impact of climate change on security 

for each region; creation and dissemination of information on the 

impact of climate change on security and the necessary adaptation 

measures; and the development of an experimental adaptation strategy 

for climate change for a cross border river basin (the Dniester river 

basin)
1
. 

This project identifies and assesses areas of special focus on 

climate change and security in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the 
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South Caucasus. The data of this zone are determined geographically 

and are characterized by a stable state of stress, environmental 

problems or two factors at the same time. In each of these areas, 

climate change in one or more spheres can undermine existing social 

or economic models, endanger infrastructure or lifestyles, or threaten 

with the political and social contradictions, conflicts or instability. 

Areas with weak authorities or inefficient mechanisms for cooperation 

in the field of cross-border environmental or security issues are 

particularly vulnerable. The analysis of areas of special interest, which 

is discussed with stakeholders in the countries of the region during 

several consultations, takes into account the spheres of tension 

associated with the value of available resources. Such a tension may 

be due to criminal activity that conflicts with their legitimate use, or 

due to emerging issues as to who can use these resources and how. 

The issue how climate change can affect all these situations is of 

particular interest
1
. 

Consequently, since international responses to climate threats 

were “slow and inadequate”, countries need to integrate climate 

change into their security policies to prepare for the worst scenarios
1
. 

To formulate appropriate responses to the risks associated with 

climate security, climate prevention needs to be addressed, which will 

require the continued integration of climate security into existing 

mechanisms for early warning and conflict prevention. To provide 

security in a climate-tense world, more active and intensive appro-

aches are needed to address instability issues in strategically important 

regions with high levels of protests and weak governance. 

Today one of the problems is the need to attract the efforts of the 

world community to overcome the climatic risks, which requires a 

large-scale promotion of climate events and the appropriate solution to 
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a number of communicative tasks, in particular: providing citizens 

with access to information on various aspects of climate change and 

educational work in this area. In order to strengthen climate diplo-

macy, better information flows and better dissemination of climate 

change information are needed through formalized local meetings, 

climate change focal points for embassies of individual countries; 

studying the learning needs and satisfying them through a variety of 

activities in different information formats; integrating climate policy 

into wider dialogues and meetings, for example, annual meetings or 

regional conferences of delegations; preparing materials for climate 

change available to different target audiences (press kits, infographics, 

case studies, expert lists, etc.)
1
.  

Prospects for further research in this area may include problems 

of public awareness and knowledge about climate change, factors 

affecting them, changing public opinion about climate change, the role 

of political ideology in the public understanding of climate change, 

dominant discourse on climate change in the media and Internet 

sources, the most effective and convincing climate change message 

strategies targeting individual target audiences, as well as analysis of 

climate communication strategies and practices in individual 

countries, in particular Ukraine, and social training in the structure of 

climate communication. 
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Chapter 3 

ECOLOGICAL SECURITY 

 

3.1. Ecological Security of Smart Cities 

Development: Reality and Expectations 

Pavlikha Nataliia
1
,  

Kolomechiuk Vladyslav
 2
 

To date, there are not many smart cities that meet eco-city 

standards. They vary in their diversity ranging from European cities to 

highly developed smart cities in Asia. A large number of such cities 

are self-proclaimed eco-cities which means, for example, changing the 

attitude towards sustainable development in existing cities. Classifi-

cation presented in the Eco-Cities – Global Survey review
3
 shows that 

many eco-cities include only a fraction of the aspects of the sustai-

nable development of a smart city such as transport links, waste 

recycling or energy efficiency. Most of them are small in size or exist 

as an extension of already existing cities and rarely develop indivi-

dually. Likewise the attitude towards eco-cities in Europe is also very 

different. For example, some countries want to develop and even sell 

renewable energy sources while others are marked by the opposite 

behavior because they have such a resource in their abundance. This 

diversity and relatively small number of eco-cities or ecological 

quarters are reflected in the recommendation to focus on medium-

sized cities supplemented by goals for United Nations eco-cities, 

namely:  
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− green city mosaic; 

− striving for compact cities; 

− diversified local economy; 

− advanced network schematics; 

− green water and energy-efficient urban environments; 

− protection of eco-systems; 

− preserving the green industry and jobs in clusters
1
.  

Such UN criteria may have arisen as a result of significant 

environmental changes on a small to medium scale. Large cities, the 

number of which has grown massively in Asia and other parts of the 

developing world, cannot be considered as truly environmental. This 

is precisely the problem of identifying a modern and smart eco-city. 

Contemporary emerging cities seeking to become a smart city 

very often face many challenges including unsanitary, air and water 

pollution, resource constraints, energy supply and other problems that 

affect the functioning of society. For example, in many cities where 

the population exceeds a million, in the last few decades the condi-

tions in the low income regions have improved but there are still many 

areas lacking appropriate services and conditions in the housing and 

utility services sector and sanitation. The large size of individual cities 

where the population exceeds a million (Mumbai, Mexico, Delhi etc.) 

negatively affects the supply of freshwater, most of which is ground-

water, which leads to land subsidence, flooding and pollution with 

industrial and human waste. Cities are also faced with the well-known 

problem of air pollution caused by the volumes of various industries 

and mass motorization. Finally, the growth in the number of millions 

of cities is irreversibly changing all local ecosystems. Except for 

extractive resources and waste, cities also receive environmentally 

significant impacts from land use. Cities in the world occupy only 

about 3 % of Earth‟s surface
2
. Concentrating a large percentage of the 
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world‟s population on a small square, global urbanization contributes 

to the decline of much larger volumes of the earth‟s surface. In 

addition, over time, the density of cities diminishes which means that 

today‟s Asian and African cities with a high density will probably be 

much less dense in the future. The degree of density reduction will 

have a profound aggregate impact on the number of cities in the area 

where they are located. 

At the regional level urban growth means the expansion of 

neighboring rural and forest landscapes. Expansion, as a rule, occurs 

along road and other transport routes, as a result of ambiguity of 

investment in real estate or with the help of other differentiated means. 

Territories adjacent to cities are often reminiscent of mosaic environ-

ments consisting of built-up areas as well as agricultural land, wooded 

land and other regions. Such pre-city landscapes extend to tens and 

even hundreds of kilometers from city centers which of course cannot 

meet the standards of a smart city especially in terms of infrastructure. 

Over time such cut-off urban areas unambiguously can and should 

merge with the overall urban development strategy
1
.  

Fragmentation of the landscape reduces the large areas of sur-

rounding forests and other areas that affect the biodiversity of flora 

and fauna. The expansion of the built environment contributes to the 

consolidation of soil and erosion (soil erosion is accelerated by an 

increase in rain runoff from solid surfaces) and as a rule it causes local 

water pollution
2
. As a result, neighboring agricultural lands are 

decreasing, thereby increasing the distance from agricultural produc-

tion areas to city centers. 

At the global level in order to strengthen the environmental 

security of cities and to overcome other problems of the present most 

modern development strategies suggest not only maintaining the 
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sustainability of cities but also introducing new concepts of smart 

cities. Indeed, at the moment, most of the world‟s most sustainable 

cities are also among the richest cities. The northern and central 

European cities are well known for their involvement in sustainable 

urban development and today they are also in the development of the 

concepts of a smart city. The first places in these field are occupied by 

many large cities of such powerful countries of Europe as Denmark, 

Sweden, Estonia, Norway, Great Britain, Spain, etc. Copenhagen is 

one of the leading green and innovative cities in Europe. The city has 

proven to be the leading green city in the world. Copenhagen headed 

the Siemens Green City index in Europe, and was selected as the 

European Green Capital in 2014
1
. The city has one of the lowest 

carbon level in the world (less than two tons per capita). Copenhagen 

also carries the most ambitious carbon emission reduction plan. They 

seek to achieve neutral carbon emissions by 2025. To achieve such an 

ambitious goal the city has set important goals including energy 

efficiency and renewable facilities as well as green building standards 

etc. It is impressing that in the city about 40 % of all displacements 

occur with cycling
2
. 

Another European city, Barcelona, is developing a variety of 

innovation types and ideas for a smart city. The city which annually 

organizes and holds the World Congress Smart City Expo is undoub-

tedly the leader in Europe in implementing the concepts of a smart 

city. Barcelona became the first city in Spain that received the status 

of a smart city in 2013, ranked fifth in Europe, ahead of such well-

known cities as London and Paris
3
. Undoubtedly, Barcelona is the 

epicenter of technology and innovation. However technologies and 

innovations not always make the city smart. According to Boyd 
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Cohen, a well-known urban and climatic strategist, the status of a 

smart city is received only after the introduction of the following 

indicators: smart economy, smart environment, smart management, 

smart mobility, smart life and society
1
. The city is also known for 

introducing the concept of green development which undoubtedly has 

a significant impact on the environmental safety of society. It brings 

together entrepreneurs in the green sector and various institutions that 

contribute to the development of green concepts. Like in Copenhagen, 

in Barcelona, about 50 % of all city traffic is carried out by foot or on 

a bicycle and only 20 % of trips in the city center are carried out by 

means of motorized transport
2
. The plan for greening and biodiversity 

in the city describes how the authorities plan to redistribute the use of 

abandoned territories, contaminated buildings and even individual 

sections of the road to create new green areas. The state‟s vision 

includes a network of connected green areas that spread evenly across 

the city, contributing to the existence and development of flora and 

fauna. The idea is that the promotion of natural life in the city will 

have not only a positive impact on the mental and physical well-being 

of its inhabitants but also on human society as a whole structure 

through the reduction of CO2 emissions and biodiversity protection
3
. 

However not all major cities in the world have the experience and 

resources to develop an environmentally safe or more smart eco-city. 

Some cities in the world are in low- and middle-income countries or in 

countries that have only recently begun to benefit from the 

introduction of new concepts and strategies. Singapore is one of the 

cities that made both an innovative breakthrough and an economic 

one. The city receives quite high estimates for the policy of 
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sustainability and the introduction of smart city technologies
1
. Until 

the 1970‟s there were many problems in Singapore that still exist in 

Asian cities including poverty, depopulation of certain areas, 

overpopulation and most importantly the problems of air pollution, 

water and sanitation. The city renewal schemes began slowly but 

efficiently. Housing subsidies eliminated informal settlements of the 

colonial era and replaced them with modern high-rise multi-apartment 

buildings. By 1980 almost every inhabitant on the island had access to 

municipal water. As a result most of the infectious diseases such as 

cholera have disappeared. The Singapore experience is unique as it 

involves a series of comprehensive planning tools that may not be 

available elsewhere. Environmental sustainability is a prominent place 

on the agenda of the city government reflecting the awareness of the 

situation with the natural resources of the city (scarce land, natural gas 

shortages and limited supply of freshwater), the economic benefits of 

increasing environmental efficiency and understanding that this 

activity will improve Singapore‟s global position. 

To date, it can be argued that environmental security focuses on 

how environmental factors affect national and global security 

implications. The key point is that changing environmental conditions 

can affect traditional local security conditions. Changes in the 

environment can lead to conflict and violence between states and 

between groups within states. The idea is that a deficit or a large 

amount of natural resources such as fossil fuels, minerals and fresh 

water can destabilize relations between states and between groups 

within states which leads to conflicts. The degradation of ecosystems 

as a result of excessive exploitation, extreme pollution and the effects 

of climate change can have the same negative effects. However the 

other side of the industry focuses on the fact that environmental 

change, on the contrary, can contribute to more peaceful co-operation 

between states and between groups within states. The idea is that 

environmental cooperation with environmental problems (for example 
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cooperation on transboundary fresh water sources) can lead to 

increased confidence between competing states and, ultimately, to the 

transition to more traditional security policy arenas that will contribute 

to peacekeeping. 

Today the main factors that affect the environmental security of 

cities around the world include the energy problem, water security 

and, of course, the climatic component. Cities of the world consume 

about two thirds of world energy consumption. It is forecasted that by 

2030 this share will have increased to 73 % of the total. Urbanization 

in developing countries is a major cause of increasing global demand 

for energy for the needs of cities. Today, cities residents of China or 

India consume twice as much energy as the average national indi-

cator
1
. Cities consume energy in different ways but mostly it is direct 

consumption, for example, fossil fuels burned in the city, energy 

consumed by motor vehicles. There is also indirect energy consump-

tion when the energy used within the city is formed from outside its 

boundaries where part of the electricity used in cities is generated by 

hydroelectric power stations and nuclear power plants
2
.  

However, it may seem paradoxical that developing cities face a 

dual problem with energy and its wise usage. They are in search for 

ways to provide electricity and fuel for cells of new wealthy towns-

people while providing basic energy services to a large number of 

poor people who are forced to live without the required amount of 

electricity or limited access to modern forms of energy supply. In both 

cases the problem is usually defined as the creation of sufficient 

energy supply (and the provision of services) to meet growing demand. 

Alternative energy, increasing the efficiency of production and 

energy consumption, changing lifestyles and smart urban planning, 

can significantly alter the negative energy performance indicators. 

Carbon-low minerals, renewable energy sources such as solar and 

wind power etc., can significantly change the situation. The efficiency 

of energy production can be maximized due to wider use of 
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cogeneration units. Such installations use waste heat from electricity 

generation and redirect it for useful purposes, in particular, hot water 

supply and domestic heat supply in the nearest residential and 

commercial buildings. Such a practice is typical for European smart 

cities.
1
 

Another issue of ecologycal security of smart cities is that cities 

and their inhabitants are significant direct consumers of fresh water. 

With regard to energy, world cities are responsible for consuming 

most of the world‟s freshwater supply. Delivering quality fresh water 

to big cities has always been a difficult issue. All residents of the city 

demand reliable supply of healthful water for everyday needs although 

the definition of “healthful” depends on the type of a user (private 

individuals and households require quality drinking water while 

factories and utilities usually require water of lower quality). In 

today‟s living conditions the aggregate demand for water is always 

rising both in rapid urbanization and in the rising level of wealth of 

society. Frequently, in order to eliminate problems with fresh water, 

urban water demand often does not correspond to geographical 

demand. Cities located on the rivers or nearby have a stock of surface 

waters but the amount of water flowing through the city is rarely 

sufficient when cities start to grow fast. In addition rivers flows are 

subject to seasonal fluctuations (especially in arid and semi-arid areas) 

and therefore they are not always reliable. Local groundwater loading 

is another type of water supply but this form of water accumulation is 

unstable in the long run. As cities rapidly increase local supply of 

fresh water they are forced to feed water from distant sources which, 

accordingly, can lead to the destruction of entire ecosystems
2
.  

Finally, such a component as climate change will add water 

problems to cities in the coming decades acting as additional 

problematic impacts on local and remote sources of fresh water. Even 
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the absence of drought conditions, high temperatures and precipitation 

will depend on both the quantity and the seasonal availability of fresh 

water for many cities. Cities in dehydrated or semi-arid regions that 

are dependent on river systems will be significantly affected. Climate 

change can also affect to water quality in various ways, for example, 

through higher sea levels which will increase the penetration of salt 

water to the supply of groundwater to coastal cities. This will 

definitely worsen the already complex problem
1
. 

At the same time, cities and their populations are very vulnerable 

to the effects of climate change. The effects of climate change will be 

wide-ranging and influence almost every aspect of urban life. 

Problems include rising sea levels, storms and other extreme weather 

conditions, impacts on public health, increased energy consumption, 

changes in freshwater supply, air pollution, urban biodiversity changes 

and significant economic impacts.
2
 

In the 21
st
 century we are faced with the tremendous pace and 

scale of globalization, urbanization, urban environmental impact, 

resources, water and energy requirements. Today, environmental 

security must undoubtedly mean security in the territories inhabited by 

most of the world‟s population and most of the world‟s population 

live in cities now. Eco-cities spread around the world in many 

different forms and with different interests. They can be a step 

towards an ambitious, less lucrative lifestyle in a more sustainable 

environment, according to their broad context and future needs. As the 

population grows, accordingly the number of urban problems increa-

ses. It is expected that such growth will continue with increasing 

levels of pollution, resource shortages, catastrophic climate change 

and many other issues. Today, cities are faced with new environ-

mental, economic, technological challenges that they have to meet to 

ensure sustainable and smart development. It is time to use technology 
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and create smarter systems that will optimize the use of scarce 

resources. That is why today such factors determining the modern 

smart eco-city can be identified as: biodiversity conservation in the 

urban environment, ecosystem conservation, efficient natural resource 

management, integrated water management system, effective air 

pollution control system, disaster risk reduction system, improvement 

of city sustainability as a result of climate change, creation of a large 

number of low-carbon environments, focus on the development of 

renewable energy sources etc. A large number of countries in the 

world have already started their way to implementing the concepts of 

smart eco-cities but still there are some countries where the gradual 

decline of cities is felt every year. 

 

 

 

3.2. Ecologically Secure City Development: 
Experience, Modernity and Future 

Voichuk Maksym
1
 

The term “environmental security” is commonly used in relation 

to attempts to preserve the flows of resources, infrastructure and 

services at the national level, as well as in relation to the Urban 

Ecological Security, which is currently informing about strategies for 

reconfiguring cities and their infrastructure in such a way as to support 

environmental and material reproduction. Although the debate on 

economic, social and environmental reproduction has historically been 

viewed as interconnected, in an era of scarce resources and climate 

change, it can be argued that support or striving for strengthening 

economic growth means that issues of economic, social and 

environmental reproduction have become strategically intertwined 

with urban level. The value is to create additional layers for economic 

and local competition between cities, which is typical of the post-
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Keynesian urbanization. “Renaissance” in recent decades of the 

certain subnational territorial forms of organization
1
 can be considered 

as informed and information selective competition (national) strategy
2
, 

in order to create both the context of economic globalization and the 

spatial response to it. 

Cities are not a complete ecosystem. Rather, cities need to 

support environmental processes that extend far beyond their borders. 

In order to survive, city dwellers need constant supply of energy, raw 

materials, food, goods, water and finished products. Such materials are 

treated in any useful form (materials used for buildings and streets or 

finished products such as furniture and appliances) or are waste. 

Much, but not all, waste is exported beyond the city boundaries, which 

leads to pollution of air, water and soil. Thus, cities use both 

ecological sources and cesspools: forests, rural landscapes, freshwater 

reservoirs and oceans. The exchange between urban and non-urban 

areas is not neutral. As “intense energy nodes, material transformation 

and consumption”, cities consume a clean flow of ecosystem services, 

creating a clean outflow of environmental pressures
3
. 

Observers have long recognized such true information about 

cities and developed metaphors for describing and measuring environ-

mental and urban transformation. Among the most popular were urban 

metabolism and environmental metaphors. Metaphor for urban 

metabolism has intellectual roots since the late XIX – early XX 

centuries. But recently it has been associated with the engineer 

Baltimore Abel Wallman, who published the main document on this 

issue in 1965. Wallman argued that cities could be considered as 

metabolic systems characterized by flows of resource revenues 
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(materials and energy) and waste (sewage, pollution, etc.). He argued 

that cities are the centers of ecological transformation, where the 

useful forms of matter and energy (low entropy) turn into less useful 

forms (high entropy). Scientists and engineers who are now dominant 

in this niche focus on tracking and understanding the flows of material 

and energy resources through cities, as well as developing mecha-

nisms for increasing the flow efficiency. In particular, the metaphor 

prioritises the understanding, detection and quantification of material 

and energy flows in and beyond cities, as well as building accounting 

systems to track these flows. Perhaps the most critical is that the 

metaphor provides theoretical support for the idea that cities should 

reduce their dependence on those natural sources and cesspools that 

exist outside of them
1
. 

Environmental security focuses primarily on how environmental 

factors affect national and global implications for overall security. Its 

central message is that changing environmental conditions can affect 

traditional or “severe” security conditions on the ground. There are 

two main ways to do this. First, environmental change can lead to 

conflict and violence between States and between groups within 

states. The idea is that a deficit or a large amount of natural resources, 

such as fossil fuels, minerals and fresh water, can destabilize relations 

between states and between groups within states, which leads to 

conflicts. The degradation of ecosystems as a result of excessive 

exploitation, extreme pollution and the effects of climate change can 

have the same negative effects. Secondly, other parties argue that 

environmental change, on the contrary, can contribute to more 

peaceful co-operation between states and between groups within 

countries. The idea is that cooperation on environmental issues (for 

example, cooperation on transboundary sources of fresh water) can 

lead to greater trust between the competitive powers and, ultimately, 

the transition to a more traditional arena of sound security that will 

contribute to peacekeeping. 
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Conceptual roots of environmental security can be traced back to 

the Cold War, especially until the 1970s and 1980s. The branch was 

formed during these decades against the backdrop of increased 

attention to the world reserve of natural resources and its complex of 

ecosystems. The generalized risks associated with pollution and its 

consequences, food shortages due to overpopulation, climate change 

and other scarcity of natural resources have become commonplace 

fears. Although these problems were often associated with influential 

but speculative predictions, such as the report of the 1972 Club of 

Rome entitled Restrictions on Growth, other developments were very 

real. The most significant of these were the oil turmoil of 1973 and 

1979, which sent Western economies into the corkscrew and turned oil 

into a geostrategic issue for politicians around the world. During the 

1980‟s the list of anxieties became bigger. Detecting the “ozone hole” 

over Antarctica, confirming the hypothesis of climate change and 

concerns about deforestation from tropical rocks have shown that 

there is a serious environmental problem. During the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, the field of environmental security became institutional. 

In 1987, the Brundtland Commission released Our Common Future 

Report, which is by far the most well-known concept of sustainable 

development. In addition, it was argued that the environment could be 

the cause of human conflicts and violence. On the contrary, the report 

related to the war and preparation for war stands in relation to the 

degradation of the environment. In order to direct these ideas, in 1988 

and 1989 Mikhail Gorbachev proposed “environmental security” as a 

priority of International Relations. Gorbachev wanted environmental 

issues to rise to the top of the agenda of the United Nations through 

formal institutional changes
1
.  

Although the ideas of the Soviet leader have not disappeared, the 

end of the Cold War nonetheless provided environmental security. By 

looking for a framework for understanding the world after the Cold 
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War, scientists such as Thomas Homer-Dixon formulate the funda-

mental concepts that are still informing the industry. He and others 

argued that a natural resource shortage due to increased demand, 

reduced supply or unequal access could threaten national and 

international security. Against this background, they developed similar 

considerations regarding the scale of the environment, in which 

control over critical natural resources (oil, precious minerals, etc.) can 

cause regional conflicts; this is the so-called thesis of “bloody 

diamond”. Finally, they argued that human intervention in the Earth‟s 

ecosystem would aggravate environmental problems such as drought 

and various kinds of catastrophes. For example, climate change will 

disrupt freshwater regimes all over the world, increase pressure on 

agricultural production, and will likely increase natural disasters, such 

as more frequent and more powerful storms. Skeptics, however, cast 

doubt on the assertion, challenging environmental compliance with 

traditional security issues, noting the extreme complexity of overco-

ming the causal links between the environment and the conflict while 

arguing that empirical evidence of maintaining a relations between the 

environment and conflict is changing at best
1
. 

The area of environmental protection did not completely exclude 

cities from its sphere of activity, but at the same time was deprived of 

the opportunity to integrate them into a comprehensive critique. David 

Michel of the Stimsons Center says: “Environmental students 

recognize that the coastal cities from Alexandria to Amsterdam will be 
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susceptible to storms and rising sea levels. But as cities are viewed 

from the standpoint of environmental security, it can be argued that 

they were more likely to be considered as individual cases, rather than 

as a full class [analysis]”
1
. Such observation is a starting point. The 

fact that the cities were more diverse and curiosity in the field of 

environmental protection came to the fore, their existence was 

interpreted as unpredictable, and their value was poorly understood. 

This relative inattention may be related to the notion common to those 

who work one way or another on the environment, and believe that the 

“environment” is synonymous with “nature”, which in turn is defined 

as something that exists outside of human experience. From this point 

of view, the environment consists of natural ecosystems, namely, 

rivers, wetlands, forests, oceans, the atmosphere and other systems, on 

which, ultimately, life itself depends. In this paradigm, due attention 

to environmental security is paid to the human intervention in the data 

system, often causing their degradation and the effect of the boome-

rang, which is the cause of human suffering. The adoption of such a 

mental picture of the world requires that cities be considered as the 

ultimate human artifacts, completely out of nature and, therefore, 

outside of the discussion. There is nothing unusual here: significant 

intellectual parallels have been made in the history of the ecological 

movement itself. The logical consequence is that the subjects of 

environmental security are, first and foremost, rural and indigenous 

populations, that is, people who live in close proximity to nature and 

directly dependent on fishing, forest, pastures and subsistence farming 

for survival. Ultimately, rural and indigenous populations rather than 

urban ones are relatively poor. 

In 2010, Christine Partermore and Will Rogers of the Center for 

New American Security (CNAS) spoke on the need to take the environ-

mental security policy seriously
1
. Otherwise, the brilliant articulation 
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of environmental security and its connection with traditional national 

security issues, as is written by Partermore and Rogers, consists of a 

number of intellectual thoughts. The authors focused their attention on 

fisheries, agriculture, irrigation, forest disappearance, soil erosion, loss 

of biodiversity, groundwater, minerals and energy. In short, they 

focused only on every industry except cities. If anyone without 

knowledge of the urban ecology reads the above report, then one can 

conclude that the cities are unlikely to be related to environmental and 

natural resources. In addition, in the text of the Report, attention was 

focused on almost all but the people living in cities – an impressive 

inaction of more than half of the world‟s population. The authors 

focused on rural and indigenous peoples, particularly rural poor, and 

more specifically on peasants who live in an array of instability, from 

West Africa through the Middle East to Central and South Asia. The 

choice of such a complex was most likely not accidental. The authors 

seem to have recognized that the proper role of environmental security 

is to make the environment relevant to regions, conflicts and groups 

that receive relevant attention from those involved in national security 

policy. In the CNAS case, these regions are in this particular arc of 

instability, conflicts are not taken into account by US military planners 

during the 1990s and 2000s, and the conclusion is that these groups, 

poor rural and indigenous populations, are considered as such that it 

tends to affect environmental degradation, thus increasing instability 

by a mere presence for both their own countries and for the rest of the 

world. 

In recent years, the challenge has been to imagine that urban 

infrastructure is largely depoliticized and can be reduced to 

technocratic and administrative mechanisms for the provision and 

distribution of public and private goods
1
. Emerging disputes over 

infrastructure and information and communication technologies
2
, 
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water supply
1
, power engineering

2
 and transport relate to reciprocity 

and dynamism, the flow of relations both indirectly and through urban 

infrastructure
3
: they jeopardize the distinction between technological, 

social and different levels of political activity in order to inform about 

the production of urban infrastructures. The shift of the role of the 

national state is decisive in terms of the formation of spatial differen-

tiation in relations with subnational ones. In addition, with the 

privatization, liberalization and polling (at least rhetorical), the goals 

of universal service
4
, cities become differentiated in relation to 

national states and network infrastructures, but there is also polari-

zation within city centers between “bonus” network spaces
5
 and 

horizontally related and profitable interests and places. However, there 

is also another way to exclude or disconnect from less-favored places. 

This raises problems with the adaptation of the existing infrastructure, 

its features and, thus, politicization. 

Under the conditions of globalization, privatization and deregu-

lation, which relate to many Western countries, this mutual capacity in 

industrial and transformational infrastructure has highlighted the 

potential for denial and political mobilization of infrastructures 

through certain geographical locations and forms of attribution, pre-

sentation and reconfiguration. The reconfiguration of infrastructures is 

interwoven with city management, highlighting how the city mana-

gement configuration mobilizes the reflection and understanding of 

infrastructure transformations and the ways in which existing 

infrastructure configurations structure the capabilities and limitations 

of city management. 
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In this regard, the dominant theme in the urban governance 

literature points to the central role of cities as “engines of economic 

development” for business interests and thus provides justification for 

how capital flows and investments turn into “entrepreneurship” for 

managing urban growth.
1
 

The domination of economic thinking in urban governance is an 

important factor when it comes to the transformational opportunities 

that open the “re-emergence” of subnational in the last phase of 

globalization and “multilevel governance”, as well as the ways in 

which economic understanding in the narrow sense of transforma-

tional potential has become dominant in many Western countries. 

Despite the fact that in the management of urban development 

methods of scalar and multilevel governance are used, literature 

around urban environmental governance is relatively neglected by 

scalar values, where space and scale, as a rule, are unmistakable. 

Environmental governance often reflects a cascade approach to a 

political scale, where there is a hierarchical and vertical set of 

relations based on the ratios between scales that often lack dynamism. 

The emphasis on international negotiations and the creation of 

international environmental agreements are essential for cascading 

approaches. 

The national state is characterized by a peculiarity of its position, 

thus often neglecting a variety of opinions and in many respects it is 

considered as a black box. Negotiations on these agreements subse-

quently determine the role of ensuring (or not) compliance with the 

national state of a key subnational role, which will be subject to 

environmental commitments. This again uses a cascade to display the 

local level, usually a black box. 

The consequences of this are taken from at least four positions
1
. 

Firstly, attention is paid to the role of a national state, covering a 

relatively unitary position, often neglecting the wide variety of 
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different positions in national contexts. Secondly, at the same time, 

this, and the look at the area of the so-called black box, strengthens 

relatively fixed views of the borders and the interaction of different 

scales of political activity. Thirdly, because of the review of the area 

as a container for the transfer and achievement of international 

agreements, the excessive stability of the management of the states is 

achieved and it reduces certain possibilities of local forms of agencies 

and spatial differentiation. Finally, this becomes especially important 

given the role of subnational governments in transnational governance 

networks. The arguments on the suppression of the state, on the 

“revival” of the subnational, and the ways in which the scalar 

configurations of the “new” forms of governance were produced, were 

largely absent from the debate on environmental governance
1
. This 

highlights the problems, in particular, about how we understand the 

active ways of including environmental commitments in the city 

administration
2
, whether it contradicts or agrees with the predomi-

nance of urban economic governance, or is actually a pre-formed 

coalition of city administration.  

We increasingly argue that cities are developing more and more 

strategic thinking about their future resource needs. The decisive 

factor in this is the inclusion of natural resources and the ability to 

overcome environmental constraints in economic and social compe-

tition between cities. At one level, it becomes one of the indicators of 

productivity in competition between cities, but on the other hand it 

becomes a more profound indicator of the ability of cities (at least in 

the quest) to provide conditions that can “guarantee” their social, 

economic and material reproduction in the period of limited resources. 

The transition from the events of September 11
th
, where the protection 

of critical infrastructure from terrorism or the consequences of 
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environmental damage to the position in which the city can guarantee 

the state of material resources against the background of scarce 

resources and competition, have changed. In real terms, the new 

measure of competitive urban positioning is their ability to internalize, 

link and control their resources, supply, consumption and production. 

Such strategies are seen as a new emphasis on economic growth 

on their own initiative. Pricing, carbon trading, decentralized techno-

logies, new fuels and the physical strength of the city are all new 

opportunities for the development of environmental and economic 

services. Cities are actively seeking to integrate their environmental 

and infrastructure strategies with economic strategies and are actively 

seeking to replicate the wider sustainable urban resources initiatives 

(SURI) landscape in other national and international contexts. 

Increasingly, issues related to the environment and infrastructure are 

interwoven, where the ability to guarantee growth is linked to the 

preparatory environment and infrastructure, and such reconfiguration 

becomes a source of economic growth, since it is “deployable” and 

recurring in other situations. 

A controversial strategy for such strategies is the development of 

emblematic spaces for piloting and experimentation of SURI technical 

corrections in wider regeneration and new urban strategies in cities 

around the world. For example, Thames Gateway is advertised as the 

world‟s first “eco-friendly” region, which is becoming a key point for 

demonstrating water neutrality, waste neutrality, energy neutrality and 

energy independence – through conservative, decentralized and low 

carbon technologies
1
. Dongtan, a major new extension of the city of 

Shanghai, is becoming a symbolic example of the desire for indepen-

dence in energy security, water, food and closed loops for waste and 

energy reuse. An agreement was reached on the “deployment” of this 

model of eco-city in other parts of China, and since recently in 

London, recommendations have been developed in the style of 

Dongtan. London Mayor and London Development Agency are 

planning to develop Thames Gateway in London, based on the 
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principles of developing zero carbon content on the example of 

Dongtan in China
1
. 

 

 

 

3.3. European Union Ecological Security 
Ensuring  

Skorokhod Iryna
2
 

Environmental factor has a significant impact on the economic 

development of many countries. Therefore, nowadays special attention 

should be paid to the regional environmental security. It is necessary 

to develop a new trend in the use of natural resources, to create a 

market mechanism which would enable the complex solution of 

environmental and economic issues related to the use of raw materials, 

waste production and in general, the natural resources. After all, the 

escalating environmental problems intensively affect the modern 

development of individual countries and the overall world economy. 

Environmental security is one of the most important benchmarks 

for sustainable development of the regions. It ensures the constancy of 

the spatial system, determines the optimal level of load on environ-

ment. According to the concept of sustainable development, socio-

economic development of the region should ensure the environmental 

security of people‟s lives. Although, any influence of economic 

development on the environment is negative in relation to its quality, 

as there is an increase in the technogenic load. At the same time, there 

are increasing possibilities for introducing resource-saving and 

environment-friendly technologies and the level of environmental 

culture among the population. 
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According to H. Anisimova, economic growth should be accom-

panied by adequate social transformations and contribute to solving 

the problem of improving environmental quality
1
. 

The main principle of ensuring environmental security in the EU 

is the transition to environmentally balanced models of production and 

consumption and the elimination of relations between economic 

development of the region and environmental degradation. 

According to the National SecurityConcept of Ukraine approved 

by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, environmental security is conside-

red as an integral part of the state‟s national security
2
. At the same 

time, among the many issues related to the provision of environmental 

security, the urgent task is to develop a national strategy for optimi-

zing the use of natural resources in the context of market transforma-

tions and implementation of the Association Agreement with the EU. 

We agree with V. Kravtsiv that environmental security is a public 

good, which has such features as the priority of environmental 

security, because it is a mandatory attribute of human rights and 

freedoms and it is included to the minimum standard of life support; 

the collective nature of the environmental security assignment, that is 

environmental security, knows no boundaries and cannot be the object 

of any property (neither private nor state); uncertainty of quantitative 

and qualitative parameters of environmental security, i.e. knowledge 

about the limits of ecological systems stability, and about dynamics 

and consequences of their changes
1
. 

The definition of the term “environmental security” is reflected in 

Table 1. Based on the theoretical views of various scientists to define 
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the term of environmental security, there are the following levels: 

international, national, regional, micro level. 
Table 1 

Definition of the term “environmental security” 

Scientists Definition 

1 2 

A. Kachinsky,  

G. Khmil
1
 

Ensuring protection of the vital interests of man, 

society, environment and the state from actual 

or potential threats posed by anthropogenic or natural 

factors 

V. Lipkan
2
 

The component of national security and the process 

of managing the national security system, in which state 

and non-state institutions provide environmental 

balance and guarantee protection of the population‟s 

habitat and the biosphere as a whole 

Zh. Poplavska
3
 

The ability of specific enterprises to withstand the 

environmental risks that may arise due to violations 

of current environmental legislation 

O. Prokopenko,  

S. Illiashenko
1
 

The state of environment, which provides conditions 

for functioning, reproduction and development 

of present and future generations of people at a certain 

level 

P. Skripchuk
2
 

It provides protection of vital interests of man, 

environment and state from the real or potential threats 

created by anthropogenic or natural factors to the 

environment 
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End of table 1 

1 2 

E. Khlobistov
1
 

An integral part of national security; a certain state 

of productive force development, regulatory and legal 

relations in a society that can provide a sustainable 

reproduction of natural resource potential, favorable 

environmental conditions for the life of the population 

A. Shmal
2
 

The mechanism which ensures the permissible negative 

impact of natural and anthropogenic factors 

of ecological hazard on the environment and the man 
 

International environmental security is a systemic and multilevel 

process of integration, regionalization, liberalization and democra-

tization of international relations, which components form a complex 

of environmental conditions of human existence and influence the 

functioning of environmental institutions and organizations, causing 

the creation of special relations between countries in order to prevent 

environmental hazards
1
. 

Limited natural resources lead to contradictions and conflicts that 

impede socio-economic growth. Today, environmental conflicts can 

be defined as conflicts at the interstate level, caused by incompatible 

interests of the parties, as well as their struggle for property rights, the 

use of or control over the resources and services of the environment. 

According to forecasts, the number and scale of environmental 

conflicts will increase. 

A very critical situation is connected to use of water resources. 

Today, there is an increase in the number of “water” conflicts. 

According to the UN estimates, by 2030 more than 2 billion people on 

the planet may remain without access to clean water, and a large 
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number of countries will face water shortages, which inevitably will 

lead to an increase in domestic and international conflicts
1
. 

The increase in disproportions between the growth of the popu-

lation of the planet, the needs of people and the limited capabilities of 

the biosphere with the maintenance of the welfare of humanity are 

among the main reasons for the increase of the number of environ-

mental conflicts and the scale of their consequences. 

The main reasons for the aggravation of the global environmental 

situation include: the excessive use of land resources; increase of 

volumes of emissions into the Earth‟s atmpsphere; pollution of the 

World ocean through the extensive activities of multinational corpo-

rations; increase in population of the world; growth of volumes of 

energy consumption; an increase in volume of industrial and domestic 

waste. That is why the еnhancing international cooperation in the 

environmental field becomes an urgent necessity. 

The priority directions of ensuring environmental safety in the 

EU are the next: strengthening international cooperation on the 

rational use of natural resources; protection of flora, fauna and 

environment of their being; reducing emissions of air pollutants, such 

as hydrocarbons, and those that lead to the formation of photo-

chemical oxidants. 

The direct relations between regions of different countries, 

especially in the field of environmental security are an important form 

of interregional cooperation in the EU Member States. 

Threats to national interests and national security in the ecolo-

gical sphere of countries include: 

− increased risk of man-made emergencies and natural disasters; 

− irrational, exhausting use of mineral raw materials; 

− deterioration of the ecological status of water basins, aggra-

vation of the problem of transboundary pollution and reduction of 

water quality; 

− uncontrolled import of environmentally hazardous techno-

logies, substances, materials and plants, pathogens of diseases, which 

are dangerous to people, animals, plants and organisms; 
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− ineffectiveness of measures to overcome the negative conse-

quences of military and other environmentally hazardous activities; 

− the danger of man-made emergencies, including nuclear and 

biological terrorism; 

− outdated and insufficient efficiency of complexes for the 

disposal of toxic and environmentally hazardous waste
1
. 

Interregional ecological safety, in our opinion, is defined as a 

kind of interregional cooperation in which conservation, rational use, 

reproduction and improvement of the quality of the environment are 

ensured, and in which the national activities of certain states exclude 

the environmental damage to other countries. 

Interregional environmental security can also be considered as a 

process of integration of interregional relations, which stimulates the 

creation of special modes of relations between countries in order to 

prevent environmental threats. Interregional cooperation is important 

because it provides environmental security to all EU Member States. It 

lets take into account the following activities in this area: 

− to conduct research in the field of nature management, in 

particular, prospects and challenges of the development of traditional 

and alternative energy, dynamics and forecast of emissions, dischar-

ges, burials and disposal of pollutants and wastes, etc.; 

− develop and implement a system of observation at the inter-

regional level: the development of new surveillance systems, etc.; 

− to create an integrated monitoring system; 

− to develop theoretical and methodological principles of rese-

arch of ecological changes on the basis of a combination of 

achievements in different branches of knowledge; 

− to create and maintain complex interregional programs in the 

field of environmental policy, to provide financial and scientific 

support for regional intergovernmental projects, etc.
1
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The main institutions involved in environmental security at the 

international and interregional level are:  

− the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD); it belongs to a group of international organizations involved 

in the prevention of serious chemical accidents and the limitation of 

their consequences. It organizes workshops, publishes, makes deci-

sions and recommendations on the field of environmental security;  

− the International Labor Organization which prepares interna-

tional conventions on the prevention of serious industrial accidents, 

which are included in the category of acts of international law;  

− UN Economic Commission is preparing documents on the 

nature of international conventions, for example, on the transboundary 

effects of industrial accidents. 

The formation and development of the sector of environmental 

goods and services is a special condition for ensuring environmental 

security in the EU countries. As the development of the market for 

environmental goods and services stimulates the rational use of natural 

resources, it helps to minimize the negative consequences of 

disturbing the ecological balance of natural systems, to improve the 

methodology and practice of assessing losses caused by deterioration 

of the quality of resources, etc., that has a direct impact on the state of 

the market of natural resources. 

The link between the market for environmental goods and ser-

vices in the technology market is specific. The development of 

energy- and resource-saving, small- and non-waste technologies 

actually means the simultaneous development of the market of 

environmentally safe goods and services, because the market of the 

corresponding technologies or technological resources is the market of 

the products of the sector of environmental goods and services. In 

modern conditions, the introduction of any modern technological line 

requires the complete set of its appropriate environmental equipment, 

which, in turn, forms the demand for products of the eco-industry
1
. 
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According to the European Commission‟s methodology, two 

groups of services are environmentally friendly: specific environmen-

tal services and services related to the protection of the environment. 

Specifically, environmental services consist of the results of a 

specific activity related to the protection of the environment or 

resource management. It is worth noting that the characteristic activity 

(according to the National Accounts system used in Europe and the 

OECD countries) is one that is typical of the research subject; in the 

case of the environmental goods and services sector it is an activity 

which purpose is to pursue environmental goals. This type of service 

is divided into: environmental protection services which purpose can 

be prevention of pollution or degradation of the environment, 

reduction, elimination of pollution, environmental education, manage-

ment and so on; resource management services whic purpose can be to 

prevent the exhaustion of natural resources, reduce their use, admini-

stration, education, etc. 

As for the second group, the services related to environmental 

protection can be exclusively services or services related to the goods, 

which ensure their implementation.According to the system of 

national accounts, such services are services that are directly used, or 

are not used anywhere else, except for environmental protection or 

resource management. These services can be divided into: environ-

mental protection services; resource management services; products 

for the provision of environmental protection services; products to 

reduce the use of resources or to provide resource management 

services
1
. 

According to experts, the volume of operations on the global eco-

industry market is 600 billion euros annually, where almost a third of 

the market falls on the EU. The United States and Japan also occupy a 

significant niche in the global environmental market. Almost 40 % of 

the market is comprised of renewable energy technologies and waste 

management technologies and utilization. In the world market, there 
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are such main competitors of the EU in the eco-industry as Japanese, 

Taiwanese and Chinese participants. The USA is a competitor of the 

EU in the field of bioplastmas and bio-fuel technologies
1
. 

Two segments of the world ecological market are allocated: 

1. The market in developing countries, where demand for clean 

drinking water is actively formed and the main environmental service 

is the treatment of waste water; 

2. The market of developed countries, where more complex and 

costly environmental products ands ervices are realized. 

A significant growth of the global eco-industry market is 

forecasted in the future. The importance of efficient use of resources 

and energy, the application of tough environmental rules in developed 

countries, which has led to the significant development of environ-

mental industries around the world, is increasing. 

Developing countries and countries with a developed market 

economy have formed the sector of environmental goods and services 

or the EGS sector. At the same time, a new environmental policy and 

rules for the participation of international business entities are being 

formed. The EGS sector produces such categories of environmental 

products as environmentals ervices, ecological production, more 

efficient use of resources and environmental technologies. 

The sector of environmental goods and services consists of 

producers of goods and services aimed at the protection of the 

environment and the rational use of natura lresources. To assess the 

volume of production of environmental goods and services, data are 

used on national producers of economic activities that create 

environmental products within the European System of National and 

Regional Accounts (ESA). 

It is quite difficult to assess in a cost-effective manner the level of 

environmental services for ecosystems, where benefits will be 
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available in the future. A comparative assessment is used to determine 

quantitative advantages and shows that one option is better than the 

other. It also takes into account the opinion of the population living in 

the ecosystem through a survey. The result of providing ecosystem 

services includes clean air and water and, in general, raising the 

environmental quality. You can partially set market prices for 

individual services, such as freshwater cleaning, etc. It is also 

worthwhile to estimate the losses incurred to the population, in 

particular, the number of deaths from floods or the impact on the 

health of contaminated air. But sometimes the costs and benefits are 

quite difficult to compare. Therefore, a powerful financial planning 

tool or a model for comparing the benefits of alternative options is 

used to evaluate them
1
. 

Environmental goods and services are provided for the purpose of 

preventing, reducing and eliminating environmental pollution, as well 

as maintaining and preserving natural resources. This sector is 

important and promising in the EU and its development can reduce 

environmental pressures, create new jobs and be economically viable 

for business. 

In the EU the increase in energy expenditure in all areas is an 

important factor for the development of the eco-industry. Thus, many 

innovations and technological changes are aimed at reducing energy 

use (energy efficiency), reducing the use of natural resources 

(resource efficiency), efficient management of water resources and 

waste. The share of the EU countries in the global market for environ-

mental goods and services in 2017 is shown in Fig. 1. 

In the last decade, energy intensity in the EU countries has 

improved. However, significant differences remain and there is a gap 

between the EU-28 and the EU-15. The general trend in the EU-15 

indicates the introduction of more energy-efficient technologies and 

production methods, promoting energy conservation and raising 

energy prices. 
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Water Management                       Water Management and recycling 

 

 
Fig. 1. The share of the European ecological market in the global market 

for environmental goods and services in 2017
1
 

 

With regard to the introduction of environmental innovations in 

European countries, the championship is held by Great Britain, 

Germany and the Netherlands, which demonstrates to the existing 

powerful inventive and innovative potential. 

The US, Germany, Japan and other countries do not just compete 

with each other on their own markets, they also compete in markets of 

third countries, especially developing ones. Increased competition in 
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the market for environmental goods and services is due to the active 

participation of Asian countries that have been able to find a niche and 

are actively involved with exports. In particular, China has become a 

market leader in certain segments (for example, solar cells). 

According to Eurostat, in 2017 production of the EGS sector 

amounted to 0,4 % (Finland), 1,3 % (Spain), 7,5 % (Sweden), 11,5 % 

(Austria) of the country‟s GDP. The highest figure can be attributed to 

the completeness of Austrian data, the lowest – limited to Finnish data 

(only renewable energy production and energy saving)
1
. 

There are three ways to implement environmental products. The 

product can be sold on the market, made for personal use and provided 

for use free of charge or at a negligible price (services provided by 

public authorities, such as supervision and control over the use of 

natural resources). In European countries, a significant proportion of 

the EGS sector is a market activity. 

The volume of goods and services aimed at protecting the envi-

ronment in 2017 ranges from 0,3 % of GDP (Finland) to 3 % of GDP 

(Austria), while goods and services aimed at the rational use of natural 

resources on the European market is comprised of 0,04 % (Italy) to 

7,1 % (Austria) of GDP. The difference in the indicators of the envi-

ronmental sector between countries is due to the lack of statistical data 

(for example, Italy reported only the use of water resources, while 

Austria included all data on the provision of goods and services aimed 

at the sustainable use of natural resources). 

Environmental products and services related to environmental 

protection in the EU are made to stop and prevent air and water 

pollution, waste recycling, noise reduction, etc. Products related to 

resource management are aimed at the rational use of water, forest, 

energy resources (including alternative energy production) and 

mineral resources (including their processing). 

The analysis showed that in the EU, about 72 % of the total 

output in the EGS sector involves waste management, wastewater 
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management and rational use of energy resources, that is, environmen-

tally-specific services. 

In 2017, the total amount of environmental products and environ-

mentally specific services in Austria reached 65 % (almost 21 billion 

euros). The production of environmental services amounted to about 

9,5 billion euros, and the production of environmental goods – 

11,3 billion euros. Almost half of the environmental services (4,5 billion 

euros) were related to managing energy resources, for example, 

services to reduce energy consumption. In the Netherlands, 28 % of 

the EGS-sector amounted goods and services related to the use of 

energy resources. Services in the field of waste and sewage mana-

gement are in second and third posotions, respectively
1
. 

The volume of the environmental goods and services sector in the 

European Union is determined in accordance with the classification of 

environmental measures (CEPA) and the classification of resource use 

measures (CReMA). The data are collected and distributed using the 

following division. CEPA classification includes: atmospheric air and 

climate protection, including climate protection and ozone layer; 

wastewater management; waste management; protection and restora-

tion of soils, underground and surface waters; reduction of noise and 

vibration; protection of biodiversity and landscapes; radiation protec-

tion; environmental research and development, including other 

environmental measures. 

The classification of CReMA includes: the use of water resour-

ces; forest resource management; low-cost attitude towards flora and 

fauna; rational use of energy resources; management of mineral reso-

urces. However, there is no internationally agreed standard classifi-

cation of resource management activities. Nevertheless, the classifica-

tion of Resource Management developed in the EU environmental 

goods and services sector can be used to determine its overall volume, 

provided that countries are fully accounted for. 

Relations between neighboring states are largely dependent on 

effective cooperation in the environmental sphere, which, in turn, 
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depends on the level of environmental education of the population, 

culture and education of the neighboring countries. The imbalance in 

environmental education, the discrepancy between levels of economic 

and socio-political development between states often lead to interna-

tional misunderstandings. 

Solving ecological problems of a global scale requires concerted 

action by government and non-governmental organizations, coopera-

tion between states and regions, and the development of long-term 

environmental policy. Therefore, environmental security is increa-

singly becoming an integral part of global security
1
 

Environmental protection of transboundary areas should ensure 

international protection and improvement of the environment, espe-

cially in areas of high-waste mining, as well as in areas of radioactive 

contamination and extreme natural phenomena (floods, earthquakes, 

landslides). 

Problems of international ecologization of the economy, as well 

as the need for cooperation between neighboring countries, show that 

significant attention should be paid to the study of the ecological state 

of the border areas in particular. To ensure the development of Ukrai-

nian-Polish cross-border cooperation in the environmental sphere and 

the formation of a system of environmental safety of cross-border 

territories at the regional level, it is necessary to: establish partnerships 

in the ecological and economic sector; intensify ecological and econo-

mic international cooperation at various transboundary levels (micro, 

meso, macro); create a network of cross-border information ecological 

centers; influence the environmental education of the population of the 

border regions of neighboring countries, etc. 

Thus, despite existing interstate problems of a political, legal, 

economic or other nature, ensuring the ecological safety of cross-bor-

der territories is urgent today. It is precisely in cross-border regions 

that environmental security must be ensured; it depends on measures 
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taken not only by one country but also by neighboring states. This is 

especially needed in areas polluted by industrial and other wastes. 

In the current ecological and socio-economic situation in the EU 

countries, in order to address regional environmental security issues, it 

is necessary: 

− to form an ensuring system of environmental and social secu-

rity with a view to reducing internal and external environmental 

conflicts; 

− to form regulation mechanism of social, economic and environ-

mental processes at internationally levels; 

− to introduce environmentally friendly safe production techno-

logy, that will contribute release of environmentally friendly clean and 

competitive products; 

− to create an effective system of prevention and response to 

emergency situation of any nature; 

− to intensify integration of individual states into the European 

ecological system security. 

Thus, in order to solve environmental threats in European coun-

tries, it is necessary to intensify efforts towards the formation of regio-

nal environmental security. To overcome environmental problems 

effectively, the most advanced forms of international cooperation 

based on common criteria, universally accepted universal approaches 

are necessary. 

Further research on environmental security in the European Union 

should focus on studying the experience of creating an ecological 

market in certain foreign countries, as well as the role of cross-border 

cooperation in enhancing the development of the interregional market 

for environmental goods and services. 
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Chapter 4 

ECONOMIC SECURITY  

 

4.1. Economic Instruments for Environmental 
Security and Sustainable Development  

Wasiuta Aleksander 
1
 

Efficient economic instruments, which control proper utilization 

of environment, are important aspects of ecologization. There are two 

types of such economic mechanisms and instruments. 

− general instruments and mechanisms which are effective for the 

whole country‟s economy, its sectors and branches (on the macro level); 

− specific instruments and mechanisms, directly connected with 

environmental protection and natural resources usage (the use of own 

specific mechanisms of utilization of environment)
1
.
 

Nowadays working out the effective concept of economic mecha-

nisms, which manage utilization of environment, is possible according 

to following rules: 

1. Effective utilization of environment and environmental protec-

tion can be developed and realized only after finding such concept 

forall separate sectors and whole economy. 

2. Economic mechanism of utilization of environment should 

become an integral part of “global”economic mechanism; it can‟t be 

local and include only nature complexes and branches of industry 

which exploit nature. Mechanisms of protection of environment 

should be correlated with other economic mechanisms, which operate 

in other stages of processing resources – a good plan, connecting the 

primeval resources with final goods.  

3. Economic mechanism of utilization of environment should be 

formed as synthesis for diverse fields of industry, and cover many 
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geographical regions. This cannot be done without taking into con-

sideration basic economic processes which function in consumer 

society
1
.
 

Any undertakings connected with environmental protection, 

require investment, but if those costs are not incurred then society has 

to pay for repair of environmental damages. Those expenses are very 

important in calculating ecological losses. We consider the first 

expenses to be the ones incurred on protection of environment in the 

sites where there is potential hazard. Second expenses deal with 

economic losses that are the result of not taking action connected with 

environmental security. It includes compensation for loss of resources, 

and expenses for repair of devastation and expenses for predicting 

feasible losses in the future. 

Giving characteristics of economic mechanism in solving ecolo-

gical problems, Ukrainian scientist O. Wekłych noticed that economic 

mechanisms in environmental protection, exist in developed countries, 

and contain two major groups of ecological statutory regulations for 

industry
2
. 

The first group is oriented towards enforcement of some regula-

tions for pollutants of environment. It is a unified system of regula-

tions: money for waste, for storage or distribution of pollutants, 

charges for deterioration of natural environment, environmental taxes 

from company profits, when the production involves use of substances 

dangerous for the environment, compensations for breaching environ-

mental policies, or environmental standards, for causing hazard to 

human health or flora and fauna. 

The second group of regulations, which activates undertakings 

dealing with environmental protection, is meant to encourage intro-

duction of the improvements to the present state of environment. This 
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group is the strongest instrument for improving the state of environ-

ment. On the one hand it is economically attractive for firms, which 

use natural resources; on the other hand, it creates possibility of con-

verting to innovatory technologies, from monitoring the environment 

towards prevention. State subsidies, reduction of taxes, low-interest 

loans, depreciation of machines and equipment used for environmental 

protection, buying and selling of pollution permits, encourages the 

firms to consider pro-ecological solutions. Those economic measures 

create favourable conditions for organizing actions aiming at preven-

tion and improvement of the state of natural environment
1
. 

All subsidies granted to firms for prevention and improvement of 

the state of natural environment come from the Budget or special 

ministerial funds. For example, in Austria there is natural environment 

fund, in Sweden – fund for prevention of pollution caused by burning 

of fossil fuels; in Turkey – fund for prevention of pollution of environ-

ment, and so on. Institutions, which finance and distribute subsidies, 

are able to function according to loan-financial methods. In majority 

of countries, there is a law, which stops the financial support when the 

requirements, which enable the use of subsidies, are not met. Fines for 

waste and bonuses for use of technologies which are environment 

friendly are “soft“ market instruments of economic policy, which is 

used by more developed countries such as the USA, Japan, Sweden 

and others. They are not greatly acknowledged in Europe
2
. 

There are three distinguished economic mechanisms for regula-

ting the nature usage processes: 

− “soft”, pushing mechanism – liberal for ecology. It is the most 

general limitation for industrial development without inhibiting it. 

This type of economic mechanism is directed towards decreasing 

negative impact on environment. Is does not do much to eliminate the 
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cause of the deterioration, it has little impact on the rate and scale of 

the industrialization. This mechanism is typical for industry-based 

development. This mechanism is being implemented in Ukraine; 

− mechanism which encourages ecologically balanced and envi-

ronment friendly industries and types of activities. The market 

principles form the basis of functioning of this mechanism. This me-

chanism encourages the increase of production, which uses new 

technologies; it promotes better utilization and protection of natural 

resources. Restrictions for farming in the country side are an an 

example of such mechanism; 

− “fixed”, top-down mechanism, which is based on administra-

tive and market instruments.Its stiff tax and loan policy hinders some 

branches of industry. This type of mechanism is representative for 

stable socio-economic communities
1
. 

In reality those mechanisms do not exist separately and are tied 

together. It all depends on specific technologies, production and a type 

of business activity. For example, in the near future, if we want to 

promote ecological development, there will be the need for introducing 

both encouraging and fixed mechanisms, which will regulate func-

tioning of separate firms and will be oriented towards final results. 

The most important currant problems of ecological policy is 

introducing reforms in tax system to promote ecological taxes, and 

strengthening the use of traditional instruments such as: the protection 

of water and forest complexes which are of key importance for 

efficient functioning of the Earth. 

Instruments for environmental and resources management can be 

categorised in many ways; for example to what extend they are 

voluntary, whether they are centralized, what goals they aim to 

achieve, whether they are integrated with each other, whether they are 

in agreement with market mechanisms. Polish scientists divide the 

instruments of managing the environment into three groups
2
: 

                                                 
1
 Ekonomiczna encyklopedia: U 3-t. Т. 3. Kyjiw: Akademia, 2002. 

S. 631. 
2
 Field B.: Environmental Economics. AnIntroduction. New York: Mc 

Graw-Hill, 1994. Р. 207–210, 226–246; Verbruggen H. The Trade Effects of 

Economic Instruments. Environmental Policies and Industrial Competiti-

veness. Paris: OECD, 1994. Р. 55. 
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1) decentralized instrument; 

2) command and control regulation – CAC; 

3) incentive-based regulation – IB (economic instruments). 

The decentralized instrument consists of general legal articles, for 

example, civil liability, criminal responsibility and property law. This 

group includes also moral persuasion by means of information and 

communication with different social groups. 

The command and control regulation is instruments of admini-

strative-legal character such as environmental standards, limits of 

emission and technological standards. 

The range of incentive-based regulation – IB (economic instru-

ments) is quite broad. It includes: 

1) ecological charges (for emission within limits and for indu-

strial use of environment); 

2) ecological taxes (production charges); 

3) deposit-reimbursement system; 

4) transferable entitlements; 

5) subsidies (grands, loans and tax reduction); 

6) pledges; 

7) fines
1
.
 

The group of means of coercion includes such instruments as: 

fees, ecological taxes, deposit-reimbursement systems, transferable 

entitlements, standards, permit and so on. The group of voluntary 

instruments includes voluntary trade commitments, elements of ecolo-

gical management (environmental management in a firm, Agenda 21), 

in so far as those actions are regarded as separate instruments. 

Instruments, which are meant to accomplish local goals, are the 

fees and NO2 and SO2 limits, sewerage solid waste management, some 

ecological taxes, deposit-reimbursement system, and some spatial 

planning regulations and geological and mining laws. Among instru-

ments concerning global issues are taxes for emission of CO2 and 

taxes for emission of other greenhouse gases. 

                                                 
1
 Barde J.-Ph. Polityka ochrony środowiska i jej instrumenty. Ekonomia 

środowiska i zasobów naturalnych / H. Folmer, L. Gabel, H. Opschoor (red.), 

Warszawa: Wyd. Krupski i S-ka, 1996. S. 225. 
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According to market requirements the highest place in the 

hierarchy is taken by transferable entitlements, deposit-reimbursement 

systems, ecological taxes and fees. The administrative-legal instru-

ments are of the highest priority. 

Those tools can be classified according to degree of complexity. 

We regard fees and ecological taxes to be simple instruments and 

transferable entitlements, spatial planning, ecological management to 

be complex instruments
1
.
 

Obviously, between separate instruments and groups of instru-

ments there are important differences not only in the qualities and in 

structure but also in impact they have on the producers and consumers 

as well as on economy and society. There are also differences in their 

contracts and possibility of making independent decisions. We have to 

remember that just like there is instability of market as far as the 

environmental protection is concerned, there is instability of govern-

ment meddling in this branch of economy (government failure). The 

main causes of such situation are considered to be the following: 

− failure in enforcement of regulations and legal instruments; 

− lack of adequate tools for constant and precise monitoring of 

environment; 

− inertia, which results in the lack of flexibility and adequate 

reaction while working on creating ecological policy; 

− lack of coordination of ecological policy with planning for 

other branches of industry, responsibility is not evenly divided among 

different institutions
2
. 

Possibility of states meddling with ecological policy can take the 

form of direct regulating, economic pressure, or uncertainties in 

management in environmental protection. 

The ecological charges for emission are set according to the 

quantity and quality of emitted substances. It becomes a kind of 

substitute for charges for possibility of utilization of environment. It 

                                                 
1
 Jeżowski P. Związki ekonomii z ochroną środowiska. URL: http:// 

www.pesk.org.pl/ekokonf_3.html (access.: 21.09.2018). 
2
 Market and Government Failures in Environmental Management. 

Paris: OECD 1992. S. 72. 
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also includes charges for storage of waste in the rubbish damp. 

Charges for economic utilization of parts of environment are a variant 

of ecological charges, for example pumping water, utilization of water, 

use of natural resources, (charges for water, concession fees, and 

exploitation fees). The general specificity of ecological charges is 

based on the fact that they do not burden accompany directly, but are 

merely a part of its costs. Ecological charges are based on the 

“polluter pays” principle. We can see the influence of ecological taxes 

on final consumers of goods and services by looking at prices. 

As far as economic instruments are concerned especially ecological 

charges, major role is played by some municipal rates and rates for use 

of energy. They are indirect methods, but since the use of energy and 

most municipal services are closely connected with environment, they 

are important instruments keeping the balance between demand for 

natural resources and environmental services and emission on pollu-

tion. Sometimes ecological charges contain charges for environmental 

services (for example for disposal and recycling of solid and liquid 

waste)
1
. 

Fines are most often paid for devastation of natural environment, 

or for exceeding a limit (breaking rules of utilization of environment). 

Extorting character of fines is based on the fact that the firm cannot 

include it in its expenses, because it charges company‟s financial 

result. 

Very often instead of using the phrase “ecological taxes” we use 

the phrase “productive charges” (ecotaxes). They are closely related to 

ecological taxes, but are constructed differently; ecological surcharge 

is added to prices of products which are harmful for environment. 

Ecological taxes are based on new ecological economy: subscri-

bing negative environmental effects rather than the products. In 

developed countries with market economy the role of ecological taxes 

is increasing and it stimulates the economy. They are supposed to deal 

with two tasks: 

− to make the value of production more proportional to expenses; 

                                                 
1
 Jeżowski P. Związki ekonomii z ochroną środowiska. URL: http:// 

www.pesk.org.pl/ekokonf_3.html (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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− to support policy, where losses are paid by the polluters, not by 

the society as a whole (realization of “polluter pays” principle). 

The state has some impacr only at the beginning, having influ-

ence only on the prices. All the rest is done by market mechanisms; 

they influence the behaviour of producer and consumer, the demand 

and supply, depending on the state of ecology, ect. 

In general, tax reduction for producers can be estimated only 

taking into consideration the actions taken for preservation of environ-

ment. When there are some truly effective undertakings for preserva-

tion of environment there can be reduction of taxes profit, for 

example, lowering it by the amount which a firm has reinvested in 

those undertakings. 

In some cases there can be no taxes. For example, ecological 

funds are tax free. This policy can be applied for profits, gained by 

recycling of used products and waste materials, for environmental 

tenders. 

When the economy is set on the way of constant development, 

the tax system should expect the raise of taxes for branches of 

industry, which exploit the environment. 

The regional aspect is also very important. In regions, where 

environment is more polluted, the tax system should be stricter 

compared with the one of ecologically clean regions. Reduced taxes 

can be given to a state and private firms, which produce machines and 

products which are environment friendly, or which provide ecological 

services (building and reconstruction of complexes which have 

something to do with preservation of natural environment). 

Increase of taxes is reasonable when we assess production pro-

cesses which are hazardous for environment. To give the factory time 

needed for converting the production process to make it more 

environment friendly, progressive taxation must be introduced. 

Besides, ecological taxes are a much more reasonable solution 

than ecological fees, because they let examine the products which are 

generally used. 

As it is emphasized by Polish scientist P. Jeżowski, the ecological 

fees (for emission) make sense for centralized production centres and 

larger factories.The ecological fees assume that there is monitoring of 
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emission and the use of environment, which calls for additional 

expanses. When we have small and scattered sources of emission, this 

monitoring is practically impossible, so the fees have a restricted use. 

Ecological taxes are discriminatory in the sense that they affect a large 

producer and concentrated production, because a small producer can 

avoid those charges
1
. 

There are also special mechanisms and instruments, which are 

directly connected with environmental protection and exploitation of 

natural resources, in particular economic mechanisms. For better 

efficiency those instruments should be used in those branches of 

state‟s economy where those methods cause less losses in comparison 

to direct actions takes for environmental protection. 

We can distinguish following elements of economic mechanisms 

which regulate the use of natural environment: 

− charges for polluting the natural environment; 

− charges for the use of natural environment; 

− system of economic stimulants of actions connected with envi-

ronmental protection (taxes, subsidies, cheap credits for undertakings 

which have something to do with environmental protection, fast 

depreciation of environmental funds, ect.); 

− creating the market of environmental protection reserves; 

− improving the prices by including the ecological factor, espe-

cially for production in those branches of industry which exploit 

natural environment; 

− ecological funds; 

− ecological programmes; 

− transferable entitlements; 

− system “deposit-repayment”; 

− ecological insurance.
2
 

In general, active introduction of payment for exploitation of 

natural environment should enhance more adequate consideration of 
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ecological factor in economy and rational use of natural resources. 

Besides there is a need for reforms in whole tax system. In those 

countries where the tax system is distorted, introduction of new taxes 

and strengthening of traditional ecological taxes can give double 

profits. The reforms of tax system are about the improving of the state 

of environment as far as economic effects and social effects are 

concerned, and decreasing the negative impact on economy and social 

sphere created by distorted taxes. This concept of reforms of tax 

system is called the “double dividend”. 

At the First International Congress for Economists which took 

up the subject of environment and natural resources in 1998, a group 

of scientists presented works devoted to “double dividend” that enab-

led drawing following concussions: 

− taxes for pollutants of environment in developing countries are 

important elements of ecological policy (it is needed not only to raise 

taxes but to reform the tax system as a whole based on the concept of 

“double dividend”); 

− reforms of a tax system, for example, in Ukraine based on 

“double dividend” can give positive results (as far as economy, 

ecology and people‟s welfare is concerned). That is why there is a 

need for drawing financially balanced model, which would strengthen 

encouraging role of the taxes and weaken the negative impacts where 

their role is distorted; 

− in the conditions of weak competitiveness and under strong 

influence of trade unions on economy, effect of tax system reforms 

based on concept of “double dividend” can be minimal (the true 

results of putting the “double dividend” into practice can be only 

checked empirically)
1
.
 

European experience, as well as the Polish one, shows that eco-

logical taxes, together with taxes for production, which is hazardous 

for environment, are effective instruments of ecological policy where 

standard charges for pollution are higher then costs needed for pre-

vention of ecological damages. Such ecological tax for leaded petrol 

was introduces in Sweden in 1988–1993 and resulted in reduction of 

                                                 
1
 Syniakiewicz I. Ekonomiczni instrumenty ekopolityki: teoria i praktyka. 

Ekonomika Ukrainy. 1999. № 10. S. 79. 
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contamination of environment by car fumes by 20 %
1
. But we need to 

keep in minds that both taxes and pesticides need careful handling. 

Needless reforms of tax system often lead to undesirable changes in 

economy, which cannot be foreseen by the reformators. 

Traditionally, economic sanctions for misuse of environment and 

natural resources are regarded as a legal mechanism of economic 

policy. In recent years many scientific papers have been written, the 

authors examine introducing economic sanctions for ecological harm 

as an instrument of economic environmental policy
2
. 

In economic literature economic sanctions for ecological harm 

are often wrongly considered as equivalent of ecological taxes, despite 

the fact that those mechanisms of ecological policy perform different 

roles. Ecological tax is to have stimulating and methodological func-

tion, and economic sanctions – stimulating and blocking functions and 

they have to function as an economic punishment. 

Economic sanctions for ecological harm are expedient to imple-

ment in cases of breaking ecological standards. They have to bring full 

refund for ecological loss and be an instrument of economic punish-

ment for misuse of natural environment and natural resources. We 

have to keep in mind that severe economic punishment in the case of 

industrial undertakings is risky and not appealing. In such a case most 

of the specialists consider not resorting to instruments of economic 

policy a better option. The creating of motivation for development of 

industry and better technology, which use the environment and natural 

resource wisely are preferable. 

The fee for returned waste is an economic mechanism of ecolo-

gical policy, which expects transformation of expenses from special 

funds to factories and institutions which introduced improvements and 

as a result reduced the amount of harmful waste in environment. At 

the first World Congress for Economists on environment and natural 

resources R. A. Hamilton (World Bank) proposed the creation of 

special national funds (ranging from 3 % of NPB) which should be 

                                                 
1
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used for technological bonuses
1
. Those funds are directed to the firms, 

which by introduction of environment friendly technologies achieved 

the improvement in the way they make use of environment and natural 

resources. 

Ecological funds from outside the Budget (environmental protec-

tion funds) are important for financing conservation of environment. 

The main reason behind creation of those funds is having the Budget 

independent centralized source for financing environmental protection 

needs. Some of their goals are: 

− financing and providing credits for environmental programmes 

and scientific-technical projects, directed towards improvement of 

state of environment and ensuring ecological safety of people; 

− activation of financial supplies for undertakings and program-

mes connected with environmental protection; 

− economic stimulation of rational utilization of environment, for 

bringing in clean technologies; 

− supporting environmental education and ecological awareness. 

Sources of financing ecological funds are mainly charges for 

storage, emission of contaminating substances, and for distribution of 

waste, mandatory fines for accidental contamination, mandatory fines 

for braking environmental protection laws. Ecological funds gather 

financial reserves for the realization of ecological programmes, and 

enable shared financing of costs of conservation of environment. 

Without outside the Budget funds the solution of specific ecological 

problems would not be possible, especially with the chronic deficit in 

the Budget
2
. 
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wskutek rozwoju międzynarodowego kryzysu długów, który zapoczątkował 

Meksyk, deklarując niemożliwość obsługiwania własnych długów. Po raz 

pierwszy mechanizm konwersji długów został przyjęty w 1990 roku przez 

państwami-kredytodawcami Klubu Paryskiego, wskutek czego zostało roz-

szerzono koło zwykłych przedsięwzięć z wypłat oficjalnych dwustronnych 
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Ecological conversion of the external debt (or exchange of debts 

on environmental protection) is a new and perspective financial and 

economic instrument, which can play an important role in environ-

mental protection. One of the forms of paying back the debts is con-

ditional transfer from one kind of payment to another, for example, 

compensation of debts, or its part by shared, accomplishment of 

undertakings in the field ofenvironmental protection. 

Ecological conversion anticipate possibility of transformation of 

part of financial obligations to the Budged into taking obligation of 

financing undertakings in the field of environmental protection within 

the countrie‟s border, and in national currency up to set total
1
. In most 

cases special earmarked fund manages the money of credited countries 

and lender-countries. 

Some countries actively use transformation of external debt into 

internal one for financing undertakings connected with environmental 

protection. This transformation is quite common in Poland and Bul-

garia. Both countries set conditional funds in national currency for 

undertakings connected with environmental protection in their coun-

tries, and creditor-countries lower their debts by certain amount. Poland 

has signed agreements for transfer of part of external debt for under-

takings which are aimed at conservation with the USA, Switzerland, 

France, Italy, Norway and Sweden for the total amount of 571 mln 

USD. In Poland EkoFundusz was created to manage those funds
2
. 

Bulgaria signed and agreement with Switzerland. In 1997 trans-

formation of external debt for financing undertakings aimed at 

                                                                                                         
długów (Kurykin S. Uprawlinnia u sferi ochrony dowkillia ta pryrodo-

korystuwannia w Ukraini: problemy ta szlachy jich wyriszennia. Do pytannia 

wdoskonalennia uprawlinnia ochoronoju dowkilla ta wykorystanniam pry-

rodnych resursiw. Kyjiw: WEGO “Mama”, 2003. S. 38–39. 
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 Seminar perspektywy pryrodoochronnogo obminu borgiw w Ukraini i 

w regioni JeEKOON. URL: http://www.menr.gov.ua/index.php?mode= 
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 Kurykin S. Uprawlinnia u sferi ochrony dowkillia ta pryrodokorys-
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nych resursiw. Kyjiw: WEGO “Mama”, 2003. S. 39. 
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conservation came to 4 mln 230 thousand USD. Those funds are 

managed by National Trust Fund.
1
 

Ultimately, indexes for fines for ecological violations should be 

changed. They should be high enough to exclude the possibility of 

gaining profits from breaking the set limits for pollution for compa-

nies which use the environment. In Poland for example, the sum of 

money paid for polluting the air is ten times higher than charges for 

buying limits of pollution. The possibility of high fine for ecological 

violations also enhances its function as protective economic regulator 

of utilization of environment
2
. 

The appearance of outer effects is attributed to the lack of 

markets, where exchange of goods and services would take place on 

the level of economic units. Most of scientists think that the lack of a 

market where firms could organize exchange of permits for emission 

of pollutants is the ultimate reason of too high presence of pollutants 

in environment. On the other hand some authors reckon that market 

mechanisms cannot effectively solve complex tasks connected with 

social and ecological aspects of environmental protection, some 

orthodox thesis claims that pollution is caused by private property and 

aspiration for maximal profits. Nowadays tendency for setting 

economic market for environmental protection is in the lead, but the 

range for implementation of market mechanisms as well as forms of 

countries‟ economic policy are still discussed. 

However, the external costs become internal, when it finally 

reaches the violator
3
. Reaching optimum Pareto at the state of balance 

between competitors on the market requires zero compensations for 

the victims. Hence in environmental protection economy the first 

condition is sufficient for existence of external costs. It is proven by 
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the definition by famous Polish economist and ecologist T. Zylicz, 

who says that appearing external effect is connected with challenging 

following premises, which are the basis of market balance
1
: 

1. Profit of every firm depends only on factors which are under 

its control and on the prices, which are shaped by demand and supply. 

These premises are undermined if decisions of other economic subjects 

have direct influence on the profit of a company not by the means of 

prices (production externalities). 

2. The utility which is gained by every consumer depends on 

goods basket purchased on the market or comes from personal resources. 

It is particularly important that external cost is transferred from 

the offender to the victim, which means it has some features of public 

or private antigoods. A typical example of public antigoods is the air 

pollution in the city or the greenhouse effect. Example of private 

antigoods is storing of company‟s wasteon somebody‟s property. In 

the first case production of waste by the offender affects the well-

being of many individuals at the same time. Furthermore, inhaling 

polluted air by every individual does not decrease the amount of 

pollution inhaled by others. In the case of private antigoods victims 

share the losses. If the waste is dumped on somebody‟s property, less 

of it is left
2
. This differentiation is crucial when we plan a system of 

ecological policy instruments. 

In the first case victims are helpless against offenders. All of 

them together can suffer losses which exceed offenders‟ profits. Every 

individual victim, if wanted to force the offender to cut down the 

pollution, would have to bear some costs, but if they succeed the 

benefits would be equal for everybody. Individual contribution in 

                                                 
1
 Żylicz T. Mikroekonomia. Warszawa: Uniwersytet Warszawski, 1993. 

S. 73; Żylicz T. Ekonomia środowiska i zasobów naturalnych. Warszawa: 
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those benefits would be comparably small in comparison to personal 

expenditure spend in the process of getting it. 

In the case of small private companies individual victims, espe-

cially if they are not so numerous, have much stronger stimuli for 

putting pressure on the creator of external costs because in the case of 

reducing the amount of waste dumped in the given area, almost all the 

benefit goes to the land owner. 

From the economic point of view what matters is not only 

physical size of emitted pollution, but also the losses caused by it. 

“Victims” have no influence on the size of emitted pollution, but they 

have some influence on the size of losses caused by it. If more people 

move into the polluted area, the value of external costs will increase. 

So in a way the victims are co-originators of external costs. Some 

scientists claim that it is the victims that should be taxed. The main 

reason behind this tax would be to force the victims into taking some 

actions aimed at minimizing losses caused by pollution. On the other 

hand, many Polish economists are for awarding victims compensation 

equivalent to the losses incurred as a result of pollution. The tax 

exemption for victims who renounce awarded compensation for their 

losses might be the mosteffective
1
.
 

This problem is a real challenge for economist-theoreticians who 

claim that problem of external costs can be solved, if the market 

allows for creation of suitable price for anty-goods such as pollution. 

Such a price would have to be asymmetrical, i. e., one level of prices 

for consumer (victims) of external costs and the other for offenders. 

No normal market price would be able to meet this asymmetrical 

condition. If the buyer of a product would pay 10 monetary units, 

because of the mutual inverse of market transactions, the seller would 

have to get for his products exactly the same 10 monetary units. This 

price would then be effective one and assure optimum Pareto, where 

both the consumer and the producer are in balance. But when there are 

external costs, reaching the optimum Pareto requires positive price for 

                                                 
1
 Analiza skuteczności działania instrumentów ekonomicznych ochrony 
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pollutants for production of external cost, and zero price for consump-

tion of external effect of pollution for the victims. It cannot be a nor-

mal market price, which is symmetrical for the producer and consu-

mer. So reaching economic effectiveness calls not for normal market 

prices,but for the fiscal instruments, which would have asymmetrical 

qualities. The optimal tax for environmental pollution have these 

qualities
1
. 

Understanding of environmental pollution in neoclassic economy 

is slightly different form the popular understanding. The physical 

effect of environmental pollution is important for the economists as 

much as it lowers the level of consumers needs and as much it forces 

the industry to bearing additional costs, to keep a certain level of 

production. So the losses rather than the physical changes in the 

environment are the subject of economic analysis. For economists this 

loss is (or should be) as real as any other wastage in the country‟s 

economy. That is why the loss for the environment is evaluated – 

neoclassical economy expresses it in price category
2
. 

The improvement of the condition of environment does not come 

automatically. Expenses which have to be borne to lower the level of 

pollution are for economists as real as losses caused by pollution. That 

is why in economic sense the optimal rather than the zero level of 

pollution is desired. That is one where public costs for repair of one 

unit of pollution equals the costs of loss done by this unit. In other 

words, it is such a level, where final profits caused by reduction of 

pollution equal the final public costs of this reduction. 

Balance on every market is set in position, where the final profits 

for companies (taking-MR) equal the final costs (MC), in the case of 

consumers the final profits resulting from consumption of goods (MU) 

equals the final costs of purchasing those goods (MC). The general 

market balance reaches the Pareto optimum when MR = MC and 

MU = MC. 
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Final profits and final utility can be more generally called mar-

ginal benefits. Then the balance and Pareto optimum is reached only 

for producers and consumers, and the final profits equal the final costs 

MB = MC
1
. 

As it is emphasized by Polish economists, we talk about market 

defects when, there is a difference between final private profits (MPB) 

and final private costs (MPC), and corresponding optimal for public 

values: MSB and MSC. The Pareto optimum is then: MSB = MSC
2
.
 

Theoretical models of regulation expect that appearing market 

defects, in other words – external effects, is enough a good reason for 

making some economic decisions only by the government. However, 

we have to differentiate between the correcting economic regulation 

and the need for correcting general system of country‟s economy 

aiming at defining and enforcement of property law, which are the 

basis of freedom of ventures. 

Another crucial problem is general taxing as form of financing 

some elements of public life. It is known that general taxes, if they do 

not have qualities of flat-rate, distort final decisive relations and 

influence the market balance and effective allocation.  

There are two basic types of regulations leading to reaching this 

goal
3
: 

1) administrative – legal approach (prescriptive – banning) the 

direct regulation of amount of produced, sold, bought and consumed 

goods; 

2) economic (price) approach, correction of prices for transac-

tions, indirectly correcting the amount of goods. 

Nowadays in the world there are two standard types of manage-

ment in the field of environmental protection: administrative and 

market. Majority of countries which are effective in environmental 

                                                 
1
 Analiza skuteczności działania instrumentów ekonomicznych ochrony 

środowiska w Polsce. Praca zbiorowa pod redakcją Kazimierza Górki. 

Kraków: Akademia Ekonomiczna w Krakowie, 1999. S. 26. 
2
 Ibid. S. 28. 

3
 Fiedor B. Podstawy ekonomii środowiska i zasobów naturalnych. 

Warszawa: C. H. Beck, 2002. S. 13. 
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protection are oriented towards market management – when there are 

no limits of waste but its price is known, which can be calculated in 

linear growth depending on the amount of waste. Such a system forces 

firms to optimize production processes and to introduce new techno-

logies
1
. 

Theoretical basis of classical instruments of internalization of 

external effects, as they are discussed among economists, can be 

enumerated as follows: 

− Pigou tax: taxing productive and consumerist undertakings 

which create external effect; 

− broadening market-price mechanism on to a new subject without 

presence of external regulations. This way external effect can be treated 

as a good (Coase‟s statement); 

− “internalization” of external effect by means of merging subjects 

which influence each other. Application of this method is so limited 

that it can be passed over
2
.
 

The scientists illustrate the optimum of Pigou tax in the following 

way: net social benefits (NSB) from business activity can be calculated 

as gross income P(Q) reduced by private costs of this business activity 

(PC − private costs) and by external costs (EC) 

 

NSB = P(Q) – PC(Q) – EC(Q), 

 

where P is a price, Q is a supply of business activity which causes 

pollution (price P does not depend on the value of supply Q, due to 

former premises of ideal competition)
3
. 

Of course, setting by the government the optimum rates of Pigou 

tax requires being aware of individual function graphs, which are kept 

                                                 
1
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środowiska w Polsce/(red.) K. Górka. Kraków: Akademia Ekonomiczna w 
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secret by the companies and one should not expect that it will be 

disclosed to the government. Recognition of those function graphs 

requires not only precise monitoring of the emission, but also exact 

models for diffusion of pollution and evaluation of losses suffered by 

each victim. That is why governments often resort to second best 

solutions and tax emission of pollution, which are proportional to 

arduousness of a given pollutant, but identical for all companies 

within the same branch and often for all pollutants in the country. 

 

 

 

4.2. Budgetary Security of the European Union: 

the Structure of Expenditures 

 

Boiar Andrii
1
 

 

The question of how the European Union budget should be spent 

has been a subject for active discussion since early years of the 

establishment of the European Communities. Nevertheless, the issue 

stays important today also as we speak about secure financial 

provision of the further integration in Europe, especially in the light of 

recent recession, military-political and civil conflicts in Ukraine and in 

other parts of the world, immigrant flows, increased terrorist threat 

inside the EU, the Brexit and some other modern challenges. The EU 

budgetary system gets criticized for complexity and opacity and the 

budget expenditures – for significant irrelevance to the EU conventio-

nal goals, for inefficient structure etc. The issue of theoretical founda-

tions for optimal structuring of supranational budget expenditures is 

also interesting from cognitive point of view as the international 

economic integration and international unions advance. Therefore in 

this section we aim at examining the structure of the EU budget 
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expenditures and proposing the ways for its optimization based on 

pure scientific theory with economic theory being the core of the 

latter. 

The theories that totally or partially are related to the question of 

structuring budget expenditures include: the theory of fiscal federa-

lism, the political economy of multilevel governance, the public sector 

economics, the public choice theory, the theory of optimal currency 

areas, the Tinbergen rule, the principal of functional subsidiarity and 

others. Thus, our research is based on the works by J. Tinbergen
1
, 

R. Musgrave
2
, R. Mundell

3
, J. Buchanan and G. Tullock

4
, W. Oats

5
, 

Persson et al.
6
, S. Connolly

7
, J. Stiglitz

8
 and others. 

Many attempts have been made to explain the interstate distribution 

of expenditures or the net budgetary balances in the EU and to sub-

stantiate the structure of the EU budget expenditures (Carruba
9
, Mattila

1
, 
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Figueira
1
, Danell and Östhol

2
, Groot and Zonneveld

3
, Citi

4
, 

Zaporozhets et al.
5
, Begg

6
, Schratzenstaller

7
 and others). However, we 

have not discovered any works that give clear scientific guidelines for 

structuring international unions‟ budget expenditures and apply them 

to the EU budget. This is how our investigation is different from other 

available research. 

A lot of empirical data on supranational budgeting was obtained 

from the legislative acts of international unions that are currently in 

force
8
.  

Methodology. The structure of budget expenditures of any 

international union is formed under the influence of some factors. The 

driving among them are (Figure 1):  

− the scientific validity (the conformity to the economic theory 

principles); 

− the distribution of powers between supranational and national 

authorities; 

− the relevance to the objectives and needs of the international 

union. 
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Fig. 1. Factors Determining the Structure of International Union’s Budget 

Expenditures 

 

The scientific validity factor is (or at least has to be) pivotal, as in 

fact, the two other factors and the effectiveness of supranational fiscal 

spending itself depend upon the validity of scientific theories that they 

are based on. The most relevant theories with respect to these issues 

are the theory of fiscal federalism, the political economy of multilevel 

governance, the public sector economics, the public choice theory, the 

theory of optimum currency area, the principle of functional subsi-

diarity and the Tinbergen‟s rule. 

Some of these theories can serve to substantiate aims and objec-

tives of an international union and the distribution of powers between 
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supranational and national governments whereas the others − directly 

to find out the reasonable (most efficient) directions of supranational 

budget expenditures. At the same time the objectives and needs of a 

union determine the division of powers among the union institutions 

and governments of its member-states. 

One of the major theories proposing tools for validation of the 

objectives of an international union and for the division of fiscal 

powers between supranational and national authorities is the theory of 

fiscal federalism. It has been worked out by R. Musgrave
1
 and develo-

ped by W. Oates
2
.  

There are a few assumptions that must be met in order for the 

theory of fiscal federalism to be effectively applied. Firstly, it can be 

applied to at least two-level hierarchic system of authorities with 

strictly divided powers. Secondly, the democratic governance in the 

political entity should be highly developed as the policy is considered 

the result of citizens‟ cooperation. The citizens themselves strive to 

maximize their utility function. Thirdly, free movement of goods, 

services, labor and capital should be secured within the regions of the 

political entity. Fourthly, the division of powers among the levels of 

authority should be institutionally secured in the long-term period. 

The theory of fiscal federalism can be conditionally divided into 

two thematic parts – the validation of centralization and singling out 

the criteria for fiscal decentralization. The second part was named by 

W. Oates “decentralization theorem”. As sufficient arguments to 

transfer fiscal powers to the central level one can consider: 

1) the better opportunity to internalize externalities (to adopt 

positive or negative consequences of societal activities of some public 

or private entities for third parties); 

2) the economies of scale; 

3) the necessity to maintain the minimum scale of financing. 

                                                 
1
 Musgrave R. The Theory of Public Finance: a Study in Public 
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Musgrave R. A. Theories of fiscal federalism. Public Finance. 1969. 
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For example, the externalities of such policies as ecological, 

environmental, professional training and re-training, redistribution of 

income can be better internalized if the policies are coordinated from 

the highest central level of authority. 

The centralization of fiscal regulation in such areas as foreign 

affairs (policy, trade and security), defense and macroeconomic stabi-

lization
 
is justified because of the economies of scale reasons (it 

improves the effectiveness of supply of corresponding public goods 

(services) and lowers their production costs)
1
. 

The necessity to maintain the minimum scale of financing occurs 

when the permanent and significant budgetary resources are needed to 

achieve high-quality policy outcomes (e. g. security and defense 

policies). Usually the authorities of higher (national or supranational) 

level can concentrate sufficient resources for these purposes. 

On the other hand fiscal decentralization can create better oppor-

tunity to avoid some unwanted internalities and the situation when the 

regional taxpayers (or the member-states in the case of an interna-

tional union) finance the action that they are not interested in. In the 

areas where consumers‟ tastes significantly differ (are heterogeneous) 

the preference should be given to the decentralized distribution of 

public goods, not to their unified supply from the central level. It will 

give more Pareto-efficient outcome for the society on the whole
2
. 

Tiebout hypothesis offers another argument in favor of providing 

heterogeneous public services from the local (regional) level of autho-

rity
3
. The hypothesis assumes that consumers of public goods are 

completely mobile and can choose the local (regional) jurisdiction that 

offers them the best package of utilities, taxes and regulations. In this 

institutional structure inefficient provision of public services by any of 

the local administrations entails changes of the domicile by residents 

of this or that region (the so-called “voting with feet”). As a result, the 
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decentralization creates some competition among different jurisdic-

tions, which “sorts” consumers of public goods into homogenous 

groups according to their preferences and that leads to the Pareto-

efficient solution and overall welfare increase
1
. 

There are also some flaws in the theory of fiscal federalism. They 

are: the lessened responsibility of central and local governments to the 

voters (because of the division of powers), the lack of qualified 

personnel at local level, the increased stimulus for residents to change 

their region of residence, the weakened vertical of the administrative 

control and the low infrastructure capacities of the regional commu-

nities
2
. 

The public choice theory also touches upon the question of fiscal 

decentralization. From its position the decentralization is viewed as a 

tool limiting expansive intentions of the authority at different levels. 

In particular, the competition among local authorities can make the 

monopolistic central government weaken the control over the econo-

mic resources and offer partial or even full alternative to the means of 

limiting of its taxation powers
3
. In addition, local governments try to 

provide population with the required goods (services) at the lowest 

possible price paid by the citizens in the form of taxes. 

As the main assumptions for the theory of fiscal federalism are 

met in the case of the EU, this is the primer theory applied with 

respect to this international union. As an example the works by  

A. Alesina et. al
1
, M. Buti and M. Nava

2
 can be considered. They 

argue that the EU budget should be used to create public goods with 
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large economies of scale (defense, security, aid for developing 

countries) or those that absorb positive externalities (e. g. research and 

innovation, development of transport infrastructure). On the other 

hand, the national or the regional authorities should get more powers 

in the areas where the heterogeneity of preferences dominates over the 

economies of scale. 

The theory of fiscal federalism has experienced today significant 

transformations. The new modified theory is called a new theory of 

fiscal federalism or political economy of multilevel governance. Its 

developers
1
 have discovered several additional criteria, consideration 

of which can justify the transfer of certain powers to the authority 

level that is not optimal from the standpoint of the classical theory of 

fiscal federalism. These are, in particular, the cost of adoption of the 

decision (the cost of decision-making is usually different for different 

levels of authority) and the cost that must be spent to eliminate 

disutility created by some policy action (the situation typical for large 

heterogeneous communities). 

The proponents of this theory admit the possibility of some 

public goods to be provided not from the optimal level of authority if 

a compensation to the people who lose from this political decision is 

paid and if a cumulative positive effect is achieved. 

Division of powers criteria stated in the theories of fiscal federa-

lism gave an impetus to the development of the functional subsidiarity 

principle. Its application includes carrying out the test that allows 

determining the feasibility of centralization for a particular policy. The 

scientific validation for this test is provided in the works by S. Eder-

veen et. al.
1
 

It should be noted that the EU law also provides for the applica-

tion of the subsidiarity principle, which, however, is quite limited in 

use, compared to the principle of functional subsidiarity. It is applied 

in the EU only in cases where its powers are not exclusive and only 
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the final outcome of the action (not efficiency) is taken into account
1
. 

Principles of conferral and proportionality enshrined in Article 5 of 

the TEU also limit the application of the subsidiarity principle
2
. 

The theory of public sector economics also offers some argu-

ments for the transfer of certain powers to the supranational authority, 

despite the fact that this theory was developed to analyze the activities 

of national governments. From its perspective a sufficient reason for a 

regulator‟s intervention (including fiscal one) in a specific economic 

sector is the need to correct market failures or to ensure some social 

justice (equality). Such intervention gives an opportunity to create 

public goods that are beyond the interests of regular companies and to 

correct the disproportions that occur because of purely rational 

(selfish) behavior of companies in a competitive market. In this way 

the total social welfare is maximized. 

An original approach to the division of fiscal competences among 

supranational and national authorities in the EU was proposed by 

F. Figueira
3
. The approach is multidisciplinary in its construction and 

is based on the test covering the basic provisions of the four theories: 

the public sector economics, the theory of fiscal federalism, the poli-

tical science and the concept of subsidiarity. During this test the fiscal 

centralization of a particular policy area is considered appropriate if 

correspondence to each of the theories takes place. 

The approach in which goals and objectives of an international 

union are the primer determinant of its budget expenditures is called 

the practical-pragmatic approach. Such goals and objectives are 

usually laid down in the corresponding founding treaty (treaties)
1
 and 
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the combination of the common policies directly defines the scope and 

the structure of central budget allocations. Hence, they stimulate the 

development of the adequate revenue side of the budget, principles 

and mechanisms of the use of budgetary resources and the division of 

powers among different levels of authority. 

As a continuation of the practical-pragmatic approach one can 

consider the principle of “one tool for one goal”, also known as the 

“Tinbergen rule”. It states that at least one political instrument should 

be aimed at achieving one specific policy objective
1
. According to this 

principle the budget of an international union should be directed 

towards one target or divided into parts, each of them pursues a 

specific objective. The structure of supranational budget expenditures 

can also be reasoned by the objectives of an international union from 

the perspectives of the theories generally referred to as the theories of 

institutionalism. 

If international union achieves one of the highest forms of 

integration – the monetary union, one of its tasks should be the for-

mation of a mechanism for the automatic fiscal transfers from supra-

national budget to the regions which have been adversely affected by 

their participation in the union (negative effects usually come from the 

free movement of capital and workers and from price equalization 

within the union). This statement is one of the postulates of the theory 

of optimum currency areas, developed by R. A. Mundell
2
 and his 

followers. This theory was the basic one to give grounds for the 

establishment of the European Monetary Union which has left a clear 

imprint in the structure of the EU budget expenditures. 

It should be noted that the current economic processes (including 

the economic integration and the budgeting) are highly socialized and 

politicized which leads to the inefficient general outcome from the 

economic theory point of view. Therefore, ideally any transformation 

in the budgetary system of any level must be validated by the econo-
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mic theory. With this respect two of the above-mentioned theories are 

of a particular interest – the theory of fiscal federalism (in its classical 

and neoclassical interpretations) and the public sector economics. 

Their application to the modeling of supranational budget expendi-

tures will maximize the economic efficiency of the financed policies 

and therefore will increase the economic welfare on the whole (that is 

it will yield the Pareto-efficient result). 

However, one should admit that a scientific theory must be the 

basis not only for the structure of supranational budget expenditures 

itself but also for two other underlying factors of their structuring: 

objectives and needs of an international union and the division of 

powers between supranational and national authorities (see Figure 1). 

Regarding the first of them, answers to the key questions can be found 

in both of the just-mentioned theories; regarding the second factor, the 

theory of fiscal federalism is the most appropriate tool. 

Therefore, the structure of supranational budget expenditures can 

be considered as the optimal one only in the case when it is formed in 

the optimal environment; that is, when objectives and needs of an 

international union and the division of powers in it are scientifically 

based. If it is not the case, we can talk only about the possibility of 

achieving a kind of sub-optimal or second best state on the structure of 

the budget expenditures. It means that to achieve a maximum effect of 

the budgetary system reform in an international union, which has been 

designed merely or primarily from political perspective, it should be 

performed together (in package) with amendments to the constitu-

tional treaty of the union. 

In our view, the principle of subsidiarity enshrined in the EU 

Treaties is designed to “sub-optimize” the structure of the EU‟s 

budget expenditures. This principle should be interpreted as an 

instrument to correct along the way the discrepancies that occurred 

between the politically accepted and scientifically justified objectives 

and powers of the EU at the time when they were decided upon. The 

interdisciplinary approach suggested by F. Figueira (see above) can 

also be viewed as an attempt to find suboptimal decision as for the 

structure of the EU budget expenditures. 
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Application to the EU Budget. One of the major reasons for the 

critics of the EU budget today is its expenditures, which do not 

correspond to the needs and objectives of the Union. Thus, such areas 

as agriculture, regional (cohesion) policy and foreign relations account 

for 90 % of the EU budget expenditures but at the same time, they are 

not of key priorities of the European integration (see Article 3 of the 

TFEU). 

This situation became the result of the process when historically 

the EU‟s budget served rather as a subject of negotiations and bargai-

ning among the Member States than a tool of the integration itself. 

Therefore, programs established over the course of decades arise from 

some ad-hoc adjustments and not from comprehensive scientific 

analysis of the expedience to finance them from the supranational 

level.  

As to the optimal structure of the EU‟s budget expenditures the 

researchers are divided in their visions. I. Begg argues that the corner-

stone of the Union‟s budget should be formed by the activities 

(policies) that create economies of scale and improve the adoption of 

external effects (internalize the externalities)
1
. The researcher singles 

out foreign policy, research, trans-European networks, large-scale 

environmental problems and security as the key areas of supranational 

regulation in the EU. By contrast, policies that do not allow satisfying 

heterogeneous social preferences and the policies aimed at the redistri-

bution of resources including common agricultural policy and even the 

rural development policy should be excluded from the EU‟s budget. 

The developers of the extended test for subsidiarity
1
 based on 

their methodology conclude that the EU budget expenditures should 

be focused on the global warming, energy, innovation and common 

foreign and security policies
2
. 
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Having applied interdisciplinary approach, F. Figueira
1
 contends 

that the bulk of the common EU budget should be spent on the 

research and education and the convergence of regions (cohesion) 

policies. The remaining part of the budget should be used to finance 

internal market and transportation policies as well as the security 

policy. 

Ph. Nicolaides and F. Talsma consider that cohesion, competi-

tiveness and foreign policies should be further reinforced in the EU 

budget
2
. They also are convinced that the financial capabilities and 

needs of the EU Member States should become the guiding determi-

nants of the size of their financial liabilities and eligibilities. 

Considering the EU ambitious goals of its economic growth 

T. Danell and A. Östhol offer to minimize the objectives covered by 

the EU budget
3
. In their opinion four kinds of financial commitments 

to stimulate economic growth should be present in the future EU 

budget: 1) institutional development (internal market, monitoring, 

border control and security, etc.); 2) integration and mobility (trans-

European networks, information policies and audio-visual sector, etc.); 

3) education and development (research including high-tech, lifelong 

learning, etc.); 4) commercialization (establishment of business centers, 

techno-parks, etc.). 

According to the economic theory the economic efficiency
1
 can 

be achieved if transfer of powers to the higher level of authority yields 

at least one of the effects: 1) the economies of scale; 2) the better 

internalization of externalities; 3) the minimum efficient scale of 

financing is achieved; 4) the market failures are better corrected; 
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5) the quality of the public good is improved. If the effects occur, it is 

often referred to as the creation of the European added value
1
. 

To see if the EU policies comply with the centralization criteria 

mentioned above we list the policies as they are indicated in articles 

2–6 of the TFEU. There are 29 of them (column 2, Table 1). We 

complement the list with the direct taxes and social protection policies 

where the EU has no direct powers. 
Table 1 

The Efficiency of Centralization of the EU Budget Expenditures 

by Categories
2
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Customs Union + + = = = + 

2 Competition Rules + + = + + + 

3 Monetary Policy + + + + + + 

4 

Conservation of 

Marine Biological 

Resources 
+ + = + + + 

                                                 
1
 European

 
Commission. Internal charter for the evaluation function in 

DG ECFIN. URL: http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/pages/ 

publication13113_en.pdf (access.: 21.09.2018). 
2
 The data in the Table are consequent of the analysis provided by the 

author in this section. Arbitrary signs and symbols: (+) – conspicuous 

positive effect; (=) – minor or absent effect; [+] – positive effect existing in 

the case when the principles of subsidiarity and/ or proportionality are 

followed. 
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Continuation of Table 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

5 
Common Commercial 

Policy 
+ + = = = + 

6 Internal Market + + = + + + 

7 Social Policy = [+] = [+] [+] [+] 

8 Cohesion  = [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

9 Agriculture:        

 Direct Aid for Farmers = = = = = – 

 Market Interventions + + + + = + 

 Rural Development = [+] = [+] [+] [+] 

10 

Fisheries (excluding 

Conservation of 

Marine Biological 

Resources) 

+ [+] = + = [+] 

11 Environment  + [+] [+] = [+] [+] 

12 Consumer Protection = = = [+] [+] [+] 

13 Transport + [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

14 
Trans-European 

Networks 
+ [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

15 Energy + [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

16 
Area of Freedom, 

Security and Justice 
+ [+] + = [+] [+] 

17 Public Health  + [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

18 

Research, 

Technological 

Development and 

Space  

+ + [+] [+] [+] [+] 

19 

Cooperation with 

Developing Countries, 

Humanitarian Aid 
+ + + = + + 
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End of table 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

20 Economic Policy + [+] [+] + + [+] 

21 Employment + + = + + + 

22 Industry + [+] = = [+] [+] 

23 Culture + [+] = [+] [+] [+] 

24 Tourism  = [+] = = [+] [+] 

25 
Education, Training, 

Youth and Sports 
+ [+] = [+] [+] [+] 

26 Civil Protection + [+] [+] + [+] [+] 

27 
Administrative 

Cooperation 
+ = = = + + 

28 
Foreign and Security 

Policy (CFSP) 
+ + + = + + 

29 Defense  + + + + + + 

30 Direct Taxes = = = = = – 

31 Social Protection  = = = [+] = – 

 

According to the TFEU the first five areas are in exclusive 

competence of the EU. It means that only the EU institutions are 

empowered to adopt legally binding acts in these spheres. The 

exclusive EU competences as for the customs policy, the monetary 

policy, the conservation of marine biological resources and the 

common commercial policy are justified by the theory of fiscal 

federalism as they provide the economies of scale, and ensure better 

internalization of the externalities, etc. The competition policy is 

aimed at the correction of the common market failures and hence falls 

within the exclusive EU competence according to the theory of public 

sector economics. 

Other EU policies are carried out via the division of competences 

between supranational and national authorities or by the EU‟s support, 
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coordination or supplementation of the actions of the Member States
1
. 

The scope of the EU‟s powers in these policy areas is determined 

according to the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality
2
. From 

this perspective the supranational financing is primarily given to the 

trans-European initiatives (economic and social convergence, infra-

structure projects, information networks, labor, capital, goods and 

services mobility, large-scale environmental projects, etc.) as they can 

be more efficiently realized from the EU level and, thus, their 

centralization is scientifically justified. 

Economies of scale can occur in the areas where administrative 

and regulatory process is very time-consuming and labor-intensive 

and the most realized activities are of large-scale. The majority of 

policy areas mentioned in Table 1 satisfy these conditions. However 

the presence of this effect can be notable only if corresponding powers 

are exclusively transferred to the supranational level. If this is not the 

case and the policies are carried out jointly, the economies of scale can 

be decreased by the duplication of functions of the authorities at 

various levels, by the expansion of the administrative staff, etc. 

In the EU the most visible effect of the economies of scale is 

typical for such areas as the internal market, transport, energy, trans-

European networks, CFSP, defense, area of freedom, security and 

justice
1
. 

If the consequences of a particular policy have clear transnational 

effect, the supranational level of its coordination is the most appro-

priate one as the created positive or negative externalities can be better 

dealt with (internalized). For example, the consequences of social 

policy revealed in the improved working conditions, transformed 

views and values of people, higher inclusion of people into political 

and economic life and others create significant externalities for many 

countries thanks to high mobility of people in the EU. Thus, the 

                                                 
1
 See article 2 (2-5) of the TFEU. 

2
 See article 5 of the TEU. 

1
 Institute for Economic Research. A Study on EU Spending. Final 

Report. ECORYS Nederland BV, Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 

Analysis (CPB). Rotterdam, 2008. 
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organization of this policy from supranational level will be more 

effective than from national level of the EU Member States. The same 

can be said about policies in the areas of education, culture, the area of 

freedom, security and justice and some others. However, the situation 

cannot be generalized for all components of these policies because 

there is a significant heterogeneity of preferences in these areas and 

only the compliance of the principles of subsidiarity and proportio-

nality can yield the highest effect on the whole. 

The policy centralization in the area of freedom, security and 

justice (external borders, visas, free movement of people, security, 

migration, etc.) creates the opportunity both for getting the economies 

of scale and for the effective avoidance of negative externalities that 

would occur if the area were separately regulated by the EU Member 

States
1
. The issue of some interstate heterogeneity of preferences in 

this area is resolved by the application of subsidiarity principle – the 

planning and coordination of the actions are made locally but the 

financing and the general regulation are provided from the EU level. 

Moreover, policies in this sector are complementary to the internal 

market policy and this is another important justification for their 

supranational status. 

The same conclusion can be made towards the policy areas of 

agricultural market intervention, fisheries, cohesion, environment, 

transport, energy, trans-European networks, public health, industry, 

culture, tourism, civil protection, education and sport. Income support, 

consumer protection, administrative cooperation, direct taxes and 

social protection are the policy areas where the important externalities 

are not usually created (see Table 1). This is the reason why attribu-

tion of these policies to the supranational level will not increase their 

effectiveness by better adoption of externalities. 

The minimum efficient scale of financing problem can appear 

when the high-quality public good cannot be provided from a certain 

level of authority because of the insufficient resources available. In the 

                                                 
1
 Institute for Economic Research. A Study on EU Spending. Final 

Report. ECORYS Nederland BV, Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 

Analysis (CPB). Rotterdam. 2008. 
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case of an international union the situation can appear with some 

costly policies that small countries alone cannot afford. 

If such policies are aimed at the supply of standardized public 

good (macroeconomic regulation, market interventions, foreign policy, 

freedom, security and justice, and defense), their organization and 

financing should be done from the supranational level. If there are 

significant diversions in the expected outcomes of the public good (the 

cases of cohesion policy, environmental protection, large-scale 

transport and energy projects, etc.), financing should be centralized 

but the action should be undertaken according to the principle of 

subsidiarity. 

Clearly, full or partial centralization aimed at achieving the mini-

mum efficient scale of financing in the case of an international union 

brings more benefits to small members. However, general positive 

effect is also available. Galileo, Marco Polo, ITER, Trans-European 

Energy and Transport Networks are the examples of highly expensive 

EU projects, which would not be affordable by most of the EU 

Member States alone. 

The public sector economics justifies the EU fiscal intervention 

only in the case of the EU common market failures correction actions 

(for example, promoting labor mobility or removing barriers to trade 

in goods or services) or the action directed at the achievement of 

equality objectives (for example, the cohesion policy aimed at the 

economic and social convergence of the EU regions)
1
.  

The scope of supranational powers as for the policies aimed at the 

correction of the common market failures should be decided upon 

according to the level of homogeneity of the public preferences. If 

they are homogeneous, full fiscal and administrative centralization is 

more appropriate. In the EU it is the case of competition and monetary 

policies, conservation of marine biological resources, common market 

in general, fisheries, employment, defense and civil protection. If the 

preferences are heterogeneous, the partial centralization (administra-

                                                 
1
 Figueira F. How to Reform the EU Budget? A Multidisciplinary 

Approach. Utrecht School of Economics Discussion Paper Series No 7. 

2008b. 
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tion and financing from the supranational level based on the principles 

of subsidiarity and proportionality, or simple coordination from the 

supranational level) generates larger effect. In the EU these are 

policies in the areas of cohesion, rural development, transport, energy, 

culture, etc. 

The customs union, the foreign policy and the commercial policy, 

the direct aid for farmers, the environment, the area of freedom, secu-

rity and justice are the policies that do not pursue the market failures 

correction objectives (see Table 1). 

The transfer of fiscal powers from national to supranational level 

will improve the quality of a public good if an international union can 

secure wider opportunities, better guaranties and/or directly improve 

living and working conditions for its residents. In the EU it is proper 

for all policies directly related to the working and living conditions of 

the wide public but only if based upon the principles of subsidiarity 

and proportionality. The prerequisites for this are created by the 

concentration of minimum financial resources needed for the provi-

sion of high-quality public goods in many areas and for the expansion 

of social, economic and political opportunities of the EU citizens and 

companies with the creation of the “ever closer Union”. 

According to the analysis we can divide the EU policy areas into 

three groups. The presence of some positive effects from fiscal centra-

lization and absence of negative ones substantiates the centralization 

for the corresponding policy area (marking “+”). The marking “[+]” 

denotes the areas where there are clear restrictions as for the centrali-

zation and it can be undertaken only partially following the principles 

of subsidiarity and proportionality. The areas where the centralization 

is not efficient are marked with “–” (see the last column of Table 1). 

Conclusion. From the perspective of fiscal federalism and public 

sector economics theories the list of five policies where the EU has 

exclusive competences (customs, monetary, competition, commercial 

and conservation of marine biological resources) has to be 

complemented by the policies in the areas of internal market (general 

issues), employment, agricultural market interventions, administrative 

cooperation, foreign relations, security and defense. 
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The most distinctive policies where fiscal centralization (even in 

compliance with the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality) is 

not efficient because of the significant heterogeneity of preferences 

and actual absence of the supranationally added value are the direct 

aid for farmers, direct taxes and social protection. However, the direct 

aid for farmers is an explicit article of the current EU budget 

expenditures and consumes considerable financial resources. We can 

explain it only by political reasons. 

In other policy areas it would be appropriate to keep the situation 

where fiscal regulatory powers are shared between national and supra-

national levels of authority according to the principles of subsidiarity 

and proportionality. Such distribution of fiscal powers among the EU 

institutions and its Member States as for the expenditure part of the 

EU budget will provide budgetary security of the Union and keep its 

policies efficient and sustainable. 

 

 

 

 

6.3. National Enterprises Economic Security 

in the New Global Competitive Environment 
 

Kytsyuk Iryna 

 

Current conditions of Ukraine‟s economic development require 

thorough and comprehensive evaluation of possibilities of integration 

into the European space. The prospects of such integration are largely 

dependent on the country‟s place and its role in the global economic 

environment, that, in turn, are determined by the current competitive 

positions of the national economy and, more importantly, country‟s 

ability to provide the conditions for the long-term competitiveness of 

                                                 
© Kytsyuk Iryna – PhD in Economics, Associate Professor, Department 

of International Economic Relations and the Project Management, Lesya 

Ukrainka Eastern European National University. 
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the national enterprises and national economy in the whole
1
. There is 

no doubt that dynamic development and growth of uncertainty in a 

global economic environment require the competitive advantages of a 

new level from the business entities.  

For the latest years there has been a growing attention to sustai-

nable development. Moreover, companies around the world are faced 

with the requirement to ensure the well-being and quality of life of 

both present and future generations. It requires a radically new 

approach to the operational and strategic activity of companies that are 

related to corporate social responsibility (CSR) as well as Sustaina-

bility disclosure. Tthe Global Competitiveness Report 2017–2018 

claims that “The emerging consensus is that economic growth once 

again needs to focus more on human well-being. Such human-centric 

economic progress is multidimensional by nature – it is broad based 

by benefitting the vast majority of people, environmentally sustainable, 

and equitable in terms of creating opportunities for all and not disad-

vantaging future generations. In this new context, competitiveness 

remains an important contribution to the broader goal of human-

centric economic progress by creating the resources needed for 

increased well-being, including better education, health, and security, 

and higher per capita income”
1
. In this case the world community also 

is paying increasing attention to corporate social responsibility (CSR). 

Besides, CSR is determined as a reaction of enterprises on the emer-

ging challenges to sustainable development. More and more compa-

nies are interested in following CSR rules and principles in their 

business operations, while demonstrating their economic, environ-

mental and social impacts caused by everyday activities
2
. A corporate 

                                                 
1
 Kytsyuk I. V. The problems and prospects of the Ukraine‟s economy 

development in the context of European integration. Problems of social and 

economic development of business: Collection of scientific articles. Vol. 1. 

Montreal, 2014. Р. 126–130. 
1
 World Economic Forum. “The Global Competitiveness Report 

2017−2018”. URL: https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-competitiveness-

report-2017-2018 (аccess.: June 7, 2018). 
2
 Kytsyuk I. Corporate social responsibilityand its role in marketing. 

International Scientific-Practical Conference Innovation Management in Mar-

keting: Modern Trends and Strategic Imperatives. Poznan, 2018. Р. 182–183. 
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responsibility reporting also reveals the organization‟s vision, mission, 

values and the governance model, and demonstrates the link between 

its strategy and its involvement into a sustainable global economy 

development. 

We follow the idea that the rapidity of appropriate challenges 

perception by business entities, their innovativeness and accordingly 

their effective functioning under the new conditions could be long-

term competitive advantage. Besides, today competitive advantage of 

companies in global markets depends largely on the ability to benefit 

from knowledge and innovation
1
.  

In addition, CSR could be determined as one of the ways to 

ensure enterprises economic security. N. Avanesova and Ye. Chuprin 

note that, “enterprise economic security determines the company‟s 

ability to develop, increase its competitiveness and the competiti-

veness of its products, sustain its position on competitive markets, and 

also characterizes the strength and economic potential of enterprises to 

counteract the negative impact of external and internal environment. 

At the same time, the company‟s economic security reflects the condi-

tions of its security against any threats that are achieved due to the use 

of existing and potential resources of the company in order to ensure 

its safe operation in the long run”
1
. Besides, J. Barry suggests that 

economic security is the most important aspect of whole sustaina-

bility
2
. 

Under the above-mentioned, our study highlights the strong 

linkage between the enterprises‟ activity concerning implementation 

                                                 
1
 Loikkanen T., Hyytinen K. Corporate Social Responsibility and 

Competitiveness – Empirical Results and Future Challenges. Environmental 

Management Accounting and Supply Chain Management. Eco-Efficiency in 

Industry and Science. 2011. Vol. 27. Р. 151–170.  
1
 Avanesova N., Chuprin Y. Enterprise economic security: essential 

characteristics of the concept. Innovative technologies and scientific solutions 

for industries. 2017. No. 1 (1). Р. 98–102. 
2
 Barry J. Towards a model of green political economy: from ecological 

modernization to economic security. International Journal of Green 

Economics. 1 (3). Р. 446–464. 2007; Wysokinska-Senkus A., Raczkowski K. 

Economic Security in the Context of Sustainability. Rural Development. 2013. 

Vol. 6. Book 1. S. 454–462.  
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and realization of corporate social responsibility concept and the 

ensuring of enterprises‟ economic security in the new global compe-

titive environment. 

Sustainable development had become popular with the publica-

tion Brundtland Report named Our Common Future (1987). In 

accordance with the Report “sustainable development” is defined as 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compro-

mising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. The 

report highlighted three fundamental components to sustainable 

development: environmental protection, economic growth and social 

equity. The concept of sustainable development focused attention on 

finding strategies to promote economic and social advancement in 

ways that avoid environmental degradation, over-exploitation or 

pollution, and sidelined less productive debates whether to prioritize 

development or the environment
1
. 

The concept of “sustainable development” when incorporated 

into corporate strategies became popular as “corporate sustainabi-

lity”
2
. Nowadays companies‟ activity with regard to implementation 

and realization of the corporate social responsibility concept is really 

important for their sustainable, competitive and innovative growth.  

We fully adhere to the idea that CSR has become the most 

researched and debated management theme. Moreover corporate 

social responsibility is determined not only as a reaction of enterprises 

on the emergence of different serious problems and challenges 

relateded to social inequality, environmental degradation, or to the 

growth of the large corporations; but also it is a guiding rule for firm‟s 

activity, which can help to understand the needs and expectations of 

different groups of stakeholders more clearly. We also agree with the 

statement that the enterprises‟ activity with regard to implementation 

                                                 
1
 Sustainable Development 2015. Advocacy Toolkit Mini-Site. URL: 

http://www.sustainabledevelopment2015.org/AdvocacyToolkit/index.php/ad

vocacy-toolkit-home (аccess.: May 19, 2018).  
2
 Essays on Sustainability and Management. Sarkar R., Shaw A. (eds.). 

India Studies in Business and Economics. Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 

2017. Р. 155. Doi 10.1007/978-981-10-3123-6_8 

http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Brundtland_Report
http://www.sustainabledevelopment2015.org/AdvocacyToolkit/index.php/advocacy-toolkit-home
http://www.sustainabledevelopment2015.org/AdvocacyToolkit/index.php/advocacy-toolkit-home
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and realization of the corporate social responsibility concept has the 

same positive impact on the company‟s image creation, development 

of organizational culture, and on the innovativeness of products and 

operational processes
1
. 

This is confirmed by the results of Nielsen’s (leading global 

information and measurement company, which conducts market 

research, provides insights & data about what people watch, listen to 

and buy) corporate social responsibility survey
1
: “more than half 

(55 %) of global respondents say they are willing to pay extra for 

products and services from companies that are committed to positive 

social and environmental impact – an increase from 50 percent in 

2012 and 45 percent in 2011. Regionally, respondents in Asia-Pacific 

(64 %), Latin America (63 %) and Middle East/Africa (63 %) exceed 

the global average and have increased 9, 13 and 10 percentage points, 

respectively, since 2011”. According to the research materials “many 

companies today are making a conscious effort to put sustainable 

practices into action. They are well aware that doing so not only helps 

the environment and society, it can also create goodwill for their 

reputations and contribute positively to their brands‟ health and 

performance. Green initiatives can also save money. Reducing 

packaging materials, minimizing transportation costs and installing 

energy-efficient lighting are just some of the ways environmentally 

savvy companies are cutting costs. But the bottom line is not just 

about profitability – it‟s also about a culture change”
2
. 

Besides, the results of an investigations show that firms with 

greater CSR activities exhibit higher innovativeness capability and 

                                                 
1
 Aluchna M. “Społeczna odpowiedzialność biznesu a innowacyjność”. 

Czy społeczna odpowiedzialność firmy wspomaga jej innowacyjność? Eds. 

Warszawa, Polska: Oficyna Wydawnicza SGH, 2017. Р. 35–61. 
1
 Doing well by doing good. URL: http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/ 

insights/reports/2014/doing-well-by-doing-good.html (аccess.: March 22, 

2018). 
2
 Doing well by doing good. URL: http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/ 

insights/reports/2014/doing-well-by-doing-good.html (аccess.: March 22, 

2018). 
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launch more new products; furthermore, the positive relations between 

CSR and firm innovation is stronger for firms with higher R&D 

investment and firms operating in more competitive markets
1
. By 

addressing social responsibility, enterprises can build long-term 

employee and consumer trust as a basis for sustainable business 

models. This, in turn, helps to create an environment in which 

enterprises can innovate and grow
1
.  

CSR evolution occurs in accordance with new global challenges 

to sustainable development. That‟s why great attention is paid to 

following the principles of corporate social responsibility in the 

process of enterprise management and, above all, during the formu-

lation of strategy, determination of motivational factors and develop-

ment of motivation system, creation of communication and marketing 

policy, as well as personnel management. The enterprise‟s activity 

concerning corporate social responsibility covers almost all goals, 

functions and directions of its activities, including the production 

process, marketing, finance, or administration
2
. 

Companies today must shift their focus to the long-term 

prosperity of the organisation as well as the complex and interrelated 

ecosystems (environmental, social, economic and political) within 

which it functions. Without this holistic management perspective, 

businesses run the risk of basing important decisions on mere narrow 

and short-term economic gains – which will only lead to the further 

                                                 
1
 Luo X., Du S. Exploring the relationship between corporate social 

responsibility and firm innovation. Marketing Letters. 2015. Vol. 26 (4). 

Р. 703–714.  
1
 Zhao H., Kwon J., Zhang F. Corporate social responsibility research in 

international business journals: An author co-citation analysis. International 

Business Review 2017. URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ibusrev.2017.09.006 

(аccess.: March 23, 2018). 
2
 Warhurst A. Past, Present and Future Corporate Responsibility: 

Achievement and Aspirations. The responsible corporation in a global 

economy. 2011. Р. 55–83; M Aluchna. Społeczna odpowiedzialność biznesu 

a innowacyjność. Czy społeczna odpowiedzialność firmy wspomaga jej 

innowacyjność? Eds. Warszawa, Polska: Oficyna Wydawnicza SGH, 2017. 

Р. 35–61. 

https://econpapers.repec.org/article/kapmktlet/v_3a26_3ay_3a2015_3ai_3a4_3ap_3a703-714.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/kapmktlet/v_3a26_3ay_3a2015_3ai_3a4_3ap_3a703-714.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2133102590_Jongwook_Kwon
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collapse of the global economic system rather than the achievement of 

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Still, after the 

decision is made to focus on CSR and sustainability at the core of 

business operations, managers must determine which steps will be 

most effective and efficient. It is about making it happen by combi-

ning entrepreneurial drive, innovation and the vision of a sustainable 

future
1
. 

The world community makes great effort for development and 

implementation an appropriate international guidelines and principles 

which should be respected by business, government and society all 

over the world. Since the start of the 2000s, the European Commission 

(EC) has actively supported the development of CSR. The EC believes 

that CSR is important for the sustainability, competitiveness, and 

innovation of European EU enterprises and the EU economy: CSR 

provides important benefits to companies in risk management, cost 

savings, access to capital, customer relations, human resource mana-

gement, and their ability to innovate; in the interest of the EU 

economy it makes companies more sustainable and innovative, which 

contributes to a more sustainable economy; and in the interests of 

society CSR offers a set of values on which one can build a more 

cohesive society and base the transition to a sustainable economic 

system. Guidelines and Principles that the Commission’s CSR strategy 

is built upon: United Nations Global Compact (table 1); United 

Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights; ISO 

26000 Guidance Standard on Social Responsibility; International 

Labour Organization Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning 

Multinational Enterprises on Social Policy; OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises
2
. 

On January 1, 2016 the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (2030 Agenda) 

                                                 
1
 Stages of Corporate Social Responsibility. From Ideas to Impacts. 

Idowu S., Vertigans S. (Eds.). Springer International Publishing Switzerland. 

2017. 247 p. 
2
 Official website of the European Commission. Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR). URL: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/corporate-

social-responsibility_en (аccess.: February 19, 2018). 

http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-social-responsibility.html
https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-social-responsibility.html
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Publications/WCMS_094386/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Publications/WCMS_094386/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Publications/WCMS_094386/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Publications/WCMS_094386/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/
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officially came into force, which also form the universal guidelines 

and principles for all countries towards achieving sustainable deve-

lopment.  
Table 1 

The Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact
1
 

 

Areas Principles 

Human 

Rights 

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the 

protection of internationally proclaimed human rights 

Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit in human 

rights abuses 

Labour 

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom 

of association and the effective recognition of the right 

to collective bargaining 

Principle 4: The elimination of all forms of forced 

and compulsory labour 

Principle 5: The effective abolition of child labour 

Principle 6: The elimination of discrimination in respect 

of employment and occupation 

Environment 

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary 

approach to environmental challenges 

Principle 8: Undertake initiatives to promote greater 

environmental responsibility 

Principle 9: Encourage the development and diffusion 

of environment friendly technologies 

Anti-

Corruption 

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption 

in all its forms, including extortion and bribery 

 

The other new and very important global trend in CSR deve-

lopment is concerning sustainability disclosure. The first and most 

widely adopted global standards for sustainability reporting were the 

Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (GRI 

Standards) which have transformed from a niche practice to one now 

adopted by a growing majority of organizations. In fact, 93 % of the 

                                                 
1
 United Nations Global Compact. The Ten Principles of the UN Global 

Compact. URL: https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/ 

principles (аccess.: May 22, 2018). 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-1
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-2
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-3
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-4
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-5
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-6
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-7
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-8
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-9
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles/principle-10
https://www.globalreporting.org/standards
https://www.globalreporting.org/standards
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world‟s largest 250 corporations report on their sustainability perfor-

mance. 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is an independent international 

organization that has pioneered sustainability reporting since 1997. 

GRI helps businesses and governments worldwide understand and 

communicate their impact on critical sustainability issues such as 

climate change, human rights, governance and social well-being. This 

enables real action to create social, environmental and economic 

benefits for everyone. The GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards are 

developed with true multi-stakeholder contributions and rooted in the 

public interest
1
. 

Besides, GRI argues, that sustainability disclosure provides a 

broader view of a company‟s performance than financial disclosure 

alone. When used in integrated reporting, it can reveal value creation 

across six capitals: financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social 

and relationship and natural
2
. 

Powered by a unique collaboration between GRI and the Inter-

national Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
3
, the 2017 GRI Corpo-

rate Leadership Group on integrated reporting (CLGir 2017) aims to 

clarify how the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards and the 

International <IR> Framework can be used together to provide 

insights into value creation across the six capitals and drive trans-

parency
4
. 

                                                 
1
 Global Reporting Initiative. About GRI. URL: https://www. 

globalreporting.org/information/about-gri/Pages/default.aspx (аccess.: No-

vember 23, 2017).  
2
 Global Reporting Initiative. GRI works with IIRC and leading 

companies to eliminate reporting confusion. URL: https://www.globalreporting. 

org/information/news-and-press-center/Pages/GRI-works-with-IIRC-and-

leading-companies-to-eliminate-reporting-confusion.aspx (аccess.: Novem-

ber 23, 2017). 
3
 International Integrated Reporting Council. Integrated Reporting. 

URL: https://integratedreporting.org/ (аccess.: November 24, 2017). 
4
 Global Reporting Initiative. GRI works with IIRC and leading com-

panies to eliminate reporting confusion. URL: https://www.globalreporting. 

org/information/news-and-press-center/Pages/GRI-works-with-IIRC-and-

leading-companies-to-eliminate-reporting-confusion.aspx (аccess.: Novem-

ber 23, 2017). 
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The IIRC is a worldwide coalition with the mission to main-

stream integrated thinking and reporting and to change the corporate 

reporting system so that Integrated Reporting (<IR>) becomes the 

global norm. It is a broad based framework for business and invest-

ment decisions that are long term, inclusive and with purpose
1
. 

Besides, the EU law also requires large companies to disclose 

certain information on the way they operate and manage social and 

environmental challenges. This helps investors, consumers, policy 

makers and other stakeholders to evaluate the non-financial perfor-

mance of large companies and encourages these companies to develop 

a responsible approach to business
2
. 

Directive 2014/95/EU
3
 lays down the rules on disclosure of non-

financial and diversity information by large companies. This directive 

amends the accounting directive 2013/34/EU. Companies are required 

to include non-financial statements in their annual reports from 2018 

onwards. 

The EU rules on non-financial reporting only apply to large 

public-interest companies with more than 500 employees. This covers 

approximately 6,000 large companies and groups across the EU, inclu-

ding listed companies, banks, insurance companies and other compa-

nies designated by national authorities as public-interest entities. 

Under Directive 2014/95/EU, large companies have to publish 

reports on the policies they implement in relation to: environmental 

protection; social responsibility and treatment of employees; respect 

for human rights; anti-corruption and bribery; diversity on company 

boards (in terms of age, gender, educational and professional back-

ground). 

                                                 
1
 International Integrated Reporting Council. Integrated Reporting. 

URL: https://integratedreporting.org (аccess.: November 24, 2017). 
2
 European Commission. Non-financial reporting. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/ 

info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-

reporting/non-financial-reporting_en (аccess.: November 22, 2017). 
3
 Directive 2014/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council 

of 22 October 2014 amending Directive 2013/34/EU as regards disclosure of 

non-financial and diversity information by certain large undertakings and 

groups Text with EEA relevance, Official Journal of the European Union, 

L 330. 15.11.2014. P. 9. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32014L0095
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Directive 2014/95/EU gives companies significant flexibility to 

disclose relevant information in the way they consider most useful. 

Companies may use international, European or national guidelines to 

produce their statements – for instance, they can rely on: the UN 

Global Compact; the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises; 

ISO 26000
1
. 

Besides, in June 2017 the European Commission published its 

Guidelines (Commission guidelines on non-financial reporting) to 

Help Companies Disclose Environmental and Social Information
2
. 

These guidelines are not mandatory and companies may decide to use 

international, European or national guidelines according to their own 

characteristics or business environment
3
.  

It is also necessary to admit that sustainability disclosure (Su-

stainability reporting, CSR reporting, Integrated reporting, Non-

financial reporting) has become the next step in CSR development. 

As Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicates “Sustainability 

reporting can be considered as synonymous with other terms for non-

financial reporting; triple bottom line reporting, corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) reporting, and more. It is also an intrinsic 

element of integrated reporting; a more recent development that 

combines the analysis of financial and non-financial performance”
4
. 

Reporting is the critical link between the big-picture ambitions 

and the data that shows what action has been taken to achieve those 

ambitions and what progress is being made. Without reporting we 

                                                 
1
 European Commission. Non-financial reporting. URL: https://ec.europa. 

eu/info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-

reporting/non-financial-reporting_en (аccess.: November 22, 2017). 
2
 European Commission, Communication from the Commission – 

Guidelines on non-financial reporting (methodology for reporting non-

financial information) (2017/C 215/01). Official Journal of the European 

Union. C 215. 5.7.2017. P. 20. 
3
 European Commission. Non-financial reporting. URL: https://ec.europa. 

eu/info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-

reporting/non-financial-reporting_en (аccess.: November 22, 2017). 
4
 Global Reporting Initiative. About Sustainability Reporting. URL: 

https://www.globalreporting.org/information/sustainability-reporting/Pages/ 

default.aspx (аccess.: March 19, 2018). 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso26000.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/170626-non-financial-reporting-guidelines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/170626-non-financial-reporting-guidelines_en
https://www.globalreporting.org/information/current-priorities/integrated-reporting
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cannot know what is being done or how close, or how far, we are from 

where the world needs to be. Indeed, the Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (2030 

Agenda) include a specific goal (Goal 12.6) to encourage companies 

to integrate sustainability information into their reporting cycles
1
. The 

17
th
 SDGs officially came into force on January 1, 2016, and also form 

the universal guidelines and principles for all countries towards 

achieving sustainable development.  

Under the GRI “sustainability reporting can help organizations to 

measure, understand and communicate their economic, environmental, 

social and governance performance, and then set goals, and manage 

change more effectively. A sustainability report is the key platform for 

communicating sustainability performance and impacts – whether 

positive or negative”
2
. 

Ukraine‟s transition to sustainable economic development and its 

integration into European and world community require the introduc-

tion of modern practice of interaction between the state and business, 

as well as between the business and society, which would help 

strengthen the mutual responsibility of all participants of public life, to 

create the conditions for further sustainable development of society 

and to improve the country‟s position in the global competitiveness 

ranking in the whole. 

In the Global Competitiveness Index 2017–2018 rankings 

Ukraine is on the 81 position (in 2016–2017 – 85).
3
 

                                                 
1
 The SDG Target 12.6 Live Tracker developed by GRI is an online 

platform that allows governments and interested parties to monitor and 

visualize the uptake of sustainability reporting worldwide, corresponding to 

UN SDG Target 12.6 ttp://database.globalreporting.org/SDG-12-6/Global-

Tracker; Carrots & Sticks: Global trends in sustainability reporting regulation 

and policy. 2016 edition. URL: https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/ 

pdf/2016/05/carrots-and-sticks-may-2016.pdf (аccess.: March 20, 2018). 
2
 Global Reporting Initiative. About Sustainability Reporting. URL: 

https://www.globalreporting.org/information/sustainability-reporting/Pages/ 

default.aspx (аccess.: March 19, 2018).  
3
 World Economic Forum. The Global Competitiveness Report 2017–

2018. URL: https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-competitiveness-

report-2017-2018 (аccess.: June7, 2018). 
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Moreover, in accordance with the Global Competitiveness Report 

2017–2018 the most problematic factors for doing business in Ukraine 

are the following: inflation, corruption, policy instability, tax rates, tax 

regulations, government instability/coups, access to financing, ineffi-

cient government bureaucracy, foreign currency regulations, inade-

quately educated workforce, poor work ethic in national labor force, 

insufficient capacity to innovate, restrictive labor regulations, inade-

quate supply of infrastructure, crime and theft, poor public health 

(figure 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Most problematic factors for doing business 

Source: World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2017. 

 

In accordance with the Doing Business 2018 Reforming to Create 

Jobs Ukraine occupied the 76
th
 position

1
. 

It is necessary to admit, that CSR in Ukraine is at the beginning 

stage. Social responsibility of Ukrainian companies and organizations 

                                                 
1
 World Bank Group. Doing Business 2018 Reforming to Create Jobs. 

URL: http://russian.doingbusiness.org/~/media/WBG/DoingBusiness/Documents/ 

Annual-Reports/English/DB2018-Full-Report.pdf (аccess.: June 14, 2018). 
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is aimed primarily at labor relations and measures to protect the health 

and safety of consumers. The measures to protect natural resources 

and interaction with the community are less commonly used in the 

companies: only one third of companies make social investments into 

the community, and half of the companies do not take measures to 

protect the environment. 

The representatives of foreign entities and also large and medium 

domestic enterprises primarily are the most active in this sphere. The 

representatives of foreign entities transfer modern world practices into 

the Ukrainian basis. Domestic enterprises improve their activities 

based on the concepts of Total Quality Management (TQM). 

The above-mentioned information shows, that CSR development 

in Ukraine is really important for the sustainable, competitive and 

innovative growth of domestic enterprises, as well as ensuring enter-

prises economic security according to the current trends in global 

economy. But, the effective adoption of CSR requires developing a 

strategy for its implementation. Furthermore, it requires assistance 

from the state, which should recognize CSR as a desired behavior for 

domestic entrepreneurship and develop a complex of incentives and 

measures for CSR dissemination and popularization in society
1
. 

Under the above mentioned we observed strong linkage between 

the enterprises‟ activity concerning implementation and realization of 

corporate social responsibility concept and the ensuring of enterprises‟ 

economic security in the new global competitive environment. Besi-

des, we suggest that the economic security of an enterprise depends on 

effective parameters of its functioning, preservation the production 

and personnel potential, as well as increasing the financial potential of 

the enterprise, creating prerequisites for innovation and investment 

development, ensuring stable competitive positions of the enterprise 

and creating conditions for its further sustainable development. CSR 

                                                 
1
 Kytsyuk I. Main global trends in corporate social responsibility 

development and Ukrainian reality. Mechanisms of interaction between 

competitiveness and innovation in modern international economic relations: 

collective monograph. in M. Bezpartochnyi Eds. in 4 Vol./ISMA University. 

Riga: Landmark SIA, 2017. Vol. 2. Р. 41–49. 
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evolution occurs in accordance with new global challenges to sustai-

nable development. There are many drivers of corporate social respon-

sibility now. Moreover, sustainability reporting, as an important step 

in CSR development, can help companies to make stronger relations 

with their investors and clients taking into consideration stakeholders‟ 

demand for transparency and accountability. And as result, it can have 

the positive impact on the companies‟s image formation. 

 

 

 

6.4. Economic Security of the State 

and its Priorities in the Foreign Economic Policy 

of Ukraine 
 

Syshchuk Artem
1
 

 

In a modern open economy, the problems of economic security 

for the newly independent states are particular important. The degree 

of economic security determines largely the prospects for streng-

thening their state sovereignty, the implementation of a wide range of 

economic policy objectives. The current position of Ukraine‟s econo-

mic security requires a theoretical justification of measures and 

directions for its strengthening. The active foreign economic policy of 

the state should be carried out with taking into account its influence on 

the economic security of the country, to keep it within acceptable 

limits. Such circumstances necessitate studying factors and essence of 

economic security, its state and prospects for strengthening position of 

Ukraine in the world. 

Many Ukrainian and foreign researchers focus on a problem of 

economic security, which is a concern in foreign economic policy. In 

particular, A. Sukhorukov treats economic security as an aggregation 

of conditions under which the country‟s ability to maintain the 

                                                 
1
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competitiveness of the economy remains, effectively protecting 

national economic interests and confronting external economic threats, 

and fully utilizing competitive advantages in the international division 

of labor
1
. V. Novitsky gives an extended definition of economic 

security as one of the qualitative characteristics of the socio-economic 

system, which determines its ability to self-redevelopment, sustainable 

development, effective international competition, support of accep-

table living conditions of the population, long-term self-provision of 

resources, as well as consistent implementation of national geopoli-

tical, national interests
2
. Our understanding is that economic security 

means that the state has sufficient opportunities to ensure stable 

conditions for an expanded reproduction of the economic potential of 

a society, guaranteeing the realization of its socio-economic, social, 

political and other purposes by economic means.  

Contemporary economic security takes particularly into account 

the new risks occurring from the combination of the globalised 

competition and the increasing new role of information, threats on 

data, attacks on public research centres, attacks from financial preda-

tors against state currencies, stock market manipulations etc
3
. That is 

way, for example, D. Trump‟s political strategy is called Economic 

security is national security‟
4
. An inseparate element of the state‟s 

economic policy is its external direction, which is realized in the 

foreign economic policy of the state. The content of the foreign 

economic policy of the state is based on direct and reciprocal relations 

with the foreign economic activity of the country, the participants of 

which include a wide range of economic entities (TNCs, firms, private 

individuals, etc.) and managed by governments. 

                                                 
1
 Sukhorukov A. Methodology for assessing the level of economic 

security. URL: http://www.niisp.gov.ua/articles/61 (access.: 21.09.2018). 
2
 Новицький В. Є. Міжнародна економічна діяльність України: 

підручник. Київ: КНЕУ, 2003. C. 279. 
3
 Definition of economic security. URL: http://lexicon.ft.com/Term? 

term=economic-security (access.: 21.09.2018). 
4
 URL: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/18/trump-to-unveil-america-

first-national-security-strategy.html (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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Each foreign economic entity is responsible for its own economic 

security. However, the set of relations entered into by subjects of 

foreign economic activity forms the macroeconomic parameters of the 

national economy, which become the subject of regulation within the 

framework of a certain foreign economic policy of the state. 

In all countries, though at different levels, the state takes an 

active part in the development of foreign economic relations by 

implementing appropriate regulatory measures, taking into account 

their impact on the state of economic security of the country, keeping 

it within acceptable limits. It stimulates or restricts their expansion in 

general, with certain countries or in relation to certain spheres of 

economy, types of products and services. 

The objects of regulation of foreign economic activity are foreign 

trade, international capital movement, foreign exchange and credit 

relations, scientific and technical exchange, international labor migra-

tion, external debt of the country, etc. For example, low efficiency of 

using economic, scientific and technical and intellectual potential 

leads to an imperfect structure of foreign trade, limits the possibilities 

of effective foreign economic specialization, reduces the influx of 

foreign exchange earnings and worsens the result of the state‟s eco-

nomic security. 

Each of the above mentioned areas of foreign economic activity, 

in the absence of its proper regulation, can be a threat to the country‟s 

economic security. So, for example, the US now calls for firm action 

of its own foreign economic policy against unfair trading practices and 

intellectual property theft
1
.  

The main directions of the state policy on issues of national 

security in the economic sphere are defined in Article 8 of the Law of 

Ukraine On the Fundamentals of National Security of Ukraine 

(June 19, 2003, No. 964-IV). Although in the conditions of economic 

globalization and open economy the boundary between the internal 

and external aspects of security in the economic sphere is becoming 

less noticeable (internal security is indirectly realized, for instance, 

                                                 
1
 URL: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/18/trump-to-unveil-america-
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through foreign economic activity, and vice versa); we will pay 

attention to those aspects that directly manifest themselves in concrete 

forms of foreign trade. They are the following: 

− provision of conditions for sustainable economic growth and 

increase of the international competitiveness of the national economy; 

− improving the financial and credit sphere and stopping out-

flows of capital abroad; 

− ensuring the internal and external protection of the national 

currency, its stability, defending the interests of investors, the finan-

cial market; 

− implementation of a well-considered policy of internal and 

external borrowing; 

− provision of energy security on the basis of diversification of 

external power supply sources; 

− protection of the domestic market from ill-fated imports – 

supply of products that could harm national producers, people‟s health 

and the environment; 

− strengthening of Ukraine‟s participation in the international 

division of labor, development of export potential of high-tech 

products
1
.  

It is obvious that the peculiarities of external economic aspects of 

security (as opposed to internal ones) make it possible to consider 

them as a separate group of factors of economic and foreign economic 

policy of the state. One can select a group of indicators that are 

commonly used to characterize the external factor of the country‟s 

economic security, namely: 

− balance of visible trade; 

− terms of trade; 

− coverage of imports by export; 

− export dependence; 

− import dependence; 

− external, including state, debt; 

− share of innovative goods in the total volume of exports, etc. 

                                                 
1
 Law of Ukraine. On the Fundamentals of National Security of Ukraine. 

URL: http://zakon.nau.ua/doc/?uid=1088.279.3&nobreak=1 (access.: 

21.09.2018). 
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Let us consider some of these indicators. The resulting indicators, 

which include trade balance, balance of current operations balance, 

indices of the balance of payments, “terms of trade”, the coefficient of 

import dependence of the country and others characterize the 

conditions of foreign trade by the criterion of the balance of exports 

and imports, the efficiency and place of the country in the world trade. 

Thus, the “terms of trade” index is the relation of export prices of the 

country to its import prices. i.e. if a country exports and imports one 

commodity, the terms of trade indicate the quantity of goods A 

receives for each unit of the goods sold B (Table 1). The value of this 

indicator should not be less than one, but in 2014 it overcame the 

critical limit, as evidenced by the data in table 1. 
Table 1 

Indices of physical volume, average prices and conditions of trade in 

foreign trade of goods by Ukraine*** (up to the previous year) 

 

Years 

Indices 

of physical volume 
Price indicies 

Conditions of trade 

indicies 

export import export import quantitative 
price 

tag 

2018** 100,6 96,6 112,0 114,9 104,1 97,5 

2014 92,1 97,4 94,8 98,3 123,8 96,4 

2011 106,0 112,8 125,6 120,6 94,0 104,1 

2008 110,5 114,9 123,0 122,8 96,2 100,1 

 
* Sourse: Indices of physical volume, average prices and conditions of 

trade in foreign trade of goods by Ukraine** (up to the previous year). − 

http://ukrstat.gov.ua 

** February 2018 to February 2017. 

*** From 2014 − without taking into account the temporarily occupied 

territory of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the city of Sevastopol and 

temporarily occupied territories in the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts. 

 

In 2017, exports of goods amounted to $ 43,266.6 million, 

imports – $ 49,598.5 million. Compared to 2016, exports grew by 

19,0 % (by $ 6,904.9 million), imports – by 26,4 % (by $ 10,348.7 
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million). The negative balance was $ 6,331.9 million (in 2016 it was 

also negative - $ 2,888.1 million). 

The ratio of import coverage to exports is the ratio of exports to 

total imports (Table 2). The threshold value of the indicator should not 

be less than one. In 2017 this indicator was 0.87 (in 2016 – 0,93)
1
. In 

the first quarter of 2018, the situation remained virtually unchanged: 

the export-import coverage ratio was 0,90 (in the first quarter of 

2017 – 0,93)
2
.  

Table 2 

Foreign trade of Ukraine and the coefficient of coverage of imports 

by exports, billion US dollars
3
 

 

Indices 2001 2011 2017 

Foreign trade value 36,73 151,00 93,30 

Export 19,61 68,40 43,30 

Import 16,92 82,60 50,00 

Coverage ratio 1,17 0,82 0,87 

 

Indicators of export and import dependence are within acceptable 

limits, although the import dependence is close to the critical one. The 

export dependence ratio is calculated as the ratio of exports to GDP 

(2.98 trillion hryvnias or $ 114,6 billion in 2017 at the exchange rate 

of 26 USD / UAH). According to expert estimates, its threshold 

should not exceed 50 % (in Ukraine at the end of 2017 it was 37,8 %). 

The import dependence is calculated as the ratio of imports to GDP, 

threshold value is 50 % (the actual value in Ukraine at the end of 2017 

is 43,6 %)
4
. 

With the integration of the financial system of Ukraine into the 

international financial environment, financial security becomes 

                                                 
1
 Foreign trade of Ukraine goods in 2017 / 02.02.2018 № 60/0 / 08.2vn-

18 / URL: www.ukrstat.gov.ua (access.: 21.09.2018). 
2
 Foreign trade of Ukraine goods in the first quarter of 2018. May 15, 

2018 168/0 / 08.2nv-18 URL: www.ukrstat.gov.ua (access.: 21.09.2018). 
3
 Foreign trade of googs by Ukraine in 2011 / 02/04/2018, No. 60/0 / 

08.2nv-18. URL: www.ukrstat.gov.ua (access.: 21.09.2018). 
4
 Calculated by the author. 
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increasingly important. It means such state of financial, monetary, 

fiscal, currency, banking and tax systems, and the level of external 

debt that can ensure the effective functioning of the state, supporting 

its stability in the global economic environment. 

Indicators of the state external debt reflect the amounts outstan-

ding on a specific date of borrowings made by it on foreign markets. 

The level of “security” of debts for the state is determined by compa-

ring their volumes with the amounts of annual GDP (according to 

Maastricht criteria – no more than 60 %). 

According to the National Bank of Ukraine, the Maastricht 

criterion is significantly exceeded: Ukraine‟s gross external debt as of 

October 1, 2017 amounted to $ 117,350 billion, which is $ 2,365 billion 

higher than the figure of July 1 of the same year ($ 114,985 billion), i. e. 

increased by 3,26 %. In relation to GDP, the volume of debt for 

9 months declined to 111,4 % of GDP from 121,9 % at the beginning 

of the year. External liabilities of the public sector grew by $ 3,8 billion 

to $ 46,5 billion in January – September, while the private sector debt 

declined by $ 0,1 billion to $ 70,8 billion from the beginning of the 

year
1
. 

In Ukraine, the use of external sources of lending and the growth 

of their efficiency require comprehensive efforts of all state institu-

tions. At the same time, it primarily concerns the protection of 

property rights, domestic technological priorities, tax incentives, 

structural policies, investment objectives and their financial support. 

Another important aspect of economic security is the scale and 

structure of Ukraine‟s foreign trade relations. Export-oriented indu-

stries of Ukraine, in terms of gross indicators, are significantly lagging 

behind other European countries. With a substantive scientific 

potential, there is a low share of high-tech exports, products of high-

tech industries (Table 3). Therefore, in order to strengthen economic 

security, it is necessary to identify the most promising sectors of 

exports and to provide state support for their development. 

                                                 
1
 Ukraine‟s gross external debt exceeded $ 117 billion. 07/19/2017 

URL: https://news.finance.ua/ru/news/-/417136/valovyj-zovnishnij-borg-

ukrayiny-perevyshhyv-117-mlrd (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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Table 3 

High-tech products in general industrial exports in 2004–2015  

(cost and relative indicators) ($ billion, %)* 

 

 2004 2008 2012 2013 2014 2015 

United 

Kingdom 

66,0 

(24,5 %) 

60,4 

(18,4 %) 

67,8 

(21,7 %) 

69,2 

(21,9 %) 

70,5 

(20,6 %) 

69,4 

(20,8 %) 

Poland 
2,0 

(2,9 %) 

5,9 

(3,3 %) 

9,6 

(6,9 %) 

12,2 

(7,8 %) 

14,5 

(8,7 %) 

13,5 

(8,8 %) 

Ukraine 
1,5 

(6,3 %) 

1,6 

(3,4 %) 

2,6 

(6,3 %) 

2,1 

(5,9 %) 

2,0 

(6,5 %) 

1,3 

(7,3 %) 

 

* Composed by: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/TX.VAL.TECH. 

CD?locations=UA 

 

In the traditional industries for Ukraine, which provide the largest 

share of export revenues, due to the low technological level, in the 

world markets their share is decreasing. Thus, at enterprises of the 

metallurgical industry, 52,8 man-hours are spent on the manufacture 

of one ton of steel in Ukraine, while in Germany it is 16,8 man-hours. 

At full load of metallurgical combines in Ukraine with a full metallur-

gical cycle, labor productivity is about 200–250 tons of steel per 

employee per year. At the same time, in modern electrometallurgical 

mini-factories with production volumes of 1,5–2,0 million tons of 

steel per year this figure is 3000–4000 tons
1
. Activation of state 

support and stimulation of exports with a high degree of processing 

will correspond to the global trend of increasing in the system of 

foreign trade relations the share of high-tech products and finished 

products. Some experts believe that the share of primary recycling in 

the world market is 20 %; finished products – 80 % of the total 

volume. The structure of Ukraine‟s exports to its main foreign econo-

mic partners until recently is not in line with this trend. 

The urgent task for improving the economic security of Ukraine 

is to participate in the formation of a single European market with free 

                                                 
1
 Mazur V. Metallurgy of Ukraine: Status, Competitiveness, Prospects. 

URL: http://dt.ua/ECONOMICS/metalurgiya_ukrayini (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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movement of goods, services, capital and labor. An important step in 

this direction was the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the 

EU signing and the establishment of an enlarged free trade zone (it 

began to operate in full from September 1, 2017). In 2017, the export 

of goods to the EU countries amounted to $ 17,534.5 million and 

increased compared to 2016 by 29,9 % (by 4,038.2 million dollars), 

import – $ 20,795.8 million and increased by 21,3 % (by UAH 

3,655.0 million). The negative balance was $ 3,261.3 million (in 2016 

also negative – $ 3,644.5 million). 

In the total volume of foreign trade operations in 2017, the share 

of EU countries increased and made up 40,5 % in exports, 41,9 % in 

imports (in 2016, respectively, 37,1 % and 43,7 %). However, with 

the growth of total trade with the EU, the largest volumes of exports 

fell on products with a low value added: agro-food and food industry – 

32,2 % of total exports; non-precious metals and articles – 21,4 %; 

mechanical and electric machines – 14,2 %. 

Ukraine is trying to turn the import into a factor of technological 

reconstruction of the Ukrainian industry. This is evidenced by the 

structure of commodity imports from the EU countries, where mecha-

nical and electrical machines predominate – 21,8 % of total imports, 

chemical products and related industries – 17,2 %, land transport 

vehicles, aircraft, floating funds – 10,8 %
1
.  

Statistics show that the expectation of a significant imbalance 

between exports and imports of Ukraine into trade with the EU after 

the entry into force of the provisions on the free trade area within the 

framework of the Association Agreement were not met. Despite a 

relatively small gap in these indicators, Ukraine has increased exports 

in the European direction. At the same time, the dominance of raw 

materials and goods with low value added is one of the reasons that in 

the EU Ukraine has not yet found full compensation for losses it 

suffered in the CIS markets. 

                                                 
1
 EXPRESS-RELEASE State Statistics Service of Ukraine, State of 

Foreign Economic Relations with the countries of the European Union in 

2017 − February 28, 2018, No. 86/0 / 08.2, 18-Feb-08. URL: www.ukrstat. 

gov.ua (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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In this context, the factor of reducing dependence of Ukraine on 

the dominant suppliers of some strategic resources and consumers-

monopsonists of domestic products, which occured before 2014, was 

of utmost importance. In particular, Ukraine‟s dependence on the 

Russian Federation, which has a share in foreign trade turnover in 

2011, was excessive and amounted to 33,0 % of its national volumes 

(exports – 29,4 %, imports – 36,1 %, respectively). To compare: the 

volume of trade with other strategically important for Ukraine countries 

during the same period were much smaller: the USA – 2,4 %; 

Germany –5,78 %; China – 5,4 %
1
. 

Energy-deficit countries believe that the share of imports of 

energy from one country should not exceed 30 % of their total needs. 

Since 2014, Ukraine has been able to significantly reduce the severity 

of the problem of energy security, refusing, in particular, from the 

supply of gas from Russia. However, there is a danger of Ukraine 

losing the role of the transit corridor for gas supply to Europe, and 

accordingly, the share of foreign exchange earnings that is already 

intercepted by other countries (North Stream – 1 participants, North 

Stream – 2, South Stream, Nabucco and etc.). 

This problem is complicated by the too high energy intensity of 

production compared to developed countries due to technological 

backwardness. The development of the new technological basis of the 

fuel and energy complex, diversification of energy imports, energy 

saving, development of the extraction of own reserves of energy 

resources (including shale gas), search and use of alternative energy 

sources should change the situation. 

Measures against cybercrime are a new important direction of the 

state economic security policy. Cybercrime costs world businesses 

close to $ 600 billion, or 0,8 % of global GDP, which is up from a 

2014 study that put global losses at about $ 445 billion. Banks remain 

the favorite target of cybercriminals and nation states are the most 

dangerous source of cybercrime. Russia, North Korea and Iran are the 

                                                 
1
 Geographic structure of foreign trade of Ukraine goods. URL: 

http://ukrexport.gov.ua/ukr/vnishno_t_balans/6006 (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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most active in hacking financial institutions, while China is the most 

active in cyber espionage
1
. 

In December 2015, there was a successful hacker attack on 

energy objects in Ukraine. Then cybercriminals blew out three power 

supply organizations. In general, about 30 substations were affected 

and almost 230,000 homes and enterprises remained off-the-line 

during six hours. In 2016 a smaller scale attack was repeated in Kyiv 

and the sites of the Ministry of Finance, State Treasury and the 

Pension Fund of Ukraine were “broken”. 

Estonians, where the departments of cyber security agencies and 

state cyber troops were created after the attack of the Kremlin hackers 

in 2007, advised Ukrainians to invest 10 % of the budget in the digital 

future and its protection (only 2016 hackers attacked Estonia more 

than 9 thousand times – this is an average of about 10 attempts per 

day)
1
.  

In the “hybrid war” conditions against Ukraine, the number and 

strength of cyberattacks have increased significantly through unautho-

rized interference with the work of state information resources and 

objects of critical information infrastructure, which endangers national 

security. So Ukraine‟s government prepared the bill that increased 

penalties for violation of the rules of operation of computers and 

computer systems, telecommunication networks, as well as the rules 

of protection of the processed information, crimes committed against 

the objects of critical information infrastructure
2
. 

Consequently, in today‟s globalized economy, problems of eco-

nomic security are of particular importance. The degree of economic 

security largely determines the prospects for strengthening state‟s 

                                                 
1
 Sukhorukov A. Methodology for assessing the level of economic 

security. URL: http://www.niisp.gov.ua/articles/61 (access.: 21.09.2018). 
1
 URL: https://tsn.ua/svit/estonci-poradili-ukrayincyam-investuvati-10-

byudzhetu-v-cifrove-maybutnye-i-yogo-zahist-1046430.html) (access.: 

21.09.2018). 
2
 U Kabmini proponuiut sadzhaty na 8 rokiv za kiberzlochyny. 

23 kvitnia 2018. URL: https://www.epravda.com.ua/news/2018/04/23/ 

636259 (access.: 21.09.2018). 
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overeignty, realization of a wide range of tasks of the current and 

strategic economic policy of the Ukrainian state. 

 

 

 

4.5. Development of Rural Territories 

in the System of Ukraine’s Economic Security 
 

Pavlikha Nataliia
1
,  

Khomiuk Nataliia
2
 

 

Due to the introduction of decentralization process in Ukraine in 

2014, which stipulates the transfer of powers to the local authorities, 

essential significance is acquired by regions, regional development, 

including that of rural areas, and ensuring regional economic security. 

Therefore, rural territories are given one of the leading parts in the 

formation of the national economy as a whole, which causes the 

necessity of investigation of rural territories development in the 

system of Ukraine‟s economic security.  

A significant contribution to the study of rural territories develop-

ment was made by such domestic specialists as V. Borshchevskyi, 

S. Hazuda, T. Hohol, О. Hutorova, Y. Hubeni, V. Diiesperov, М. Zhy-

bak, І. Zalutskyi, S. Korobka, І. Кulchii, А. Кliuchnyk, М. Lesiv, 

А. Lisovyi, Y. Lupenko, М. Мalik, L. Маrmul, V. Оnehina, О. Pavlov, 

О. Panasiuk, Т. Pentsak, N. Ridei, N. Stoianets, О. Тalavyria, 

І. Chukhnо, О. Tsikhanovska, V. Yurchyshyn and others. Theoretical 

problems of economic security study are considered in  the works of 

such scholars as V. Boiko, О. Vlasiuk, V. Heiets, V. Zalizko, S. Liekar, 

Kh. Маndzinovska, І. Мishchyna, H. Pasternak-Taranushenko, 
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V. Predborskyi, Т. Sak, L. Shevchenko and others. However, despite a 

significant amount of publications on the issue under consideration 

there is no single approach to defining the process of interaction 

between rural territories development and ensuring economic security.  

Taking into account the global experience, a high level of eco-

nomic security of the regions and the country as a whole is one of the 

preconditions for the harmonious economic development of any state 

including its rural territories and society.  

The issue of rural areas development is not sufficiently investi-

gated not only in Ukraine but also in the world. Very often the 

development of rural areas is identified with rural or agrarian develop-

ment, and, as a result, in the socio-economic development of rural 

territories the stress is made on agriculture. The developed countries 

of the world direct their resources and efforts to the integrated deve-

lopment of rural territories.  

Table 1 shows systematized approaches to defining the essence of 

the concept of “rural territories development”.  

Таble 1 

Approaches to the definition of the essence of the “rural territories 

development” concept 

 

1 2 

М. Маlik,  

V. Pulim
1
 

not only the development of material base, housing, 

social infrastructure in the countryside, but also 

the improvement of the quality of life in villages which 

is connected with the spiritual and social needs 

of a person 

S. Кorobka,  

Т. Pentsak
2
 

set of actions (sociо-еconomic, political and legal) 

aimed at ensuring stable irreversible changes 

in the industrial, social and environmental spheres 

                                                 
1
 Malik M. I., Pulim V. A. Kontseptualni zasady rozvytku silskykh 

terytorii. in Mizhnar. Sympoziumi Rol sotsialnoho kapitalu ta lokalnykh 

initsiatyv u zabezpechenni silskoho rozvytku. Zhytomyr, 2007. P. 156–163.  
2
 Korobka S. V., Pentsak T. H. Problemy sotsialno-ekonomichnoho 

rozvytku silskykh terytorii v Ukraini. Naukovyi visnyk LNUVMBT imeni 

S. Z. Hzhytskoho. 2017. T. 19, № 76. P. 67–71.  
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End of table 1 

1 2 

О. Hutorova
1
 

stable development of a rural community that ensures: 

the increase in rural economy efficiency; stable repro-

duction of rural population; regulation of engineering 

and technical, sanitary and hygienic norms 

of the territory; providing the rural population 

employment and average income rate; raising the living 

standards of rural population; preserving culture 

and traditions; development of social infrastructure; 

rational and ecologically safe use of resources 

V. Оnehina, 

L. Batiuk
2
 

such an increase in agrarian production, in which its 

benefits are more or less evenly distributed among all 

participants in the process, and the reduction 

of employment in agriculture is accompanied 

by the creation of new jobs outside the agrarian sector 

in the countryside 

 

Source: generalized by the authors. 

 

Consequently, the development of rural territories should be 

considered as the process of expanded reproduction of rural areas, 

which ensures the harmonious growth of the economic, social, 

demographic, ethnic and environmental spheres
3
. 

Synthesis of the concepts of “development” and “economic secu-

rity” requires the substantiation of their interaction. Yu. Pogorelov 

notes that development as a general scientific category is considered 

in the three inseparably connected aspects, namele, as a law, as a 

                                                 
1
 Hutorova O. O. Problemy ta perspektyvy rozvytku silskykh terytorii v 

Ukraini. Aktualni problemy innovatsiinoi ekonomiky. 2016. № 4. P. 68–73.  
2
 Onehina V. M., L. A. Batiuk. Suchasni tendentsii rozvytku silskykh 

terytorii yak zahroza ekonomichnii bezpetsi Ukrainy. Aktualni problemy 

innovatsiinoi ekonomiky. 2016. № 1. P. 33–36.  
3
 Khomiuk N. L. Teoretychni osnovy rozvytku silskykh terytorii v 

Ukraini. in I Mizhn. nauk.-prakt. internet-konferentsii Aktualni problemy 

rehionalnykh doslidzhen. Lutsk, 2017. P. 34–35. 
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principle and as a phenomenon, through the prism of quantitative and 

qualitative changes, the accumulation of which causes the transition of 

the system from a certain state to a qualitatively different one
1
. 

V. Predborskyi regards development as one of the components of 

economic security. If the economy does not develop, its possibilities 

of survival, resistance power, and the ability to adapt to internal and 

external threats sharply decrease. The violation of proportions and 

links among various components of the system leads to its destabi-

lization, and is a signal of the transition of the economy from the state 

of safety to that of unsafety
2
. 

Although the concept of “economic security” has been used in 

scientific literature for a long time, there is still no single approach to 

the definition of this category.  

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) defines econo-

mic security as the ability of individuals as well as households and 

communities to satisfy their basic needs in a stable and dignified 

manner
3
. Another definition can also be found in scientific literature: 

economic security means access to resources, finances and markets 

necessary for maintaining the acceptable level of well-being and state 

power
4
. 

Table 2 shows systematized approaches to the definition of the 

essence of the concept of “economic security”.  

Therefore, economic security is a complex socio-economic 

concept which determines the ability of an economic system to 

                                                 
1
 Pohorielov Yu. S. Katehoriia rozvytku ta yii ekspleinarnyi bazys. 

Teoretychni ta prykladni pytannia ekonomiky. 2012. T. 1. Vyp. 27. P. 30–34.  
2
 Predborskyi V. A. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy. Kyiv, Ukraina: 

Kondor, 2005. P. 16. 
3
 International committee of the red cross. What is Economic Security? 

URL: https://www.icrc.org/en/document/introduction-economic-security 

(аccess.: May 19, 2018).  
4
 Buzan B. New Patterns of Global Security in the Twenty-First 

Century. in International Affairs (Royal Institute of International Affairs 

1944). 1991. Vol. 67. Iss. 3. P. 431–451. URL: http://www.jstor.org/ 

stable/2621945 (аccess.: May 10, 2018).  

https://www.icrc.org/en/document/introduction-economic-security
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maintain effective satisfaction of the needs of all economic entities, 

even under unfavorable conditions of the internal and external 

environment.  
Таble 2 

Approaches to the definition of the essence of the “economic security” 

concept 

 

Author(s) Definition of the concept 

S. Liekar
1
 

a complex socio-economic concept which includes 

a wide range of constantly changing conditions of ma-

terial production, external and internal threats to the 

economy 

О. Vlasiuk
2
 

a complex polystructural science which, by analogy 

with the security of ecological, biological, technical 

systems etc., studies security of socio-economic 

systems of different levels of hierarchy (an individual, 

a household, a branch of industry, a region, economy 

sector, national economy, the world economy) 

L. Shevchenko and 

others
3
 

the most important qualitative characteristic 

of the economic system that determines its ability 

of maintaining consistent implementation of national 

state interests, sustainable capacity of economic 

entities, normal living conditions of the population 

І. Міshchyna
4
 

economic relations aimed at achieving such a level 

of economic development which provides effective 

satisfaction of needs and guaranteed protection 

of the interests of all economic entities even under the 

unfavorable internal and external conditions 

Source: generalized by the authors. 

                                                 
1
 Lekar S. I. Poniattia ta zmist ekonomichnoi bezpeky. Forum prava. 

2012. № 2. P. 399–402.  
2
 Vlasiuk O. S. Teoriia i praktyka ekonomichnoi bezpeky v systemi 

nauky pro ekonomiku. Kyiv, Ukraina, 2008. P. 45. 
3
 Shevchenko L. S. еt al. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy: sutnist ta 

napriamy formuvannia. Kharkiv, Ukraina: Pravo, 2009. P. 11. 
4
 Mishyna I. H. Ekonomichna bezpeka v umovakh rynkovykh transfor-

matsii: avtoref. … kand. ek. Nauk/Donets. nats. un-t. Donetsk, 2007. P. 5.  
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V. Kuzmenko systematized the views of scholars on the defini-

tion of economic security at different levels and identified macrolevel 

(international and national security), mesolevel (regional security), 

microlevel (enterprise security) and nanolevel (safety of an indivi-

dual)
1
. 

Table 3 shows systematized approaches to defining the essence of 

the concept of economic security of a state”. 
Таble 3 

Approaches to the definition of the essence of the “economic security 

of a state” concept 

1 2 

T. Sak
2
 

the state of being protected against possible threats 
that forms economic independence, stability and long-
term development 

L. Shevchenko and 
others

3
 

protection of all levels of a country‟s economy against 
dangerous actions caused either by the deliberate 
influence of any factor, or by the spontaneous impact 
of market forces 

V. Predborskyi
4
 

it is not only the protection of national interests, but 
also the readiness and capacity of the institutions 
of power to create the mechanisms of implementation 
and protection of national interests in the domestic 
economy development, maintenance of the society‟s 
socio-political stability 

Kh. Маndzinovskа
5
  

the basis of ensuring its sovereignty, competitiveness, 
defense capacity, maintaining social harmony 
in society, the country‟s organic entry into the world 
economy 

                                                 
1
 Kuzmenko V. V. Ekonomichna bezpeka ta stalyi rozvytok: vzaiemo-

diia na rehionalnomu rivni: avtoref. kand. … ek. nauk/Donets. nats. un-t. 
Donetsk, 2007. P. 5. 

2
 Sak T. V. Ekonomichna bezpeka Ukrainy: poniattia, struktura, osnovni 

tendentsii. Innovatsiina ekonomika. 2013. № 6 (44). P. 336–340. 
3
 Shevchenko L. S. еt al. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy: sutnist ta 

napriamy formuvannia. Kharkiv, Ukraina: Pravo, 2009. P. 11. 
4
 Predborskyi V. A. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy. Kyiv, Ukraina: 

Kondor, 2005. P. 16. 
5
 Mandzinovska Kh. O. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy: sutnist, 

skladovi elementy ta problemy zabezpechennia. Naukovi zapysky. 2016. 
№ 2 (53). Р. 159–166. 
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End of table 3 

1 2 

О. Кonarivska, 

Т. Paniuk
1
 

the state of protection of the vital interests of a state 

as a whole, from the risk of the effects of internal 

and external factors to ensure the stability 

of the national economy, which will lead 

to the effective functioning of enterprises  

V. Heiets
2
 

capacity of the national economy to ensure its free 

independent development and to maintain the stability 

of civil society and its institutions, as well 

as the sufficient defense potential of the country under 

all kinds of adverse conditions and scenarios, 

and the ability of a state to protect national economic 

interests from internal and external threats 

H. Pаsternak-

Таranushenko 
3
 

the condition of a state that ensures the possibility 

of creating and developing conditions for productive 

life of its population, prosperous development of its 

economy in the future and the growth of its residents‟ 

welfare 

 

Source: generalized by the authors. 

 

Consequently, economic security of a country is the state of 

security at all levels of the country‟s economy against unfavorable 

conditions of internal or external environment. Based on the results of 

the conducted research, V. Kuzmenko notes that economic security of 

a region means a sustainable development of the region which 

promotes further improvement of its socio-economic and ecological 

spheres that are consistent with national interests, and possesses an 

                                                 
1
 Konarivska O. B. еt al. T. P. Paniuk. Pidkhody do vyvchennia sutnosti 

poniattia “ekonomichna bezpeka pidpryiemstv”. Visnyk Volynskoho instytutu 

ekonomiky ta menedzhmentu. 2017. Vyp. 19. P. 95–102,  
2
 Heiets V. M. Kontseptsiia ekonomichnoi bezpeky Ukrainy. Kyiv, 

Ukraina: Lohos, 1999. P. 5. 
3
 Pasternak-Taranushenko H. A. Ekonomichna bezpeka derzhavy. Met-

odolohiia zabezpechennia. Kyiv, Ukraina: Kyivskyi ekonomichnyi instytut 

menedzhmentu, 2003. P. 29. 
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active effective mechanism for identifying and confronting internal 

and external threats
1
. 

The legal basis for the definition of “security” in Ukraine is the 

Constitution, the Law of Ukraine On the Fundamentals of National 

Security of Ukraine and other Ukraine‟s laws, international treaties, 

the consent of which is binding on the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, as 

well as other normative legal acts issued in compliance with the laws
2
. 

In accordance with Methods of Calculation of the Economic 

Security Level of Ukraine approved by the Ministry of Economic 

Development and Trade of Ukraine the components of economic 

security are as follows: industrial, demographic, power engineering, 

foreign economic, investment and innovation, macroeconomic, food, 

social, financial (banking; that of non-bank financial market; debt; 

budgetary; currency; monetary) security
3
. 

At present, most rural areas are characterized by a low socio-

economic development as the main sphere of the rural population 

employment is agriculture, which specific feature is seasonal nature of 

production. Therefore, rural territories feature high unemployment 

rate, unfavorable demographic situation, high rate of rural population 

migration, low access to medical care and educational facilities. Unlike 

other countries, where the policy of rural areas development is being 

actively improved, in Ukraine it is still at the stage of the creation
4
.  

                                                 
1
 Kuzmenko V. V. Ekonomichna bezpeka ta stalyi rozvytok: vzaiemo-

diia na rehionalnomu rivni: avtoref. kand. ek. nauk/Donets. nats. un-t. 

Donetsk, 2007. P. 3.  
2
 Verkhovna Rada Ukrainy. (2018, Jan. 22): Zakon № 964-IV. “Pro 

osnovy natsionalnoi bezpeky Ukrainy”. URL: http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/ 

laws/show/964-15 (аccess.: May 10, 2018). 
3
 Ministerstvo ekonomichnoho rozvytku i torhivli Ukrainy (2018, 

Febr. 21). Nakaz № 1277. “Pro zatverdzhennia Metodychnykh rekomendatsii 

shchodo rozrakhunku rivnia ekonomichnoi bezpeky Ukrainy”. URL: 

http://cct.com.ua/2013/29.10.2013_1277.htm (аccess.: May 10, 2018). 
4
 Khomiuk N. L. Osoblyvosti formuvannia katehorii “silski terytorii”. 

Naukovyi visnyk Uzhhorodskoho natsionalnoho universytetu. Seriia: Mizh-

narodni ekonomichni vidnosyny ta svitove hospodarstvo. 2018. № 17. 

P. 117–120.  

http://cct.com.ua/2013/29.10.2013_1277.htm
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The main problem of rural residents is that their financial situa-

tion is more complicated than that of the urban population. The low 

standard of life of the rural residents of Ukraine is evidenced by such 

index-number as the share of the population with per capita monthly 

equivalent cash income is lower than statutory minimum subsistence 

level: in 2016 it was 10,2 % in total in Ukraine, and in rural areas – 

13,8 %. In 2016, the total share of the Ukrainian population with per 

capita monthly equivalent cash income was lower than the actual 

minimum subsistence level was 65,0 % nationwide, and in rural areas 

it was 73,6 %
1
.  

Significant aggravation of the economic crisis can be seen in the 

field of agriculture which is the main production sphere in rural areas. 

Large agricultural holdings are mainly engaged in growing cereals and 

industrial crops using advanced technologies, so arable farming has 

been practically monopolized. The largest area of farmland (3,515.1 

thousand hectares) is concentrated in enterprises that owned and used 

more than 10,000 hectares. The distribution of agricultural enterprises 

in terms of the size of their farming land in 2016 is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of agricultural enterprises by the size of farming land 

in 2016 

Source: composed by the author on the basis of Statistical Yearbook of 

Ukraine in 2016
1
.  

                                                 
1
 Verner I. Ye. Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2016 rik. Kyiv, 

Ukraina: Derzhavnyi komitet statystyky Ukrainy, 2017. P. 83. 
1 Ibid. P. 295. 
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As a result, processing agricultural raw materials and the sale of 

commodity products have been actually monopolized by the enter-

prises. Моnopolization of commercial lands leads to the decline of 

farming, small and medium-sized businesses in the rural areas
1
. 

According to statistics agricultural products grown in Ukraine in 

2016 are estimated at 254,640.5 million UAH. Agricultural enterprises 

produced 57 % (crop products – 44,5 % and livestock products – 12,5 

%) of the total volume. In the households, the volume of production is 

43 % of the total: plant products – 28,1 % (mainly potatoes, vegetable 

and fruit crops) and livestock products (wool, milk) – 14,9 %
2
.  

The use of land in Ukraine is determined by the trends prevailing 

in Soviet times, that is the desire to increase production by increasing 

the share of arable land. This led, as N. Burlaka notes, to a high degree 

of plowed land
3
. The level of land plots in Ukraine is perhaps the 

highest in the world and is 53,9 %, which according to the current 

norms is considered unfavorable. High plowing of land is undesirable, 

because it dramatically reduces the natural potential of the territory. 

The agricultural development of Ukraine in 2017 amounted to 71,7 %, 

and the share of arable land in the total area of agricultural lands was 

78,4 % (Table 4). In the EU, agricultural land cultivation is 25,6 %, 

and in developed countries 11,8 %
4
. 

Taking into account the EU experience, a positive fact for 

Ukraine is the adoption in 2015 the Concept of Rural Development
1
, 

                                                 
1
 Pavlikha N. V., Khomiuk N. L. Kontseptualni zasady transformatsii 

systemy platezhiv za korystuvannia zemliamy silskohospodarskoho pryzna-

chennia. Innovatsiina ekonomika. 2016. № 9–10 (65). P. 114–119.  
2
 Verner I. Ye. Statystychnyi shchorichnyk Ukrainy za 2016 rik. Kyiv, 

Ukraina: Derzhavnyi komitet statystyky Ukrainy, 2017. P. 290. 
3
 Burlaka N. I. Svitovyi dosvid vykorystannia zemelnykh resursiv 

silskohospodarskoho pryznachennia. Ekonomichni nauky. Seriia “Oblik i 

finansy”. 2012. Vyp. 9 (33). Ch. 1. P. 142–149.  
4
 Pavlikha N. V., Khomiuk N. L. Transformatsiia systemy platezhiv za 

korystuvannia zemliamy silskohospodarskoho pryznachennia. Lutsk, Ukraina: 

Volynianyn, 2017. P. 82. 
1
 Kabinet Ministriv Ukrainy (2018, Febr. 28). Rozporiadzhennia № 995-r, 

Pro skhvalennia Kontseptsii rozvytku silskykh terytorii. URL: http://zakon2. 

rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995-2015-%D1%80 (аccess.: May 10, 2018). 
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which is aimed at creating necessary organizational, legal and finan-

cial prerequisites for rural development through: diversification of 

economic activity; increasing the level of real incomes from agricul-

tural and non-agricultural activities in the rural areas; achievement of 

guaranteed social standards and improvement of living conditions of 

rural population; environmental protection, conservation and restora-

tion of natural resources in rural areas; preserving rural population as 

the bearer of Ukrainian identity, culture and spiritual values; creating 

conditions for the expansion of the opportunities of territorial commu-

nities of villages and settlements to help them solve the existing 

problems; bringing the legislation regulating rural development in 

conformity with the EU standards. The implementation of this 

Concept will make it possible to shift the focus of the state‟s agrarian 

policy from the support of the agrarian sector of economy to the 

support of rural territories, improvement of the quality of life and 

economic welfare of the rural population
1
. 

Таble 4 

The agricultural development and the plowing of land in Ukraine 

Indicator 

Years (at the beginning of the year) 

01.11. 

1990 
2006 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

The agricul-

tural deve-

lopment, % 

72,6 72,0 71,8 71,8 71,7 71,7 71,7 71,7 71,7 71,7 71,7 

Plowing 

farmland, % 
79,9 77,8 78,1 78,1 78,2 78,3 78,3 78,4 78,4 78,4 78,4 

Source: calculated by the authors on the basis of data of The State 

Service of Ukraine for Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre
1
. 

As scientists admit, the development of rural areas is important 

for Ukraine not only in view of the need to solve their socio-economic 

                                                 
1
 Pavlikha N. V., Khomiuk N. L. Dosvid yevropeiskoho soiuzu shchodo 

rozvytku silskykh terytorii. Biznes-Navihator. 2018. Vyp. 1 (44). P. 53–57.  
1
 Derzhavna sluzhba Ukrainy z pytan heodezii, kartohrafii ta kadastru. 

Zemelnyi fond Ukrainy. URL: http://land.gov.ua. (аccess.: аccess.: May 10, 

2018). 
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problems, but also for the sake of preserving the customs of the 

Ukrainian people, their historical and ethnic peculiarities. After all, it 

is a village community that is the key bearer and the centre of the 

development of cultural traditions
1
. Therefore, the united territorial 

communities (UTCs) play a significant role in the system of economic 

security of a region and the country as a whole, being its most 

important elements.  

According to Article 1 of the Law of Ukraine On the Local 

Government in Ukraine a territorial community is defined as residents, 

united by permanent residence within the limits of a village, a town or 

a city, which are independent administrative and territorial units, or a 

voluntary association of inhabitants of several villages having a single 

administrative center
2
 . 

In the framework of this study, attention should be paid speci-

fically to village and township territorial communities. 

One of the results of reforming local self-government and the 

territorial organization of power is the establishment of united terri-

torial communities, the number of which as of May, 10 2018 totaled to 

731
3
. Zhytomyr, Khmelnytsky, Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhya and 

Volyn oblasts showed the best results in the overall rating of regions 

concerning the formation of UTCs, while the lowest ones were shown 

by Luhansk, Cherkasy, Kyiv, Vinnytsya and Zakarpattia oblasts.  

As A. Tkachuk notes, the reform has reached the point of 

irreversibility, but this does not mean that there are no risks for its 

further course, the main of which are as follows
1
: 

                                                 
1
 Vasyltsiv T. H., Boiko V. V. Napriamy ta zasoby rozvytku silskykh 

terytorii v konteksti zmitsnennia sotsialno-ekonomichnoi bezpeky Ukrainy. 

Lviv. Ukraina: Liha-Pres, 2016. P. 10–11. 
2
 Verkhovna Rada Ukrainy (2018, Jan. 20): Zakon № 280/97-VR. “Pro 

mistseve samovriaduvannia v Ukraini”. URL: http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/ 

laws/show/280/97-%D0%B2%D1%80 (аccess.: May 10, 2018). 
3
 Monitorynh protsesu detsentralizatsii vlady ta reformuvannia mistse-

voho samovriaduvannia stanom na 10 kvitnia 2018 roku. URL: 

http://decentralization.gov.ua/mainmonitoring (аccess.: Apr. 12, 2018). 
1
 Tkachuk A. Reforma mistsevoho samovriaduvannia (detsentraliza-

tsiia). URL: http://reformsguide.org.ua/ua/analytics (аccess.: Apr. 05, 2018). 
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1. The formation of UTCs in the regions leads to the weakening 

of the economic and managerial capacity of the district (rayon), and 

therefore to conflicts between the district-level management and the 

heads of UTCs.  

2. The lack of jurisdiction of local self-government bodies on the 

territories outside settlements, particularly in such spheres as planning 

and improving the area, preserving the environment, leads to 

squandering and pollution of these territories.  

3. The local bodies of self-government have sufficient powers 

and necessary resources, but the supervision over the decisions of 

local self-government bodies as to their compliance with the 

Constitution and laws has not yet been imposed.  

4. Budgetary income alignment can lead to faster growth of the 

asymmetry of development among different communities, which is 

unacceptable for the unity of the state.   

Association of communities allowed increasing the general fund 

revenues of local budgets per 1 resident for January – March 2016 – 

2018 from 783,5 UAH to 1,330.9 UAH (+547,4 UAH)
1
. 

Due to the increased level of UTC financial autonomy the bodies 

of regional and local self-government have the possibility to develop 

and implement the territories development programmers, which will 

bring real economic results in the future. In addition, at the national 

level decentralization creates conditions for the competition among 

territorial communities for resources
1
. In 2018 the state support for 

regional and local development increased by a factor of 39, as 

compared to 2014.  

According to V. Zalizko, due to the fact that economic security of 

rural areas depends on the availability of a qualitative set of conditions 

and factors, both material and intangible, in which a sustainable socio-

                                                 
1
 Monitorynh protsesu detsentralizatsii vlady ta reformuvannia mistse-

voho samovriaduvannia stanom na 10 kvitnia 2018 roku. URL: 

http://decentralization.gov.ua/mainmonitoring (аccess.: Apr. 12, 2018). 
1
 Onyshchenko V. O., Bondarevska O. M. Zabezpechennia ekono-

michnoi bezpeky terytorialnykh hromad yak osnovnoho elementa rehionalnoi 

bezpeky. IV Vseukr. nauk.-prakt. Internet-konf. Ekonomichna bezpeka: 

derzhava, rehion, pidpryiemstvo. Poltava, 2018. P. 8–10. 
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economic development of these territories is possible, while the 

economic system will be able either to effectively avoid conflicts or to 

settle them, as well as to withstand internal and external threats, it can 

be structured by subtypes. Thus, in the structure of economic security 

of rural territories, the scientist identified the following components: 

food; financial; ethno-cultural; informational; scientific-intellectual; 

transport; ecological; social; administrative; business, etc
1
.  

However, the definition of the concept of “economic security of 

rural territories”, according to V. Boiko, is a little debatable, in parti-

cular: 1) a specific territory is only a spatial basis for which the 

qualitative processes associated with the formation of economic secu-

rity are a priori irrelevant, while the latter are characteristic of rela-

tions that arise between entities directly located on this territory; 

2) rural territory cannot be the subject of legal relations, and the advo-

cacy and protection of the interests of the rural population is ensured 

through representation in local self-government bodies, state admini-

strations, public organizations, non-governmental institutions, etc.; 

3) the parameters of economic security are determined not by the 

internal characteristics of a particular rural territory, but by the direct 

combination of the conditions of development of business entities 

operating on it. Therefore, it is more expedient in the process of the 

development of methodological apparatus for the research to use the 

notion “economic security of rural territories”, which priority is to 

assess the level of safety of conditions and the interdetermination 

between the development of rural areas and the level of economic 

security of the state. The peculiarity of the economic security of the 

rural territories development is its two-dimensional interdependence 

(regional and sectoral) with the economic security of the state through 

the intermediate hierarchical levels of its provision system
1
. 

                                                 
1
 Zalizko V. D. Ekonomichna bezpeka silskykh terytorii: sutnist po-

niattia, struktura, funktsii. Naukovyi visnyk Lvivskoho derzhavnoho univer-

sytetu vnutrishnikh sprav. 2013. № 1. P. 49–56.  
1
 Boiko V. V. Formuvannia metodolohii doslidzhennia hospodarskoho 

mekhanizmu rozvytku silskykh terytorii u systemi ekonomichnoi bezpeky 

derzhavy. Ekonomika i suspilstvo. 2016. Vyp. 3. P. 44–51.  
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Ensuring the harmonious development of rural areas in the 

system of economic security should be based on the principles of 

unity and integrity, taking into account the process of decentralization, 

which is carried out through the formation of communities, with due 

consideration of geographical, economic, ecological, ethnic and 

demographic characteristics of each rural territorial entity.  

Therefore, ensuring economic security at the level of village and 

settlement communities as a key element of regional economic 

security will allow not only improving the system of regional 

development management, but also increasing the level of protection 

of economic interests of rural residents and the state as a whole. It 

should be noted that the lack of a unified understanding of the essence 

of the rural territories development in the system of economic 

security, both in the scientific literature and in the legal and regulatory 

framework, gives rise to a number of contradictions and determines 

the relevance of further scientific developments in this field. 
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